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ABSTRACT 

This thesis explores the career experiences of women civil engineers in the UK and 
examines how women negotiate their place in a highly male-dominated profession. The 
thesis considers why women are under-represented in this profession, are rarely 
appointed to senior management positions and how changes in the business pattern of 
UK engineering consulting companies has created barriers or opportunities for women. 

Uncovering the detail of women's career expectations and experience was more suited 
to a qualitative approach to data collection. A series of semi-structured interviews was 
carried out with thirty-one women engineers working in different sectors of the 
profession. The women were in a variety of personal circumstances, including single 
and married women, some with young children and others with no dependent caring 
responsibilities. The ages of the women ranged from twenty three to fifty six years with 
the majority having attained chartered status. The interviews focused on factors that 
affect career progression and these were discussed within the three themes of 
subcultures of the profession, work/life balance and possible agents for change. 
Quantitative membership data from the Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE) and other 
construction professions has been analysed to provide the context for the research. 

Feminist concerns about the relationship between women's role in the private sphere of 
the home and the public sphere of paid work have led to a theoretical framework that 
draws mainly on the work of Walby and Cockburn. This has been enhanced by Greed's 
gendered critique of the wider construction sector. The findings show that women feel 
isolated within the profession and this isolation seems more pronounced for the few 
women who reach the top and also generally in the setting of the construction site. 
Despite attempts by -some contracting firms to reform the culture of construction sites, 
this sense of isolation is heightened by problems of harassment in that setting. Thus, for 
many women the prospect of working on site is still very daunting. Equal opportunities 
policies have a low profile in the industry and this research shows that women working 
as professionals in construction do not see 'equality' measures of this type as likely 
agents for change. 

The image of the profession as predominantly a 'male preserve' continues, and the ICE 
is regarded as a 'very male club' which admits women only reluctantly. Although 
women report feeling marginalised within the profession many receive personal support 
from individual male and female colleagues and this factor can be critical to their career 
progress. Moving into management is seen as necessary for career success but some 
women are ambivalent about the negative impacts this may have on work/life balance. 
The culture of long hours is dominant and this marginalises women with caring 
commitments and reinforces male hierarchy within the profession. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Introduction and research aims 
Civil engineering in the UK has experienced great structural change over the past ten 

years in response to the shrinking size of its traditional market and the commercial 
realities of globalisation. The need to adapt to a new business climate has coincided 
with a shortage of entrants to the profession and has resulted in an associated drive to 

encourage greater numbers of men and women to join this and other construction 
professions. Some of these measures have been directed particularly at women but have 
failed to attract them in significant numbers. Promises of an exciting and varied career 
with opportunities for travel and promotion do not seem to have persuaded many 
women to join the industry and this research offers insight into why these incentives 
have not been successful. Civil engineering thus continues to be strongly male- 
dominated and operates in a 'masculine' environment dominated by conflict and crisis 
management (Langford et al, 1995). 

The overarching aim of the research, therefore, is to explore the changing position of 
women within the civil engineering profession. The research concentrates attention on 
the specific problems women encounter working as professional civil engineers within 
UK construction. This adds to existing knowledge concerning women in a range of 
manual, technical, administrative and other professional occupations within the sector 
and highlights particular structural and organisational issues affecting their progress. 

The study focuses on civil engineering within the context of the wider construction 
industry and the involvement and progress of women in professional roles within the 

sector. The research explores the career experiences of women within the profession, 
identifying factors that have acted as enablers and constraints to their progress. These 

aims lead to specific research questions. 

9 which factors have specifically helped or hindered the individual progress of women 

9 to what extent have women been able to make career advancement within the 

profession 

how has the profession changed and what in particular would improve the 

profession for women 



Much of the research design was concerned with investigating factors that might deter 

or encourage women's entry and progress and this relates to the first two research 

questions. These factors are broadly categorised within three thematic strands: 

subcultures, work/life balance and possible agents for change. In relation to constraining 
factors the research was directed at understanding how women perceived these 
difficulties or whether indeed they experienced them as barriers at all. There are a 
number of variables that can explain success and gender is just one of them. A concern 
with the extent to which the women identified with this particular variable as a predictor 
of their progress underpinned the construction of many of the interview questions. 

The study discusses how modem civil engineering has adopted a stronger managerial 
focus within a changed global market and addresses the related issue of professional 
progression and the perceived requirement to move into a management role to achieve 
high status. This is linked to the third research question which considers how women's 
career paths are affected by these changes and particularly whether women want to 

assume greater levels of decision-making responsibility and are prepared to do this on 
the terms already in place. Discussion of how the profession could be improved for all 
those within it, with emphasis on areas of particular concern to women, is a key focus of 
the study. This discussion raises the question of whether the absence of women amongst 
the senior positions within the industry results from exclusion or preference. The debate 

is concerned with management styles and practices and considers whether women 

manage differently from men. 

Reflecting on the juxtaposition of female roles at home and in the workplace, the 

emphasis on women's role in the former was of particular interest as a potential obstacle 
to progress. Cockburn (1991) suggests that women are still 'defined ill domesticity' even 
if they are unpartnered, childless, beyond childbearing age and clearly aimed at a high- 

flying career. One impact might be that 'fast track' women have to work twice as hard 

as similarly ambitious men, at confirming their competence and eligibility for 

advancement. Of primary interest is whether women civil engineers themselves identify 

with these possible explanations of their continued secondary position within the 

industry. 

2. Participation rates of women as engineering professionals 
Civil engineering is still an unpopular career choice for women especially when 

compared with other once male-dominated professions like law or accountancy. 
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Research published by the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) in November 1998 

shows that just 15 per cent of full-time science based jobs are carried out by women 
(NCE, 19 November 1998: 18). The DTI seems to attribute the problem to one of image 

and perception. In its study, fourteen and fifteen-year-old girls were asked for their 
impressions of science and engineering. Their responses focused on the remoteness and 
impersonal nature of science teaching that made them feel alienated. Personal creativity, 

working within a supportive social environment and dealing with human beings, were 
highly valued by the girls, but these qualities were seen as lacking in science and 
engineering. It could thus be argued that women may choose to work in the social, 
health and service sectors because they provide a better fit with women's perceived 
needs and wants. Their under-representation in the science and engineering fields, 
therefore, may be due less to exclusion and relate more to choices based on a value 
orientation influenced by convention and stereotype. 

The WISE (Women in Science and Engineering) initiative mounted by the Engineering 
Council has had some success in at least bringing the issue to public notice. The 

campaign works on several fronts promoting to girls and young women the excitement, 
job satisfaction and financial rewards (potentially greater in civil engineering than in 

some traditionally 'female' careers such as nursing, for example) that engineering 
careers can offer. WISE's message is one of global focus; the worldwide demand for 

increased innovation and productivity requires the best knowledge and abilities 

regardless of gender. Influenced by both the WISE programme and shortages of skilled 

staff, several civil engineering consultants have run workshops for staff on a number of 
'equality' themes aimed at promoting the idea that equality and diversity can enhance 
business. These initiatives were also in response to the external wider commercial 

stimuli for change that at the same time acknowledged both the benefits and the 

problems in changing the traditional ethos of the profession. 

Although it is difficult to evaluate the success of the WISE campaign, there is some 

evidence (including from this research) that the marginal increase in the relative and 

absolute numbers of women taking up careers in the fields of science and engineering 

may be attributed to this initiative, though, overall, women still appear to be 

discouraged from entering civil engineering. Currently women comprise just under five 

per cent of the Institution of Civil Engineers' (ICE) overall membership (see Table 

Two, Chapter Two). Admittedly, this is an advance on nine years earlier when the 



figure stood at just 3.5 per cent. Possibly the WISE campaign can claim responsibility 
for some of this increase but it certainly cannot claim to have turned the tide. The 

influence on career choice of these formal encouragement programmes has been 

considered as part of this study. 

The ICE is participating in wider activities to promote civil engineering to both men and 

women and aims to get young people interested in the profession when they begin 

secondary school (NCE, 21 June 2001: 18). A new magazine, 'NCEinsite' is being 
distributed to schools; there will be one issue per term which will include a topical 

round up of news and innovations from around the profession, highlighting case studies 
and projects from all over the world. Publication of the magazine was driven by the 
need to tackle the falling numbers of school leavers entering the profession either 
directly or via university or college courses. While there are many reasons for the 
continuing recruitment problems within the industry, much of the problem is thought by 

senior industry figures to stem simply from a lack of useful information about what a 
civil engineering career can involve. The summer 2001 issue characterises civil 
engineering as offering adventure, variety and good travel opportunities. The issue of 
pay is not mentioned; this may be due to the widespread view that it is a relatively low- 

paid profession. 

In using the term 'overall' membership, it is helpful to note that the ICE currently 
operates different grades/levels of membership though changes are underway to create a 
more unified membership category. A breakdown of membership statistics by category 
reveals a trend regarding the professional progress of women. In 1998 thirteen per cent 
of student members were women but women only comprised 2.5 per cent of full 

chartered members. Similarly only 0.2 per cent of the Institution's Fellows (a category 
of outstanding recognition) at that time were female (NCE, 19 November 1998: 19). 

This raises the question as to why more of the women student and graduate members do 

not progress in their careers and assume greater levels of professional or accredited 
status. 

Helen Stone, who sits on the Construction Industry Council's Equal opportunities Task 

Force, writing in the NCE, says that she is encouraged by the growing numbers of 

women in civil engineering: 

" nen I started out twentyfive years ago, it was very rare to be working with another 
woman. I was thefirst woman in myfirm to go on site. Female members of the ICE 
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would double roughly everyfive yearsfrom a tiny starting number. Ae rate of growth 
has levelled offin the lastfew years and is now about 15 per cent at the undergraduate 
level but a lower percentage of overall membership" (NCE, 19 November 1998: 19). 
The NCE 1998 salary survey shows that in salary terms there is evidence that women 

entering the profession are paid at least as well as their male colleagues. Of more 

concern are the problems faced by women trying to climb the career ladder. The salary 
survey shows that women earn on average 18 per cent less than their male counterparts 
in the middle ranks of the profession. By 2002 the gap had increased to 35 per cent (see 

Chapter Two). These figures are consistent with the findings of a US study by Judith 

McIlwee and Gregg Robinson (1992) looking at the relative progression of male and 
female engineering graduates. They found that female graduate engineers leaving 

college found well paid jobs with salaries at least as high and in some cases higher than 
their male counterparts but within ten years they occupied lower status positions than 
the men. The main explanation for this widening gap was that significantly more men 
were promoted to managerial positions than women. The experience for the women, 
then, had been one of relative downward mobility (McIlwee and Robinson, 1992). It 

seems that with greater responsibility the gender pay gap in the industry widens. Thus, 
Stone comments that "boards ofcompanies made up mostly ofmen have a habit of 
cloning themselves, especially in the private sector" (NCE, 19 November 1998: 19). 
Referring back to the question posed earlier, it would seem that from the financial 

aspect it could be argued that for women, civil engineering might not offer the most 

promising career opportunities. 

3. The origins and main concerns of the study 
This research project arises from my association over many years with the civil 

engineering profession, working as a contractor organising continuing professional 
development (CPD) events in the form of training courses, seminars, workshops, study 

tours and international conferences for civil engineers. Observations made in my 

professional role concerning the very small number of women attending CPD events led 

me to consider the continuing 'maleness' of the profession. Representations of civil 

engineering in the media suggest that men constitute the 'norm' in relation to 

professional practice. They are pictured as designers, managers and decision-makers. 

But, although men are the dominant 'face' of civil engineering, increasingly women are 

adding their contribution to this image though their progress remains slow. As Eisenhart 
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and Finkel (2001: 13) point out "the gap hetween men's and women's success, especially 
in elite science and engineering, remains significant'. 

The principal purpose of this study, therefore, is to explore the process of change within 
the profession to gain an understanding of why women appear so marginalised. Gender 

has formed the key focus of the study though the impact of diversity issues more 

generally is relevant, particularly in light of the ICE's initiative to modernise the 

profession as part of a drive to maximise human resource potential. 

This investigation began as a pilot study for a postgraduate dissertation that focused on 
the process of becoming a chartered civil engineer and the effects of gender on the 

relative success rates of men and women (Watts, 1995). It was clear that the work could 
be broadened to include a range of theoretical, structural and organisational issues about 
the civil engineering profession as a whole focusing on how the industry has changed 
and the impacts on women within it. The pilot study discussed the teaching of 
numeracy and science and the ways in which this confirms gendered stereotypes that 
discourage young women from pursuing science and engineering careers. This 

confirmed the view of Lightbody and Durndell (1998) that academic subject choice is a 
socialised process subject to a range of influences and expectations amongst which are 
occupational choices. 

This research, however, begins with women who have chosen a career in civil 

engineering, and is based on their accounts of work experiences and related life choices. 
The purpose of this approach was to gain a deeper understanding of the organisational 
structures and cultural practices that underpin the profession and of the strategies that 

women pursue to confirm their professional identity in what seemed to me to be 
incredibly 'male' spaces. Within this male territory, women, as a category, tend to fill 

the lower ranks at a disproportionate rate compared to the numbers of women entering 
the profession. Understanding the nature of this disadvantage/differential treatment and 

some of the ways that this could be amenable to change is an overarching research aim. 
This raises a complex set of issues that include personal and organisational behaviour, 

role stereotyping, value systems, cultural frameworks and power distribution within 

groups. This study then is about women civil engineers both in terms of their individual 

experience at work and as members of a minority group within a strongly 'male' 

defined occupation. 
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There is limited material in the literature specifically on the topic of civil engineering 

and much of this relates to civil engineering within the broader context of construction. 
The literature review, therefore, concentrates on relevant associated themes such as 

employment trends, organisational behaviour, workplace culture, career patterns, issues 

surrounding management and critical commentaries on contemporary gender relations. 
The women who contributed to the study told their stories and these accounts have been 

set within this wider empirical framework from a feminist perspective. 

A feminist theoretical perspective argues that gender is socially constructed and has as 
its focus the differing roles that men and women are expected to fulfil in society. In 

particular, it concentrates on the different perceptions of the work undertaken by men 
and women. Underpinning men and women's different relationship to the labour market 
is the concept that men's work is generally accounted for in economic policy 
calculations whilst women's work, which is seen as primarily linked to the private 
sphere, (particularly in reproducing the family) is largely unrecognised, undervalued 
and often made invisible. Gender was seen not simply as a matter of individual 

characteristics or identity, but rather as a source of social identity and power that 
involves relations of domination and oppression. Specifically for this study I wanted to 

examine the cultural norms that the language and practice of gender difference has 
brought to the practice and development of engineering which continues to reinforce 
this as a highly male-dominated activity. 

Civil engineering takes its discipline base from mathematics and physical sciences that 

are often characterised as 'male' subjects within the academy. The feminist scientist 
Evelyn Fox Keller has contributed to the debate about the gendered stereotyping of 

science. Her critique of how science operates and whose interests it serves has revealed 
that scientific knowledge is not 'pure', 'objective' knowledge, but rather it is the 

product of a range of cultural and social processes which themselves are value laden. 

"Analysis of the relevance of gender structures in conventionally male worlds only 
makes sense once we recognise gender not only as a bimodal term, applYing 
symmetrically to men and women (1hat is once we see that men too are gendered, that 
men too are made rather than horn), but also as denoting social rather than natural 
kinds" (Keller, 2001: 133). 
It was not only feminist writers who recognised that the knowledge produced within the 

natural and physical sciences was in fact social process as much as it was scientific 

process. Thomas Khun (1962), writing as social historian and philosopher, explored this 
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theme and charted how the production of scientific knowledge is subject to cultural and 

social influences, and its claim, therefore, of universal validity based on objective 

experimental method, cannot be substantiated. 

A starting point of the research, therefore, was consideration of the ways in which 
dominant ideas about men and women shape their life histories and career chances. 
Observations of how the civil engineering profession operates indicate that the issue of 
4equal' opportunities is a key one for this project (NCE, 3 February 2000). Whilst 

formal equal opportunity and sex discrimination legislation has now been in place for 

more than twenty-five years (the Sex Discrimination Act of 1975 made both direct and 
indirect discrimination in employment on the grounds of sex unlawful), its 
implementation by employers often does little to eradicate more informal forms of 
discrimination which operate in the workplace to limit career development for many 

women and some men, too (Alvesson and Billing, 1997). The continuing under- 

representation of women on the boards of 'blue chip' companies, is one example. This 

legislation could be said to have changed the public face of what is acceptable in the 

workplace, but in practice the difference between 'formal' and 'substantive' equality 

continues to be of concern (Bradley, 1999). Recognition that material issues such as 

caring responsibilities effect women more than men lies at the heart of this 'opportunity 

gap'. 

There is recognition that women are not well represented amongst the scientific and 

engineering staff of the civil engineering consulting firms. Several of these companies, 

aware of this project, offered their support by making available to me female members 

of staff for interviewing (summary details for these women are given in Appendix 1) as 

well as information about the work and management profile of their organisations., The 

mainstream industry weekly journal 'New Civil Engineer' (NCE) in November 1998 

ran a major editorial piece about women in construction (NCE, 19 November 1998: 18- 

22). The article entitled 'Changing the Gender Agenda' discusses why so few women 

civil engineers take up positions in construction and includes an account of one 

woman's experiences of working on a construction site. It suggests that problems of 

being made to feel on the fringe of activities, sexual harassment and straightforward 
hostility (verbal abuse) were regular occurrences. Practical difficulties such as a forty- 

minute round trip to a Ladies' toilet simply added to the stress. This raises concerns 

1 Sce Acknowlcdgcmcnts 
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about whether women should enter these traditional mate-dominated professions 

because of the particular personal and social difficulties that they face in establishing 

themselves within these territories colonised by men. 

Discussion of gender politics within the industry is a relatively recent development and 

often a contentious issue. Articles on the state of the profession, focusing on women's 

role within it, are capable of eliciting reactionary responses such as that included in the 

letters page of a November 1998 issue of the NCE, where a male engineer from County 

Durham advises women to stick to their strengths, claiming that: 

"only aftmale chauvinist wouldproclaim that the profession would be improved if 
more members werefemale. It is evident the magazine wishes to gofurther, and cajole 
women into ajob which most have shown themselves to be as unsuitable as a male 
midwife. It isjust as harmful (if not more so) to pressurise people into seeking 
employmentfor which they are not suitable, as to dissuade them because of sexual 
stereotype" (NCE, 26 November 1998: 14). 
Although there is now greater discussion about women's professional role within 

construction, women are still conspicuous by their absence. 

4. Research Methods 
This study is mainly based on qualitative methods focusing on women's personal 

accounts to provide direct and engaging insight into first-hand experience of how it 

feels to work within this strongly male defined profession. Semi-structured interviews 

were considered to be the most effective way of achieving this in-depth view and were 

preferred over other methods such as, for example, a questionnaire survey based on 
larger samples. I describe my methodological concerns and practices in greater detail in 

Chapter Four but now briefly summarise the key elements of this approach below. 

(i) Literature review 
The first element is a literature review that begins with a critique of women's general 

position within the labour market from a feminist sociological perspective. A summary 

of women's experience of working in male-dominated professions follows. This has 

provided the framework for the last part of the review that looks specifically at women's 

technical and professional role within science and the built environment sector that form 

the context of civil engineering. 
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(ii) Review and interpretation of statistical information from professional bodies 
within construction 
Quantitative data about women's membership of professional bodies within the 

construction sector was examined to give a clear picture of their representation within 

the industry. A particular focus on the data from the ICE analyses trends in the numbers 

of women entering civil engineering and the proportion attaining professional chartered 

status. With a growing skills shortage reported in the industry, the issue of 'fall out' 

rates seems relevant but this is beyond the scope of this study. 

(iii) Qualitative semi-structured interviews 
In order to do justice to the complex nature of the research questions to be investigated I 

chose a mainly qualitative approach to the data collection. Interviewing of thirty-one 
women civil engineers formed the main tool of this investigation. The interviews were 
semi-structured and involved a range of women currently working in the industry with 
differing status and family backgrounds and responsibilities. These interviews explored 
the factors that they perceived to have enhanced their career and those which may have 

obstructed it (including both their domestic circumstances and their working 
environment). Interviews included a discussion of their ideas about how the profession 
could be changed to attract more women and improve their career prospects. 
Interviewees were identified through existing contacts within the industry. 
Approximately a quarter of the women interviewed were in middle and senior 
management positions. Some women could be considered to be industry leaders, in 

terms of their profile, and this presented me with the particularly difficult challenge of 
retaining confidentiality in these cases. As well as 're-naming' all the women, I have 
been careful not to include detailed information about individual work histories or 
identify high profile projects with which some have been associated. 

5. Outline of Chapters 
Understanding how civil engineering in the UK is organised is essential to give meaning 
to the research findings and Chapter Two sets out to describe the profession's origins 

and modem day development. This chapter begins with membership data from the key 

professional bodies within the built environment sector and focuses particularly on the 

membership size and grade structure of the ICE. This contextualises the general 
information about the profession that forms the main part of the chapter. 
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Consideration is given to the contemporary role of civil engineers outlining the most 

common tasks and job functions. The ways that these functions are performed in 

different settings are discussed, together with some of the possible gender implications. 

The impacts of globalisation on employment trends, training requirements and career 

opportunities are discussed. Changes to management practice within the profession 

receives attention demonstrating the variety of roles and job titles that comprise this 
function and how management is increasingly recognised as quite a separate specialism 
rather than just an extension of technical expertise. The chapter concludes with three 

company case studies each selected to illustrate aspects of organisational and 
commercial change within the industry and the possible effects of this change on 
employment practices in general and the position of women in particular. 

The theoretical framework of the research is the subject of the literature review outlined 
in Chapter Three. The review includes books, articles and papers in both academic 
and professional journals as well as some 'grey literature' sources; these comprise 
reports and commentary from organisations within the profession as well as trade press 
material and editorial from national newspapers. Reference has also been made to 

published information from organisations such as the Equal Opportunities Commission. 
Its underlying focus is women's relationship to the labour market based on a critique of 
the feminist debate on public and private patriarchal structures drawing particularly on 
the work of Walby. Discussion of Cockburn's work on corporate organisational 
structures and the impact ofjob segregation introduce the concept of subcultures within 
the workplace. This forms the first of three central themes. The particular features of 
subculture within male-dominated professions are discussed and these issues are 
developed in light of further work that has examined the role of subculture within 

construction against the background of the theoretical framework offered by Greed 

(1991,1998,2000,2001), Langford et al (1995) and Evetts (1996). 

The second key theme is work1life balance, particularly in relation to how choice is 

exercised by men and women in the workplace to create acceptable boundaries between 

work and leisure time. Cockburn's (199 1) and Hakim's (199 1) contrasting explanations 

of how choice is socially constructed to produce different outcomes for men and women 
in their role as paid workers is discussed. This leads to consideration of how change 

might occur within the profession. Agentsfor change is the third key theme focusing on 

strategies such as equal opportunities, 'bottom-up' and top-down' change, 'critical 
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mass' and flexible working. The degree to which the rationale for equal opportunity 

action can be misunderstood to mean action that advantages women and disadvantages 

men, instead of its intended aim to create a 'level playing field', is considered. The work 

of Greed (199 1), Court and Moralee (1995), Bagilhole, Dainty and Neale (I 997a&b) 

and Michielsens et al (2001) informs this section. 

The chapter closes with a review of the literature on the gendered relations of 

management and suggests that management may have a subculture of its own. The view 

of Holton (1998: 162) that "though women today in the UK have an equal right with 

men to choose a management career, it is clear that they do not yet have an equal 
chance to succeed" summarises the theme of the debate. 

The complexity of these issues dictated the research methods and these are outlined in 

Chapter Four. The aim of uncovering women's experiences as professionals within 
formerly exclusively male spheres suggested that a mainly qualitative approach to the 
data collection would be the most appropriate. Statistical information about the 

quantitative representation of women in the profession and their rates of progress is 

important for contextual reasons and these are examined within the chapter. The 

development of the interview schedule and the detail of the interview process comprise 

the final sections. The chapter that follows introduces the research participants and is 

intended to establish the context for the next three chapters that discuss the findings of 

the study. Chapter Five thus begins with a general summary of the group situating 

them according to age, personal circumstances, sectors of work and professional status. 
The second part outlines the individual biographies of the thirty-one participants and 

emphasises particularly significant features of their accounts. 

The qualitative data was analysed thematically based on the structure of the interview 

schedule and a number of key findings emerged. The discussion of these themes 
(subcultures, work/life balance and agents for change) has been broadly organised 

within the theoretical framework identified earlier. The theme of Chapter Six is 

subcultures. These comprise the range of attitudes, behaviours, expectations and 

practices that make up civil engineering. It considers these in the context of different 

settings and processes, namely construction sites, the institutional framework of the ICE 

that regulates chartering procedures and the management setting. The chapter begins by 

discussing 'image construction' within the profession, particularly how women are 

expected to conform to a traditional 'male' norm. A critique of construction sites and 
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how women deal with working, often as the only woman, in this particular environment 
follows. The chapter concludes with a commentary on management practices within the 
industry, concentrating on organisational behaviour and the impact on gender relations 

of corporate culture in the workplace. 

This discussion gives rise to issues concerning the boundary between work and non- 

work time. Work/life balance is the theme of Chapter Seven which deals with issues 

that were of great concern to a majority of participants. The particular problems 
associated with the culture of construction that assumes full flexibility and availability 
of its workers are discussed together with working practices that do little to help women 
combine working life and family life. The perceived 'stigma' of part-time working is 

the subject of extensive comment by interviewees and the difficulties of being a part- 
time manager receive particular attention. Lastly, this chapter discusses a range of 
balancing and support strategies. These reveal that participants rely on a plethora of 
privatised solutions to help manage the running of their households. 

Chapter Eight discusses change within the profession, focusing both on quantitative 
and qualitative aspects. It includes a range of possible 'agents for change' including 

structured encouragement initiatives, individual support mechanisms and equal 
opportunities. In particular, the role of equal opportunities in affecting transformative 

change is considered in light of Cockburn's (1991) theoretical framework outlined in 

Chapter Three. 

The key findings of the research are discussed in Chapter Nine within the three themes 

of subcultures, work/life balance and agents for change identified earlier. The chapter 
discusses limitations on change. Although some quantitative change has occurred in the 

numbers of women entering the profession, qualitative research revealed that significant 

problems remain for women. Specifically, the chapter includes some general comment 

concerning the dearth of recognition of the leadership role that women can play within 
the profession both in the consulting and contracting sectors. Concerns about the 

perceived gender inequalities that exist within some professional accreditation 
procedures are highlighted. The chapter discusses the tension between the policy and 

practice of equal opportunities and the selective nature of some personal support 

strategies adopted by women to further their careers and improve work/life balance. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

CIVIL ENGINEERING IN THE UK 

1. Civil engineering -a construction profession 
Civil engineering is one of a number of built environment professions serving the 

construction industry within the UK. It operates alongside town planning, structural 

engineering, architecture, surveying and building engineering as part of a huge 

industry employing around 1.3 million people (Greed, 2001: 4). All these professions 
have 'building' as their context and are still highly male-dominated with women 
poorly represented, particularly at senior levels. Table I below gives details of 
membership of the construction professions with civil engineering shown as the 
second largest behind surveying. 

Table 1: Women's representation in professional bodies 

Figures for Summer 2002 

Professional Body Total Membership Women Members 

Royal Institute of Chartered Surveyors 107,817 119173 
Institution of Civil Engineers 

- - 
78$641 3678 

Charterej l nstitute of Building 37)511 1181 
Royal Institute of British Architects 289328 2858 
Institution of Structural Engineers 20,173 950 
Royal Town Planning Institute 17,1924 4714 
Totals 290,394 24,554 

Source: unpublished figures supplied by membership departments of each institute 

These professional bodies have as a core aim the promotion and protection of their 

specialist expertise which is grounded in professional education programmes that 
have tended to concentrate on the development of graduate entrants (Druker & White, 

1996: 127). The need to provide evidence of learning, competent practice and a 

commitment to professional values characterises the route to accreditation with these 
bodies. Charting the differing detail of the various stages for accreditation within each 

profession is beyond the scope of this research but a common pattern is the poor 

representation of women (a little over 8% of the total). These professional structures 

remain strongly male-dominated and have reinforced male cultures within 

construction. 
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Aside from subscribing to an underpinning set of 'professional' values that provide a 
framework for practice, there also exist a set of 'other' values or attitudes within 

construction that are predominantly male and have to be 'bought into' to ensure 
inclusion. These are the social processes of attitudes and belief systems that Greed 

(1992) has characterised as subculture. This behavioural and attitudinal framework 

operates outside the formal structures of the profession, is often less tangible and is 

difficult to measure. Any discussion of the 'practice' of civil engineering has first of 

all to take account of its general context (which is construction) and secondly must 

address its particular subcultural features which, together, make up its professional 
identity. An understanding, therefore, of what is meant by the concept of subculture, 
is necessary to provide the social context of the formal activities and structures that 

make up the profession. 

Greed's critique of subculture originated with her early research into the position of 

women in the surveying profession but was later extended to the broader construction 

context. Initially her enquiry focused on the objective issues connected with 

professional structures and the education process but increasingly her investigation 

led her to factors operating beneath the surface of this seemingly rational and 

objective world. She found that surveying had its own set of attitudes and cultural 

traits that operated to foster the career progression of some of its members whilst 
blocking that of others. The concept of 'fitting in' or being the 'right type' appeared to 

be particularly instrumental with gender as a major factor in understanding who 

receives what type of treatment (Greed, 1992: 203). These are highly subjective 
factors and some are essentially territorial in nature with those at the heart of the 

subculture striving to maintain the dominant values against dilution from anyone who 
is different. Whilst social factors such as race and class impact on who takes up these 

professions (for example there are very few black and minority ethnic surveyors) the 

male subculture remains dominant so that women in these roles are often 

characterised as 'strange', 'exceptional' and even as 'deviant'. 

Identifying these factors gave structural meaning to the personal experiences of the 

women in Greed's study so that the day-to-day incidents of harassing humour, 

innuendo, snide remarks, patronising encouragement as well as positive 

encouragement could be seen as part of the subcultural infrastructure. Greed argues 

that although it is easy to dismiss these occurrences as 'minor irritants' or trivial' 
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they, in fact, form the very substance of the subculture that has a profound impact on 

women9s careers and personal lives. 

Construction, as Table I demonstrates, is an interdisciplinary process with some or all 

of the above professions contributing expertise at various stages. Each profession has 

its own set of cultural traits which informs both its practice and image (architects, for 

example, are seen as creative designers and positioned at the sophisticated and more 
glamorous end of the building cycle with civil engineers characterised as elite applied 
designers). Greed notes that even the concept of design is culturally mediated by the 

context within which it is undertaken. For example, the design expertise of architects 
is perceived as creative flair whilst the design work of civil engineers is seen in more 
negative terms because it is often associated with minimising what can go wrong 
(Greed, 1998). However, whatever the nuances of each subculture, because women 
are in a minority their experience at work will be that of those marginalised on the 

perimeter of the subculture of all of these groups. This is because the subcultures have 
been developed by men and sustained in their interest. Greed argues that in practice 
the main effect is to keep women out of decision making positions. 

2. Professional female participation rates in civil engineering 
Before outlining the various roles and tasks that civil engineers might expect to 

undertake during their career, it is helpful to have a sense of the extent of women's 
representation within the industry. Civil engineering in the UK continues to be a very 

male-dominated profession as Table 2 indicates. 

Table 2: ICE membership by grade 
Grade Current Totals Current Women 

. 
-Affiliate 

666 28 
Associate Member AMICE 312 22 

_ Associate Member lEng AMICE 3,558 119 
Companion 28 4 

_Fellow 
6,221 24 

Graduate 15,533 1457 
_ 
-Honorarv 

Fellow Corporate 5 0 
Honorarv Fellow Non-Corvorate 25 2 

- Member 42395 1058 
_ Student 9261 927 
_ jechnician 637 37 

_Totals 
78,641 3,678 

Source: unpublished figures supplied by the ICE on 23 January 2002 

The entry sequence into various grades is as follows: students enrolling on 

undergraduate civil engineering degree courses are eligible to join the ICE as 
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'student' members. On obtaining their degree they can cease their membership 

altogether or transfer to the 'graduate' grade. Once chartered status has been achieved 
they can progress to the 'member' grade. The status of 'fellow' is awarded as a mark 

of recognition of long experience and contribution to the profession. In the figures 

detailed in the above table women comprise 4.7% of the total membership but there 

are significant variations across the different grades. Within the 'student' category 
women makeup 10% of the total and 9.5% of the 'graduate' grade. Women represent 
2.5% of the 'member' category but only 0.3 8% of the 'fellows'. This raises the 

question of why the proportionate rate of women's representation is not sustained at 
the same level amongst the 'higher' grades. In further information supplied by the 
ICE it is possible to trace low conversion rates of women from the 'student' and 
'graduate' grades to 'member' and 'fellow' as detailed in Table 3. 

Table 3 shows the rate of women taking up ICE membership by grade in each year 
during the period 1996 to 2001. (For example the figures for 1996 are on the basis of 

women who 'joined' each grade between 0 1/0 1/96 and 3 1/12/96). If the average time 
taken to become a chartered engineer is five years then the figures demonstrate that the 

conversion rate from the 'graduate' grade to 'member' grade is very low at less than ten 

per cent, indicating that many women do not progress to become professionally 
qualified civil engineers. One of the central aims of the thesis is to investigate the 

possible causes of the under-representation of women within the senior echelons of the 

profession. 
Table 3 

Actual numbers of women taking up membership of the ICE in each grade 

Grade 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 
Affiliate 5 12 2 3 0 0 
Associate member 2 3 1 3 0 0 
Companion 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Fellow 1 0 1 1 1 1 
Graduate 150 210 134 124 -10-7 90 
Member 14 2 9 8 23 6 
Student 100 225 220 437 393 206 
Technician 2 1 1 0 0 

- - 
0 

, _Totals 
275 453 368 576 4 2 303 

Source: unpublished figures supplied by the ICE on 23 January 2002 
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The next section discusses how the profession is organised and the changes that have 

taken place to the way that modem civil engineering is carried out. This discussion 

illustrates the diverse nature of the role. 

3. What is a civil engineer? 
To understand how civil engineering in the UK is organised it is useful to have some 

appreciation of the roles and functions performed by civil engineers and the different 

kinds of day to day working environment within which these tasks take place. 

The main sectoral activities covered by the profession include: design and construction 
of transportation infrastructure such as roads, railways, bridges, ports, harbours and 
airports; building construction with building broadly defined as commercial buildings, 
homes, educational and medical buildings, warehouses, hotels and public buildings; the 
water sector including dams, flood defences, reservoirs, water mains, treatment, 
irrigation, pumping stations and desalination plants; sewerage; waste including 
handling, treatment and removal of solid, liquid, chemical, toxic and nuclear wastes; 
power including power stations, hydroelectric dams, transmission lines and substations. 
The list is a long one and because of the wide range of specialist activities covered by 

civil engineers, the profession is often seen as attractive in providing diverse career 
opportunities. Within these sectoral activities there is also a diverse range of technical 

specialisms. Thus engineers may specialise in geotechnics, transport modelling, 
structural engineering (steel and/or concrete), hydraulics or public health engineering. 

These functions are delivered by a complex mix of technical and managerial tasks. They 
include office, laboratory and site work, designing, draughting, report writing, bid 

preparation, computing, supervising, attending meetings, internal liaison, client 
presentations, modelling, planning, testing, experimenting, predicting, budgeting and 
decision making. High professional standards are vital because often projects are 
ultimately concerned with ensuring the safety of human life. Civil engineering, like 

many other professions, is today a computerised business and many of the older 
members of the profession have had to learn new skills in this area. Traditional methods 

of making calculations and preparing estimates have been replaced by sophisticated 
suites of computer models designed to increase accuracy, and minimise the risk of 

errors that can often turn out to be hugely expensive. Being a computer whizz kid' is 

often characterised as the expertise of the young and some older engineers feel that 

some of their autonomy and authority has been undermined by this wave of 
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computerisation sweeping across the industry. Some even have had to undertake special 
training to develop new skills to keep pace with this transformation. 

There have been other changes to the core role. Research conducted by the NCE points 
to the emergence of the urban engineer dealing with operational and maintenance 
infrastructure problems moving away from a traditional design and construction role 
(NCE, II November 1999). This raises the question of what makes the civil engineering 
discipline unique in a society with a mature infrastructure and suggests that the nature of 
the discipline may radically alter in the future. There is a sense of a profession at the 

crossroads with increasing commercial pressures moving engineers into roles that are 
neither technical nor specific to civil engineering. 

Increasingly, engineers bring more than just a set of scientific and technical skills to 
their work. They have to make complex decisions about the interpretation of data, about 
which lines of investigation to pursue and what to exclude. They have to decide how 
best to work with others and exchange information. These are matters of professional 
judgement and they contribute greatly to how engineering solutions are produced. Civil 

engineers working within a creative framework operate within the constraints of 
organised social arrangements and are increasingly being held accountable for their 
decisions. In this context, many of the specifically non-specialist (in the engineering 
sense) skills required by civil engineers such as literacy, social awareness, time 

organisation, team building and communication have to be learned outside the confines 
of the discipline itself as occurs within other professions. Thus there has been a 
proliferation of general business advisers/facilitators in the industry to promote greater 
efficiency and sharper project management with much of this driven by the perceived 
need to be client focused (NCE, II November 1999). This has encouraged a more 

multi-disciplinary approach to the business with a recognition that a world class 
engineer does not necessarily make a good people/project manager nor a good practice 
teacher. In this sense the profession over the past few years has become more outward 
looking, ready to absorb the contribution of a wide range of specialists to delivering the 
business. The increased industry dependence on computer technology is a good example 

and the move of some contractors into project and facilities management is another. 

For many civil engineers who are now approaching the end of their careers their 

professional identity has been forged within one or two organisations reflecting the 
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image of 'company man or woman'. Because of structural changes to the industry 

already noted this seems a more unlikely option for new entrants to the profession. 

4. Profess ion al/occu patio nal careers versus organisational careers 
Julia Evetts (1996), writing about the juxtaposition of gender and career in the science 

and engineering professions, has looked at how the opportunities for professional 

progression have changed. Her focus has been on career both as an organisational 

process (progression within a single company) and as an occupational route with the 

emphasis on moving from employer to employer and also on gender as a variable in 

career experiences and organisational practices (Evetts, 1996). This dual focus has 

particular relevance to civil engineering, which has developed in the UK in quite a 
culturally specific way. With the establishment of family-based practices and 
partnership arrangements new recruits were directed towards developing a range of 
technical and managerial skills so that through a succession ofjobs they could move 
into positions of increased responsibility and seniority within the firm. These recruits 

were not always graduates as companies were keen to develop a range of expertise 

and appropriate training opportunities were thus offered on a number of technical and 

professional levels. 

However, in civil engineering, as in many other professions, the prospect of a job for 

life has now virtually disappeared. In former times it was the practice of most of the 

leading consulting firms to focus their professional recruitment on taking the brightest 

graduates and then providing a broad introductory training laying the foundation for 

specialisation as a way of climbing the career ladder. This investment had a dual 

effect: for the employer it often led to high levels of staff retention with the positive 
benefits of continuity as a good return on the investment and for the employee it 

offered a long term job often resulting in promotion to the position of partner or 

associate. In this environment many companies received loyalty and a high level of 

commitment from their employees resulting in low staff turnover. Dainty's (1999) 

study demonstrated that this loyalty strategy had been well rewarded for men with 

organisational loyalty being more likely to result in rapid vertical progression. Thus 

men preferred to remain with companies within which they had built up a large 

amount of human capital, where they felt comfortable and understood. Continuity of 

service was thus a major factor in their progression. In contrast to this most women in 

Dainty's study believed that inter-organisational mobility was essential to circumvent 
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the barriers obstructing their progression. However, further research suggests that 

women are disadvantaged by such personal choices, particularly their mobility 
between companies can slow their development in terms of management succession 
(Dainty et al, 2000). This apparent inconsistency illustrates the 'gap' between the 

perception by women that organisational mobility enables progression and the reality 
that staying in a post is more likely to result in upward career development. The 

continuing skills shortage within civil engineering may radically alter career paths for 
both men and women as companies have to place themselves as the employer 'of 

choice' within the sector to attract skilled employees in a very competitive labour 

market. 

The concept of organisational careers cannot be understood without reference to the 

ways in which organisations evolve and change over time requiring employees to 

adapt. Evetts (1996: 103) argues that employees can be both active and passive agents 

within the change process creating, as well as responding to, opportunities. Dainty et 

al (1999) incorporated this dimension of organisational change into their study of 

women ts careers within large construction companies, and found that men and 

women responded differently to organisational change. Women perceived the change 
to be an opportunity for cultural organisational improvement and possible career 

enhancement whilst men perceived this change as a threat to their careers and also to 

the status quo which had underpinned their success. This study also revealed that the 

wider business climate affects the internal dynamics within organisations so that the 

early part of the 1990s saw the restructuring of many large construction companies in 

response to recession. As a result there was much uncertainty about job security 

which encouraged a competitive subculture in relation to the limited promotional 

opportunities available at the time. It is important to emphasise that Dainty's study 

covers the period of the early 1990s which was characterised by very difficult trading 

conditions within construction due mainly to the contraction in the house-building 

market. The business growth in construction over the past three years, though, offers a 

radically altered position with more professional posts available than there are 

suitably qualified people to fill them. Thus the focus on internal competition for posts 

has been replaced by an increased competition between companies for a greater share 

of the expanding market. 
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It is clear that 'organisational' careers, where persons move through a succession of 

jobs towards higher levels of responsibility and reward in a clearly defined 

hierarchical structure within a single company, are now less common. The changing 
business environment of construction means that graduates expect to change jobs and 

sectors (and even specialisms) several times in their careers. Kanter draws a parallel 
from her research into corporate power in the USA by making the point that 
"challengingjobs on significant projects are more important, in the calculus, than 

promises about thefuture or benefits programs contingent on long service" (Kanter, 

1993: 326). With the skills shortage within UK construction looking set to continue 

well into the first decade of this century, the opportunity to change employers for 

more challenging and exciting work as well as for promotion seems to offer almost 
limitless possibilities. This is particularly the case in the private sector where projects 

are often more varied and salaries more competitive. This points to the concept of 

career routes where " employees are the units rather than the organisation and a 
'career'is the succession ofposts andpositions through which employees move 
during their working lives" (Evetts, 1996: 2). Bagilhole et al (1997b) confirm that a 
'zigzag' pathway for career development has now become more the norm within the 
building professions and is positively encouraged by employers. This route entails 

moving between organisations as much as possible to gain a broad experience, taking 

promotions where offered (possibly in smaller firms) and then moving on to a larger 

employer to take advantage of corporate benefits and higher status positions. 

The need to change jobs to secure either promotion or more challenging work may, 
however, be a less effective career strategy for women whose careers are developed 

against a background of contradictory work and family roles (Dainty et al, 2000). This 

is particularly the case if they foresee a career break or need to move to another 

geographic location for advancement and have a partner who (as statistics indicate is 

likely) is more highly paid and therefore unwilling to relinquish his job. In 

Bagilhole's (1997b) study, for instance, although some women had followed this 

4moving' policy to further their career, many others commented that the upheaval of 

shifting location, with all its implications for family responsibilities, made this option 

impossible. A letter which appeared in the New Civil Engineer written by an 'absent' 

woman engineer clearly illustrates the problem: 
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"I suggest that there are other reasonsfor notjoining the civil engineering industry 
which are particularly relevant to women: low pay, long hours, low status and the 
requirement to be completely peripatetic. I have the misfortune to be working ill 
Peterborough at present, due to there being no work available in myfield nearer to 
my home in Devon. Ihis involves a round trip of 8001an every week, which is 
environmentally unfriendly as well as extremely tiring. Yhen when I get homefor the 
weekend I have to prepare a week'sfoodfor my husband and children, do a whole 
week's worth ofwashing and ironing and turn a deaf ear to the complaints regarding 
the things that do not get done because I am not there" (NCE, 3 December 1998: 19). 
For some highly specialised sectors of civil engineering opportunities still remain to 

pursue 'organisational' careers within single companies with internal mobility being 

the main route to promotion. In these circumstances, it is still usually the case that 

senior positions involve management of both people and function. However, as 
discussed earlier, such progression often necessitates moving from doing the actual 
engineering or science to managing others who are doing it. This career route out of 
engineering into management can pose problems of professional identity for 

engineers, but it is also clearly a problem for women engineers because so few of 
them either choose to move into senior management positions or are overlooked for 

promotion. The increasing emphasis on the 'management' component of civil 
engineering roles is discussed later in this chapter, but the place of management 
within the industry is a function both of sectors of work and organisational settings 
and this is now discussed with a particular focus on the part played by the Institution 

of Civil Engineers. 

5. How the UK civil engineering profession is organised 
Much of the material that follows comes from ICE publications and industry journals, 

particularly the NCE and backs up my personal knowledge and experience of the 

profession. 

Historically, civil engineering in the UK has operated through companies established 

under partnership or associate arrangements, with family-owned firms being a common 
feature of the profession, particularly in the early part of the last century. All those 

companies providing civil engineering design expertise are known as civil engineering 

consultants. These consultants design and plan projects and schemes in the sectors 

outlined above. Obviously not all of the consultants can offer expertise in every sector 

so that some firms have developed a strong track record in the water sector whilst others 

may have more experience in road and bridge building. Thus companies gain a 

reputation for specialist services in certain segments of the business. One area that has 
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seen a lot of growth in recent years is environmental engineering and there is some 

evidence from this research to show that women may be particularly attracted to this 

type of work. 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries only a small number of consulting 
firms existed and these flourished in a climate of great industrial and public sector 
expansion. Although not highly rewarded in financial terms the profession was 

established as highly respectable and had an air of traditional authority about it. Women 

as professional engineers had no place in this male environment and were effectively 
excluded from entering because of the prevailing assumption that this was not an 
appropriate role for them. The profession's aura of being almost like an exclusive male 
club continues to the present day when the senior partners, associates and directors of 
the main consulting firms are, with very few exceptions, still all men. 

Traditionally consultants work with statutory agencies or local/regional authorities who 
commission the work (much of the business is in the public works sector such as the 
design of roads, sewer networks, bridges and ports/marinas), contractors who build the 
project and a whole range of other intermediaries who have an interest in the job. In the 
global marketplace jobs have to be bid for through overseas government and local 

regulatory structures as well as through international aid agencies and development 
banks. For many consultants an increasing part of their work is now to be found 

overseas; this has led to some significant changes in recruitment patterns and also to 
different styles of working. 

The Institution of Civil Engineers (ICE), the industry's principal professional body, is 

constituted under Royal Charter and, founded in 1818, it is one of the oldest of the 

professional engineering bodies in the UK and today has the largest membership with 

numbers approaching 80,000. It has very grand offices located at Westminster close to 

the heart of government and sees itself as having three main functions, that of a learned 

society, as a qualifying body and as a voice for the civil engineering profession (Druker 

& White, 1996: 129). Through the operation of a broad committee structure it seeks to 

influence government policy on all matters connected with the profession. Through its 

education and public events programme it has been instrumental in raising the profile of 
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the profession in the public domain and even in times of economic recession has 

maintained high levels of membership. 1 

There are three levels to which a British engineer in any specialism can aspire: 

craftsman/craftswoman engineer, incorporated technician engineer and professional or 

chartered engineer. The Engineering Council (UK) is the co-ordinating body which 
regulates the standards of education and experience appropriate for admission to each 
level across all the engineering institutions; for civil engineering it is the ICE which 
implements the procedures for professional status attainment. Because becoming 

chartered now is almost akin to a licence to practice there is increasing pressure on both 

employers and young recruits to participate in this process. In addition clients want to 
know more about the qualifications of staff assigned to their job (Druker & White, 
1996: 117) and the greater wealth of professional qualifications and experience of staff 
can give companies the market edge. The participation by employers in professional 
development programmes (particularly those that lead to the chartering of graduates) 
seems now to be an essential human resource investment. However, recognition that the 
whole process is prescriptive, costly, lengthy and bureaucratic has made some 
companies more circumspect about whom from their staff they nominate for this 
pathway. As part of an earlier study I looked at the chartering experience from the 
employees' perspective (Watts, 1995) and found that this process is often problematic 
for the candidates and has built into it a degree of gender bias. The significance of the 

chartering process as part of the day-to-day working experience of the women 
interviewed for this study is of special interest, particularly as the ICE has pledged to 
enforce more rigorously its ongoing training requirements for engineers. 

The way that civil engineers are to be professionally recognised or accredited in the UK 
in future will be changing following agreement by the ICE Council in September 2000 

to approve recommendations to move to a dual membership status. This ensures that in 

future civil engineers satisfying the requirements of the ICE's incorporated professional 
review or its chartered professional review can become full Members of the Institution. 
Incorporated engineers will register as IEng MICE at the Engineering Council, 

chartered as CEng MICE; this applies to those qualifying afler January 2001. This 

change is intended to facilitate the achievement of professional accreditation by 

engineers who enter the profession without a civil engineering degree, but who possess 

' (Unpublislicd figurcs from ICE mcmbersliip dcpartmcnt, 23 Januazy 2002) 
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other relevant qualifications and training, and wish to apply for membership and 

chartered status with the ICE. This change has occurred in response to the increasing 

concern about the continuing decline in numbers of civil engineering graduates. It is 

worth recording here that this decision has been keenly contested within the profession 

with those wanting to retain and 'protect' the former single chartered status being 

charged with elitism (NCE, II January 2001: 5). 

There is no doubt that the ICE has an influential role within the profession not least 

because its activities and initiatives (developed under the auspices of its technical 
boards or committees) are widely supported by its members representing all strands of 
the business - by contractors, consultants, academics, local authorities, research and 
development companies, port authorities, power generators, and government 
agencies/departments. Regular discussion meetings are convened for members across 
the regions to consider topical issues and to share knowledge and information about 
technical matters and broader industry developments. Competitions are arranged to 

acknowledge and reward good engineering practice with the aim of raising the profile of 
the profession. In addition a variety of social functions taking place in London and the 

regions appear on the annual ICE events calendar. (Whilst senior figures in the 

profession continue to commit their personal energies and corporate support for the 

work of the Institution, its role in maintaining professional standards of competence will 

continue). 

6. Work practices 
The two core activities that make up civil engineering can be characterised as 
'designing' and 'building'. It is the consultants that traditionally carry out the design 

function and the contractors who do the building of structures. These two functions each 

comprise a different set of working styles and conditions and can be seen as separate but 

connected subcultures within the construction process. However, in recent years there 

has been some blurring of these 'boundaries' as companies have sought to establish a 

stronger interdisciplinary skills base. Thus, some contractors, such as Tarmac, now have 

a consulting division. Despite a partial convergence, the profession retains this 

conceptual split and the images conveyed by each of these functions in terms of the 

working pattern and environment for engineers is quite different. 

Construction sites are dirty, cold and noisy places, and working conditions are often 

made worse by bad weather. As Greed (1999: 14) points out it is often the building site 
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that is used as the excuse as to why women should not go into construction. Despite the 

presence in small numbers of tradeswomen and female engineers, the culture and the 

workforce composition of the traditionally male construction site have remained fairly 

intact. Women on construction sites still seem to be in a pioneering phase. In contrast, 

the office environment is usually warm and clean and there is certainly a greater female 

presence, taking into account the administrative and support staff, nearly all of whom 

are women. Whilst the differences in the physical surroundings of office and site seem 

obvious, what is less clear is the degree to which the culture of site and off ice differs. 

The exclusive and abrasive nature of construction sites is now well documented 

(Eisenberg, 1998) but the assumption that women may feel more comfortable working 

as engineers behind a desk in an office may not be correct and one of the questions 
addressed by this research is whether office based working provides a more welcoming 

environment for female engineers. 

The amount of time that civil engineers spend on site and in the office is very variable. 
For some, their work is almost entirely office-based, whilst for others there might be a 
period of several years of continuous site work, particularly on long term projects such 

as, for example, the Cardiff Bay Barrage or the Jubilee Line Extension. However, the 

chartering process requires engineers to have had some experience of site work, for 
instance as a resident or assistant resident engineer on a project. This means that some 

period of site working will form part of the career experience of most engineers who 

will have to interact closely with a wide range of construction workers. 

On construction sites, the behaviour of those in authority (the foreman or general 
foreman representing the contractor) sets a tone and an example for the crew to follow, 

and strongly affects the working atmosphere. Codes of conduct in relation to bad 

language, the display of pornographic material in site offices and the way that disputes 

over quality of work are handled are usually the foreman's responsibility. The industry 

is noted for its conflictual working especially in respect of the relationship between 

consultants and contractors, each being ready to blame the other for a whole range of 

problems that inevitably arise on jobs. The foreman is often heavily involved in the 

conflict resolution process and at the same time has to retain the co-operation of the 

labouring team. This is notoriously difficult. Health and safety practices, especially in 

relation to the use of tools and equipment have been drawn into sharper focus by the 

industry, and it would usually fall to the foreman to brief the site engineers about these 
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issues. For those new to a site, there is much to become familiar with and given the 

gender imbalance on sites, it may be more difficult for women to ask questions since 

this could make them appear vulnerable. Any new worker wants to make the workplace 

more comfortable for themselves by establishing congenial relationships with co- 

workers. For women engineers on site, though, striking the right balance between 

friendliness and compromising their authority is particularly difficult. 

There is no doubt that whilst women are very visible on site (whether they are there in 

an engineering role or in a trades role) their presence as professionals within the office- 
based setting may be less acknowledged and render them much less visible. Women 

may thus find themselves in a contradictory position depending on which setting they 

may be working. The extent to which having to adjust to these different work 

environments and establishing their professional identity within each is seen by them as 

a challenge or an opportunity is discussed in Chapter Six. 

7. Management 

The term 'manager' within civil engineering and the wider construction sector is used to 

denote a broad range of roles and levels of responsibility. Management may mean the 

management of others, as in respect of line-management responsibility or it may mean 

the supervision of a team as part of a project, or it may be a descriptive term for a 
hierarchical position denoting a level of responsibility rather than a direct supervisory 

role (Asburner, 1994: 190). On construction sites, for example, a range of occupational 
titles is used to denote some form of management/supervisory responsibility; these 
include charge-hand, ganger and site foreman (Druker & White, 1996: 125). Druker and 
White make the point that these 'supervisors' are generally drawn from the ranks and 

receive no special training for their enhanced role. Within civil engineering we see a 

similar variety of organisational job titles denoting some element of management 

responsibility; 'section leader', 'team co-ordinator', 'section manager', 'project 

manager', 'associate director', 'partner', 'director' are all terms frequently used in the 
industry. Oflen these more 'office-based' roles also carry no special training in relation 
to the management element of the role as those taking up these positions are expected to 

&grow into' them. Trying to draw parallels across companies concerning the degree of 

authority invested in these roles is almost impossible and certainly presented some 

challenges in trying to understand exactly the nature of the roles held by participants 

within the study. 
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Site management is especially hierarchical with every worker knowing his or her place 

within the culture. This results in a clear vertical segregation of the workforce that 

maintains professional and social boundaries. Construction is strongly classed as well as 

gendered. Those in management positions get things done by using a 'command and 

control' model. Instructions are issued with the expectation that they will be carried out 

with very little discussion or deliberation. Greed has characterised this as the "John 

Wayne approach to site managemenf' (Greed, 1999: 14). 

The nature of civil engineering is that it is a project-dominated industry. Projects come 

and go; they start and they stop, often with very little warning. They are subject to 

constant change and, most troublesome of all, they are all different. This means that 

there is an ever present learning curve for all involved and as a result management work 
in civil engineering is by its nature untidy and disjointed. To add to this, the changes in 

the UK industry over the past ten years have produced a more globalised way of 

working and the demands on senior managers have become more sophisticated with the 

cultural requirement of total commitment to the job being seen as yet more essential. 
The ways in which this cultural requirement impacts on women is an important part of 
this investigation, specifically whether this is a strategy to restrict their progress. 

My search for information about where women are positioned within the industry was 

not straightforward. The top twenty consultants all publish annual reports that include 

the standard categories of performance and structure. The individual composition of 

their boards is listed, but in most cases, it was not possible to ascertain the gender 
breakdown of these boards. Direct enquiries to three companies to solicit further details 

were met with uncooperative responses, broadly on the lines that had this information 

been regarded as important it would already be in the public domain. Despite the 

resistance to that line of questioning, I did check whether any of the companies had a 
female chief executive, with the predictable finding that no woman has yet risen to this 

position in the UK. 

The role of the ICE in speaking on behalf of the profession to policy makers is 

significant, although its effectiveness was questioned by several of the participants. 

Some, though, specifically identified a stronger leadership role for the Institution in 

promoting the role and status of the profession within society. it is therefore useful to 

consider the way that the ICE organises its own internal governance and management 

structure. 
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The Institution is governed by a council that considers the recommendations of its 

committees and panels in relation to all areas of operation including policy, 

professional accreditation and personnel. The Council as the regulating and decision 

making body of the Institution is made up of forty-two members elected by the overall 

membership. The Council is headed by a President and up to eight Vice-Presidents, 

three of whom are 'succeeding, which means that in turn they are guaranteed to 
become President. In the spring of 2001, five of the forty-two council members were 

women; there were seven vice-presidents, two of whom were women. Neither of the 

two female Vice-Presidents was in 'succeeding' positions, a fact that did not go 

unnoticed by several of the women in the study. This means that a female president of 
the ICE remains unlikely for the time being. The implication seems to be that if, as a 
woman, you can get yourself nominated on to the election list for council, the 
'difference' factor will ensure you get elected but moving into any greater position of 
influence has been shown to be much more difficult. In this respect, the presence of 

women in senior governance roles within the Institution smacks of tokenism ensuring 
that it remains a bastion of male authority. 

8. Perspectives on change within construction and civil engineering 
There is widespread agreement that civil engineering in the UK has undergone 

significant change in the last ten to twenty years which has affected all aspects of the 

business including recruitment patterns, training, organisational style, strategic research 

and type and location of projects. One of the principal factors bringing this change has 

been the change of the client base. Huge public sector infrastructure projects such as the 

Jubilee Line extension are in decline; these have been replaced by private finance 

initiative projects and commercially funded projects, including even those as large and 

complicated as the channel tunnel. Another factor has been the recession of the 1980s 

and the early 1990s from which some consultants have never recovered. For some 

consultants a sizeable proportion of their work was connected to house-building 

projects. For them, the collapse in the UK housing market had a considerable impact on 

their long-term business pattern, forcing them to diversify into other disciplines such as 

transport, water and geotechnical engineering sectors. With the increasing 

environmental lobby, some companies have invested in'growing' a specialist 

environmental expertise, particularly in the areas of managing all types of noise, water 
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and air pollution. Several interviewees commented that women seemed to be 

particularly attracted to this area of work. 

The business cycle for consultants became more uncertain in the late 1980s and early 

1990s due mainly to the decline in work levels in the UK. This caused a downturn in 

recruitment patterns and overall staffing levels fell. However, these are steadily 
improving from the very low levels seen in the early 1990's to a rapid growth situation 
in 2001 (NCE, Consultants File, 200 1). In January 1999 it was reported in the NCE that 

according to forecasts from business analysts, Hewes & Associates, civil engineering in 

the UK was heading for three consecutive years of decline. A 6.2 per cent fall in output 
in 1998 would be followed by a predicted further decline in 1999 of 6.3 per cent. Their 

predictions also showed that during 2000-2001 the market would further fall by another 

1.9 per cent. Projections also indicated that the new build market would peak in 1999 

and then experience a contraction of 10.4 per cent during the first two years of the 

millennium (NCE, 28 January 1999). These predictions have not proved to be wholly 

accurate. Whilst figures for the new build market for 2000/2001 are not available, there 

are clear signs of a significant upturn in business overall. Indeed the 2001 Consultants 

File reports, for instance, that of the top twenty consultants (as defined by staff 

numbers) only Halcrows saw both their staffing and earnings fall in the previous year. 
All of the top twenty consultants reported increased confidence in activity levels with 
further rises anticipated in the proportion of work undertaken overseas. 

increased competition in both the national and international marketplace has forced 

some of the old established UK consulting firms to merge with each other to provide a 

more comprehensive skills base more like a'one stop shop'. For example the consultants 
Sir William Halcrow and Partners, despite having a fairly multidisciplinary skills base, 

considered that its expertise in the building sector was too light to enable it to grow 

market share in that area. Thus in 1997 Halcrows entered into merger negotiations with 

the Scottish consultants, Crouch Hogg Waterman who have a strong track record in the 

building sector both north and south of the border. The newly merged company is now 
in a position to offer a full range of capabilities on large scale building projects (NCE, 

Consultants File, 1998). 

Others have sought alliances with overseas companies. In both types of mergers there is 

inevitably some staff 'fall-out' at senior management and lower practitioner level. One 

such merger, announced in December 1998, was the planned amalgamation of WS 
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Atkins (which in 1998 was again ranked as the largest of the UK consultants in terms of 

staff numbers and second only to Brown and Root for fees rendered) with the 

construction company Bovis (NCE, Consultants File, 1999: 50-52). 2W S Atkins is a 
high margin facilities management and consulting company whilst Bovis operates a low 

margin construction based business. This merger, like other similar mergers, is based on 

the perception that clients increasingly demand integrated solutions. This is especially 
true on Private Finance Initiative (PFI) contracts where private concession companies 
are expected to design, build, finance and operate infrastructure. PH is spreading across 
the world, and at the same time, large private sector clients are increasingly looking for 

construction firms who can deliver and manage new facilities. The planned merger of 
Atkins and Bovis did not in fact come to fruition mainly because city analysts did not 
have confidence in the predicted share price; it was felt that the price Atkins had agreed 
for the take-over of Bovis was too high. Despite this failure, the NCE reported in 
January 1999 that Atkins had established the principle of diversification and expansion 
through acquisition and would therefore be considering other alternatives in the future 

(NCE, 28 January 1999). The Bovis/Atkins group would have created a company able 
to compete on the world stage with groups like US giant Bechtel. With the loss of the 
traditional partnership or associate-based practice, it will increasingly be corporate 
culture that will determine how civil engineering is undertaken in the UK. 

The industry survey results carried in the 2001 Consultants File indicate that this trend 
is continuing with almost 10,000 engineers in the UK working for companies which had 
been sold either to another owner or to their own management in the previous year. 
Others have seen their employers make the switch from partnership to limited company. 
The factors driving these changes seem to be the need to grow coupled with the need to 

preserve independence. In addition to the real practical issue of merging two different 

companies, there is the challenge of welding together the different cultures of two large 

organisations. Some engineers I know who have been through this process explain that 

adapting to the culture change from a merger or take-over is not always easy, because 

organisational values can vary so much and reconciling the agendas of competing 
interests has to be managed very skilfully so that 'conflict' is kept to a minimum. 

2 Brown and Root have overall techrtical and strategic management of the largest civil engineering 
project the world has ever scen-thc Man Made River Project in Libya-and this has had a very Positive 
effect on their balance sheet. Public lecture given at Wallingford, Oxfordshire on 14 October 1998 to 
the T'hamcs Valley branch of the ICE by two company directors of Brown and Root. 
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Not all consulting firms favour, at least in principle, such fixed merged organisational 

change. One of the largest consultants, Mott Macdonald, has consistently stated its 

preference for looser, more independent arrangements, allowing the firm to bid for work 

on an ad hoc partnership basis with other specialists taking advantage of opportunities in 

a more flexible way (NCE, 3 December 1998: 15). Another of the top ten consultants, 
Gibb Ltd, had operated for many years in a similar way but difficult trading conditions 
and strong competition can force a change in business attitude, so that Gibb Ltd 
eventually did succumb to the attraction of joining with a larger enterprise and was 
acquired by the US Law Group in 1989. Having successfully managed to re-brand itself 

as LawGibb, the company was only to find early in 2001 that they were being sold off by 
their parent company because they no longer fitted in with the longer term plans of the 
group. The new buyer was named as another US giant, the California based Jacobs 
Engineering. 

Looking at where UK consultants are working provides an interesting insight into 

changed work patterns. Twenty years ago only 20 per cent of their work was located 

overseas; now it is well over 50 per cent in most cases (NCE, Consultants File, 2001: 4-5). 
On average, the proportion of overseas work undertaken by the leading British 

consultants appears in 2000 to have fallen very slightly. Given the improving market 
conditions in the UK and the problems in South East Asia this is not surprising. However, 
the continued reliance of UK consultants on overseas work remains critical with seven 
out of the fifteen largest firms having 50 per cent or more of their work outside the UK 
(NCE, Consultants File, 2001: 4-5). UK civil engineering has thus become an 
international business with many companies directing certain types of work to different 

countries to take advantage of cost bases and staff availability. In research into the 
training and development of international staff Baumgarten (1995) identified four factors 

that influence who is assigned to overseas projects: leadership skills, initiative, emotional 
stability and personal drive or motivation. Other factors, though, can play a role in 
influencing the choice such as the foreign language skills of an engineer; also the location 

and expected duration of the project can be particularly important. Some jobs involve 

working in quite harsh physical conditions with an impaired local infrastructure as well 

as a hostile social environment. In this context, the culture of the host country in which 

the job is located could also inform staff assignments. For instance, many of the large- 

scale water supply and irrigation projects are situated in the Indian sub-continent 
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and Africa where the presence of women site engineers could pose real operational 
difficulties because of the social and cultural expectation that engineering expertise, as 

part of the public sphere, is practised by men. The business requirement, therefore, to 

recruit flexible, high quality engineers (who may also be appropriate for overseas 

assignments) could in practice be a gender issue. Currently the great majority of 

expatriates are men whose families 'go with them'. This arrangement is not always 

successful which demonstrates that the chance of working abroad has to be balanced 

against the demands of having a family. "This may effectively preclude many womenfrom 

taking up such a challenge " (Druker & White, 1996: 227). This can have an adverse 

affect on career development as some international projects carry great prestige and 

provide an opportunity for especially interesting and unusual work. 

There is no doubt that as far as the domestic market is concerned, slow growth in 

government spending on infrastructure and defence, combined with tight commercial 

markets, will continue to force companies to restructure their expertise and business 

focus. The key challenge currently facing UK civil engineering is the growing skills 

shortage with longer term projections looking very serious. Most consultants now report 

a shortage of suitably qualified graduates which, with declining numbers pursuing civil 

engineering degrees and the closure of a number of UK university civil engineering 
departments, is unlikely to be rectified quickly. This serious shortage is leading to a 

rapid increase in salary levels payable to graduates. For 2000, consultants were 

reporting salary increases of up to 15% for graduates so that graduates with two to three 

years experience can now expect their salaries to top 120,000 (NCE, 5 April 2001). This 

strengthening market has also given rise to intense competition for both new recruits 

and established professionals. Hyder, for instance, has reported the mass defection of its 

Special Structures team that had established much credibility in the area of long span 

steel bridge design, to rivals Maunsells (NCE, 18 January 2001). The steel bridge sector 

has been identified as a potential boom market that will generate healthier margins than 

traditional new build work. The image that consultants carry in the business is still very 
important. Maunsells was apparently of the view that they could not capitalise on the 

opportunities of this profitable sector because it was seen by clients as a concrete or 

composite bridge specialist which undermined their chances of winning this alternative 

type of work. The subtleties of competitor profiles are now considered more closely 
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than ever before, because it is crucial for consultants to be able to demonstrate niche 

expertise for niche markets. 

The improving business climate for UK consultants may, in the longer term, bring 

increased personal opportunities for those already in the profession as well as attracting 

essential new recruits; improved salaries are just one example. Looking further afield, 
the introduction of increasingly high environmental, health and safety standards world- 
wide and the developing infrastructure needs of emerging economies will continue to 
present substantial opportunities for the UK civil engineering sector. How the trading 
identity of the leading consultants will be affected by the increasing trend towards 
establishing larger cross-national companies is difficult to predict. However, the future 

of the smaller firms looks doomed, as they find it more and more difficult to sustain 
their position and compete with the integrated skills base of larger rivals. 

Delivery of a technical solution to a client used to be the main challenge faced by civil 
engineering managers. Rigid processes, combined with a philosophical tradition of a 
definitive 'right and wrong way', meant that historically there was little scope for 
deviation. Recent changes to the business now demand a more flexible approach, and an 
extended skills set to match. In practice, the management of relationships, be it one-to- 
one, within or across teams or in a supply chain, has risen in importance. The rise of 
4partnering', for example, has placed a greater emphasis on the skills needed to work 
effectively with people. Managers, now, are increasingly appointed to projects as much 
for their ability to motivate, network and influence, as for their engineering expertise 
though generally little training is provided to develop these non-technical 'social' and 
'business' skills. The implication seems to be that these are somehow expected to be 
(naturally'acquired. 

Earlier in this chapter, I referred to the increasing computerisation of civil engineering 
and the crucial role that all forms of technology now play in delivering the solution. 
This represents an enormous shift in the culture and operation of the profession and for 

many older engineers this has been the most significant change of all. We now see the 

proliferation of 'virtual' teams on civil engineering projects. This has been made 
possible by advances in communications technology and has heightened rather than 
diminished the need for effective communication. Both managers and team members 
working remotely may need to have established a higher degree of trust and 
understanding than normal if the project and client service is not to suffer. Employers 
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state that getting the right person, therefore, is as important as having the right 
knowledge (NCE, 21 June 2001). 

Thus far I have discussed the changing nature of civil engineering very much from the 

business perspective particularly looking at the effects of globalisation on trading 

patterns. However, concerns about the way that business is undertaken and the very 

nature of project-dominated work patterns (uncertain, tightly costed, narrow profit 

margins and contractual disputes) has given rise to initiatives aimed at understanding 
the culture of construction and presenting some recommendations for improvements. 

9. Industry initiatives 

The Latham Report (1994), commissioned as a joint govertiment/industry review of 
procurement and contractual arrangements in the UK construction industry, was 
completed in 1994 (Latham, 1994). The Report documented how work practices have 

developed within the industry around a model of conflict between consultants and 

contractors in the delivery of projects. Particular issues, such as over-runs on contracts, 
liability claims, delivery and quality of materials and disputes about building methods, 

were addressed. The Report highlighted the financial and personal cost of adversarial 

working practices that dominate the industry. It pointed to a general culture of conflict 

and blame in which good personal working relationships with colleagues and clients are 

undervalued. Employers in the industry have acknowledged the need to develop the 
rpeople' side of the business so that the various employment relationships in the 
industry (especially when taking into account the extent of 'sub-contract' workers) can 
be better managed. One way of developing 'people skills' was the recruitment of a more 
diverse workforce. In recognition of the need to widen the recruitment base in 

construction, one of the Report's recommendations was the establishment of an Equal 

Opportunities Task Force to develop a strategy to improve the representation of women 
in the industry. 

The theme of the Latham Report has been developed by Bagilhole, Dainty and Neale 

(1997a) in their review of employment practices within construction, concentrating on 

the position of professional women. The undervaluing of individuals and resulting 
staff turnover is highlighted as a major problem for the industry. Their paper suggests 
that arguing for diversity within the construction workforce from a moral perspective 
has failed, and the only chance this initiative will have of success is by invoking the 
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business case. They argue that widening the recruitment base will bring higher calibre 

employees to companies and thus increase profit levels. 

Another initiative stemming from the 1994 Latham Report which highlighted the need 

to improve equal opportunities in the construction industry and in particular to 

increase the involvement of women was the establishment of a special working party 
(Working Group 8) by the Construction Industry Board to investigate diversity issues 

within construction. The resulting report entitled 'Tomorrow's team: women and men 
in construction' (CIB, 1996) focused mainly on the business case as the principal 
driver for change, citing a long-term skills shortage as the main concern. Developing 

people in terms of skills, qualifications and experience was highlighted as a key way 

of maximising the contribution of those already in the industry and also as a way of 
demonstrating to prospective entrants that, whilst the industry often appears to be 

technologically led, its intrinsic worth lies in the quality of its employees. Emphasis 

was placed on the recruitment and retention of women at all levels covering both craft 

and professional occupations but much less comment was made about the chronic 

under-representation of ethnic minorities within construction. Although the report 

cites the Disabled Persons (Employment) Acts of 1944 and 1958 as part of its review 

of equal opportunities legislation it makes no mention of this group as part of the 

diversity framework. It appears, therefore, that the industry is likely to 'invest' more 
in some groups than others. 

This industry-led investigation was followed by a government-led initiative 

(undertaken by the Construction Industry Task Force, chaired by Sir John Egan) to 

review working practices in construction addressing issues such as efficiency, client 

satisfaction, partnering, project implementation, improving conditions on site and 

more effective contracting procedures. The resulting report entitled 'Rethinking 

Construction', but often referred to as the 'Egan Report' (1998), did not build on the 
findings of Working Group 8 incorporating a focus on people issues. Instead it chose 
to concentrate on process, procedures and management practices. How these issues 

can be effectively discussed without at the same time considering the composition of 
the industry's workforce is difficult to understand. Given that the industry has been 

characterised by widespread conflict on contractual issues with an increasing number 
of disputes ending up in court and many jobs operating at only a very minimal profit 
margin, the question has to be asked, are there better ways of doing business? Would 
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a greater contribution from women, for example, help to minimise conflictual ways of 
working or does the very nature of construction neutralise gender identity? Whatever 

the answers to these questions, these kinds of issues were not considered within the 
Egan Report. The result was a failure to get to grips with a revisionist approach to 

cultural change which included some attention to the nature of the workforce 
composition that continues to predominantly comprise white middle or working class 
men. One participant in this study (Susan Hamilton) commented that Egan had just 
"skirted round the issue". 

More recently the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) has 

been considering the role of women in research within science, engineering and 
technology (SET), all of which underpin construction. Figures for academic 
departments continue to show that men far outnumber women and the situation in 

engineering shows the greatest disparity with just 8 women professors out of a total of 
790 for the academic year 1999/2000 (EPSRC, 2002). The focus of the EPSRC 

enquiry has been on both the academic and industrial sectors and comments from men 

and women involved in research feature in a collection of articles that discuss issues 

of discrimination, family commitments, support networks, mentoring and flexible 

work practices (EPSRC, 2002). One question raised by the enquiry is whether positive 
discrimination is the answer to encouraging more women into the sector. The 

overwhelming view of those canvassed was that this would undermine the position of 

women in the workplace and could lead to 'bad science'. Several contributors felt that 

the problems in attracting more women into SET begin in schools which, they felt, do 

little to break down stereotypes that suggest that "boys work on cars, while girls do 

something else" (EPSRC, 2002: 3). The issue of career advancement for women is 

considered as part of the EPSRC enquiry in relation to a number of support projects 
including some formal mentoring programmes. These reveal that women benefit from 

having a female mentor because these tended to act as role models and the mentoring 
relationship is underpinned by a sharing of common experiences including planning 
for career-breaks and part-time working. 

In summary, one of the major changes in construction is the industry awareness that 

meeting performance indicators is as much about understanding culture as commerce. In 

a highly competitive business climate, the need to balance a range of styles and 
attributes (all contributing to a positive balance sheet) may create more opportunities for 
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women. The need to co-operate and problem solve are becoming recognised as core 
skills. If we accept gender stereotyping with women generally being regarded as 
stronger at these 'softer' skills we might then expect to see an improvement in their 

recruitment and retention within the industry. However, set against this is the reality of 

modern construction projects; they are transitory and often set in distant locations 

(increasingly overseas) and are costed at very tight prices requiring the shortest possible 
construction period. As a consequence sites work long hours and the application of good 
employment practices becomes difficult to implement which may make construction in 

general and civil engineering, in particular, unattractive to women and to some men too 

as evidenced by the annual decrease in the overall numbers of men and women taking 

civil engineering degrees. It is thus not difficult to see how family life for both men and 
women working in construction can become lost from view in the face of sustained 
pressure to complete jobs on time and within budget (Bagilhole et al, 1997a). 

This discussion of barriers to women entering the construction professions and 

remaining within them have so far centred on social and cultural factors but one issue 

that is highly relevant is that of pay, especially equal pay. Findings reported in the NCE 

(NCE, 6 June 2002) show that women are still paid less than their male counterparts in 

professional civil engineering roles. The 'gap' is particularly pronounced amongst mid- 

career engineers who have project-management responsibility with evidence that 

women on average earn 35% less than male colleagues and have seen their pay rise in 

real terms by less than 3% in the period 1999 to 2002. It seems that women would be 

justified in feeling that they are getting a raw deal. This is set against a background of 

steadily rising salaries across the profession with annual increases that far outstrip 
inflation. Predictably (due to the worsening skills shortage) the greatest increases have 
been seen amongst young recruits to the industry whose starting salaries have risen on 

average by 42% representing a 33% rise in real terms in the same three-year period. 

A rapidly changing industry environment places demands both on organisations and the 

employees within them. As a consequence maintaining traditional structures may prove 
difficult to sustain especially if other companies (often competitors) adopt more 
progressive ways of working, taking advantage of technological innovation and 
combining expertise to ensure growth. This chapter, therefore, closes with three 
organisational case studies illustrating different pathways of change in response to the 
demands of globalisation and the challenges posed by the perceived benefits of offering 
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an integrated multi-disciplinary skills base. Possibilities for improving the gender 

balance amongst the technical staff within re-formed and modernised organisations, 

particularly in light of a continuing recruitment crisis, is considered within the context 

of the three chosen organisations. 

10. Company Case Studies 

Big private partnerships of consulting engineers have almost disappeared though they 

used to dominate the profession. Their financial accounts and executive pay 
arrangements were never disclosed. Today sees different company operating structures 

which broadly fall into three types: private companies often involving trusts; some 

companies listed on the stock exchange; and private limited companies owned by a few 
directors or US conglomerates (NCE, 13 May 1999). In response to the challenge of a 
globalised marketplace most consulting firms have had to adapt their skills and business 
focus within these types of operational structures and it is possible to identify three 
distinct types of change models. Some companies have proactively sought change, 
others have had to change (and in that sense) have had change forced upon them and, 
lastly, others have (by and large) resisted radical organisational re-structuring. Although 

very few of the take-overs of civil engineering consultants could be described as 
'hostile' it is clear that some companies have welcomed take-overs more than others as 
a way of maintaining or increasing market share. Underpinning this is the 

acknowledgement that there are advantages to being bigger, particularly the financial 

muscle it brings to enter PFI schemes and the opportunity to access a particular market 
sector or geographic region. 

The three case studies that follow are intended to demonstrate that civil engineering 

consultants are driven by the need to grow and also by the desire to achieve excellence 

and innovation in their practice. Each of the company case studies corresponds to one of 

the organisational responses to change identified above and are relevant because many 

of the participants are employed by companies that have developed their business by 

broadly following one of these 'change routes'. No two companies are the same and 

there now exists a plurality of organisational types in addition to the three main ones 

discussed above. These range from partnerships to Plcs to those limited by guarantee 

where profits cannot be distributed but are ploughed back into the company. Within 

these different organisational arrangements the issues of diversity and equal 

opportunities have started to be taken more seriously and gender has been factored in', 
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often as part of the discussion about the lack of suitably qualified staff for the increasing 

number of vacancies. As far as the three case studies are concerned the impact on 

women of merged or reformed companies is not yet clear so the critiques of change are 

necessarily limited to a general structural perspective. 

(i) The WSP Group 

WSP is young as far as UK consultancies go, having been established for only twenty- 

nine years and is an example of a consultant that has sought rapid change in both its size 
and structure. With its head office in central London it now has twenty-six regional 
offices and is the fastest growing of all UK consultants. It was originally privately 
owned but went 'public' in 1987 with the stated objective of diversifying its expertise 
and expanding its share of the UK market by means of merger and acquisition that was 
to be funded by the equity from its public flotation. WSP is thus an example of a 
consultant that has placed the acquisition of other enterprises at the heart of its growth 
strategy. Whilst none of the participants in this research were employed by WSP, three 

were working for a consultant that had consolidated its growth in a similar way. 

From its original focus as a building services consultancy WSP has diversified its 

activities into environmental engineering, transport planning, facilities management and 
IT. It has also developed its overseas work profile principally by acquisition of local 

companies and views its success in Africa and South East Asia as essentially locally 

grown. The group derives 40% of its income from the UK and 60% from overseas and 

sees its continued growth rooted in its identity as a global construction consultancy. In 

2001 it had 3002 employees with 372 civil or structural engineers; women comprised 
8% of the professional staff. (NCE, Consultants File, 2001). This puts the group way 
behind such companies as Binnie Black & Veatch where women make up 20 % of the 

civil and structural staff. The Group has adopted an equal opportunities policy (personal 

communication) but nowhere is this mentioned either on the group web site or in its 

newsletter. Some enquiries to the company revealed that implementation of this policy 
is currently being discussed and that no formal measures are in place to monitor 
diversity or promote higher recruitment of under-represented groups. The Groups' rapid 

expansion has very much been business and market led and contrasts with Oscar Faber, 

for example, who have concentrated on the development of its staff to consolidate its 

market position. 
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(H) Montgomery Watson 

Montgomery Watson started trading as Watson Hawkesley in a small partnership based 

practice specialising in water and wastewater markets. Even with steady growth it was 

difficult for the company, as a partnership-based enterprise, to build a strong capital 

base to enable it to make acquisitions or to take significant risks in following different 

business opportunities. This illustrates that partnerships can be a good way of running a 

business as a personal business but they can constitute a barrier to change, particularly 

significant growth. 

In its 150 year history Montgomery Watson has been the object of acquisition by US 

based conglomerates, and most recently by the Chicago based Harza Engineering 

Company. The merged organisation of MWH has strengthened its portfolio to provide 
services to a much broader sector including transportation, facilities development, 

energy solutions, general construction and infrastructure protection. This diversification 

has significantly altered the trading identity of Montgomery Watson that found 

concentrating too heavily on the wastewater sector was limiting its fee earning potential. 
Montgomery Watson's response to the changing marketplace has therefore been very 

much one of making its existing specialist niche expertise attractive to larger, more 

general engineering organisations and as a result it has assumed a 'merged identity'. In 

respect of its latest merger with Harza there are signs that its new corporate structure 

may lead to an increase in diversity within its workforce as well as in relation to the 

type of work undertaken. 

The new merged company profile places a high priority on diversity and identifies 

strategies that are being implemented to promote a greater representation of women and 

ethnic minorities. These initiatives include the formation of a diversity council to act as 

an advisory and monitoring body to senior management on the effectiveness of diversity 

measures. This council also serves another function as a confidential "sounding board" 

for employees to voice their experiences of the workplace. The new company has 

integrated education about diversity issues into its training programmes for new and 

existing staff to demonstrate its commitment to individual success based on merit 

irrespective of race or gender. Greater cultural awareness is also seen as necessary to 

support the work of international offices that have a mix of 'local' workers as well as 

staff seconded from head office. It is too soon to gauge what difference this will make 

to the UK arm of the new company but these measures represent a distinct cultural shift 
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from the earlier inward-looking approach to staff recruitment and development. Despite 

this change in emphasis, it is interesting to note that the web site for the merged 

organisation makes no reference to equal opportunities. The extent to which the 
diversity measures are also intended to expose discriminatory practices is not clear but 

they do represent recognition of the need to have a diverse workforce in an international 

company and thus may be a cause for optimism. Three of the women taking part in the 

study are employed by Montgomery Watson but their contributions were made quite 
some time before this merger took place. 

(M) Oscar Faber 

In contrast to the mergers and acquisition approach to expansion, Oscar Faber has 

chosen a path principally of organic growth to develop its business and in 2001 it was 
rated as one of the fifty best UK companies to work for (NCE, Consultants File, 2001). 
This is in stark contrast to the position in 1995 when the company was losing money 
and looked doomed. New approaches to management of the business (which can best be 
described as creating a stakeholder environment for employees) enabled it to survive 
and later grow without redundancies or salary-cuts. Recognition that continuing 
professional development of its staff was of key importance both to individuals and to 
the business formed part of this more inclusive environment. Thus support for those 

going through the chartering process has been generous culminating in a 11000 bonus in 

salary when this is completed. 

This 'amoebic' approach to change has enabled the company to retain its core identity 

without radical restructuring. In the two-year period from 1999 to 2001 the company 
grew by 50 % with women comprising 19% of all staff. Looking at the range of 
measures it has introduced to retain and develop staff, as part of this large increase in 

staff numbers, there are some key factors that differentiate it from other LJK consultants. 
For example all staff are invited to participate in an ongoing critique of company 

performance to define its cultural values. One consequence of this has been the donation 

to charity of 1% of the company's annual profits which, in 2001, stood at 14M. All 

employees are offered share ownership and the objective is to give the staff an overall 
25% holding. Another example has been the establishment of generous maternity 

provision and also the offer of paternity leave which certainly makes it unusual in the 

sector. The company pays the child care costs on behalf of employees which is seen as 

one way of acknowledging that for many of its staff there are 'costs' attached to 
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working and also that being a parent should not be a handicap in the workplace. Despite 

these employee-friendly policies (including paying higher than average industry 

salaries) staff turnover is just below 20% which, although lower than the average for the 

sector as a whole, still seems surprisingly high. 

The company has chosen to concentrate on five business streams consolidating its 

expertise in these areas initially rather than diversifying too broadly. This policy seems 
to be generated by the belief that there will be plenty of work in these business areas for 

many years to come so obviating the need for ventures into completely new technical 
fields. This does not rule out the possibility for the future of exporting this specialist 
expertise to underpin major growth in overseas markets. Oscar Faber's approach to the 
challenge of globalisation is, therefore, quite different from many of its competitors and 
reflects the organisational model of career development discussed earlier. Four 
participants were working for this type of consultant that had chosen to reject 
diversification as a route to growth and concentrate instead on becoming more specialist 
by investing in training its staff to enhance its niche position. The range of benefits 

offered by Oscar Faber to its staff, however, was not replicated in this latter case and 
Oscar Faber would seem to be almost unique within the profession in terms of the 
nature and extent of its 'stakeholder approach' to underpinning organisational 
development. 

11. Conclusion 
As this chapter demonstrates, the civil engineering profession is inextricably linked to 
the fortunes of the construction industry which over the past decade has moved from a 
situation of decline to one of rapid growth. Employment opportunities within the 

profession have fluctuated accordingly and currently are plentiful. However, this does 

not necessarily mean that opportunities for progression for men and women are equally 
distributed and figures shown earlier (Table 2) suggest that a gendered internal labour 

market operates within the profession that enables men to achieve higher professional 

and managerial status with women marginalised at all levels. Even if the over supply of 
jobs and greatly enhanced rates of pay (particularly for graduate entrants) succeed in 

attracting more women into the profession there is no indication that they will achieve 

rates of progress on a par with male entrants. The model of progress that is assumed to 

be merit-based but in reality includes a whole range of 'other' attributes associated With 

reputation-building, sponsorship and networking may continue to deny women full 
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membership of the 'club'. A key question, then, is whether in a climate of prosperity 

within construction women can 'break into' these career enhancing activities that make 

up the subculture of the profession. The issue of subcultures constitutes the first of three 

main themes of the research. The impact of subcultures on the progress of women 

within the profession is closely connected to the second theme, work/life balance which 

may be the most powerful influence on choice of career path for women. The ways that 

work practices and attitudes within the profession can be changed and modernised 
comprise the third theme. 

The issue of change within the profession has formed the main theme of the chapter 
with the dramatic improvement of the business outlook for most consulting firms 

underpinning significant expansion programmes. A review of the profession has 
identified particular areas of change associated with new working practices 
(computerisation is one example); others include a move towards larger companies and 

corporate organisational structures, an increased emphasis on overseas projects (as part 
of globalisation), new criteria for membership of the ICE and the growing presence 
within the industry of the non-technical business manager. The impact of these changes 
on women in relation to which areas of specialism to pursue, which companies to join 

and whether management should form part of their career path lies at the heart of this 
enquiry. 

Globalisation has been shown to be driving a large part of the UK civil engineering 
business and with this comes the assumption that engineers may need to be available to 
travel or work overseas at short notice. This flexibility is not just limited to the 
international context as there is now a tendency for UK consultants to establish regional 
bases as a way of capitalising on'local' business opportunities (the WSP Group is one 
example). This raises the issue of staff relocation particularly at a time of widespread 
staff shortages within the industry. Both scenarios may not be popular with women (or 

with some men) as they attempt to balance their career and family expectations. 
Fatherhood, though, does not contradict these expectations in the way that motherhood 
does. 

With management now seen as a signifier of success within the profession and still a 

highly male-dominated activity, women are having to choose whether to compete for 

promotion on these 'masculine' terms. This gives rise to the equal ity/d i fference debate 

(see Chapter Three) on a general level but in particular for engineering it raises concerns 
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about becoming separated from technical problem solving and concentrating on 

managing people, projects and budgets instead. This is mirrored in other professions 

where we see women moving away from practitioner positions opting for more highly 

paid and higher status management roles (Crompton & Sanderson, 1990). 

Although some of the issues discussed in this chapter are specific to civil engineering, 

others have close parallels in other male-dominated areas of work, particularly within 
the professions which are characterised as expert sites of competence and practice. The 

combination of high level qualifications with a licence to practice maintains the 
ideology of professionalism. This is discussed in the next chapter as part of the 
theoretical framework of the research which takes as its starting point the development 

of patriarchal relations within employment that are underpinned by gender relations in 
both the public and private spheres. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

WOMEN IN THE LABOUR MARKET 

1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses the theoretical framework of the research and reviews literature 

on the gendered relations of employment. A number of explanations have been offered 
for women's subordinate position within the labour market but I have chosen to 

concentrate on a feminist theoretical perspective that argues that the social relations of 

work and its sexual divisions are structured around gendered power relations. The 

chapter opens with some reflections on the changing social meaning of work within an 
historical perspective and examines how Public definitions or understandings of work 
impact on private roles in the domestic sphere. This brings together the notion of 
'public' and 'private' spheres that underpin the concept of the gendered division of 
labour. This historical perspective on work as both domestic production and commodity 

production (Rowbotham, 1983) is intended to provide a context within which to discuss 

the complex nature of work in contemporary western society. 

The subsequent sections focus on five key issues, beginning with the social construction 

of work that is framed by public and private patriarchal structures in the workplace and 
the home; the ideas of Walby (1990), in particular, inform this section. The concept of 

subcultures within the workplace and as part of organisational life is the second major 

topic of the chapter and is discussed through a review of feminist writings and 
developed with reference to the particular problems women face in male-dominated 

occupations. This topic also constitutes the first key theme of the research. The concepts 

of the 'sexual contract' (Pateman, 1988) and 'masculine identities' within organisations 
(Cockburn, 199 1) that characterise these subcultures are considered in relation to 

patriarchal structures and the different types of 'value' accorded to men and women in 

the labour market. Sexual harassment, as a set of power relations, is one representation 

of the sexual contract and receives detailed attention. The last part of this section 

examines subcultures within professions and looks particularly at how the dominant 

male subculture within science and construction (the context for civil engineering) acts 

as a barrier to women's progress. The discussion is based mainly on the conceptual 

framework offered b; Spencer and Podmore (1987) to identify the main factors 

contributing to the professional marginalisation of women. This framework has been 
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developed by Greed (1991) to highlight the complex layers of cultural constraints posed 
by dominant traditional images of professional identity. Linked to this is the issue of 

work/life balance which continues to focus discussion on the ways that work in its paid 

and institutional context may have to change in the future to accommodate caring 

responsibilities and leisure and family interests. This constitutes the second research 
theme and particularly examines how the concept of professional commitment 
(Williams, 2000) conflicts with the cultural expectation of motherhood (Hattery, 2001). 

The fourth section of the chapter concentrates on how different authors have seen ways 
that change may occur within the construction professions in relation to an increased 

representation of women and also on whether qualitative improvements in their 
experience at work may be a function of 'critical mass'. The work of Greed (199 1), 
Gale (1992), Court and Moralee (1995) and Bagilhole et al (1997b) informs discussion 

of this issue which makes up the third research theme. Finally the issue of management 
is considered with emphasis on how 'the manager' is socially constructed as part of the 
gendered relations of employment. The discussion of management as a specialised 
business activity poses the question of whether management could be seen as having its 

own separate subculture. 

This chapter thus moves from a theoretical critique of women's general position within 
the labour market to the particular factors that affect their employment as engineering 
and construction professionals. A range of literature sources has been identified though 

material dealing specifically with women in professional engineering roles is limited. 
For the purposes of this literature review, therefore, it has been necessary to consider 
civil engineering in relation to the wider construction sector within which it derives its 

cultural and operational base (see Chapter Two). 

2. Some historical perspectives on work 
The way that work is defined and valued by modem British/European society seems to 
be determined principally by whether or not the activity of work is financially rewarded, 

giving rise to the concept of paid employment. In the formal sense, if someone is paying 
tax and national insurance contributions, then they are working and even those who 

work as part of the 'black economy' (cash work) are seen as economically active. In 

contrast, those who are not 'employed' in paid work are considered not to be working. 
Thus, the social status of work depends primarily on whether or not it is paid. This 

model of work reflects the emergence of the market economy as the cornerstone of 
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industrialised modern western society. The population is thus broadly divided between 

those who are economically active and those who are economically inactive, between 

those who are employed and those who are dependent on the family or the state, either 
because they are unemployed, or because they are not able to work. Work, then, in 

modern society is generally regarded as an economic activity mainly undertaken away 
from the home. Home working, now extended by the computer revolution, is on the 
increase but despite this the majority of those in paid employment go 'out to work'. This 
has not always been the case. 

In the pre-capitalist era, household production of goods, principally for domestic 

consumption, was the main form of work, which included all but the very youngest and 
oldest members of the peasant family. This was true for both rural and urban families so 
that the home constituted the main unit of production, within what could best be 
described as a subsistence culture with all members of the family contributing what they 
could to the production process (Scott and Tilly, 1982). Because the home often 
'doubled' as a workshop or site of production, work and family time were interwoven, 

and thus were more balanced, though women were still expected to take responsibility 
for the care of children and the preparation of food. In contrast, dominant contemporary 
conceptions of work render the home invisible (Rich, 1976). This pattern of productivity 
that was present in the pre-industrial era challenges the ideological claim by some that 
in the 'golden past' mothers stayed at home to raise children whilst men did the 

economic work. There were always class differences, however, with women from the 

upper and middle classes not engaging in any form of work but rather employing and 

supervising servants to look after their houses and children. 

The onset of industrialisation in Britain in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, 
though, brought different forms of separation: in the different types of work done within 
the factories and the home, and ultimately in the separation of home and workplace. 
Working class men and women were employed in the factories but the changes in 

manufacturing also brought the opportunity of home working, particularly in the 

garment industry, with the rise of ready-made clothing. This was done almost 

exclusively by women and, unlike in the pre-capitalist era, brought with it the benefit of 

paid wages, albeit at exploitatively low levels. This exploitation was based on the 

premise that women working at home could combine work and caring and the work was 
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paid on a piece-rate system. Thus, women who could work in the new small factories 

often did so precisely because their income would be so much higher (Grint, 1998), 

Waged labour both at home and in the factory gave rise to a shift from the idea of work 
as the occupation of the family to work as the paid labour of an individual. The 

opportunity for men and women to engage in large numbers in paid work outside the 
home sharpened the distinction between the different spheres of activity. The public 
sphere of work outside the home was controlled by men and was built on a pre-existing 
inequality that expected women to undertake the bulk of care or 'family' work in the 
private sphere. This 'family' work could be combined with paid home working that 
included activities such as taking in sewing and washing so that the home had not yet 
become the site of consumption and unpaid work as it generally is today (though this 
too is changing with the increase in the numbers of self-employed professional men and 
women operating from home). 

These divisions had a class dimension. For the middle classes, the concept of separate 
spheres was already well established by the middle of the eighteenth century. Men were 
associated with business and public activities which were physically and socially 
separated from the home whilst women were confined to the tasks of maintaining the 
household, supervising servants and organising children. They were also legally and by 

custom under the authority of their husbands, fathers or brothers and without social 
status in their own right. Their participation in paid work was considered inappropriate 
(Rendall, 1990). In the later part of the nineteenth century, women were voicing their 
discontent at their exclusion from occupations dominated by men, and demanding 

access to higher education and entry into the professions. 

The experiences of two world wars radically altered the wages and conditions of work 
for women in Britain and the need for female labour to undertake essential 'war' work 
opened up new opportunities. Women were therefore recruited in a whole range of 

engineering and service industries to take the place of the men at the 'front'. This was 
seen as their patriotic duty. Having been drafted into previously 'male' occupations for 

the duration of hostilities, at their cessation, they were expected to return to the home to 

resume their primary responsibility of reproducing the family (Hattery, 2001: 15). 

Several structural and ideological forces were at work during the post second world war 

period and most influential of these was the concept, established in the nineteenth 

century, of the male breadwinner as head of the nuclear family with his right to a paid 
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job. Indeed, it was the vision of male full employment that underpinned Beveridge's 

post war welfare settlement. Specifically, the image of the nuclear family with a male 
breadwinner and dependent wife was at the centre of this model of welfare (Williams, 

1989: 124) and feminists have argued that, still today, these assumptions impact on 

women's access to the labour market. 

However the precedent had been set; women had demonstrated that they could do the 

work that men usually do, and the resulting change in women's expectations, combined 
with the provision of universal secondary education, would very gradually open up a 
broader range of careers and occupational choices for women. Walby (1986) cites these 

war time employment opportunities, especially for married women, as the dominant 
factor in changing gender relations. This was so especially after the Second World War 
because although Beveridge had assumed a primarily dependent status for women, he 
had not envisaged the huge demand for labour that the establishment of the welfare state 
would produce. This new welfare sector thus provided a variety of jobs for women in 
both caring and administrative functions. Some of this work, which was low paid and 
deemed unskilled (such as that of catering and cleaning), did not prove attractive to the 
'home' population and so began the recruitment and immigration of men and women 
primarily from the Commonwealth to staff the public sector, especially in the areas of 
health and transport. The 1950s and 1960s were two decades of continued economic 
growth and an expanding service sector: this meant that jobs were easily available and 
offered an increase in opportunities for part-time work that suited employers because of 
the reduced liabilities to employees. 

Towards the end of the twentieth century, the thinking of both the New Right and New 
Labour has given prominence to the debate about whether those caring for dependants 
(mainly women) should be expected to fulfil the social obligation of paid work either as 
a route to welfare entitlement or as a duty of citizenship. The position of each has some 
ambivalence within it. According to New Right ideology it is the nuclear family with a 
male breadwinner and a female homemaker that should be the main provider of welfare. 
However, as Muncie and Wetherall (1997) explain, there are contradictions within this 

political discourse. In reality the view of appropriateness of women's participation in 

the labour force varies greatly according to household type. For example, New Right 

discourse prioritises the virtue of paid work but at the same time criticises mothers for 

working full-time and 'leaving' their children in the care of others. But in the case of 
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single parent families, which are headed in the main by mothers, women are condemned 

for caring for their children whilst claiming benefit and being dependent on the state 

(Fitzgerald, 1983). Thus, the concept of a 'dependency culture', is very much mediated 

by the nature of the dependency, specifically the 'private' or 'public' nature of the 

dependency. The distinguishing feature of New Right ideology is that it is legitimate for 

a woman to depend 'privately' on a male partner for her economic survival, but 'public' 

dependence on the agency of the state is not acceptable (Lister, 1997). Middle class 

women do not escape comment within this discourse that prioritises caring over 

professional fulfilment. Their roles of carer and worker have to be balanced to provide 

the underpinning nurturing of the family around which any professional work has to fit. 

This feature of New Right thinking holds particular relevance to this study. 

New Labour has sought to link family and employment policy and has positioned work 

at the heart of its welfare reforms. For example the New Deal for lone parents (mainly 

lone mothers) is designed to facilitate a return to work. The 'Working Family Tax 

Credit' is another example of how paid work lies at the heart of New Labour's 

reforming agenda which is seeking to establish an anti-dependency culture. Thus there 

are signs that the traditional ambivalence towards mothers with young children taking 

paid employment is gradually being removed. 

The above discussion indicates that the notion of women 'not working', was in fact 

more ideological than real. What also emerges is the way in which work, in the context 

of waged labour, has established its meaning as 'employment'. This then, raises the 

question of how work for which there is no financial remuneration can be attributed 

social value. Such work, often termed domestic labour, encompasses many tasks and 

responsibilities, ranging from the care of young children and elderly relatives to 

housework, shopping, cooking and ironing. This constitutes 'family work'. As Grint 

states " since almost every activity undertaken without payment in the home is also 

undertakenfor money in theformal economy the distinction between work and non- 

work is seriouslyflawed' (Grint, 1998: 30). 

It should also be remembered that such work is not only undertaken by women who are 

not engaged in waged labour but also by women in paid work and, increasingly, many 

of these are working 'full-time'. For these women there is a double burden of both paid 

and unpaid work. Folbre summarises the position thus: "even where women enter the 
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wage labourforce in large numbers, non-market work remains economically important, 

and women continue to perform a disproportionate share " (Folbre, 1994: 9 1). 

There thus seems to be no division between work and home that is free of ideological 

expectation. One aim of the research is to examine how women manage the cultural 

expectation of motherhood while developing a career as civil engineers. The ideology of 

motherhood has many strands of emphasis (beliefs about child rearing, psychological 
and cognitive models of child development and intensive mothering), but it does not 
include women providing financially for the family, as part of being a good mother 
(Hattery, 2001). The concept of mothering is centred on responsibilities rather than 

rights, so that mothers are expected to be selfless in terms of their own needs and find 

personal fulfilment in their caring responsibilities (Gilligan, 1982). Apter (1993: 109) 
refers to this as the "rigidity of matenial responsibifitýv". This is especially the case in a 
'nuclear' family structure where the assumption still prevails that women do not 'have 
to work' out of economic necessity, and those that decide to do so, make this choice for 
(other) reasons of self-gratifi. cation. This ideology is very powerful in the way it 

conditions both men and women into making judgements about what is right and 
possible for women who wish to have the dual role of mother and paid worker. 
Furthermore, because the nuclear family arrangement has been viewed as 'natural', it 
has assumed legitimacy as the ideal way of organising 'work' roles within the family. In 
fact 'work' within the home was never recognised as work within male-oriented 
sociological discourse and it was feminist writers such as Oakley (1974) who theorised 
domestic work as having economic as well as social value. The expectation of the 
'ideal' nuclear family form takes no account of the way in which family units have 

changed in modem society. Not all households have a man at their head to command the 

male 'breadwinner wage' (and in fact this has never been universally the case with, for 

example, many women raising children alone following the death of their husbands in 

times of war). Figures for 2001 show that 23% of families with dependent children are 
headed by a lone mother and 3% by a lone father (Social Trends, 2002). 

The assumptions that underpin the nuclear family model do not take account of 
increases in women's educational achievements that equip them for professional careers 

outside the home and increasingly we are seeing professional women working full-time 

whilst raising children. In fact employment rates (full and part-time) generally amongst 

women have risen dramatically in the post war period from 47% in 1959 to 70% in 2000 
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with 18% of women whose youngest child was under five working full-time (Social 

Trends, 2002). 

The longer history of men in the paid labour force and the exclusion of women from the 

professions until the late nineteenth century gives rise to the expectation that it is men 

who will tend to monopolise top positions in most professions and occupations. This 
does not mean that women never make it to the top, but rather that they do so by virtue 
of individual ability and circumstance despite their position of structural disadvantage 

within a labour market that generally 'denies' caring responsibilities (Spencer & 

Podmore, 1987). 

The dominant work model within the UK is one that assumes that workers (men) will 
invest more in their'human capital'given that there will be no other claims (such as 
domestic duties) on their time and effort (Crompton, 1997). Conversely for women, this 
model assumes that they will invest primarily in their domestic role that has high non- 
market return (Jacobsen, 2003: 163) and thus will economise in the effort they put into 

paid employment. In other words, women are assumed to be carers first and workers 
second. This is the basis for the gendered segregation of work which gives rise to the 
concept of 'women's work' that is socially constructed to 'fit in' around caring 
responsibilities. In fact we are so accustomed to a work force segregated along gender 
lines that we hardly notice it until we come into contact with a female electrician or 
even a male dinner'lady'. Of relevance to this study, it was reported in'Engineering 
First'published by the Engineering Council (February, 1999) that Mo Mowlam used the 
language of gender stereotyping to challenge the status quo when she declared at a 
WISE launch in Northern Ireland that "science, engineering and technology is women's 

work". 

The segregation of work into gendered categories will be discussed in more detail in the 

section that follows. However, it is relevant to mention here that the assumptions that 

place women as carers first and workers second applies equally to professional women 
as it does to those women in occupations classified as unskilled or semi-skilled. This 

leads us to consider in more detail the notion of patriarchal structures in both the public 

and private sphere as a constraint to women's progress in the labour market. 
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3. Public and private patriarchal structures 
Before embarking on the narrower discussion of why professional women become 

marginalised in their working environment, it is necessary to review some general 

aspects of labour market theory from a feminist perspective. There are a number of 
different ways in which to conceptualise gender relations, but for the purposes of this 
discussion I will draw heavily on the work of Walby (1990) and Cockburn (1991) and 
their conceptualisation of 'patriarchal structures' both in the home and in the workplace. 

The introduction of gender theory into analyses of women's employment, with concepts 
such as the sex-gender system (Rubin, 1975) has been crucial to broadening the analysis 
of work to encompass both the waged labour process in the public sphere and the 
unpaid work of reproducing the family in the private sphere. Feminist discourse 
characterises the subordination of women as systemic or structured and therefore not 
just located within individual experience. Some feminist writers have analysed the 
overarching concept of patriarchy (a system of male authority) to identify particular 
sites of patriarchal relations as being at the root of women's subordination. Brownmiller 
(1976) and Firestone (1979) argue that women's oppression is primarily due to a 
universal male control of women's bodies and sexuality with women's reproductive role 
at the core of the problem. Spender (1980), on the other hand, has focused on the use of 
language as the major weapon in patriarchy's armoury, and she has extensively 
theorised the way that patterns of language privilege men and render women invisible. 
Barrett and McIntosh (1982) have argued the necessity to critique the family, asserting 
that only when the sexual division of labour within the family is eradicated can women 
take up an equal economic role with men. With the exception of theorists such as 
Firestone, there is broad agreement amongst feminist writers that differences between 

men and women in all forms of social systems are not primarily biologically driven, but 

rather are socially constructed, with patriarchal structures acting as the organising 
instruments of these differences. However, it is the apparent and real biological 
differences between men and women that have been used to justify and underpin the 

structure of social arrangements, whereby women are defined by their reproductive 
capacity and men by their productive capacity. The consequences of this continue to 

operate in the contemporary labour market and are reflected in a wide range of issues 

such as pay inequality, part-time working, management, segmentation, promotion, 
tenure and professional development opportunities. 
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Walby (1990) has identified six sites of patriarchal relations that she sees as co- 

relational in their impact on women. These six structures refer to patriarchal relations in 

the home, in the waged labour market, in the operation of the state, in the propensity for 

male violence against women, in the culture of 'compulsory' heterosexuality and lastly 

in the cultural values found in art, education, science and religion. Although all the sites 
identified by Walby are relevant to this study I will concentrate on the first two and to a 
lesser degree on the issues of cultural norms and the continuum of male violence. 
Walby has built on the perspective of earlier writers such as Hartmann (1976) and 
Beechey (1987) who argue that capitalist societies are made up of two structures, 
patriarchy and capitalism. Cynthia Cockburn (1991), in her study of sex equality in 

organisations, has taken a similar position, arguing that capitalist societies are 
predicated on the existence of both domestic and industrial capitalism. The former 

exploits the unpaid labour of women in the home and the latter requires the labour of an 
expendable work force at the lowest possible cost, in the pursuit of profit. She sees these 
two systems as separate but closely connected, with men's domination over women as 
central to both. Each of the two systems reproduces structured inequalities and the 
institutional oppression of women. She makes clear that this oppression does not derive 

simply from individual actions, but is built into structural and institutional patterns and 
organisational policies. 

Dual systems theory as part of feminist scholarship argues that women's oppression 
arises from two separate systems at home and in the workplace and Walby identifies the 

workplace as the main site of women's exploitation. She traces this exploitation through 
a range of exclusionary practices and subscribes to a predominantly (but not 
exclusively) one-way causal relationship from paid work to home, so that women's 
position in the family is largely determined by gender inequality in the labour market 
rather than vice versa (Walby, 1990: 56). The main tenet of this argument is that for 

many women, especially those from the working class who are unskilled (this in itself 

being a socially constructed gendered category), the prospect of finding work that pays 

enough to allow them to support themselves and any dependants, is remote, This now 

applies to many unskilled male workers who also find themselves in marginalised low 

paid employment, unable to provide the still expected 'family wage'. Thus, according to 

Walby many women are discouraged from entering the labour market, choosing instead 

the option of marriage or 'partnership' as a means of economic survival. Thus, their 
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status as independent worker is traded for the role of unwaged dependent wife. Middle 

class professional women may also choose to withdraw from the labour market despite 

being able to command a reasonable salary (Williams, 2000: 14-16). In making this 

choice they also trade their role of professional worker for that of dependent partner but 

can expect a higher standard of living than working class women in the same position. 
Increasingly though, now, the split is between dual income households and 'no-income' 
households with the latter characterised as part of an underclass (Yeandle, 1999). 

Walby's conceptualisation of patriarchal structures within employment focuses on 

mechanisms of exclusion and segregation. The term exclusion describes actions, 

practices and structures designed to refuse women entry to certain types or areas of 
employment. In modem society, formal exclusionary practices to keep women out of 
certain professions or occupations are not permissible within the law but legislation 
does not protect women from the inequities that can result from job segregation. 
Segregation takes different forms. Horizontal segregation of the labour market is 

achieved by the gendering of many jobs, particularly in the caring and service sectors 

which has come to be regarded predominantly as 'women's work'. Catering and 

cleaning staff, health care assistants and retail workers continue to be poorly paid with 

women holding most of the jobs in these areas (Social Trends, 2002). Much of this work 
is part-time and offers limited training and opportunities for progression. The most 
'responsible' jobs are considered unsuitable for part-time or job-sharing arrangements 

and are constructed as full-time jobs only. In the professional sector of care women 

often find themselves confined to the lower end of the pay and opportunity scales. 
Social work is a good example of this where occupational segregation is based on a 
4 sexual division of labour', with women holding the majority of lower status, lower paid 
jobs whilst men occupy the majority of more highly paid, higher status positions 
(Coulshed and Mullender, 2001). The vertical division of labour refers to the degree to 

which men and women are represented amongst the leadership and management of 

professions and organisations. A study by the Cranfield School of Management reported 

that women are losing ground in Britain's biggest companies. Only fifty seven per cent 

of the FTSE-100 companies had a female director in 2001, compared with fifty eight 

per cent in 2000 and sixty four per cent in 1999.1 

1 Guardian 'Editor' magazine, I Dcccmbcr 2001 
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I am not convinced by Walby's view of the priority of causation as I see women's role 

as reproductive agents (both as bearers of children and as daily reproducers of the 

family) as the dominant (though not the only) factor influencing their potential for 

waged work, so reversing this causal relationship. Walby's view does not for instance 

explain why women with good human capital (this being the sum of an individual's 

employability including education, training, experience and personal skills) are still not 

able to progress at the same rate as male colleagues or why the gender gap in earnings 

continues. However, she does consider the effects of exclusionary practices in the 

workplace which might account for this 'under achievement'. An alternative view is 

that women are regarded by employers as potential liabilities because of the expectation 
that theirs will be an interrupted work pattern as they respond to demands to care for 
dependants (Cockburn, 1991). Thus, what is in fact problematised is a woman's relation 
to the private sphere of the home, as we are still socialised into assuming that it will be 

women, not men or the state, that will bear this responsibility. Cockburn (1991: 76) thus 

concludes that women are We ied in domesticity'. Pascall summarises the nature of the 

problem: 

"child-care is at the heart of the sexual division of labour. Responsibilityfor children 
keeps women isolated in the home and disadvantages them in the labour market. While 
raising children must often be more satisfying than the male side of the labour bargain, 
the ramifications ... spread into every area of women's lives ... Motherhood is central, 
both in the general social concept of woman, and in most women's experience. It casts 
women into marginalpositions inpublic life. In this it is quite unlikefatherhood" 
(Pascall, 1986: 96-97). 
One material consequence of this is the failure of women to break through into 

industrial leadership positions in significant numbers and another is the continuing 
disparity in comparative pay rates between men and women. Figures for 2000 indicate 

that the hourly earnings of women working full-time was 82% of those of men (Social 

Trends, 2002). Walby's analysis of women's subordinate position in the labour market 

centres on factors that can be grouped as structured constraints; these include 

exclusionary practices which operate on a number of levels (cultural, social and 
institutional) to deny women employment opportunities. This points to the workplace as 

a contested site and applies to female-dominated work (such as nursing, for example) as 

well as to male-dominated occupations (Davies, 1995; Halford et al, 1997). The next 

section considers the nature and extent of these practices with particular reference to the 

construction sector. 
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4. Subcultures 
This section will look at how the workplace and the institutions and organisations that 

frame the world of employment have within them a range of attitudes, practices and 

behaviours which can be described as constituting a subculture. I have used the term 

'subculture' rather than culture to suggest the complex 'layered' nature and effect of 

these practices that operate on many levels within both organisations and professions. A 

brief review of the place of subcultures generally in the workplace will argue that 

masculine values predominate. A more detailed review of how subcultures are created 

and represented within male-dominated professions follows and the section concludes 

with a focus on how specific subcultures within science, engineering and construction 

create a marginal place for women. 

Conventional economic theory that assumes gender neutrality in employment contracts 
hides the reality of very gender specific practices, so a woman's relation to the labour 

market cannot be understood without reference to her gender (Webb, 1982). Cockburn's 

view is that women occupy a dual position of inferior status; their disadvantaged 

position in the workplace arises from exclusionary practices and their perceived and 
sometimes actual lack of human capital reduces their status in the home. The assumed 
dependency of women on a male partner completes the cycle of disadvantage. 
Employers exploit this by structuring their work force to incorporate female jobs that 

are part-time, less secure, poorly paid and often temporary. This forms part of what 
Pateman (1988) calls the 'sexual contract'. 

Pateman traces how citizenship rights have developed differently for men and women. 
She argues that men's rights and women's subordination were created through the 

original sexual contract enacted within marriage, which resulted in civil freedom being 

a male right exercised through active citizenship and participation in public life. 

Women, on the other hand, had a dependent status and only had access to the public 

realm through their husbands. In reality then, civil freedom has not always been 

universal, but was both gender and class specific. Pateman thus argues that, although 

women now enjoy citizenship rights, it is the sexual contract that ensures the continuing 

symbolic representation of political power as masculine. Systemic male power which 

was based on 'husband' and 'father' right, has been replaced in modern society by 

general male sex-right (Cockburn, 1991: 28). 
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Cockburn extends Pateman's concept of the sexual contract into her discussion of the 

ways that men and women's bodies are commodified as labour power within the 

capitalist waged labour process. She argues, though, that for women it is specifically 

their sexuality (which itself is socially constructed) that is identified as the attribute, and 
is implicitly calculated within the perceived total sum of their value to employers. All 

business engages in selling, whether it is a product or a service or an expertise, and the 

ways in which women's bodies are used to transact the sale are not necessarily clearly 

understood by those involved in the process. WaJcman's (1998: 117) view is that it is 

more difficult for women working in male-dominated workplaces to resist this 

commodification of their sexuality than for women working in occupations where they 

are in the majority. 

Wajcman contends that women are used in a variety of ways to advance the cause of 

organisations and sometimes this occurs almost imperceptibly, as women are 

manoeuvred by male colleagues into roles or situations where it is their femaleness that 
is seen as the key influence, not their technical or intellectual competence. She 

characterises this as 'gender asperformance'(Wajcman, 1998: 119) with organisations 
being one site in which the 'doing of gender' routinely occurs. I argue later that this 

applies within civil engineering too, despite the fact that there are very few women 

available, at least on a professional level, to undertake these image-creating roles. The 

impact of female sexuality within civil engineering can be seen as multifaceted, with a 

woman being seen as potentially 'useful' in closing a deal with a client but acting as a 
distraction on a building site. 

A woman's appearance in terms of style, her tone of voice, the way she dresses, in short 
her femininity, all form part of her worth. If women's bodies can be theorised as 
forming part of an organisation's human capital, their sexuality is at the same time 

problematised as potentially destabilising the control exercised by companies over their 

staff. Cockburn focuses on organisation theory to analyse the relationship between what 
initially might be viewed as two totally unconnected, or in some accounts, incompatible, 

phenomena; sex and organisation (Cockburn, 1991: 138). She is critical of the 

theoretical perspective that positions organisations as hierarchical, instrumental and 

purely task oriented, devoid of any kind of emotion or sexuality. This 'purist' theory of 

organisations cannot account for sexual harassment in the workplace for instance, and 

certainly does not incorporate the plethora of informal relationships which go 
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unacknowledged within this theory, but which nevertheless in practice underpin the 

regulated procedural formality of organisations. Cockburn's (1985) view, in contrast to 

traditional organisational theory, focuses on emotions and feelings that run through all 

organisations and find expression in the 'social' culture of the workplace. This can 

result in the gendering of roles with the boss/secretary relationship as just one example. 
This is another representation of the 'sexual contract' and also a reflection of the 
heterosexual ised subculture of corporate life. 

As women continue to struggle with negative stereotyping of their roles within 
corporate institutions, maybe it is prudent to ask whether this can be exploited to 

women's advantage. Should women use their female attributes and differences from 

men to try to advance their individual position or does this just reinforce the negative 
stereotype? Gherardi (1995) takes the view that many women do not want to banish 

sexuality from the workplace because having a sexualised status is in fact better than 
having no status and 'being' invisible. Sometimes it can even make an otherwise dreary 

or monotonous workplace routine feel like fun. However, the dynamics of sexuality 
within organisations have to be considered within the framework of patriarchal power 
relations that underpin the structure of the labour market. This question is touched upon 
by the women interviewed for this study (see Chapter Six). Cockburn warns that the 

politics of gender difference or separation in the workplace can obscure the very real 
differences between women and also can strike at the heart of the equality debate. 

Women face difficult choices when deciding how to respond within a work environment 
that ostensibly places sex outside its gates, yet in reality is deeply sexualised. Even the 

slightest acknowledgement of their sexuality may be dangerous, laying them open to not 
being taken seriously for their skills and career potential. Cockburn (1991: 159) 

concludes that it is only as women become more organised as a grouping within 

organisations that it will be safe to re-introduce emotion and sexuality into the 

workplace on their own terms. As far as male-dominated occupations are concerned the 

concept of 'critical mass' may apply and this is discussed later in the chapter. 

The way that men and women behave within organisations significantly affects the 

culture of the workplace. Culture involves meanings, assumptions and ideas that are 

taken for granted and are difficult to question (Alvesson & Billing, 1997). The network 

of beliefs, assumptions, organisational goals, rewards, constraints and penalties all 

combine to form workplace culture which is then mediated and moulded by the 
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particular institutional setting. Culture can thus be understood as the level at which 
different groups develop patterns and relationships through a shared set of beliefs and 

expectations and the style it adopts is translated into specific subcultures with their own 

cultural claims. Cockburn (199 1), for example, argues that there are different 

constructions of masculinity within organisations across different employment sectors 
that serve as barriers to women's progress. Masculine identity in the workplace is itself 

socially constructed and is subject to a range of cultural and organisational values. In 

some contexts it is male hierarchical authority that is powerful; in other settings, such as 
construction, it is physical strength that is the dominant form. The male civil servant, for 

example, might exercise authority in a very traditional, hierarchical way different from 

the manager of a high street retail company dealing with a range of employees from van 
drivers to sales staff. In the latter case, the exercise of male power is negotiated, and less 
imposed by the structure of the business itself These different forms of male authority 
are expected and seen as appropriate within the particular setting (and are difficult to 

challenge). In male-dominated professions such as civil engineering, women have no 
history at the top so male authority is regarded as the norm. The light hearted sexist 
joking of the boardroom combined with other more subtle masculine behaviour that 
may undermine female colleagues finds a different expression on the building site 
where overt sexist banter and innuendo is regarded as perfectly normal. Thus, women in 

civil engineering are forced to move between these various forms of masculine identity. 

Expanding on Cockburn's perspective on the place of sexuality within organisational 
life, the wider issue of sexual relations at work has become a focus for feminist debate. 

In particular, some feminists have used the issue of sexual harassment in the workplace 
to explain women's subordinate status and inferior pay and conditions in the paid labour 

market (Segal, 1990; Stockdale, 1996). The problem of sexual harassment at work is 

faced by women across a whole range of occupations, not just women who are more 

visible because of their minority presence in a particular industry. Knapp and Kustis, 

(1996) claim that about half of all women experience some form of sexual harassment at 

work and that this damages organisations as well as individuals. 

The meaning of the term 'sexual harassment' is contested and subject to a range of 

cultural perspectives. One very broad definition offered by Stanko (1988) is that it 

constitutes any kind of unwanted sexual attention. Adding the dimension of frequency 

to Stanko's definition, sexual harassment can be characterised as persistent unwanted 
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sexual attention and it is this definition that I have used in analysing the women's 

stories. Smith (2000), though, argues that sexual harassment is essentially gender 
harassment, and includes any behaviour by men that undermines women; this need not 
have any sexual element at all. Sexual harassment, then, as an instrument of patriarchal 

power, in terms of this definition, has a very broad base which I feel is too vague to be 

useful. 

The issue of sexual harassment is highly contentious, not least because sexuality and 
associated behaviours are clearly subject to personal interpretation and the issue of 
sexual harassment has sometimes been confused with sexuality in general. However, 

there is clear evidence that the behaviour that an individual defines as sexual harassment 
is gender-related, with women consistently defining more experiences as harassing than 
men (Stockdale, 1991). The damage experienced by the targets of sexual harassment 
can take many forms, including lower self-confidence, loss of motivation, reduced 
productivity and deterioration of interpersonal relationships (Knapp & Kustis, 1996). 
These effects demonstrate that there are also associated costs to organisations of this 
kind of behaviour. 

For many women, managing sexuality within an organisational setting is part of their 
every day working routine and specifically making judgements about personal 
appearance is part of this management strategy. Because women's sexuality can be 

perceived as more important than their designated work roles, women dare not leave 
their image to chance. Adkins (1995) notes that women are constrained by a set of 
criteria relating to their appearance in a way that men are not. Where these strategies 
fail, she argues that women are seen as the cause of the problem and made accountable 
for the inappropriate actions of male colleagues. Crompton (1997) argues that male 
sexuality, by comparison, is much less visible in organisations, as they occupy their 

corporate positions by right and have majority status. The 'genderless' individual is in 

fact male. 

This raises the question: can we expect women working in male-dominated 
environments, who are seen as 'role-deviates', to report more sexual harassment than 

women in traditionally female jobs? Studies of different workplaces such as that by 

DiTomaso (1989) have found that women are more likely to experience sexual 
harassment as members of male-dominated occupations. Crompton (1997) also endorses 

this view. Hadjifatiou is of the view that the form of the harassment might be more 
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sophisticated in the professional setting (as opposed to the shop floor) but it is none the 
less effective. 

"A Ithough women in management and the professions may appear to have successfully 
entered a man's world, theirpositim withiii it is precarious. Despite theirjobs, their 
identity as women continues to condition their treatment at work High status does not 
eliminate sexual harassment" (Hadjifotiou, 1983: 49). 
Cockburn's (1991: 14 1) findings also support this. She recounts how a newly appointed 
woman executive within a large organisation was systematically 'cut down to size' by 

sexually harassing behaviour from a senior male colleague. This left her stunned and 

powerless to act because the incident occurred away from the public gaze and could not 
be corroborated. 

There is evidence that women are resisting this kind of threatening male behaviour 
(Crompton, 1997: 117), but challenging these practices can be problematic. Confronting 
this kind of behaviour is often a personal and individual matter and can leave women 
open to further discrimination. Recourse to the law is another option but the way that 
the legal process often works, in practice, to discredit women who invoke the law as a 
means of redress is well documented (e. g. Smart, 1989; DeLaat, 1999). Women can be 

regarded as 'unreasonable' if the process fails and be subject to further harassment 
(Hadjiflatiou, 1983: 22). This characteristic of 'reasonableness' is imbued with the sense 
of a cultural norm that incorporates a spectrum of social attitudes and behaviours which, 
though not culturally specific, are gender specific. Kelly argues that it is the claim of 
'normality' for this undermining male behaviour, which lies at the heart of the problem. 
"By defining harassment as normal, menjuslify their behaviour and whell it is 

challengedare able to dismiss (readredefine) womeWsperceptions" (Kelly, 1988: 104). 

It is important to recognise that sexual harassment is one representation of sexuality 

within organisations and operates on both a structural and an individual level as a power 
issue, with harassers generally possessing organisational power over those whom they 
harass. Thus, it is precisely because of this power differential that it has proved so 
difficult for 'victims' (mainly women) of this behaviour to confront and challenge these 
nt, abuses. 

Professional subcultures 
Thus far I have discussed subculture within the general context of institutional life but 

these representations can be applied more specifically to male-dominated occupations 
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and professions. I will start first by considering what is understood by the term 
'profession'. Paid employment may be characterised variously as a job, occupation, 

career, profession, or simply as work. The language of work thus suggests different 

expectations of paid employment ranging from being a necessary means to an end with 
little personal investment in terms of training or ongoing development to work defined 

as professional activity, involving underpinning academic qualifications with further 

structured training as a way, often, of developing practice. The concept of profession 
thus carries higher social status and an assumption of greater financial reward and 

responsibility with opportunities for progression. Associated with this is greater 

autonomy in organising work patterns and the assumption that professionals are 

responsible for their own practice and that their behaviour will conform to certain norms 

arising from the functional requirements of their role. 

I Evetts (1996: 36) points out that every profession offers a range of typical careers, such 

as moving from practice to management or to independent consultancy. Often, those 

who describe themselves as professionals belong to distinct occupational groups such as 

doctors, lawyers and teachers. Many professions have a system of registration and 

regulation which acts as a licence to practice and this is overseen by an association or 

form of governing body that admits those who fulfil the entry criteria and excludes 

those who do not. Abbott (1988) referred to these bodies of expert knowledge as 

professional jurisdictions where both the culture and structure of a profession, as an 

applied discipline, is created and maintained. However, with the broadening of further 

and higher education and a move towards a more differentiated job market, the 

boundaries between professional and non-professional occupations have become 

blurred. For example, a highly successful and wealthy business executive is likely to 

regard him or herself as a professional, despite lacking a university education and not 

being a member of a particular professional group. It is the material achievement and 

resulting lifestyle that is being accorded the 'professional' label, so that being a member 

of the professional class is a social construction. It is, in fact, the features of 

achievement and associated social status that allow for the broader meaning of what is 

now termed 'being a professional'. As a response to this, individual professions are 

increasingly intent on preserving their credentials and identity, thereby resisting any 

dilution of their skilled expertise. However, we are currently seeing fire fighters 

demanding a 40% increase in salary citing their professional life-saving role as essential 
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and highly skilled. Such claims of professionalism may extend the concept of 

professional identity beyond accepted traditional meanings. 

The segregation of men and women into different occupations (horizontal segregation) 

and the distinction between the genders in terms of positions of authority (vertical 

segregation) is still very marked in Britain. However, the proportional representation of 

employed men and women in occupations formally classified as professional has 
become almost equalised with 13% of employed men in the professions and 11% of 
employed women (Social Trends, 2002). Although overall men continue to dominate in 

the professions they do not do so in all professions. Women are more highly represented 
in education, for instance but men continue to dominate the engineering, construction 
and transport professions (Social Trends, 2002). This suggests that there is unequal 
access to particular professional roles for women or that women are choosing to enter 
certain professions and rejecting others. 

Spencer and Podmore (1987: 2) have identified ten factors contributing to the 

professional marginalisation of women in male-dominated professions. These are linked 
to issues already discussed. The ten factors are: stereotypes about women; 'women's 

work' (these have a combined effect suggesting that women have specific attributes and 
are therefore more suited to particular types of work in 'caring' and support roles that 
are designated as 'unskilled'); stereotypes about the nature of professions and 
professionals; the sponsorship system; informal relationships (these serve to nurture and 
underpin individual progress and give access to informed power bases); lack of role 
models and peers; the concept of professional commitment; the unplanned and 
interrupted nature of women's careers; clients' expectations; fear of competition. 

Although not all the factors are of equal relevance to my investigation, they are useful in 

that they offer some grounded insight into the different obstacles that many women face 

when they join a male-dominated profession. Some factors relate to the labour market 

approach to understanding why women are subordinated and others reflect the'defined 
by domesticity' approach. These factors point to the powerful subculture of professions 

which Spencer and Podmore characterise as the site of objective achievement within a 
linear career path that itself is grounded in high levels of commitment. They suggest 

that professional careers are prioritised and nurtured in both formal and informal 

settings and are likely to be taken up by men. Some professions carry particular 

stereotypes of their own and although these can be historically rooted and may not apply 
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in modern society, nevertheless the stereotype prevails. One example would be the 

construction industry which is traditionally characterised by the building site imagery of 
heavy physical work and unpleasant working conditions, making it unsuited to women. 

The polarisation of expectations of men and women working in strongly identified male 

professions can lead to a type of gender ghettoising within professions. Thus, horizontal 

job segregation as well as vertical segregation continues to operate across the 

professions with their effects being more profound for women working in male- 
dominated areas. Lawrence (1987) has identified Ilghettoism" as a distinct subculture 

within medicine whereby women doctors are expected to want to specialise in treating 

'women" s problems' as GPs. This is a form of job segregation within a profession. 
Maddock writing in 1999 confirms this: 

"medicine and medical schools remain very male and medieval institutions, which 
actively encouragefemale students into community health andprimary care and 
discourage theinfrom entering specialities such as surgery. All surgical specialities 
require a very special determinationfrom women medical students" (Maddock, 
1999: 76). 

Medicine has been singled out as a particularly extreme case of patriarchal exclusionary 

closure, whereby overt and covert discrimination has kept out all but a handful of 

women in the areas of high status specialisms. Although increasing numbers of women 

are entering medicine Riska (1993) concludes that: 

" women more often than their male colleagues lend to practise in primary-care 
specialities, in low-rankpositions, and in bureaucratic settings as salaried employees. 
Male physicians have maintained dominance over high-status specialities andpractice 
settings that involve higher independence and incomes than theirfemale colleagues 
have been able to achieve " (Riska, 1993: 5). 

This 'feminisation' of medicine has continued, with figures for the year 2000 showing 

that women now constitute just over fifty five per cent of first year medical students 

(HESA Student Returns). Whether the increasing numbers of women entering the 

profession can result in their moving into high status and high earning positions requires 

further investigation but on a theoretical level can be linked to the concept of critical 

mass which is discussed later in the chapter. 

The concept of 'appropriate' work has been taken up by Greed (1994) in her critique of 

women's position in planning. She points out that although women are to be found in 

almost every area of practice, they are usually on a low grade and have the role of 

'helper' rather than any substantive design or managerial role. Also, women are 
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expected to be involved with any aspect of the job concerned with 'prettifying' or 

aesthetic enhancement, their role being to 'dress things up' (Greed, 1994: 138). 

Having focused on work as a social construction I now move on to consider the 

particular issue of women as engineering and construction professionals, starting with a 
brief critique of the role that science plays as a preparation for a career in the applied 

engineering disciplines. 

Civil engineers very much see themselves at the 'elite' end of the construction process, 
identifying their skills as originating within the context of 'pure' science (Greed, 2000). 

Along with architects they are the aristocrats of the construction industry (Greed, 1999). 

The paucity of women taking up the study of science and technology continues to be of 

concern to policy makers and the trend for women to reject science as a career choice 
has for sometime occupied the attention of government (Guardian, II October 2002). 

Hilary Rose (1994) in developing a feminist critique of scientific knowledge and the 

way that this is practised, has provided a major contribution to understanding how 

women have, until very recently, been systematically denied admission to the elite 

scientific academy. All civil engineers are required to have a scientific educational 
background from school involving qualifications in one or more of mathematics, 

physics, chemistry, technology and design or computer studies. An integral part of this 
is the training of the analytical/rational mind towards adopting the theoretical values of 
'pure' science. 'Applied' science is regarded as having lower status (Rose, 1994: 32). 

Throughout history 'pure' science has been characterised as a male activity (Wertheim, 

1997) but in modern western society science, as an applied discipline, underpins a 

whole range of industries including manufacturing, defence, energy, health care, 
transport and pharmaceuticals and has strong links with the civil engineering discipline. 

In a series of contributions entitled "Voices from Women in Science" (Engineering 
Council, 1996) women offer accounts of their working experiences as scientists. For 

those women working as researchers or lecturers in academic institutions, the complex 

mix of attributes and achievements required to give any chance at all of advancement 

seemed particularly challenging. Often, too, the research issues that women are involved 

with are defined by male colleagues, so that women feel like the junior partner in the 

process (Keller, 1982). The women focused on the relentlessly competitive environment 
in which they worked and on the time involved in ensuring that they were (not left 
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behind'. They compared their experience with that of male colleagues who, less 

constrained by family commitments, were more able to take up available career 

opportunities and undertake a greater amount of research. This was in contrast to the 
teaching role that was accorded a much lower priority. These women's accounts 
indicate that it is the social relations within which science functions, rather than the 
discipline itself, that is problematised for women. 

Although studies investigating women's role as engineers are limited, some interesting 

work has been done in this area. Carter and Kirkup summarised their findings from 
interviewing thirty-seven women engineers both in the UK and in the USA. The women 
interviewed included civil, mechanical, transport and chemical engineers working in a 

variety of industries. Many interviewees reported a range of difficulties they had 

encountered at work, including issues such as image and dress code, sexual harassment 

and the almost constant need to justify their professional competence in a formerly all- 
male workplace (Carter and Kirkup, 1990). The masculine subculture of engineering 

presented these women with the challenge of 'fitting in' or leaving their chosen 
profession. 

Drawing on the findings of Carter and Kirkup, my own small-scale study conducted in 
1995 (Watts, 1995) sought to compare the experiences of young female and male 
candidates working towards becoming chartered civil engineers. No significant 
differences were found in the experience of the process between the men and women, 
though all the men expected that the 'maleness' of the profession would inevitably 

create problems for women applicants. Their view was that the male tradition of the 
industry underpinned a grudging acceptance that women would increasingly be part of 
their ranks. This finding was significant because, even though the women did not 

acknowledge this different expectation, the male engineers clearly felt that women 

would have to work harder to demonstrate competence to gain recognition. The view of 

the women was that women engineers have a difficult time within the profession but so 

also do some men. The acknowledgement that male progress within the profession is 

not always smooth appeared to be one way that the women could cope with women's 

unequal treatment. 

Although there is little literature specifically about women in professional engineering 

roles, especially within the UK, some research has been carried out into gender issues 

more widely within construction and the building professions. In particular, Greed has 
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discussed the highly gendered nature of the construction industry which she has 

conceptualised as being fragmented and tribal comprising a wide range of disciplines, 

all with their own subculture (see Chapter Two). The importance of culture in moulding 

work practices (both formal and informal) within the construction industry has been 

found by Druker and White (1996) to be highly significant. They argue that patterns of 
behaviour within an organisation and, to an even greater degree, within a particular 
discipline or subculture are learrit and become deeply embedded within the 

consciousness of those who work within that specialism. Where an organisation 
includes a range of specialisms, one could therefore expect to find a corresponding 
range of subcultures each with its own legacy, values, behavioural norms and even, in 

part, its own language (see earlier). This concept of organisational and specialist 
subculture has been extended by Druker and White to include what they describe as a 
"uniqueproject-based culture " within construction (Druker & White, 1996: 155). This 

suggests that projects (especially the larger and longer term ones) can create their own 
culture to adapt to a particular set of challenges and circumstances. The creation of this 

new brand of subculture may be necessary as part of the multi-disciplinary approach to 
delivering construction projects. Although a project subculture may be born out of the 

necessity to harmonise disparate ways of working, it still may be difficult to manage. 
Increasingly companies seek to win work as part of a combined bid, so that partnering 
has now become mainstream. One effect of this has been the blurring (albeit 

temporarily) of organisational boundaries, so that a new set of alliances and allegiances 
are formed in the interests of completing the job on time and within budget. Loyalty to a 
project can therefore be instrumental in mediating the power of subcultures present 
within the 'building team. 

The concept of subcultures within construction has been developed by Greed (1991) 

who in her early work focused her attention on the quantitative and qualitative 
experience of women surveyors as construction professionals. Her study revealed that a 
hierarchy of power and suitability exists within the surveying subculture, just as it does 

within other construction professions and male-dominated occupations. Thus Greed 

describes how some areas of surveying practice are regarded as being more suitable for 

women than others. 

" Another area which wometi are seen as 'tiaturally1fittilig into is )9roperty 
matiagement'- not managemetit hi the executive setise, but hi the sense of 'cari"9for' 
property almost as aii exteitsioti of the traditional housewife and'helpmeet'role. For 
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example, such women will he concerned with keeping the tenants happy ill a shopping 
complex development and dealing with rent reviews, servicing contracts, andpuhlic 
relations. It should he noted that in none of these specialisms are the womell directly 
involved ill actually planning, building, designing, or making developments happen, nor 
in large-scale investment and risk-taking activities. All this is mainly reservedfor the 
men "(Greed, 1991: 13 9). 

Greed emphasises the importance of the power of these sub-cultural groups to determine 

who gains full membership of the group and who is excluded or kept on the margins. 
The key factor appears to be the willingness of an individual to 'fit in' with the 
mainstream cultural values of the group, thereby gaining acceptance (Greed, 2001: 8). 
Gender is a major determinant of who is likely to be the 'right type' (Greed, 1994: 153) 

with women being regarded as intruders. However, as Langford et al (1995: 185) 

comment, men too have to have to 'fit in' and some men may also not feel entirely 
comfortable as 'one of the boys'. This suggests an 'unbending' industry with a fixed set 
of cultural practices and expectations. Some women do achieve assimilation within the 
dominant culture and, as Greed points out, we should not expect that women will 
necessarily have a different value or belief system than that held by their male 
counterparts. On this basis, therefore, assimilation may not be problematic for some 
women, who may have little difficulty in aligning themselves with the 'macho' cultural 
values pervading construction. However, acceptance within a subculture is an external 
as well as an internal process and is therefore also dependent on being accepted by those 
already present within the subculture. Linked to this, Greed's research shows that 
women who hold radical views and challenge the status quo are less acceptable 
members of the construction industry; they are seen as different and are unlikely to 
reach positions of seniority. Professional identity is culturally constructed and is forged 

through engagement with and allegiance to prescribed values and practices. Becoming a 
member of a particular group or subculture means learning to adopt the values and 
behavioural patterns of the group. Anyone questioning these sets his or her self outside 

the 'norm' and is likely to experience some degree of exclusion. 

Although one could argue that international comparisons are of limited value in trying 

to gauge whether women's qualitative experience of working in construction is different 

across national boundaries as cultural and business practices may vary greatly, 
Eisenberg's (1998) account of women in the USA working as construction 

tradeswomen and artisans offers some insight into how their minority position is 

experienced within the particular subculture of the construction site. Eisenberg portrays 
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a workforce under siege from male colleagues in the form of sexual harassment, 

victimisation and other forms of discrimination. Her account suggests that women may 

work as construction operatives but they do so only as 'guests' of the subculture. My 

own research argues similarly in relation to women's professional roles within 

construction. 

5. Work/life balance 

The issue of work/life balance is a key theme of this research and discussion about how 

this can be achieved in the face of conflicting demands from career and family has been 

the focus for many researchers and commentators (Walter, 1999; Williams, 2000; 

Hattery, 200 1). Spencer and Podmore (1987) consider this issue in relation to the 

concept of professional commitment, which is a further factor marginalising women in 

the professional sector. They argue that the concept of professional commitment that 
dictates that work must come first and personal or family life has to be fitted around this 

priority has increasingly become the norm, particularly as part of the corporate ethos in 

the private sector. Associated with this is the culture of 'presenteeism'. Many women do 

not wish to assume this 'life value', but for those that do (especially if this is combined 

with motherhood) there is an expectation that this is inappropriate (Figes, 1994: 90). 

Currently the UK seems to be in the grip of a long hours work culture where employees 
have to demonstrate a relentless commitment to work. Franks reports that: 

"In a survey of two thousandparents, undertaken by Parents at Work, oil the question of 
Pressure of work, 64 per cent reported that they regularly worked longer hours than 
they were contractually bound to do, due to pressure of workload and the culture of 
long hours. They made thefamiliar observation that even when there is no concrete 
work to be done, the way to show commitment is to sW late. Nobody dares to be the 
first to leave" (Franks, 1999: 72). 

However, where there are possibilities for more sensible working hours and even 

arrangements that allow an employee to fulfil caring commitments there can still be 

problems. Cockburn has revealed how equality strategies that could improve the 

work/life balance can be contradictory and can in fact reinforce women's disadvantage 

in the workplace, by emphasising their different relationship to reproduction (Cockburn, 

1991: 12). To illustrate this, if women are offered shorter working hours as a way of 

employers recognising women's caring responsibilities, whilst this may facilitate this 

dual role, women become characterised as being less committed to their role as paid 

workers. In other words, "you can't be equal and different " (Cockburn, 1991: 13). 
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The debate about whether women aim to be equal to or different from men has been 

central to feminist analysis and discussion and it continues to be relevant as women 

work out for themselves on an individual level which path to tread. The 

equality/difference issue cuts across a business world that is constructed to exclude the 

private and the feminine; specifically, should women deny sexual or biological 

difference and claim equal rights on the basis that they are the same as men? 
Alternatively, should women stress their 'feminine', caring qualities and seek 
recognition of these socially constructed attributes on a par with 'masculine' qualities so 
that they are equal to but different from men? Within the category of 'woman' there is a 
significant range of difference in terms of race, class and sexuality so this too informs 

the debate, leaving us with the question: which women will be equal to which men? 
Freedman (2001) summarises the various theoretical positions along the spectrum of the 
debate and suggests that one's position need not be fixed, and that the very complexity 
of the variables allows for a flexible response to particular issues. This flexible approach 
suggests that women may fight for substantive equality in all spheres, whilst at the same 
time recognising that it is women who do most of the caring and that this requires 
support. 

As discussed earlier, the debate about which factors critically affect women's 
participation in the labour market has a dual focus on domestic explanations and labour 

market structures. This duality is not present when considering men's work patterns, as 
the conventional view has been that it is appropriate to focus solely on labour market 
structures or an uninterrupted career model to explain male participation rates (Langford 

et al, 1995). Factors such as parenting and caring are not expected to impact on men9s 
work and therefore they do not need to be included in any analytical model. This factor 
is cited by Spencer and Podmore (1987) as preventing women assuming full 

professional identities. However, for women's work patterns to be understood, a life 

cycle approach has been thought to be more relevant in order that these factors can be 

incorporated. Walby's view, outlined above, is that too much emphasis has been placed 

on domestic explanations of women's labour force experience, obscuring the 

considerable impacts of a structured labour market that is dominated by men and 
discriminates against women (Walby, 1990: 56). 

Hakim (1991) argues that women's labour force participation is largely a consequence 

of women's choices, and that occupational segregation results from many women 
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choosing to give priority to their domestic work, rather than to their market work as part 

of a lifestyle preference. Hakim's emphasis on personal tastes and preferences obscures 
the reality of a highly segregated job market that significantly reduces the choice for 

most women of finding satisfying and reasonably paid employment. Crompton and 
Harris (1999) in discussing Hakim's rejection of structural factors as the main influence 

on women's labour market participation, argue that women do have choice but that this 
is always mediated by their lack of power relative to men and therefore is a constrained 
choice. 

The issue of work/life balance is multi-faceted and operates on a number of different 
levels, incorporating qualitative and quantitative aspects. On a daily basis, for example, 
it operates in relation to hours spent in paid work and time spent undertaking domestic 
tasks and leisure activities. Taking a longer view, it affects choices and priorities over a 
life-time, with some workers feeling unable to take career breaks or take holidays or 
commit themselves to particular leisure pursuits or devote 'quality' time to their 
families. For many workers the issue of work/life balance is increasingly connected to 
caring responsibilities for older family members and the expectation persists that it will 
be women (and especially older women) who adapt work to accommodate these 
responsibilities. An implicit assumption of The Community Care Act 1990 is that some 
care previously undertaken in the formal sector will be transferred to the informal 
domestic setting and that there will be women available to provide this (Thompson, 
2001: 50). Stevenson (1994) found that women caring for adult dependants reported that 

one of the greatest difficulties they faced was sustaining their own employment, with a 
majority of women in her study deciding in the end that the demands of caring and paid 
work were irreconcilable. The psychological impact of juggling working and caring 

roles and 'fitting in' a whole range of 'duties' is often very stressful and sometimes 

overwhelming. 

With the continuing shortage of skilled engineers in Britain, some attention has been 

focused on how to retain women who may want to take a career break. Because of the 

rate of change within the profession the duration of the break could prove critical. 
Daphne Jackson's study of the problems faced by women returners, particularly women 

returners who are well qualified in science and engineering, showed that among women 
in this group, the most common pattern seems to be a fairly complete career break from 

the birth of the first child until the youngest child enters primary school. In civil 
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engineering this could be regarded by employers as too long and these women, 
therefore, need access to retainer schemes to keep them in touch with the industry and 

with changes in their profession (Jackson, 1991: 99). For women who take a long career 
break, retraining is essential and this is certainly so in the field of civil engineering, 

where technology changes are rapid and profoundly affect the way in which work is 

carried out. Jackson asserts that the more highly qualified the woman is, the more 
difficult it seems to be to return to work, though the paucity of highly trained civil 
engineers may in fact mitigate against this in future. Those who return and opt for part- 
time work may not be considered as truly committed to their careers and may be 

overlooked for promotion. Indeed, in civil engineering some employers are unwilling to 

consider part-time work for their professional staff. Part-time returners can thus 
experience difficulties because they are both part-time and mature and therefore do not 
fit neatly into the standard hierarchy (Jackson, 1991: 102). 

One of the most distinct types of gender segregation in Britain is that between part-time 
and full-time work, with the majority of part-time workers being women. The extent to 
which part-time work can be seen as an active choice (Hakim, 1991) to create a better 
balance between home and work is discussed later. Here it is relevant to record that 
part-time work is not just a feature of the service sector or manufacturing employment, 
but is now on offer in many professional areas such as social work, engineering, 
medicine and teaching. If part-time work contributes positively to the work/life balance, 

so too can flexible work arrangements both for full and part-time employees. Figures for 
2001 show that this is now a popular way of working, with 20% of full-time workers 
and 23% of part-time workers adopting some type of flexible working arrangements. 
Broken down further, the figures also show that women were more likely than men to 
have a flexible working pattern (Social Trends, 2002). The extent to which part-time 

work for professionals is associated with a lesser commitment to career is difficult to 

evaluate. However, the reality of the concept of 'flexible working', which has come to 

mean part-time working for women and long hours for men, suggests that part-time 

professional workers (mainly women) may experience a loss ofjob status relative to 

that accorded to colleagues working full-time, even though their attitude to work is not 

any less committed. 
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6. Agents for change 
In general, the concept of change in relation to gender at work within the construction 

professions has focused mainly on quantitative improvements focusing on strategies to 

increase the number of women in the construction professions. Figures for 2001 show 

that 1% of women in paid work are employed in construction (in a range of professional 

and non-professional roles) compared with 8% of men (Social Trends, 2002). Less 

attention has focused on qualitative improvements and it could be argued that until the 

qualitative experience of being a woman construction professional can be shown to be 

improving, then we are hardly likely to see significant increases in the numbers of 

women entering and staying in these occupations. 

An emphasis of some of the structured initiatives, such as WISE, to attract more young 

women into engineering and technology has been on influencing educational choices 

relating to subjects taken for GCSE and 'A' level encouraging a stronger earlier focus 

on later occupational choice. The extent to which programmes such as WISE can act as 

an agent for change in fostering a greater awareness of engineering and scientific 

careers is not clear, though there is now more effort on the part of some schools to 

positively encourage girls to take up these male-dominated careers. Andersen (1998), in 

her work on career development and psychometric research, however, challenges the 

concept of 'choice' in occupational selection and particularly questions the role of 

education in this process. She stresses the influences of the whole socialisation process 

from early childhood which itself informs and moulds expectations about job 

possibilities long before any decision-making is needed. She discusses the significance 

of the implementation of the 'self-concept' in relation to work first proposed by Super 

(1953) and asks whether a real choice framework ever exists if it brings one into 

conflict with an already established identity. The key question here is whether this 

identity is at odds with the expectations of one's peer group and family and those in 

authoritative positions such as teachers and particularly parents. This then makes the 

choice one which is couched within a setting of opposition in a personal sense, and this 

may be a more significant barrier than those posed by the stereotypical expectations of 

wider society. 

These considerations are set against a background of changing achievement patterns in 

education. The work of Debbie Epstein (1998), Ann Colley (1998) and Loma Unwin 

(1998) points to the complex relationship between the attributed social roles of men and 
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women and the consequent gender related stereotypes of academic subjects. The choice 

of educational routes and patterns of study is influenced by a number of factors; key 

amongst these is the school environment and family background. This is born out by my 
findings. 

Moving on to consider both qualitative change to construction industry practices as well 

as quantitative change in the increased representation of women in technical roles, the 

work of Greed (1998,1999,2000) provides a useful conceptual framework with which 
to discuss the extent and type of change that may be possible. An important theme of 
Greed's work has been the identification of possible change agents which she 
categorises into two main types: those operating as 'bottom-up' groups and those 
working as 'top-down' groups. These two categories could also be seen as change from 
the margins (bottom-up) and from the centre (top-down). Greed sees both these types of 
change agents as acting outside the mainstream construction industry, each with a 
different legitimacy or power base and each with a different potential for 'igniting' 

change. My classifications of 'margins' (minority groups that operate at a distance from 

positions of power) and 'centre' (existing influential positions such as those derived 
from government enquiries or commissions) seem helpful in conceptualising the 
potential origins of change. They also fit well with the 'bottom up' and 'top down' 

approach representing the pathways for change presented in Greed's analysis. 
Challenges to the status quo coming from the bottom-up are characterised by Greed as 
initiatives undertaken by such groups as the Women's Design Service, the Society of 
Black Architects and London Women and the Manual Trades. These all operate outside 
the mainstream of construction and certainly beyond the 'perimeter walls' of civil 
engineering. (Greed's 'fortress' image of the world of construction is apposite). 
Although small in number, these groups are important because of their high profile 

public campaigning and their symbolic power as grassroots activists promoting new 

models of practice for the industry. Initiatives for change from the centre, or the top, 

continue in the form of industry reviews. A range of examples can be cited: the 1994 

Latham Report concerned with encouraging more women into construction, the 

government Foresight programme which covers not only construction but science and 

technology, the Construction Best Practice Programme, Investors in People and the 

'Change the Face of Construction' programme. These projects are all aimed at 

modernisation of business practices to make construction attractive to prospective 
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entrants and also to aid retention of those already in. Greed also discusses the efforts of 

mainstream 'insider groups' (equal opportunities and educational groups), concluding 
that they act as a link between the central and marginal agents for change (Greed, 1999: 

17), bringing about a 'fusion' of intent. The extent to which these 'insider groups' can 

act as drivers for change may depend on the business context, particularly in relation to 

public and private sector working. 

Many organisations within the construction sector, including the majority of companies 

represented in this research, claim the label 'equal opportunities employer', implying 

that they have established policies to eradicate discrimination in employment. For those 

wishing to see more women joining the sector, equal opportunities seems to offer a way 
forward but the reality of the 'equality' experience may be limited. 

Michielsens et al (2001), reporting on research into gender discrimination within the 
UK construction industry, make the distinction between the public and private sectors of 
the industry and suggest that equal opportunities policies have had different impacts in 

each sector. Their research looked at how a range of equality policies operates in 

practice and focused on tradeswomen employed in three local authority Direct Labour 

Organisations (DLOs) in London. Although under threat previously from Compulsory 

Competitive Tendering and currently from Best Value, these DLOs still comprise 25 per 

cent of all directly employed operatives in the industry (Michielsens et al, 2001: 122). 

The mechanisms within the public sector to promote the entry of more women into 

construction have largely concentrated on substantive and formal special 

encouragement measures, including information on entry relating to issues such as 
harassment and working alone, childcare, support groups and flexible working. These 

all comprise positive action measures and have been shown to produce limited success. 
Underpinning these initiatives is the concept of equal opportunities embodied within the 

anti-discrimination legislation such as the Sex Discrimination Acts1975 and 1988 and 

the Equal Pay Acts 1970 and 1984. Michielsens et al make the point that the 

enforcement of this legislation has been weak generally and its implementation within 

the construction industry has been very variable in the public sector, and virtually non- 

existent within the private sector. If public sector employment within construction is 

either more possible or popular for women due to the sector's greater commitment to 

&equality' policies this could explain the findings of earlier work carried out by Fielden 

et al (2000). Their research into the position of women within construction found that 
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proportionately women were over-represented in the public sector and grossly under- 

represented in the private sector. This has implications for civil engineering which is 

mainly a private sector business (see Chapter Two). 

Michielsens and her colleagues found that it is the way in which equal opportunities 

policies are interpreted that can make the difference. An understanding, for example, 
that women do not begin from the same starting point as men, suggests that positive 

action programmes may be necessary to challenge the 'unseen' obstacles to women 
joining this highly male-dominated industry. Cockburn has considered this from an 
organisational perspective and has theorised organisational change resulting from the 
implementation of equal opportunities policies in terms of a short and long agenda 
(Cockburn, 1991: 216). The short agenda takes a minimalist position in relation to 
recruitment measures aimed at minimising discriminatory practices, whilst the long 

agenda is focused on transformative change that extends beyond concerns with statutory 
compliance. The extent to which equal opportunities is likely to affect change within the 
industry is discussed in chapter eight in light of women's understanding of the ideas and 
principles that constitute this conceptual framework. 

Other research suggests that women are discouraged from taking up professional careers 
within construction due to the sector's poor public image and to the attitude of 
employers about the suitability of women for construction work (Langford et al, 1995) 

and that these obstacles continue after they have joined (Watts, 1995). One response to 

this has been the use of mentoring and the development of informal networks which can 
be seen as 'bottom-up' strategies to support individual career development. Mentoring 

and coaching schemes are now widely used in construction both as part of an induction 

programme for new recruits and also in relation to on-going training programmes for 

new managers. Druker and White (1996) consider that these mechanisms are useful in 

providing information and advice on the cultural values of organisations but that they 

are unlikely to be the vehicle for changing subcultures. Despite this, they argue that 

personal mentoring is especially helpful to women and other minorities, aiding the 

negotiation of the 'unwritten rules' of organisational power which improves retention. 
This is consistent with other studies of women and mentoring (Evetts, 1996). 

Research commissioned by the Chartered Institute of Building and the Department of 

the Environment and carried out by Court and Moralee (1995) is an example of an 

instrument for 'top down' change. The women taking part in the study were working in 
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a range of jobs including estimating, surveying, construction management, purchasing 

and building control. The combined use of quantitative and qualitative research methods 

enabled them to undertake a large-scale survey that considered issues similar to those 

addressed by my research and particularly to uncover the ways in which the industry 

must change to diversify and retain its workforce. The study's findings have informed 

the debate about ways of modernising construction practices. 

The key issues of concern raised by the women in Court and Moralee's study were poor 
attitudes by employers to equal opportunities, the problems of site working and a lack of 

recognition by employers that flexible working can be advantageous, both for 

individuals and for the industry. These findings were set against a wider discussion of 
women's relation to the labour market, differences in behaviour of men and women 
within organisations and cultural attitudes towards management and authority. The 

study reported much ambivalence on the part of the women towards strategies aimed at 
recruiting women to construction and to policies that would further identify them as 
'different' or a special group. This raises the question of whether it is the business that 
has to adapt to its changing staff profile, or whether it is the individual that just has to fit 

in with existing ways of working. 

One of the key questions addressed by Court and Moralee was why women leave the 
building industry. Reasons reported ranged from wanting more secure employment, 
shorter working hours, poor pay and benefits, lack of training and development 

opportunities, experience of sexual harassment, preferring the company of more women 
and lack ofjob satisfaction. Six per cent of women leavers indicated that sexual 
harassment was an extremely important factor influencing their decision. The single 
most important influence, though, was the difficulty in finding work. Some of these 
factors are likely to affect men in the industry as well as women, but without 
comparable data on men, it is difficult to assess the degree to which different factors 

impact more strongly on women than they do on men. There is, therefore, scope for 

further research on the factors affecting both men's and women's decision to leave the 
industry, particularly in light of the current skills shortage and the expense of producing 

a skilled worker. 

The individual experience of women construction workers in the US (Eisenberg, 1998) 

has been set against a background of 'top down' initiatives to generate quantitative 
improvements in the representation of women within the industry. Women comprise 
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roughly two per cent of the construction workforce, though the stated goal of the 

government was that women should make up one fifth of each apprenticeship class and 

an example would be set by establishing a clear timetable for the recruitment of women 

construction workers on federally funded projects. The fact that several women reported 
that a lot of companies just do not hire women indicates the extent of the problem. This 

mirrors the findings of Court and Moralee (1995) in relation to the recruitment culture 

within UK construction. When work was short women were often the first to be laid off, 
being seen as more expendable and their wage as less necessary than that for male 
workers. Underpinning this inequality was the deeply embedded workplace culture that 

characterised construction as 'men's work' so that only exceptional women could be 

admitted as part of the fraternity, In fact the myth of the exceptional woman 
construction worker reinforced the exclusion of women and despite affirmative action 
has prevented the establishment of a critical mass of women who could begin to 
transform this culture. Eisenberg summaries the US position thus: 

'For women, the pioneering phase of breaking into union construction was notfollowed 
by a critical mass of selders. Instead, pioneering, contrary to its meaning, became a 
seeminglypermanent condition'(1998: 4). 
Central to Eisenberg's analysis of the US situation is the concept of 'critical mass'. 
Debate about whether 'more means better', in terms of increased numbers of women 
within construction and engineering, has been a focus of other researchers (Greed, 1988 
& 2001, Langford et al, 1995, Bagilhole et al, 1997b). The extent to which women have 

to adopt male behaviour to succeed within the industry underpins this discussion, with 
the inference being that they have to abandon attempts to change the culture to achieve 
success. Also it is open to debate how much 'more' is required, in a proportional sense, 
to have any real impact on changing the culture of construction, which Gale (1992) 

describes as having three principal features of crisis, conflict and masculinity. The 

concept of critical mass (the proportion of a minority that will enable change to occur) 
has been used to suggest that a proportion of around 35 per cent is needed to produce 

real or qualitative change. Langford et al (1995: 183) describe this change in terms of 
'undoing' stereotyping with new role models emerging for women, so that "the open 

resistance towards engineer-women in the labour market will disappear, women's 

professional decisions will be trusted, except by elderly people andjemale valites will 
be accepted as appropriate and natural ". Although this theory is as yet unproven the 

suggestion is clear: an increased presence of women in skilled professional roles may 
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not necessarily radically alter the qualitative experience for women in the industry, but 

it may act as an incentive for other women to join. Langford et at make the important 

point that gender values are not necessarily polarised but operate on a continuum. As a 
consequence, men and women with similar value systems could be expected to be 

attracted to similar occupations, thus explaining why 'more' may not necessarily be 

'better' or even 'different' so that women who do move into management positions, for 

instance, may not automatically be expected to act as agents for change. This view is 

endorsed by Cockburn who found that many women do not seek transformative change 
within organisations and "are as convemimial hi their vieip of hierarchy, bureaucracy 

and managemeid as most of the meti the johi " (Cockburn, 1991: 7 1). Y 

This brings us to consider the culture of management and how those who become 

managers are expected to have certain personal characteristics as well as a sense of 
'ownership' of the organisations to which they belong. Gender is one factor or personal 
characteristic that seems to be significant, with 8% of women in employment occupying 
management positions compared to 18% of men (Social Trends, 2002). 

7. The issue of management 
There is now a developed literature on the gender relations of management and 

particularly senior management (Smith, 2000; Gerver and Hart, 1991; Davidson and 
Burke, 2000; Davidson and Cooper, 1992; Wajcman, 1998; Vinnicombe and Colwill, 

1995). Evetts (1996: 119) makes the important point that in the context of science and 

engineering, definitions of 'manager' are critical because the blurring of organisational 
functions and line-management roles often makes it difficult to clearly identify where 
responsibilities lie. Reflecting more generally on women's progress within 
management, there is a suggestion that the contemporary world of equal opportunities 
has promised much but delivered little (Scott & Creighton, 1998). This may be due to 

policies being adopted but not implemented, so that women's career paths are still 
defined by the uninterrupted male career model, which itself is based on a strict 

separation between the public world of work and the private world of the family and 

personal relationships. Another aspect relates to the sense that many women feel that the 

battle for equality has been won and so interest in equality or feminist issues has waned, 

with the result that continuing inequality is a low profile issue (Sharpe, 1995). One of 

the participants made exactly this point and further suggested that because of a greater 

presence of women in engineering roles it is increasingly difficult to argue that 
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discrimination against women exists at all. Indeed this seemed to be the dominant view 
expressed within the study. 

The previous chapter outlined how increasingly civil engineering companies now 
operate as large corporate entities, incorporating a broad range of skills and specialisms, 
both on the contracting and consulting side of the business. The role that management 

plays in delivering both projects and profits is now recognised as crucial particularly in 

a highly competitive environment. Moving into management is the goal of most 
engineers, as this is the principal route for career development and higher financial 

reward. If, as Handy (1985) contends, men are more concerned with the quantitative 
aspects of life and women more with qualitative considerations, then it follows that we 
are more likely to see men making career decisions based on income earning potential. 
This will inevitably lead them down the management path, resulting in what Kanter sees 
as the increased overlap between professional and managerial categories (Kanter, 1993: 
301). Related to this is Hakim's argument that many women still choose to give priority 
to their 'family' work over their paid work and so may be less concerned to achieve 
managerial positions. Although women are still chronically underrepresented in senior 

executive positions, with men filling 98% of these posts (Guardian, 5 October 2002), 

the increase in women-headed households, alone, suggests that income earning potential 
may become an increasingly significant factor in influencing women's career paths. The 

question of who is selected for management (especially senior management) within civil 

engineering appears to be a gender issue based on the belief that managers are 'born not 

niade'(Langford et al, 1995: 137), with the implication that men lead and women 
follow. 

Judy WaJcman (1998) has written extensively on the gender relations of management 
and her work influenced my decision to include some specific questions in the interview 

schedule about management styles, management as a career objective, and also 

questions exploring experiences of 'managing' and of 'being managed'. Her work has 

been closely linked to the issues of organisational change and the paradigm of corporate 

culture. She has suggested that the social construction of women as different from men 
is itself sufficient to maintain the hegemony of men at the top of the business tree. Her 

analysis has drawn heavily on the ways in which differences between the sexes have 

become highly gendered in terms of the polarised attributes that constitute the socially 

constructed categories of feminine and masculine. Within this model men are presented 
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as rational and women as emotional, men as objective and women as subjective, men 

organise hierarchically and women collectively, men are aggressive but women are 

gentle and more passive, nature is identified as female and the scientific mind as male, 
leaders are men aided by supportive women. These paradigms of gender association or 

sex role stereotyping impact on all aspects of life and extend into the workplace 
(Spencer & Podmore, 1987) to produce a specific set of cultural role expectations. Sex 

role stereotyping continues to be powerful in influencing who is considered suitable for 

certain types of work and the assumption that senior managers and executives will, in 

the main, be men is reinforced by the fact that they occupy the great majority of these 

positions (Marshall, 1984). 

This broader picture of how management has generally been perceived as a male 
activity is brought into sharper focus when we look at management within the 
engineering and building sector. Management within construction has been likened to a 
military organisational model (Langford et al, 1995: 181) with a command and control 
structure underpinning the culture of management practice. According to Langford the 
principal behavioural characteristic of this managerial approach is being directive rather 
than consensual, so that an individual located lower down the hierarchy may experience 
little or no autonomy within their day to day work. The traditional view within 
construction has been that it is experience that develops managers with a corresponding 
lack of emphasis on structured management development programmes (Druker & 
White, 1996: 133). Much of this is carried over into civil engineering operating as one of 
the construction professions. This expected style of management could be one of the 

reasons why women may feel less than comfortable 'managing' in this environment. 
Other reasons for this discomfort are connected to the cultural attitudes of construction 

workers. Druker and White (1996) have painted a picture of a potentially disaffected 

and independent (almost exclusively male) workforce on site that presents itself as 

resistant to being managed at all. This is partly due to a culture of mobility and self- 

employment that has become embedded within the industry over a long period (one fifth 

of all self-employed people work in the construction industry - Social Trends, 2002). 

Thus being a female manager in this environment is likely to be qualitatively very 
different from being a woman manager in other industries such as insurance, banking or 

the media, all service industries where women predominate (Pilcher, 1999: 47). 
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The importance of culture, which is defined as "the prevailing allitudes and beliefs 

within the organisalioif' (Druker & White, 1996: 153), has been thought to be 

particularly significant in influencing management style. Wider influences such as 

market sectors and different physical environments also impact on management 

approaches. Construction has been historically framed by a fiercely competitive 
business climate and managers that do not share these values are unlikely to succeed or 

progress further. Thus it is not management per se that poses difficulties but it is 

management within the particular cultural context of construction that seems to be 

problematic. 

The discussion hitherto has centred on notions of 'difference' and, for women wanting 
to become senior managers, it has focused on the negative aspects of difficulties and 
barriers. Although in the literature the emphasis on obstacles is strong, there is an 
alternative position that there may be advantages to being a woman in modem business 

and there is some material to support this (Wilkinson & Howard, 1997; Smith & Bell, 

2000). Some of the writing on this topic can be characterised as arguing that 'the future 

is female' suggesting a positive valuation of so-called 'feminine' styles of management 

which concentrate more on the strategy of persuasion rather than dicta to get things 
done. 

With the large increase in management development programmes now on offer across a 

wide range of educational institutions (MBA courses being the most prestigious), we are 

seeing a new phenomenon: that of the mobile professional manager. Thus "manyyoung 

MBAs think of themselves not as members ofparticular industries but as professionals 

who can apply their skills to many industries" (Kanter, 1993: 300). This new breed of 
highly skilled manager is not 'company-bound' and often moves from one organisation 

to another once the problem has been fixed, adopting the role of trouble-shooter. This 

may have implications for UK construction which has been dogged by claims of under- 

performance for many years. Murphy (1990) (cited by Evetts, 1996: 30), writing about 

the bureaucratisation of professionals, traces a now more common pattern whereby 

professionals are managed by managers trained in management schools, when formerly 

they were managed by peer professionals who could more readily identify with their 

cultural values. How, in the long term, the advent of the I super manager' who comes 

without an engineering training will be received by the wider industry is uncertain but 

Evetts (1996: 30) notes that increasingly engineers and scientists find themselves in 
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competition with management specialists (often accountants) for some of the most 

senior posts. This is a consequence of the perception that engineers are there to solve 

technical problems first and manage budgets and business accounts second. 
Responsibility for technical issues thus generally still remains with technical specialists, 
but it is corporate 'visionary' development and organisational goal-setting that is now 

often undertaken by this new breed of manager. Whether this generates a separate 

management subculture within the industry as part of wider moves to modernise 
business practices will be a focus for industry leaders and a challenge to those engineers 

who wish to use their technical abilities as the foundation for a career in management. A 

further consideration is whether this trend towards generic non-technical business 

management within the profession presents women with complications or opportunities. 

8. Conclusion 

Patriarchal structures in the workplace and within the family act to restrict women's 

progress within the paid labour force. Specifically, the expectation that it will be women 

who reproduce the family affects their perceived value to employers. Whilst capitalism 

can explain the class base for the oppression of both male and female workers as part of 

the process of profit maximisation, it is patriarchal structures as the defence of male 

privilege which can explain the gendered marginalisation of women within paid work. 
In particular, the ideological persistence of the male breadwinner model continues to 
influence the employment market and this is one explanation of the continuing gap in 

earnings between men and women. Opinions differ about why women are marginalised 

within employment. Both Walby and Cockburn place women's role within the family as 

a significant factor though their conclusions about its critical effect differ. Cockburn's 

research points to this as the primary cause, whilst Walby sees the vertical and 
horizontal segregation of the labour market, as the main cause of women's inferior 

status as paid workers, and their continued greater participation in domestic labour 

within the home. I find Cockburn's view more convincing, but whatever the dominant 

cause, labour market practices and women's domestic subordination can be seen as 

mutually reinforcing and this connection is summarised well in the comment below: 

"It is clear that a narrowfocus oil workpractices, or, indeed, thefamily or educalion 
system in isolation, do not accountfor the segregation described in a range Of 
workplaces. Rather, the effects ofpatriarchal relations in a number of sites, reitiforced 
by the state, conirm and reproduce women's restricted access to a labour market that is 
organised in a way that privileges both capital and men " (Rees, 1992: 3 3). 
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Studies that have concentrated on the position of women within construction and 

engineering suggest the emergence of three key themes. The first focuses on the 

importance of identifying the various subcultures within different sectors and 

occupational groups within construction. These subcultures are complex and operate a 

range of formal and informal exclusionary practices to preserve the dominant cultural 

values of the group. Women thus continue to experience subtle patterns of exclusion 

and marginalisation in relation to the extent to which they can fit in to the dominant 

model. The extent to which 'management' can be seen as forming a generic subculture 
of its own within organisations has underpinned the discussion of the attributes 
associated with the 'person' of management and in particular the way in which this 

continues to be a highly gendered activity. The degree to which women are represented 
within the management of construction is therefore another key consideration and, 
despite changes in gender recruitment and careers, the link between masculinity, 
hierarchy and technology is still the dominant one for this sector. 

The second theme is concerned with issues that affect work/life balance including the 
impacts on career progression of part-time working and the demands of caring 
responsibilities. This is developed in Chapter Seven. The third theme is concerned with 
the agents for change both from within the construction sector and outside it. This 
includes discussion of 'critical mass', in particular the debate about whether more 

women in construction will improve conditions for all, reduce conflictual ways of 

working and whether diversity in the staffing profile of the industry will facilitate a 

recognition that working conditions affect social and family life. 

These themes highlight the complex nature of women's position in the workplace. The 

mechanisms of constraint that hold women back may not always be obvious, and more 

subtle patterns of exclusion that can be broadly defined as a form of sexual 
discrimination, can be identified. This study is concerned with how these constraints 

operate in practice both at an organisational and at a personal level. What obstacles do 

women meet along the pathway to success and how are women prevented from 

achieving their full potential in their careers? One aim of the study is therefore to 

investigate the extent and type of change that has occurred within the civil engineering 

profession to make it more accessible to women. This leads to a methodology of 

exploring in depth the experience of women already in the profession, identifying what 

they see as the most likely agents for change. This dictated a mainly qualitative 
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approach to the data collection to uncover the depth of information sought. In particular, 
I felt that this methodology would help to interpret an industry culture that I perceived 
to be strongly gendered but whose masculinity is seldom discussed. The next chapter 
discusses in detail the methodological considerations that underpinned this study and 
describes the research design, including an account of how priorities shifted as the study 
unfolded. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

METHODOLOGY 

1. Introduction 
The focus of the research was on understanding the changing position of women within 
the profession from the perspective of women themselves, particularly looking at factors 

that might impede their progress. A purely quantitative approach seemed unlikely to 

uncover the depth of knowledge and understanding I was seeking. Although, some 
attitudes or 'realities' can be measured by using a questionnaire or survey this approach 
positions the researcher as distant from that being researched and this did not seem 
appropriate in my case as I was closely involved with the industry (Cresswell, 1994). 
Quantitative methodologies emphasise systematic 'sampling' and controlling for bias 

claiming to produce 'value-free' knowledge. In contrast, my preference for a mainly 
qualitative approach was grounded in the value-laden nature of the study and was 
interpretative in style and process and centred on identifying experience and then 

attributing interpretation and meaning. Much qualitative research is informal because it 
is usually associated with personal accounts, particularly within the tradition of 
sociological research. 

The review of the literature provided a broad theoretical framework that informed the 
development of the interview questions covering issues likely to be of concern to the 
interviewees. The review was drawn from a range of sources and was conducted in the 

early stages of the project in order to give an indication of the nature and extent of the 

problems being investigated as well as developing the concepts that provide the 

rationale for the study. These have all been discussed in the previous chapter. 

This chapter discusses the general methodological concerns of the study focusing on 
both theoretical and practical issues and has four key sections. The first section 

considers the way in which the theoretical framework of the study underpinned the 

approach to the selection of the interviewees and the conduct of the interviews. This is 

linked to the second section which discusses the development of the interview schedule 
(the questions asked and the sequence of these) and the brief demographic questionnaire 

which was crucial in guiding the flow of the interviews. The detail of the interview 

process thus constitutes the third part of the chapter and deals with a number of practical 
issues that influenced the general conduct and atmosphere of the interviews. The last 
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section discusses the data analysis and includes reflection on the overall process of 

managing and organising what emerged as a large data set. 

2. Theoretical perspective and participant selection 
One aim of the research was to explore from a feminist perspective the barriers or 

obstacles that women face as professional civil engineers in a male-dominated 

profession. The concept of 'barriers' relates to the theoretical framework of the research 
outlined in the previous chapter, and was a key one in guiding which questions should 
be asked, and indeed was an underlying assumption of the research project itself. Janet 
Parr, in describing methodological considerations in relation to her research about 
mature women students, clearly illustrates that within the sociological research context 
this concept of 'barriers' takes on an almost inevitably subjective form, so that what the 
researcher perceives as a barrier may not necessarily be seen as such by those taking 
part in the study (Parr, 1998). 

During a long period of association with the profession I have been able to observe the 
peripheral role that women seem to play in the industry particularly with so few in 

senior positions. My role has given me the opportunity to interact closely with some of 
the leading figures in the profession and this was instrumental in facilitating "access" to 

women in the industry as well as to their senior male colleagues. From the outset I was 
offered help and support with my research and practical encouragement in a variety of 
ways. 

In considering how to conduct the research, I wanted to design data gathering 
techniques that would enable an in-depth view of women's experience and perspective 
of the profession. The aims of the research were to uncover how women saw their 

position in the industry, looking specifically at key issues such as professional 
progression, workplace culture, their role in management and the relationship between 

professional and non-work, or social, roles. I considered that a structured questionnaire 

or survey would not produce the depth of information I sought. A qualitative approach 
focusing on individual accounts almost as in-depth case studies, therefore, seemed to 

offer the best prospect of illuminating individual experience and achieving this 

objective. My intention was to create an informal interview situation that would 

encourage the women to speak openly of their views about their careers. Although I 

used a semi-structured interview schedule to guide the process I decided that this should 

not be too prescriptive because the primary objective was to give the interviewees as 
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much scope as possible to introduce their own ideas and concerns. This required 
flexibility on my part in order to allow the women to speak for themselves, in their own 

terms, about their experiences. The feminist theoretical perspective influenced the range 

of topics covered by the questions. It also influenced the language used in framing 

questions and the style of the interviews and suggested certain methods. However, the 

extent to which a distinct feminist research method can be identified has been the 

subject of debate (Stanley and Wise, 1992; Maynard and Purvis, 1994). The emphasis 
on qualitative techniques that characterise much research from a feminist perspective 
aimed at deriving in depth understanding and drawing out hidden issues now 
characterises much sociological research (Gilbert, 1993). 

As part of the qualitative approach I wanted to develop a sense of mutuality between 

myself as the researcher and the women respondents. This approach had an impact on 
the extent of the preparation necessary to ensure that potential participants were 

properly informed about the nature of the study, and the type of involvement they were 
being asked to contribute. Although the contextual background of the research was 

explained to participants I decided not to give details about the analytical framework 

underpinning the study as I did not want to lead them in their responses. This issue 

forms part of the ethical framework of the research which clearly involves some 

measure of self-interest in my position as researcher (Ramazanoglu & Holland, 2002). 1 

recognised that the interviewees might not share a feminist perspective and this led me 

to ask myself the question that Sandra Harding posed "is there afeminist method? " 

(Harding, 1997: 160). Looking back on the experience, I think the answer to that 

question is 'yes' although many 'feminist' research principles are now seen more 

generally as good qualitative research practice incorporating a range of ethical 

considerations (Hammersley & Atkinson, 1995). An example of this is where the 

researcher has some form of commitment to those being studied and as a result seeks to 

establish a non-hierarchical relationship with them (Oakley, 198 1). At the core of this 

approach is the sense that there may be some mutual benefit derived from the process 

by those 'giving' and those 'receiving' the information. Connected to this principle are 

the issues of harm and exploitation, specifically that those who are being studied are not 

disadvantaged or 'damaged' by the process and that the findings are not used against 

them (Flick, 1998: 60). 
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In relation to this issue of harm two particular interviews caused me to reflect on the 

ethical dilemma of the personal distress caused by raising certain issues and how this 

can be weighed against the potential benefit for women as a group from the research 
findings. As far as the issue of exploitation is concerned it was the interviewees who, 

almost without exception, mentioned that they expected to receive a summary of the key 

findings of the study in return for their contribution. These were already informed and 
empowered participants. 

There is no single definition of what constitutes feminist research as feminists differ 

considerably in how they explain the world and what strategies they advocate. However, 

anyone who writes from a feminist perspective will be committed to a struggle to 
improve the condition of women. Academic writing and research from a feminist 

perspective can broadly be expected to question existing arrangements and their 
implications for women, insisting that women's voices are heard and their views 
accorded equal value. This approach also seeks to uncover patterns of exploitation and 
oppression in all areas of life recognising that women's views and experiences were for 

a long time left out of account. Thus, one definition of feminist research offered by 
Stanley and Wise (1990: 21) is research carried out by women who are feminist for 

other women with its central focus on women. The purpose of such research can be seen 
as political as it is committed to changing women's lives. These characteristics 
underpinned my research and strongly influenced the kind of questions raised in the 
interviews and also the manner in which these were asked. In other words, developing 

an open and inclusive but not an emotive orjudgmental style was very important in 

encouraging the women to be free with their comments and accounts of their 

experiences. Integral to this was the careful use of language. This approach forms part 

of good research practice in general within the social sciences and does not relate only 
to the feminist model. As the fieldwork progressed, I concluded that my circumspect 

approach had been appropriate as many of the women showed little sympathy with 
feminist ideas or struggles but had been very forthcoming about their personal histories. 

Understanding how women fitted within the overall structure of civil engineering 

required an appreciation of their proportional representation within the profession and 

other built environment professions. This led me to gather quantitative data concerning 
female membership of five professional institutes operating within the construction 

sector. This combined methodology of qualitative and quantitative methods could be 
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01 
said to form a new 'orthodoxy' of sociological research in general and has come to be 

accepted as a legitimate form of feminist research methodology (Kelly et al, 1995). 

Thus the qualitative data arising from the interviews has been underpinned by 

quantitative data about the gender composition of the main building professions within 
the construction industry that is the context of civil engineering. More detailed 

quantitative data from the Institution of Civil Engineers outlines women's membership 
of the Institution across different grades and levels (see Chapter Two). This data showed 
that as women only make up 8 per cent of construction professionals and an even 
smaller proportion of civil engineers they constitute a minority group. Despite their 
marginalised position I felt that it was important to see women within the study as 
active agents, taking control of their own actions and creating for themselves satisfying 
professional and personal lives. With this in mind I resisted the temptation of 
positioning the women as 'victims' of a patriarchal profession. As feminist inspired 

research, giving priority to the voices of the less powerful and the marginalised seemed 
very appropriate. 

From the quantitative membership data from the ICE it was clear that women are 
represented at all levels of the profession, from student member to companion and this 
influenced the composition of the set of women selected for the research. As a 
consequence I felt that it was appropriate to include women new to the industry as well 
as those who were well established, and some in very senior positions. I also wanted to 

combine this 'professional breadth' with a mix of women in different personal 
situations. Indeed, interest in women in a variety of personal circumstances within the 
profession was the foundation for some pilot research as part of a Master's dissertation, 

so this study was intended to build on earlier work where these factors had been 
identified as significant (Watts, 1995). 1 therefore already had some idea how important 
it was to include women in different personal locations, both in terms of their domestic 

arrangements and in terms of their career progress. 

Questions about whom I should interview then seemed to cause me uncertainty. I was 
aware that white women working in London and the South East might have a different 

story to tell from an Asian woman in Yorkshire or Scotland, where attitudes to women 
in non traditional professions might be different. I considered whether it was important 

to represent the different sectors of the profession; focusing just on transportation, for 

example, might be too narrow. The issue of ethnicity was another consideration but I 
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was reminded that as mainly a qualitative study I was not taking a representative 

sample. Realistically it seemed that I might have to concentrate less on issues of 

ethnicity, geographic location and sectors of work and focus much more on the personal 

position of the women. This suggested that I included single women with no children, 

women with young children, women with partners and no children, older women whose 

children had grown up and also women with other types of caring responsibilities. My 

judgement was that it was these personal variables that might have most bearing on 
women's professional progression, rather than other factors that were not my primary 

concern. 

I began the fieldwork eighteen months after the research study had commenced by 

which time a number of people across the industry had become aware of the project. I 

received messages and phone calls from people I knew in the business offering help 

either directly or by putting me in touch with women who might be interested to 

participate in the study. It soon became clear that if I was not careful the estimated 

number of twenty women for the project could quite easily escalate to several dozens. I 

therefore had to deal with offers of help sensitively to ensure that no offence was caused 
by deferring take-up on participation or declining it altogether. I was surprised by the 
level of interest shown in this research, not just from women but from most of the men 

who were aware of it. 

Following discussions with senior representatives of five consulting firms with whom I 

had worked closely, I was given lists of their female engineers that included some brief 

biographical details for each woman. The women on the lists had all been told about my 

study by the senior male colleague who in effect had acted as my 'link' person, and they 
had agreed that I could approach them. I gave careful thought to which of the women I 

wanted to include, trying to combine factors such as age, partnered status, caring 

responsibilities and level of attainment within the profession. These selection criteria 

were linked to issues raised by the theoretical framework that focuses on patriarchal 

relations in the home and the workplace discussed in the previous chapter. This revealed 
how women's relationship to the labour market is influenced by their position within the 

domestic sphere. I therefore selected the first twelve women for the study, trying to 

ensure that they represented the mix of personal circumstances that I had identified as 
important. Subsequent interviewees were identified from several sources including 

articles in the NCE, contacts from within the ICE and suggestions from colleagues in 
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the business. I initially decided to interview twenty women but revised this as the 

schedule proceeded because I considered that this would not offer the breadth and 
diversity of perspective across the whole profession that I sought. The final number of 
interviewees totalled thirty-one engineers with the last one added some time after the 

others. I decided to include this last participant because I judged that her contribution 

might be particularly interesting and this indeed turned out to be the case. She had 

crebelled' by publicly speaking out against what she saw as the negative mainstream 
culture of the profession and I was keen to hear her story. In addition to the thirty-one 
engineers, I also interviewed the human resource manager of one of the largest 

consultants following an article in one of the industry journals about her organisation's 
initiatives to recruit and retain much needed technical staff. I was interested to uncover 
how they had achieved significant reductions in staff turnover. 

Chapter Five begins with a more detailed description of the participant profile but it is 
helpful here to give a brief summary. Thirty-one women were interviewed ranging in 

age from twenty three to fifty six years. One of the research questions is concerned with 
how the profession has changed so it was relevant to include women whose career 
spanned a long period. The majority was either married or with a partner and in every 
case, the partner was also in a professional occupation. Eleven women had partners who 
are also civil or structural engineers. Thirteen had school age children and of these, 

eight worked full-time and five part-time. The issue of women combining professional 
careers with motherhood emerged as a key theme in the literature and so I felt that it 

was important to include women in this situation both as full-time and part-time 
workers. Most were working in London or the South East but several of the companies 
supporting the study had regional offices throughout the UK and this enabled me to 
include women from Belfast, York, Chester, Bath and Oxfordshire. 

Directly related to the number of interviewees was the gross underestimation of time I 

had allowed in my research timetable for the fieldwork. I had allocated only four 

months to complete all the interviews; this in fact turned out to be nearer nine months 

and was very intensive and time consuming for a number of reasons. Often I would 
have to travel for two to three hours to the place of the interview and then once there, 
following introductions and initial discussion the interview itself would take usually 
from one to one and a half hours. As soon after the interview as possible, whilst the 

exchange was still fresh in my mind, I would complete the transcription. I found that on 
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average this process would take six to eight hours per transcript. The time variation 
depended mainly on the clarity of the tape and on whether I wanted to include any notes 

that I had made during the interview. Some interviews were certainly more enjoyable 

than others, but overall this was a very rewarding part of the research. 

One practical issue concerns the distant location of some of the interviews which meant 

that I had to stay away overnight as I could not accomplish the interview(s) just over 

one day. This had to be planned carefully to fit in with the respondent's availability, my 

professional work and childcare arrangements. A major contributory factor to the 

success of this process is the fact that I had a great deal of flexibility in the way I 

managed the delivery of my paid work. I felt that this was instrumental to the smooth 
pattern of the fieldwork, specifically because it enabled me to be responsive to the 

changes in availability of some of the participants. 

3. Developing the interview schedule 
There was an implicit gendered dimension to much of what the women had to say about 

their career expectations and to the nature of their experiences at work. This could in 

part be explained as a response to the research statement that had been circulated to all 

contributors with the letter inviting them to take part in the study. This set out the main 

objectives of the research and some of the key issues that I regarded as important in 

affecting women's career development in the profession (see Appendix II). The 

theoretical framework of the study informed the types of questions I asked in both the 

'Participant Details' information sheet (see Appendix III) and in the interviews (see 

Appendix IV). 

One of the problems with placing the concept of patriarchal structures at the heart of the 

research was that I did not want the women's accounts of their experiences to position 

them simply as victims of systemic oppression with no agency as raised earlier. 
However, as the interviews unfolded, it became evident that in general the women were 

carving out for themselves careers in the mould they wanted. This was the basis of their 

agency and the fact that for some, their ambitions, expectations and career goals were 

not the same as those of their male colleagues, or indeed did not match my own 

preconceived notions, was a separate issue. 

Earlier I explained that this research started as an exploration of the barriers or obstacles 

that women face in the profession. But as the research proceeded I started to question 
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the validity of the theoretical framework within which I had chosen to operate, mainly 

because what I had described as 'barriers' or 'obstacles' were not necessarily seen as such 

by the women I was talking to. Although, clearly a researcher's theoretical perspective 

does not have to be shared by participants, the interview process may be more 

comfortable for the researcher if it is. Some of the views expressed in the interviews 

were clearly of a feminist nature but were not attributed as such by the women some of 

whom, I felt, would be less than comfortable with that labelling of their perspective. So 

although participants generally seemed to reject the feminist label they did not 

necessarily reject feminist ideas. 

The concept of 'barriers' did not figure strongly in the women's accounts and I had to 

ask the question to what extent can a barrier be said to exist for a woman if she does not 

perceive it as such. Some of the accounts, in part at least, seemed to identify a more 

general but less explicit form of resistance to women in the profession. Such resistance 

was less overt than a direct barrier, rather more of a constraint and was expressed in the 

subcultures of the workplace and the male-dominated environment that was perceived 

as the 'proper context' of civil engineering. This relates to the way that patriarchal 

structures create a legitimisation of the gendered relations of power. Uncovering these 

hidden meanings and subtle inferences required a particular technique of careful 

questioning and circumspect use of language which also aimed to avoid leading the 

women in their responses. 

Beth Martin's (1998) explanation of the factors that marginalise women within science 

was particularly helpful in informing my understanding of the subtle exclusion 

mechanisms that keep women on the periphery of civil engineering. Her critique takes 

as its starting point the social assumptions about who scientists are and then moves on 

to consider the cultural expectations that position men and women differently. She 

argues that women (and men too) are seen in terms of their cultural capital, which is 

defined by socially pre-given characteristics assigned along gender lines. Such attributes 

constitute binary opposites such as thought versus feeling, objectivity versus 

subjectivity and knowledge versus instinct. This gave me some insight into why the 

theme occurs again and again in the women's stories of 'having to prove myself and 

having to 'work harder'to gain recognition on equal terms with male colleagues, this 

acting as a major constraint on their progress. Such demands act as barriers even if 

women do not perceive them in this way. As Pattatucci puts it "standardsfor 
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u to 
proficiency are t)pically constructed out of a male modeL Women are compared p 

men; the scope is structured such that we alwaysfall short of the mark" (Pattatucci, 

1998: 47). 

However, as the fieldwork progressed I increasingly felt that the concept of 'barriers' 

might not quite characterise their stories. Instead, the notion of boundaries or limits 

began to emerge and with this the sometimes contradictory sources of the cause, with 

some women setting the limits for themselves and others feeling that it is the male 

culture of the business that establishes the line beyond which they cannot go. However, 

in general there did not seem to be a ready acknowledgement of the pervasive effect of 

gender on their career patterns, their professional and, in one or two cases, their 

managerial lives and their private experience. As I considered this more closely I 

recognised its synergy with the patriarchy model and in particular the paternalistic 

culture within civil engineering. Men have traditionally held social power and therefore 

set the standards and rules within society; this is so in the workplace too. The fact that 

men control the industry as well as broader social and political structures, creates an 

asymmetry of opportunity in which men are able to take full advantage of the total 

available resources while simultaneously erecting boundaries that severely impede the 

progress of women. Because these 'boundaries' orlimits' are not verbalised and because 

almost all the companies represented in the study have adopted formal equal 

opportunities policies, the issue of why so few women make it to the top, or anywhere 

near the top, is not taken seriously. It is thus seen as sufficient for those in authority to 

state that no boundaries in fact exist, and the subject is closed. 

Following the two pilot interviews, it became clear to me that I would need to focus on 

the more diffuse aspects of the problem, things that a majority of professional women 
face to some degree, which tend to eat slowly away at one's self confidence. They are 

usually hidden and less easy to name. I therefore needed to explore what these 

boundaries to success are but also to what extent women set their own limits on success 

and even ways in which some women challenge the concept of professional 

achievement as only defined by an individual's place within a hierarchy. This was 
highly relevant as the management and board structures within the engineering 

consultants all indicate that, despite more women coming into the profession, there are 

limits beyond which they cannot go. As in so many other fields, women in engineering 

hit either the 'mummy track' (Pattatucci, 1998: 7) or a glass ceiling. 
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4. The interview process 
Glucksmann (1994) has written about the inequalities of knowledge in the research 

situation and this led me to provide participants with details about the objectives of the 

research well before the interview. However, I decided not to outline the theoretical 

framework of the study because I considered that this might deter some women from 

taking part. As a result a fully 'open' approach was compromised. Devine and Heath 

(1999) note that such compromise is a common feature of much sociological research. 
Allied to this of course is the question ofjust whom the research is for and what is to be 

done with the knowledge produced. The tenets of feminist research as described by 

Glucksmann (1994) include a commitment on the part of the researcher to ensuring that 

the knowledge produced by the research is directed at changing the inequitable power 
relations between men and women. In other words, a fundamental feature of feminist 

research is the political application of the output. This, I realised is the main 
consideration and although important on a personal level, establishing openness 
between the researcher and the researched, is in fact secondary to the obligation to use 
the findings more widely to benefit women. Thus, making a difference to the working 
lives of women civil engineers is a goal of this research, but stating this in explicit 
I political' terms to the participants may have been instrumental in their choosing not to 

participate in what could be seen as an exercise that could threaten their status or 

security. The fact that the issue of confidentiality was raised throughout the interviews 

illustrates the point. 

Lather (1995: 294) describes feminist research as putting "the social construction of 

gender at the centre of one's inquiry". This is exactly what I tried to do when putting 
together the interview questions, so that the centrality of gender in the shaping of human 

experience and social institutions was a clear theme of the dialogue. To what degree the 

women gained any understanding of the relationship between social structure and 

individual experience as a result of the interview cannot be known though several 

women were interested in whether I had been able to trace any common themes in the 

accounts. 

There are many different types of interviews that can be used for collecting data. They 

range from the completely unstructured to the more formalised approach. The 

unstructured interview tends to be informal, open-ended and the shape determined by 

individual responses. On the other hand the highly formal interview may be tightly 
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structured with a set of questions that dictate the content of the interview. Bell (1999: 

138) argues that most interviews fall somewhere between the completely structured and 
the completely unstructured giving some freedom to enable interviewees to talk about 
issues that they consider to be of particular significance. The semi-structured interview 

lies somewhere in the centre of this continuum and I felt that this type of loosely 

structured questioning would offer the best possibility of encouraging respondents 
through careful probing to explore more thoroughly their own experiences describing 

these in their own words and in their own time. Wengraf (2001: 3) supports this in his 
description of the depth interview: 

"It has to he planned andpreparedfor like otherforms ofresearch activity hut what is 
planned is deliherately haj(-scripted... its questions only partially prepared in advance 
(semi-structured) and will therefore he largely improvised ... the interview as a whole is 
ajointproduction ... hy you andyour interviewee ". 
The interview process was thus underpinned by the aim of getting participants to talk 
freely and openly about themselves with only initial stimuli provided by open-ended 
questions (Powney & Watts, 1987). Achieving this openness, however, involved more 
than just the interview itself. There were several stages of contact both before and after 
the interview. Initially I made telephone contact with the women primarily to introduce 

myself and the background to my research. If they were agreeable I then followed this 

up by writing to them with more information about the study (Appendix II), requesting 
their involvement. A week or two later I telephoned again to discuss their participation 

and agree a time and place for the interview. After this telephone call I forwarded a 

simple demographic questionnaire requesting some personal information and basic 

career details (Appendix III). I asked that this would be given to me when we met for 

the interview. The information supplied was important in guiding the interview. 

I decided that my first two interviews would be with women I knew: the first I knew 

well and the second only slightly. This was a useful strategy, as it allowed me the space 

to experiment a little with interviewing techniques within a more'familiar' and friendly 

setting and build some confidence. In both cases, I explained that I was at the very 
beginning of my fieldwork; this was received well and in one case I was offered 

reassurance. These two were pilot interviews but I have incorporated their contribution 

as part of the main data set because of the richness of their accounts and also because 

the interview schedule was hardly altered following these two interviews. For the 

interviews with women I had never met before and whose background was only 
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presented to me as detailed on the demographic questionnaire, I was keen to develop 

some overall sense of the person; their manner in dealing with others; sense of humour 

and even their social interests. In this context watching the body language was 
important. The amount people smile can convey a lot. For some answering the questions 

seemed a slower process than for others; hesitations were sometimes significant but not 

always. For some this was indicative of the careful use of language and on several 
occasions I was given the impression that the women did not wish to appear too 
judgmental of their peers or of the 'system' which they had chosen to join. One 

respondent explained that she did not want to criticise an organisation (the ICE) to 

which she had contributed nothing and expected little from. That was interesting 
because it raised the concept that it is the notion of owning or being part of a project or 
an organisation that confers the right of legitimate criticism, There were times when I 
felt less than confident that when analysing the data I would be able to do justice to the 

women and stay faithful to their stories. By this I mean not just recording substance but 

also including the spirit of what they had to tell me. Even at an early stage of looking at 
the transcripts, it was evident that I would have to develop the analytical skill of clear 
layers of interpretation to create useful knowledge that can be used as Kelly et al 
(1994: 28) describe to " make a difference" to women's lives. 

The demographic and career information provided by the interviewees formed an 
essential tool in the interview process, as this gave me a good sense of their personal 
and professional background. The greater part of the interviews took the form of open- 
ended questions in which interviewees were asked to describe and reflect on their own 
experience. In all cases the women agreed that the interview could be taped. This was 
particularly helpful as it obviated the need for detailed note taking. (On one occasion I 

tried taking full notes but found it difficult to concentrate on what the woman was 

saying whilst at the same time trying to write coherent comments. ) The act of writing 

whilst someone is talking to you seems to disrupt the interaction. Specifically, I did not 

want to appear as though I was distracted and not fully concentrating on what they were 
telling me; I found that lots of eye contact was important in establishing a good rapport. 

I felt that there would inevitably be the need to cover some potentially difficult and 

sensitive issues, and that naming certain types of behaviour might prove challenging for 

the women. Even so, because of the theoretical framework I had chosen I felt that it was 

necessary to raise these issues, choosing my words carefully and ensuring an (active' 
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listening style during the interview. It was clear at a fairly early stage that, for these 

women, looking at the profession from the perspective of their own experiences was a 

new enterprise. Several women expressed surprise at what they told me, mainly because 

much of what they had to say, it seemed, had been formed during the interview itself or 
ideas about their experiences had only been considered prior to the interview, prompted 
by receipt of the research statement. 

I had prepared some interview questions which covered issues I wanted to explore 

relating to the themes and theoretical framework discussed in the previous chapter (see 

Appendix IV). In this sense, the interviews were semi-structured but in framing 

questions, I had to ensure that they were as open as possible, so that the women were 

not too led in their replies. I soon discovered that it is easy to pre-determine outcomes 

and that the way you phrase a question, placing emphasis on some words rather than 

others can influence responses. For example, when discussing the issue of site work 

with Naomi Gill, a young engineer working for a consultant, she was clear that her brief 

time on site had been trouble-free. She said she had enjoyed both the work itself and the 

challenge of the setting. However, when I questioned her in more detail about particular 

aspects of the culture of construction sites, mainly behavioural issues, she seemed to be 

searching for instances that would give me the response she felt I was seeking. 

I had developed the interview prompts over a period of several weeks, to take account 

of content, style and sequence. Asking questions of the women at similar stages of each 
interview I thought would be helpful in establishing a sense of introduction, substance 

and some kind of conclusion or looking forward. The detailed preparation, with much 
refining of both the questions and sequence proved beneficial because all the women 
referred to the fact that I had covered all the areas they wanted to discuss. In that sense, 

the interviews were comprehensive and well received. 

The women I interviewed at their places of work were given working time as opposed 

to their "own" time or "lunch" time to take part in the interviews. With only one 

exception, an office or company meeting room was made available, and usually I was 

offered refreshments on arrival as I prepared my tape recorder etc. The atmosphere then 

around "doing" the research was one of co-operation and a spirit of making me feel 

welcome was clearly evident. Within this environment I felt comfortable with the 

process, particularly as I had made it clear originally to the senior company engineers 
(all male) who had acted as facilitators that the interviews would be entirely 
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confidential. This then having been established enabled me to proceed, confident that 

my independence and that of the women taking part in the study was not being 

compromised. Surprisingly in the cases of the two women I interviewed in their own 
homes, the atmosphere of the interview seemed hardly different and the interview 

proceeded in a similarly purposeful way. Despite this relatively smooth passage, I 

remained throughout the process in a quandary about how to arrive at any authoritative 

conclusions about the stories of these women's working lives and the broader trends and 
themes arising from them. This ongoing problem is recounted by other researchers, 
notably Holland and Ramazanoglu (1994), in their work researching young women's 
sexuality. 

The interviews themselves were relaxed and friendly with an air of informality. The 

tapes show that during some interviews there was much laughter and banter as we 

shared either a common experience or a particular view on some aspect in a light 

hearted way. In all cases, I began the interviews by assuring the women of the 

confidentiality of what they would tell me and expressed gratitude for the time they 

were giving. As the interviews progressed, and some ease of exchange had developed, 

they talked of much more personal issues such as confidence and status, having a 
family, personal development both in their public and private lives and for some of 

making great changes for the future. All this was given and shared openly and willingly 

and for some was obviously difficult on a personal level. On more than one occasion a 

statement was prefaced by "I probably shouldn't be telling you this" and I tried to ensure 

that the interviewees felt assured that their comments would be treated in strict 

confidence. For one woman, having to admit that she had spent the last fourteen years in 

completely the wrong profession, may not have been a very easy disclosure. I was made 

aware that the research process can make people confront difficult issues, such as sexual 
harassment for example, which then may raise ethical issues for me as a researcher, 
leaving people troubled or disturbed. The naming or labelling of certain types of 
behaviour can alter their meaning and significance and I was made aware of this on 

several occasions. 

I was surprised by just how quickly the 'distance' between me as the researcher and the 

women as the researched was broken down during what I came to regard as a guided 

conversation. I have reflected on this subsequently and in light of Mishler's view of 
interviewing as simply a" discourse between speakers" (Mishler, 1986: 36), wondered 
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whether this could be attributed to the perception of a relatively equal power 

relationship within the research situation. By definition all the women I interviewed 

were well educated and, in terms of their working profile at least, were middle class. 

The fact that I was there to interview them as part of my doctoral research, and also that 

I have been associated with the profession for some time, provided possibly a sense of 

'equality' of status and interest despite our different involvement. The fact that although 

not a civil engineer myself, I have a wide understanding of how the profession operates 

and know several of the key figures within it, undoubtedly gave me some credibility in 

the women's eyes, and in a way legitimated what I was doing. In that sense I approached 
them as an 'insider' rather than an 'interloper'. I feel that this was instrumental in 

providing an easier access and a smoother pathway for the process overall. 

The need generally to ensure confidentiality and anonymity for the interviewees was 

paramount, especially as some of the responses contained comment that was critical of 

specific employers or individuals. Such material could seriously damage the career 

advancement for the women involved. Of particular concern was the need to protect the 

identity of several women who are leading figures within the profession. It was thus 

necessary to edit career and work history details and to change the names of all the 

women. To complete the confidentiality process, following their transcription, all the 

tapes were destroyed. 

Good research interview outcomes as defined by an interviewer are responses that relate 

to the research questions. I found that sometimes I had to develop subtle ways of 

steering the women so that most of the topics that I was interested in were covered. 
Having the opportunity between interviews to go back over the tapes to reflect on the 

way questions have been asked or responses validated can be instrumental in affecting 

how future interviews are handled. Refinements to my schedule resulting from this 

reflective practice were small because the data generated covered the key issues in great 

depth. An essential feature of effective interviewing, I discovered, was to listen well and 

when necessary to 'hold' the silence. During two interviews that took place towards the 

end of the fieldwork, this skill proved invaluable and allowed the women to recover 

their composure following discussion of some very sensitive issues. 

Overall, this kind of reflective approach to the process allowed me to consider and 

reconsider the questions I was posing, and crucially the assumptions behind them. 

Because of the assumptions underpinning my research strategy, it is obviously not 
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possible for me to claim the status of neutral detached observer or investigator. I bring 

to the inquiry a particular theoretical standpoint together with a whole set of 

preconceived ideas based on observation, quantitative sources and much anecdotal 

evidence. In this respect, my position within the research is inevitably a subjective one; 
that is how I have arrived at my original hypotheses that have framed the research 

questions. As far as the interviews were concerned though, I tried to concentrate on 
being as open ended and non-leading as possible. The temptation to, put words in their 

mouths'was occasionally strong and this became clear when playing back some of the 
tapes during the transcription process. I tried to keep this in my head for the next time. 
Too many strongly solicited, biased or weighted responses will affect the authenticity of 
the data. The data, as far as possible, should be the women's accounts and not accounts 
embellished or'nurturedby one's own leading. I can now appreciate why producing 
sociological knowledge for the public domain, within an academic theoretical 
framework, from the personal, private stories of others, is inevitably a highly subjective 
process. 

One characteristic of the process is its immediacy. There was only one opportunity to 

meet each participant so on a practical level it was important to ensure that the tape 

recorder was working properly and that I had come fully prepared. In concluding the 
interviews, I wanted to leave an impression that the women could keep in touch with the 

project. Thus in writing to each participant to thank them for their time and contribution, 
I also invited them to maintain contact with me either to follow the progress of the study 

as a whole or, if they wished on reflection, to add anything to their stories. In one case 
this proved helpful as I received some additional comment following experience on a 

particular job. 

5. Data analysis 
The most daunting aspect of the very practical and detailed task of analysing the 

qualitative data was the sheer size of the data collected which amounted to many files of 

correspondence, demographic data sheets, field notes and interview transcriptions. I was 

not prepared for the vast amount of paperwork that the research process had generated 

and making sense in a structured way of the information led me to consider a range of 

methods for organising the material which fell broadly into two types; manual methods 

and computerised techniques. My starting point was to contextualise the qualitative 

material against a quantitative analysis of the data set. I undertook this using a 
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spreadsheet to develop a breakdown of who these women were in terms of age, 
domestic circumstances, sectors of work and professional progression. This is 

summarised in the next chapter and, although time consuming, this was a more 

straightforward process than the coding of the interview narratives. 

The physical process of sorting the qualitative information can be carried out in a 

number of ways; Merriam (1988) lists computer software, file indexing and file cards as 
possible methods. I decided against the use of computer software to support this process 
and concentrated on using a mix of colour coding and file indexing and felt more 
comfortable with a manual approach to this part of the data analysis. Before I could 
begin to start the coding I returned to the themes that the literature review had suggested 
as key to the research, namely subculture, work/life balance and agents for change and 
set out a range of issues and concerns that could loosely fall into these categories. This 

process of classification of topics proved to be problematic. For example, I asked each 
woman if they had experienced sexual harassment at work and their comments were 
coded as a 'subculture' topic. However, in some accounts, this issue was also the focus 

of change, (improvements in policies within some of the contracting firms in connection 
with the display of pornographic material) and so had to have a dual coding. The range 
of concerns that seemed appropriate to the work/life balance category was extremely 
varied and included part-time versus full-time working, parenting, flexible working, 
career breaks, long hours culture and 'presenteeism', management and site work. 
However, several of these issues were clearly connected to the subculture of the 
industry as well, so several strands of interpretation evolved to determine where best to 

allocate sections of data. This illustrates that there are strong interrelationships between 

the categories so separating them into neat divisions was not always possible. 
Furthermore within the three categories there were major and minor themes and also 

what I could best describe as 'contrary' or unique views within each. A method of 
identifying these had to form part of the coding process as well so that I could later 

judge whether to discuss these in the findings or discard them. 

Coding the data and determining where to 'place' particular incidents was thus a very 

complex process and seemed to be entangled with detail of language and emphasis and, 

above all, was a function of assigning meaning. Arksey and Knight (1999) argue that 

the researcher affects the meaning read into the data and that this is more pronounced 

with the interpretation of open-ended questions than with closed ones. Searching for 
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patterns of meaning by comparing incidents in different accounts, as a way of building 

explanations, was further complicated by the uniqueness of individual settings and 

contexts. Underpinning this activity was the awareness of the overarching three 

categories to enable a sifting of the data with a view to reducing it to manageable 

proportions. Although this was a lengthy process, it was eased to some extent by the 
fact that nearly all the interviews followed a similar pattern in terms of the sequence in 

which topics were discussed. This also allowed for easier cross-referencing and enabled 
the material to be moved around in a manner consistent with the principal themes 
identified. No new themes emerged and the data emphasised the women's concerns 
particularly about the conflictual and exclusionary subcultures within civil engineering 
and the problems they experienced achieving work/life balance. 

Although the accounts varied in content and style, there was some commonality in the 
language used to describe how the industry is structured and how the women saw their 
place within it. Again, this made it easier for me to navigate through some of the layers 

of meaning relating to job functions and corporate roles, so that I could arrive at a better 

understanding of what the women did in their daily work and how this compared with 
others in the study. However, there was considerable variation in the way the women 
communicated problems they had experienced in their careers, particularly those 

connected to harassment and bullying and how they identified discrimination. The 

variation was in relation to language, where the use of different terms and expressions 

conveyed different meanings, which in turn made the comparison of accounts more 
problematic. This is where the subjective stance of the researcher in interpreting 

statements and inferences clearly affects the knowledge produced by the research. 

Because analysing qualitative narrative data is so highly dependent on the interpretation 

or meaning attributed by the researcher I was concerned to verify the classifications I 

had made. This involved me going back over each transcription on a 'second run 

through' to see whether, as a result of the detailed 'unpacking' of all the accounts, any 

anomalies could be uncovered or whether it was appropriate to re-classify any of the 

material. Cresswell (1994) suggests the requirement of researchers analysing a 

qualitative data set to develop categories making comparisons and contrasts but also to 

be open to the possibility of contrary explanations for findings. This analysis process 
did throw up some inconsistencies and caused me to undertake a further review of the 

data that resulted in a regrouping of issues within and between the three main 
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categories. Subjective perception of meaningful patterns is clearly a process of 

refinement and I was made very aware of how problematic interpretation is particularly 
in light of the temptation to be over simplistic in organising the material. To illustrate 

the point, in my initial classification the topic of equal opportunities fitted reasonably 

within all three categories. However, on closer examination of the interview texts, it 

seemed from the general understanding of the issue on the part of the women, that this 
topic was hardly relevant to their experience and I was very uncertain of where to place 
this evidence within the findings. A small minority of women, though, voiced quite a 
different perspective in such a powerful way that led me to decide that this was an 
important area within the research and one that could best be developed within the 
category of industry change. 

Analysing the data was a combination of deconstructing what the women actually said 
and assigning meaning and significance to their terminology. I referred to the brief field 

notes made both during and after the interview as part of this process. The reality 
spoken of by the women about their work and personal lives cannot go unmediated by 

the multiple ways of understanding or interpreting the texts. Deriving conclusions from 

such complex layers of information thus presented me with considerable challenges. 
This led to a detailed checking and cross-referencing of material and I have learned how 
important this is in ensuring that themes are accurately identified and evaluated. 
Although there were some common patterns across experiences (such as the sense of 
isolation for instance) there were also shades of difference and degree. Thus when some 
findings, which at first appeared to be universal, were examined more closely, they 

revealed nuances of difference that could not be readily explained. Being clear about 
how factors such as the age and personal circumstances of the women might account for 

these differences turned out to be very challenging. The frustration with an industry 

culture that does not have the same performance expectations of men and women was 

voiced more strongly by the older women, some of whom had been pioneers and had 

become leading figures within the profession. 

Analysing data in the light of the original research objectives can make this part of the 

research process a lot more focused and streamlined. However, in my case I was not 

testing a specific hypothesis but rather was trying to build a knowledge base about what 
it is like being a woman civil engineer in Britain today based around particular themes. 

As the process progressed I became increasingly aware of the contradictory character of 
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women's experience and identities (Hollway, 1989). A number of specific interview 

questions were used to enable the 'telling' but with a semi-structured format, the women 
could say as much or as little as they liked across a wide range of issues. This made 
getting a feel for what could be described as key findings difficult and made the data 

susceptible to manipulation to conform to an identified pattern or trend. It thus becomes 

all too easy to read meaning and emphasis into statements that would not reflect the 
sentiments intended by the interviewee. 

6. Conclusion 

Overall I was struck particularly by just how 'individual' all experience is, even when 
comparing, for example, the experience of women who had spent most of their 
professional lives working within the same organisation. In this respect the qualitative 
approach I had chosen enabled me to make the interviews responsive to the individual, 
whilst still retaining the original framework and sequence of the generic interview 
schedule. A quantitative approach would not have had this flexibility and, more 
importantly, could not have revealed the nature of the relationships and processes at the 
heart of the accounts. Cockburn (1991: 2) makes a similar point in relation to her 
research into organisational change. The depth of experience revealed in the accounts 
was partly due to the informality of the process. Unlike Holland and Ramazanoglu 
(1994: 127), 1 would not go as far as describing the interviews as social events though 
they were inevitably socially constructed. In trying to explain why so many of the 
women (most of whom I had not met prior to the research interview) were so open 
about their professional lives and eager to contribute, I was struck by the sense that this 
represented an opportunity for many of them to question themselves about their careers 
and evaluate their progress. 

This feature of my research experience is mirrored in Parr's qualitative research about 

why mature women return to education (Parr, 2000). 1 recognised, both at the time and 

subsequently when analysing the data, that for some women this process had been 

difficult and in the case of Susan Hamilton and Helen Coates, rather traumatic. 
Reflecting on this, now that some time has passed since the interviews were completed, 
I am more aware how important it is to ensure 'safety' in the emotional sense for both 

the researcher and interviewee. I managed this by explaining that being quiet for a few 

minutes was acceptable, allowing us both to regain composure and then checking that it 
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was fine to continue with the interview. This is a significant lesson that will inform any 
future research I undertake. 

Finally, a question I continually posed, as the data analysis progressed, was the extent to 

which one could generalise from the findings. Clearly a small-scale study such as this 

using a qualitative sample of only thirty-one women cannot be treated as representative 

of the experience of all women civil engineers. Nevertheless, sensitively conducted 
research, where the researcher builds a relationship with those being researched and 
allows them to speak in their own words and to reflect, can offer considerable insight 
into the significance of individual experience to shed light on the way in which the 

profession operates and some of the problems that women are likely to encounter. I was, 
thus, drawn back to the basis of any qualitative research that takes its authority or 
validity, not from numbers or samples, but rather from the profoundness of the 
information made available. 

Ramazanoglu and Holland (2002) argue that uncertainty about the nature of social 
reality lies at the heart of all methodologies of social research, particularly knowledge 
produced from individual biographies. The very nature of personal accounts and the 
way that these are conceptualised and interpreted cannot be tested against a set of 
general rules and in this respect we can never be sure that we have got it absolutely 
right. Thus, the issue of validating findings drawn from qualitative data must rest within 
the project itself. Being transparent and open about values, bias, working and re- 
working of method and about the location of oneself, as researcher, within the research 
process frames the validity of the knowledge created. An awareness of all these issues 
of 'interpretation' and 'synthesis' has informed the data analysis throughout and has 
helped me avoid the more obvious pitfalls (for example, just taking statements at their 
face value) simply by being aware of them. The research findings that emerged from the 
data analysis are outlined in Chapters Six, Seven and Eight. These have been organised 

around three central themes broadly reflecting the main issues drawn from the literature 

review. As an introduction to these, Chapter Five gives a breakdown of the participant 

profile beginning with a general summary followed by more detailed individual 

biographical accounts. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

PARTICIPANT PROFILE 

1. Introduction 
Methodological considerations discussed in the previous chapter concluded with a 

summary of the main issues connected with analysing the qualitative data set. Issues of 

language and interpretation were shown to be central to this part of the analysis process 

and were instrumental in drawing out and evaluating the findings. Managing the large 

volume of material collected, in order to reduce it, was essentially a 'filtering out' 

process. 

Discussion of these practical procedures relates to concerns about authenticity and 

validity of the findings though this is not intended to form the basis of claims of 

generalisability. The findings build patterns of explanations of unique accounts and 

events and add to the existing body of knowledge about women working as construction 

professionals. The individual accounts are case studies in their own right and, in that 

sense, are unique stories that deserve to be represented as accurately as possible. 
However, they also have some collective identity because of the similar types of 

experience recounted and the common themes that are evident. This chapter discusses 

the participant profile in considerable detail by first summarising the data set as a whole 

to give a sense of the range of experience present. This is followed by individual 

summaries of the women's personal circumstances and current professional roles. This 

chapter is thus designed as an introduction to the next three chapters which discuss the 

main findings of the research and is intended to give the reader a sense of the data set 

both as a whole and as individual case studies of experience. 

2. General summary of the participant profile 
To establish the context of the later chapters that discuss the findings of the research it is 

necessary to situate the participants in terms of personal circumstances and professional 

background. A general summary of the interviewees follows to establish an overall 

picture of the group. The second part concentrates on the individual biographies of 

participants including details of personal circumstances and career history. An overview 

of the characteris tics of the data set used in the study is shown in figures 1-4. 
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Age Distribution 

Over 50 

40-49 
16% 

Under30 
23% 

0 Under 30 

0 30-39 

[340-49 

0 Over 50 

30-39 
55% 

Figure 1: Age distribution for data set 

Thirty-one women engineers contributed to the study and their aLes ra g from twenty- 11 e 
three to fifty-six and the age distribution is shown in figure I above. In selecting women 
to take part, I was keen to include women in a range of personal circumstances. Of' tile 
thirty-one women, sixteen were married, five were living with a partner, eight were 
single, one was separated and one divorced. Thirteen women had school age children 
and one had adult children who were living independently. These features are Illustrated 

in figure 2. 

Marital and Family Status 
Divorced / 

Single Separated 
Married No 

26% 6% 
Children 

.... 6% 

Partner Married With 
16% Children 

46% 

Ei Divorced / Separated 

MMarried No Children 

oMarried With Children' 

o Partner 

USingle 

Figure 2: Marital and family status 

Walby ( 1990ý54) identities a fiorm of labour market segmentation as tile division 

between ffill-time and part-time work and I wanted to see ifthis division was significant 

onal progress six women were within civil engineering I-. Only in affecting, profess, 

working - these live women had 
, part-time and ofthese five had school age children, 

chosen to work part-time specifically so that they could combine their career with 

looking after their children. All these wornen explained that they t1elt that taking a long 

career break would have detrimental effects on their t`LItLII'C prospects so this was not a 

viable option. 
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As discussed in Chaptertwo, civil en-gincering is split principally between the 

consulting and the contracting functions but civil engineers are also to be flound work-In. g 

for government agencies, architects, in academia, within the utilities and flor research 

and development companies. It was not realistic to expect that I would be able to 

interview women representing all these diverse aspects ofthe business, however, I did 

manage to achieve a reasonable representation and this is illustrated in figure 3. 

Utility 

PS Agency 3% 
41)0/ 

Type of Employer 

Academic 
10/0 

3% 

I Contractor 
10% 

Consultant 
71% 

a Academic 

a Consultant 

o Contractor 

Ei PS Agency 
Utility 

Figure 3: Distribution by employer type 

As is to be expected the consulting side ofthe industry had the highest representation 

with twenty-two women working in this area of which three were self-employed. Of tile 

remaining nine women, three were working for a contractor, five were employed by a 

public service (PS) agency or utility and one was an academic. 

Professional Status 
Not 

Chartered 

Incorporated 16% 
3% 

92iiý 

Graduate Chartered 
16% 65% 

Chartered 

Ej Graduate 

E] Incorporated 

[: ]Not Chartered 

Figtire 4: Professional Staws of women in the data set. 

The issue of becoming chartered emerged as an important one I, lei-nis ofbenchniarking 

professional progress. Twenty wornen had achieved chartered status and a further eight 

were working towards this goal. The amount of tinic taken by each woman to complete 
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this process varied with the shortest time being three and a half years and the longest, 

ten years. The group included some women who were in director positions and others 

who were in management roles. Three women hold the post of main board director with 

a further two in associate director positions; a majority of the rest was interested in 

pursuing management careers within the profession. Only five women indicated that 

they were not attracted to the management side of the business. 

This brief summary of the participants is intended to give a flavour of the diversity of 
the group in terms of age, personal circumstances and area of work. All the women with 
three exceptions were from white middle class backgrounds, which is what I would 
have expected. One, Victoria Joseph who came from a white working class home, was 
not encouraged by her family to enter either higher education or the professions. Meena 
Patel and Geena Amrouni are the other two exceptions. Meena Patel is the only South 
Asian woman in the study and Geena Amrouni from Syria, was expected to choose 
either medicine or civil engineering. She said that she had never regretted her choice. 

Arising from an editorial piece that appeared in the NCE, I also met with Brenda Cole, 
HR manager for a large multi-disciplinary consultant based in the Thames Valley. The 

article mapped the progress of initiatives implemented by the company to try and tackle 

problems related to attracting quality staff and to improving staff retention. The article 
indicated that the company was evaluating its staff development strategy and suggested 
that its induction and mentoring schemes were making a real difference to staff 
retention and overall company performance. My meeting with Brenda took place after 
the thirty-one interviews had been completed and was relevant from a number of 
perspectives. The role of HR departments within industry organisations had been 

universally criticised by the women who felt that they did little to support staff and were 

generally agents for senior management, peddling the company line. I was keen to 

discuss this perception with Brenda and to find out why her unit seemed to have 

established a higher profile within such a large international corporate organisation. In 

addition, it usually falls to HR departments to oversee recruitment and selection 

procedures and advise on health and safety matters and these are all of central interest to 

this study. 

My meeting with Brenda took the form of an informal and frank discussion about the 

role and effectiveness of her unit and some of the detail of equal opportunities policies 

she was putting in place relating, in particular, to staff retention. The information she 
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shared with me added considerable insight into how equal opportunities, as a 'top- 
down' change agent, can be made more effective through the use of very practical and 
transparent measures. Her understanding of why women earn less than their peer male 

colleagues points to lower negotiated 'joining' salaries for women and is useful in 

illuminating this issue. 

I Detailed participant biographies 
I have grouped the participants according to their current position within the industry 

mainly in terms of the organisational or structural setting within which they work and 
their place within the general hierarchy of the industry. As well as giving details of their 

age and personal circumstances I have tried, in these 'cameos', to encapsulate what I 
have interpreted as being the main essence or special features of their account. I came 
away from each interview having been impressed by at least one particular aspect of the 
account so that I now associate certam. themes or issues with particular women. For 
example, in two cases the picture of complete industry disillusionment was dominant 

whilst in another case it was deep personal disappointment that left a lasting impression. 
I have, therefore, over time come to associate certain of the women with specific issues 

particularly the problems for women of working overseas, the issue of equal 
opportunities and what some experienced as the almost crushing constraint of balancing 

work and motherhood. This should not be taken to mean that it is only these features 
that have been considered within the analysis but rather illustrates how particular 
aspects of these individual identities have become firmly embedded within my 
consciousness. 

Three women in self-employedpractice 

Three women had chosen to leave their jobs in well-established mainstream companies 
and set up their own independent consultancies. These three accounts are linked by the 

themes of autonomy and independence within their professional lives. 

Susan Hamilton 
Susan is forty-nine, divorced with no children or dependent caring responsibilities. She 
has been working part-time in her own self-employed practice for four years having 

spent the major part of her career in mainstream consulting achieving the position of 

acting joint managing director. Her earlier career was underpinned by achieving 
chartered status very quickly which seemed to propel her through a quick succession of 
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promotions when at age thirty-three she was promoted to the post of chief engineer. At 

this point she felt that she had hit a glass ceiling and left the company in order to get the 

next step up. Her involvement with the ICE and other construction bodies has been 

mainly in the areas of promoting equal opportunities within construction which she sees 

as crucial. Her account of this issue is unequivocal; she has given up hoping that the 

moral case for equality for women, the disabled and ethnic minorities will prevail and 
now concentrates on promoting the business case to underpin these measures. Working 
independently has enabled her to develop a very specialist practice within the industry 

and also has given her time for herself and her leisure interests. 

Wanda Jessop 
Wanda is forty-six, single with no children or dependent caring responsibilities. She set 
up her own practice as a response to the problems she faced as a woman in mainstream 
consulting. She works full-time developing her business having been chartered for 

fifteen years and having worked on several high profile projects as an employee of one 

of the most creative and innovative of the consulting firms. Despite her success in this 
former role, her story is one of disillusionment with the profession that she sees as 
intrinsically aggressive and dominated by what she described as male "dog eat dog" 

values. Her experience had placed her in an ambivalent situation where she felt highly 

valued by the 'outside' engineering world but not valued within the organisation where 

she was working. One of the reasons for taking the risk of setting up her own company 

was her desire to be autonomous and exercise more choice over her working pattern and 

types of projects undertaken. 

Victoria Joseph 

Now aged fifty-one Victoria's two sons are independent and she is currently without 

caring responsibilities. She has had a diverse engineering career, having undertaken 

roles within academia, mainstream consulting, contracting and now as a director for the 

past twelve years of her own practice that employs five people. In addition she has taken 

up a number of high profile industry advisory posts and has continued to support the 

activities of the ICE. The impetus for setting up her own company arose from what 
Victoria described as her individual way of working and the need to match work with 
her caring responsibilities. Her view is that civil engineering consultants do not 

acknowledge that their employees have families and life beyond the job and women 

who try and remain within these kinds of organisational settings often are more efficient 
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than male colleagues but are not seen in this way by employers. Although attitudes are 

slowly changing, Victoria still observes that within civil engineering being a working 

wife and a working mother is still taboo. Thus Victoria explained that the stated 

philosophy of her company is that children come first and, though her two sons are now 

at university, other colleagues have caring responsibilities and this underpins working 

arrangements for all staff. Victoria comes from a blue-collar working class background 

which added to the problems she experienced when choosing a career. 

Three ivomen in main hoard (firectorpositions 

Three women were in the post of main board company director at the time of the 
interviews. Each was working in a different sector of the industry with one in 

consulting, one in contracting and one in research and development. Their personal 
circumstances also differed in terms of caring responsibilities though they were all 
married to men in highly placed management positions. 

Wilomena Franks 
Wilomena is aged thirty-seven and married with three small children. She became 

chartered at the age of twenty-four and has developed her career with a single employer 

since graduating from Oxford University. She has held her current post of director of a 

mainstream consultant for a year and is responsible for over a hundred staff. She feels 

that her management role has moved her away from the technical side of the business 

and this is something that she misses. She attributed her success to several factors 

including the development of her human capital with one employer and being supported 
by a very senior male colleague. Wilomena saw her social identity as a 'mother' rather 

more integrated in the role of 'parent' and she was clear that discussing motherhood as a 

workplace issue was neither relevant nor helpful to women. Despite her position of 

director she was unsure whether her company had a formal equal opportunities policy in 

place. She had experienced great stress as a result of working seventy hour weeks over 

quite a long period but had now reduced this to around fifty hours which she felt was 

manageable on a regular basis. 

Wendy Legate 

Wendy, who is now thirty-seven, has developed her civil engineering career within the 

contracting side of the business and has been a main board director for nearly two years. 

Her appointment arose from a company initiative to have more women within senior 
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positions. She agrees that this is almost unique within the sector and says that the 

company's programme of changing its operational culture has been driven by business 

considerations in an effort to reduce the level of conflict that pervades construction. 
Much of her career has been spent working on site and this has sometimes involved 

seven-day working often in less than safe conditions. Since having her two children she 
has reduced the amount of time she spends on site but still travels widely within the UK. 
She is passionate about being close to the actual building of structures and has resisted 
moving into a purely off ice-based role. She sees her current challenge as "gelfing equal 
opportunities within the Construction industry within the next ten years". Wendy 
describes equal opportunities currently within construction as hidden and token and 
therefore pointless without commitment and funding at the highest level. She is clear 
that her leadership position within her company should be directed towards not only 
creating change within her own organisation but within the industry generally. 

Penny James 

Penny is married to a civil engineer and has no children though, at the age of thirty-nine, 
is considering whether to have a family. She became chartered in 1991 and currently is 

commercial director of a research and development agency. She considers her role to be 

part of education within construction which she sees as full of 'dinosaurs'. Despite this, 
her career has been shaped by the presence of a man, in whichever organisation she has 

worked, who has believed in her more that she believes in herself Penny presents a 

negative view of feminist goals and says that this sort of label can only work against the 

cause of women in construction. In pushing to improve maternity entitlements within 
her organisation she has stressed that it is in the organisation's interest to retain staff and 

capitalise on investments made in staff training and development. She sees construction 

as confrontational and adversarial, particularly difficult for women and very unlikely to 

improve in the foreseeable future. 

Tivo women in associate director posts 

Two women were in associate director posts. Their level of responsibility hardly 

differed from those of full directors. This illustrates howjob titles are often both 

subjective and particular to organisations, making role comparison di Icult (see Chapter ff* 

Two). 
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Miriam McClean 
Miriam works as an associate director of a progressive consulting firm and has only 

recently been appointed to the post. She is thirty-seven, with a partner and they have no 

children. Miriam has always been clear that she wanted a senior management role 

within the profession and her career has been developed within both the consulting and 
the contracting side of the business. Prior to joining her current employer she worked 
for a very innovative design practice for eight years during which time she worked on 
some prestigious international projects which she describes as 'inspirational'. Miriam 
became chartered in 1990. She experienced the process as discriminatory when 
comments were made about her gender and her appearance at the final corporate 
professional review. At that time there were very few women available to sit on the 
review panels and Miriam feels that it is only in the past couple of years that there is any 
evidence of change of approach within the ICE to this final part of the process. She is 

committed to supporting the Equal Opportunities Forum of the ICE and specifically to 
improving the prospects for women within the industry. Her vision of equal 
opportunities is detailed and relates to day-to-day working practices as well as to 
recruitment, development and promotion. 

Wendy Johnson 

Wendy, at fifty-six is the oldest woman in the study. She works for a mainstream 

consultant as a specialist in an associate director role. At the time of the interview she 
had just been informed of the company's intention to offer her a post as main board 

director. She has recently separated from her husband and they have no children. 
Wendy's story focused on her early career development and how she felt that she was a 

pioneer at the time. Working on construction sites as a woman thirty years ago was a 

rarity. She feels that this worked to her advantage and that the labouring staff, far from 

ridiculing her, were protective. Her view is that although there are greater numbers of 

women in the profession now, which might suggest improvements, because standards of 

behaviour generally have deteriorated within society, women are often treated 

disrespectfully on site. She speaks of the conflict between home life and the demands of 

a career and referring to her separation from her husband feels that she is back in control 

of her life and able to enjoy work again. She associates her forthcoming promotion with 

her new 'single' identity. 
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Women working part-time in managementfunctions 

The next group of biographies is comprised of women who currently hold middle or 

senior management posts. Some of these have project management roles rather than line 

management roles and some have both. As discussed in chapter two, defining roles and 
having a picture of what job titles actually mean in terms of the associated tasks is 

problematic and therefore I will not attempt cro ss-compari sons. The theme that connects 
the next four biographies is part-time working. In each case this arrangement had been 

chosen to combine work and family life and had been negotiated when the women had 
been with the employer for a long period in which time they had become established 
and valued. These women have satisfying careers which, apart from one case, do not 
seem to have been compromised by these changed work arrangements. 

Patricia Knight 
Patricia is thirty-eight and a chartered engineer working for a mainstream consultant in 

the north of England as a project manager. She has some line management 
responsibility but sees her main function as overseeing projects from inception to 

conclusion. She is married to a civil engineer and they have two young children. Patricia 

was very ambitious in the early part of her career and became chartered quickly in order 
to be eligible for promotion. However, she is no longer interested in further 

management responsibility as she feels that the financial reward is not sufficient to 

compensate for the increased stress. She feels that her experience within the profession 
has been relatively smooth and considers the problem of sexual harassment to be an 
individual matter rather than a structural issue. 

Tania Forrest 

Tania works for the same company as Patricia but in their head office in Surrey. This 

has been her only employer. She is thirty-nine and married to a civil engineer who 

works for the same employer and they have two school age children. Herjob title is 

project manager and her specialism is in water hydraulics. Tania is not chartered and 

feels that this has not hampered her career. She sees only two pathways within the 

profession, one technical and the other management. Her career has taken the 

management route and she has responsibility for a number of projects though none of 

these are the larger ones. She feels that because she works part-time colleagues may see 

her differently because they are aware of her 'other, roles. She was the first engineer 

within the company to request part-time working to accommodate family commitments 
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and feels that this was accepted because of the skills she had to offer that could not 

easily be replaced. She comments that others have followed her example so that this is 

now an accepted arrangement across the company. She has worked extensively in Asia 

and South America. This has stopped since the birth of her children though she feels 

that there has been no associated loss of status. Tania views her current working pattern 
as an important feature of a balanced life and wanted to contribute to the study 
specifically so she could demonstrate that it is possible to combine a successful 
professional career with children. 

Gemma Sales 
Of the four women working as part-time managers Gemma"s career has progressed the 
furthest, although at thirty-three she is the youngest of them. She works two days per 
week in a senior role that was created for her and reports to one of the main board 
directors. Although the role does not involve any line management responsibility it 
incorporates project management. Gemma works part-time so that she can care for her 

son who is nine months old. 

Her current employer is featured as one of the company case studies in chapter two and 
she has been with them for eight years. Her experience has been in both consulting and 
contracting and her project management experience has been high profile with 
responsibility for projects with a capital value of L50m. Her personal experience of the 

chartering process has been smooth though she is aware of inconsistencies with other 
candidates who were members of her team. This has led her to question what she sees as 
the subjective nature of the process and the validity of the outcome. She hopes, in the 
future, to be able to contribute time to the ICE in this area of its work. 

Fiona Kent 
Fiona is thirty-four, married to a publisher, and they have two pre-school age children. 
She works part-time as a chartered senior environmental engineer for a specialist 

consultancy. She studied at Oxford University and was keen to pursue an applied career 
in engineering. From the outset she was interested in management and before the birth 

of her first child managed a small team working on environmental projects. Returning to 

work after maternity leave she resumed this role on a part-time basis as agreed with the 

director of the organisation. However, she has not been offered support by senior 

management in her changed work pattern and it has been made clear to her that part- 

time working and management is not seen as compatible. She will be leaving the 
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organisation to work independently in research and consulting. She is very disappointed 

with this outcome and points to the 'gap' between intention and practice, on the part of 
her employer, to underpin her return to work with a flexible approach to meetings and 

project planning. Another important feature of Fiona's story is that although now 

chartered, this took ten years to achieve (the longest time in this study) and was a 
difficult process due mainly to changed regulations implemented by the ICE but also to 
lack of effective supervision offered by her employer. Fiona finally successfully 
completed the process just before the birth of her first child and she realised that once 
she had a family it would be almost impossible to finish this. 

Women mi(Mlelsenior managers 

Seven women currently hold middle/senior management posts; they have different 
personal circumstances but all work full-time either for consulting firms or public sector 
agencies and in one case for a utility. These women have, at an early stage within their 
careers, identified management as a main objective and with one exception are all 
chartered engineers. All the women have successful careers but their accounts include a 
range of cultural obstacles to their progress. For some these difficulties continue to 

place considerable strain on both their personal and professional lives. 

Susan Leyton 
At forty-seven Susan is chartered and the oldest of the seven women. She is married 
with two children at secondary school and works in a management function for a 
mainstream consultant in Reading. Her career includes three years spent on site 
managing a 111 m project but her recent work has been office-based and has been 

characterised by what she sees as inequitable treatment in relation to promotion 
opportunities. She is sure that her management prospects have been affected by her 

gender and she is not confident that she can progress further with her current employer. 
She believes that women encounter prejudice when they attend their corporate 

professional review to become chartered and has offered her services to the ICE as a 

reviewer specifically to try and do something about this issue. 

Pauline Jenkinson 
Pauline is forty-five, single and works in a senior post with a utility company as a 

chartered engineer. She has considerable site experience both in the UK and overseas 

though has encountered difficulties in being considered 'suitable' for overseas postings. 
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She suggests that the single female engineer working as part of an ex-patriot community 
is viewed by the wives of male colleagues as potentially threatening and destabilising. 

Fitting into this setting can be a difficult and isolating experience. Pauline has also 

personally experienced sexually harassing behaviour on site and in the office and has 

challenged this in both settings. Her account refers to the continued display of 

pornographic material and use of sexist language with little evidence of commitment by 

senior management to change this culture. 

Helen Zell 
Like Pauline, Helen is single with no caring responsibilities and has worked overseas 
for short spells on a range of water projects for a mainstream consultant. She is thirty- 
seven and is now chartered, having failed her corporate professional review at the first 

attempt. She found the process adversarial and prescriptive and, more than anything, felt 
that she was not listened to by the all-male panel which she was sure had decided on the 

outcome beforehand. Helen is interested in wider management opportunities and in 

working for longer stints abroad but believes that some male colleagues may see her as 
a liability in this role in respect of working in particular countries. She feels that this 

may deter further management progression as an increasing amount of her company's 
business is conducted overseas (see chapter two). 

Linda Cook 
Linda is the only woman of this group who is not chartered. She is thirty-nine, married 

with one young school-age son. Linda's career has been within the contracting sector 
and she currently works full-time leading a major industry initiative looking into how to 
improve work practices within construction. She believes that management within the 

sector should be more collaborative and less hierarchical. Linda has achieved high 

profile professional success despite not being chartered though she feels that generally 

this is important. She has recently approached the ICE to discuss how she can now 
follow this process but has encountered a negative response. She considers that the ICE 

operates within prescriptive constraints that can often present barriers to professional 

progress rather than acting as enablers. She has abandoned this as a possible route to 

becoming chartered and is currently investigating alternative possibilities. 

Karen Shaw 
Karen and Linda appear to share much in common: both are dedicated to a career within 

management and have achieved high profile positions within the profession. Like Linda, 
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Karen has one small son and works full-time. Her current responsibility is as a chartered 

senior project manager for a public sector development agency. Her attraction to 

management is that it places her at the thinking end of civil engineering rather than at 
the doing end. She characterises management as very female because it is people-based. 
She feels that she has had to overcome discrimination from male colleagues who she 
feels have been threatened by her ability. Her view of the construction industry is that it 

is not transparent and she believes in a decision-making audit trail which traces why 
decisions are made. Karen is committed to improving the way that the ICE operates and 
her long-term goal is to become its first female director general. 

Geena Arnrouni 

Geena is Syrian and works in a middle management role for a public sector research 
organisation. She is thirty-six and has two young children but has never considered 
working less than full-time because of the fear of being seen to be less committed to her 

career. She has had a lot of site experience and enjoys the actual building of structures. 
During her periods on site she experienced offensive behaviour from the labouring staff 
but felt unable to challenge it. Her role now is office-based and she feels that this fits 

better with her family life. When her first child was born she felt that she could only 
take six weeks maternity leave due to pressure of work and the negative image of 

professional working mothers within the industry. Her senior management team is 

supportive but she feels that similar support would not occur within either mainstream 

consulting or contracting where a culture of long hours underpins all projects. In her 

current management role she feels very separated from the disciplines of science and 

engineering and although management is regarded as a discipline in its own right, she 

says little training is offered to enhance performance. 

Melinda Jackson 

Melinda is a chartered principal engineer working in a senior management role for a 
long established consultancy firm. She is married with one school-aged child. She 

works full-time managing large projects and is responsible for the staff working on 

these. When we met Melinda had two main concerns. Uppermost was the fact that she 

was then four months pregnant with her second child but could not bring herself to 

discuss this with the managing director to whom she reports. She explained that no 

female technical member of staff had ever gone on maternity leave and she was 
dreading how this would be received. Also she had just been offered the opportunity to 
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'cover' for a director who would be absent from his post but would not necessarily be 

paid additionally for the added responsibility. She regarded this as discriminatory and 

was unsure how she will deal with the situation. Apparently the view of her boss was 
that this was an opportunity for her career progression rather than a reason to be paid 

more. Of all the women she expressed the greatest concern about the confidentiality of 
the interview and she spoke of the tremendous stress she felt in relation to her current 

situation. 

Women who have rejected the managementpath 

Five women were clear that they did not want to move into management. Their reasons 
varied and related mainly to their personal circumstances or to their view of the 
industry. I begin with a brief biography of Miranda Ellis who, at twenty-five, is the 
youngest of the five. 

Miranda Ellis 

Miranda works full-time for a mainstream consultant in Croydon as a transport 

engineer. She has a partner who is also a civil engineer but he works for a different 

employer. She is working through the chartering process but feels that it will be at least 

two years before she is ready to sit the professional review. She particularly enjoys the 

technical side of her work and has no wish to go into management which she regards as 

more about managing people than managing engineering problems. She may be 

interested in changing her specialism but will not consider this until after she has 

become chartered. 

Naomi Gill 

Naomi is twenty-six and has been with her employer since leaving university. Her 

partner is a civil engineer who has worked quite a lot overseas and this is something that 

Naomi would like to do. She has worked on road and bridge design and is keen not to 

become too specialised which might narrow her options in the future. She is following 

training under agreement to become chartered and is unsure of how much longer this 

might take. She has no management ambition and feels that the low pay levels within 

the industry do not encourage or adequately reward greater levels of responsibility. 

Paula Alexander 

Paula is thirty years old and works part-time for a mainstream consultant in Surrey. She 

has one young son and is married to a civil engineer. She is trying to balance her 
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professional role with her caring responsibilities and is also preparing to re-sit her 

professional review which she failed during the early weeks of her pregnancy. She has 

considerable experience of site work which she found interesting but harrowing because 

she felt unsafe and threatened by male colleagues. She has no organisational 

management ambition as she sees management requiring a commitment to long hours. 

For Paula an ideal way of working would be in a self-employed role within the industry. 

Christine Allen 

Christine is thirty-three and works full-time as an incorporated engineer with a 

consultant in Buckinghamshire. She has no caring responsibilities and her partner works 

as a manufacturing engineer. She speaks of a future without children from choice and 
intends to remain within the profession. She enjoys her current role but is put off 
management because she sees it as essentially political and very stressful. She finds the 
detailed technical work she does challenging and would not feel comfortable in a 

management post that removed her from her science. 

Gillian Hayes 

Gillian is thirty-two and works full-time in York for a public sector agency in the 

environmental sector. She is married to a civil engineer and has three small girls. She is 

not chartered due to problems transferring her training agreement between employers 
but considers that she has the same credentials as chartered colleagues because of the 
depth of experience she now has acquired. For Gillian the options rests with pursuing 

management or staying close to the engineering discipline and becoming more of a 

project specialist; she sees herself more suited to the latter role. 

Recent recruits to the profession 

One participant was a new recruit to the profession and a further four considered 

themselves to be still very much in the formative stages of their career and were still 

deciding how best to further their career. The choice between being a specialist and a 

generalist is a very real one in a profession that is comfortable with 
compartmentalisation. Even in the highly specialised field of water hydraulics, for 

example, moving from river to coastal hydraulics is regarded as a distinct change in 

direction. The next five biographies start with Meena Patel, who at twenty-three, is the 

youngest woman in the study. 
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Meena Patel 

Meena works for a large multi-disciplinary practice in Surrey as a graduate engineer 

concentrating on transport projects. She is engaged to be married. She is the only South 

Asian woman represented in the study. She is starting to plan for her long term future 

and is encountering problems with her fiance's family who consider her professional 

role incompatible with her role as wife. She is concerned about the culture of long hours 

and recently has been working in the office until eleven in the evening. She is attracted 
to management but feels that the culture associated with this of long hours, high stress 
levels and weekend working would not accord with her married status in the eyes of her 

family. She has begun her chartering training and is trying to complete the site work she 
has to do as part of this process before she gets married. Working in the strongly male 
environment of the construction site, as a married woman, will not be considered 
appropriate by her husband's family. Me ena has to resolve how she will deal with these 

conflicts posed by the dominant culture of the profession which is that work always 

comes first. Of all the women's accounts Meena's is the most enthusiastic about work. 
She loves her work and is full of optimism for the future hoping at some point to 

assume a management position. 

Marion King 

Marion is twenty-six and works as a project engineer for a specialist company in 

Oxfordshire. She lives with her partner, having moved down from Scotland where she 

was brought up and educated. Marion was undecided about whether or not to take a 
PhD and in fact started this but found that study at this level was incompatible on a part- 

time basis with the professional demands of her role. She is now training under 

agreement and considers that this professional development will advance her career 

more than further academic qualifications. She considers that being chartered brings 

recognition of professional competence and those working on the theoretical side are 

not so highly regarded. For the longer term she is hoping to move into management 

which she sees as the mark of success. 

Mary Jones 

Mary, aged twenty-eight, works for the same company as Marion but joined only 

recently. Her role is graduate engineer. She is being sponsored by her employer to 

become chartered but is also keen to develop management experience as soon as she 

can. Currently, she is unclear whether to follow the technical or the commercial side of 
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the industry. A major concern is that some good engineers are lost to the management 
side of the business and she would find this detrimental. On a personal level she has 

moved to the south from Scotland to take up this job opportunity but her husband has 

not been able to join her as he is still completing his studies in Scotland. At the time of 
the interview Mary had just been offered a six-month posting on a construction site in 

India. She has agreed to this mainly as a way of advancing her career though she is not 
expecting this to be without difficulties, both practical and cultural. 
Clare Sanderson 

Clare is a twenty-six year old graduate engineer working full-time for a large contractor. 
Her partner is also a civil engineer and she considers that his professional perspective 
adds to her understanding of the construction business. She is based on a construction 
site in Hertfordshire and has been with her employer since graduating. She has 

completed most of the objectives of the chartering process and hopes to complete this in 

the next year. Clare has not yet had the opportunity to manage her own projects but is 

expecting to undertake this soon. After some uncertainty she now sees her career within 
the operational side of the water industry and has decided to specialise in this area. She 
has the clear aim of moving into management in either consulting or contracting but is 

keen to have a family and has decided that she would prefer to take a career break for 

several years. Another alternative that she and her partner have considered is taking up a 
job-share to allow both of them to continue with their career. This is an unusual 

arrangement that Clare feels is dependent on the attitude of individual employers but 

she is optimistic that this would be viable. 

Barbara Bing Turner 
Barbara works as a graduate engineer on river engineering projects for a specialist 

company in Oxfordshire. She is twenty-nine and single and has no caring 

responsibilities. She is moving towards the final stages of becoming chartered which 

she sees as absolutely essential for career progression. Her career to date has included 

working for both a mainstream contractor and consultant and she has now decided to 

concentrate on design and modelling and to specialise in flood alleviation work. Her 

objective is to move into management; an activity within civil engineering that she feels 

is generally not done well. She sees her role as an engineering scientist and as a senior 

manager would be unwilling to lose touch with technical problem solving. 
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Tivo ivomenjocusing on change 

Two women's stories do not easily fit into any of the previous clusters. Molly Peters is 

the only academic represented in the study and Helen Coates is the only woman 
interviewed who is intending to leave the profession. Their stories revealed some 

common themes relating to a dislike of the adversarial nature of the profession and 
distaste for the deeply embedded denial of a life outside and beyond work. Their 

accounts also focused on change. For Molly Peters the change from working for a 
mainstream consultant in Surrey and taking up a post as an academic in Northern 
Ireland had already taken place, whilst for Helen Coates, the prospect of embarking on a 
completely new career had not yet taken shape. 
Molly Peters 

Molly is thirty-eight years old, single and now works as a full-time academic within a 

university. Prior to this she worked for many years in Surrey for one of the largest 

consulting firms and became chartered eight years ago. She completed her doctoral 

studies before joining mainstream practice, wanting very much to undertake 

postgraduate research. Her experience of practical engineering was that it took over her 

whole life and she found the business very competitive and driven by an expectation 

that engineers would work very long hours. She experienced this as damaging to her 

personally and so decided to move into academic life which she saw as pressurised but 

offering more flexibility. Her management ambitions have always been limited and she 

feels that the stress of management goes largely unrewarded. 

Helen Coates 

Helen is thirty-six and single and is currently working as a senior chartered engineer for 

a large consultancy firm in Buckinghamshire. She has been with her current employer 
for ten years where her work has focused mainly on aid-funded irrigation projects in 

developing countries. Helen wants to leave the profession which she sees as 

characterised by conflict and inhuman ways of working and is hoping to re-train, 

possibly to teach young children. She feels disillusioned with the industry that she sees 

as based on a model of 'one upmanship' with little co-operation between parties. She is 

hoping to create a better work/life balance recognising that life outside work is at least 

as important as life at work. Her suggestion to her employer that she could work as part 

of a job-share was met with incredulity and this has confirmed for Helen the need to 
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change her work completely if she is going to have any hope of living the kind of life 

she wants. 

4. Conclusion 

This chapter has outlined the participant profile to introduce the next three chapters that 
discuss the main research findings. The way that I have chosen to group the biographies 

is clearly not the only way of organising the material and a re-working of the data could 
produce different structures. It is not possible to outline in greater depth the women's 
histories and I have thus concentrated on my understanding of what appeared to be the 

most significant aspects of their accounts. The stories are all different but common 
themes running through them are an enthusiasm for their professional role and a 
recognition that changing work practices would benefit the industry generally, not just 

women. Although the women's histories are individual, they are connected through talk 
of a construction industry that is changing and a civil engineering profession that is 

struggling to adapt. The chapter that follows has as its theme the concept of subcultures 
within construction and discusses how this is perceived and experienced by women 
within the different contexts of civil engineering. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

SUBCULTURES 

1. Introduction 
Subculture within the workplace consists of attitudes, assumptions and expectations 
that are developed over time and become represented within processes, policies and 

procedures implemented by organisations. Subculture effects the way employees 
interact with organisations and impacts on individual career progress (Ashbumer, 
1994). Subculture takes many forms and can be expressed, for example, as formal 

policy or it can function in more subtle ways through unspoken beliefs or opinions 
that inform both corporate and individual behaviour. The subculture of professions 
operates to protect expert knowledge and practice via strict 'entry' criteria designed to 

maintain professional standards. The civil engineering profession has its own set of 

values and working practices that have developed within a male-dominated 

construction industry. Civil engineering has been characterised as being at the 'elite' 
design end of the building process and, as such, has been more closely allied, for 

example, to architecture than some of the other building professions. This chapter will 
discuss how the thirty-one participants experience the subculture of this 'elite' 

construction profession in relation to the different functions and settings that make up 
the industry. 

The discussion takes as its starting point the male-dominated nature of the profession. 
Apter (1993) argues that power, ambition and organisational politics are linked to 

masculine values and men who control the professions want to maintain this power 

and are reluctant to compromise their hegemony by sharing power with women. 
Connell (1995) develops this theme and suggests that the social construction of 

masculinity is inherently relational and is dependent on its contrast with femininity, 

which gives rise to the concept of gendered difference in the way men and women are 

treated and are expected to behave (see Chapter Three). The dominant culture within 

construction is masculine (see Chapter Two). This chapter explores how women, as a 

minority group, access this dominant culture and how they adapt to the conditions in 

the workplace produced by these cultural values. 
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Culture is expressed and reproduced through actions, language, events, rituals and 

traditions and some of these are rich in symbolism and meaning (Alvesson & Billing, 

1997). Workplace culture is developed through the operation of a range of 

organisational structures and patterns of interaction that draw on expectations, roles 

and rules. The world of construction and the culture and subcultures it creates and 

claims for itself form part of the theoretical framework of the research and these 

operate on a number of levels and in a variety of settings (see Chapters Two and 
Three). Different firms operating within civil engineering have their own particular 
cultural practices and the women's stories reveal how these are experienced at a 
'local' and individual level. The politics of the profession is uncovered, with an 
emphasis on how the informal rather than the formal (summed up by Wanda Jessop as 
"the who-you-14iow type approach to gellingpromotion') can often be the way to get 
things done. 

The chapter comprises five sections that discuss how the participants experienced 
different subcultural forms operating within the profession starting with their response 
to dominant stereotypical role expectations within the profession. This is followed by 

discussion of how they negotiated the various organisational and physical contexts of 
the profession focusing on construction sites, the chartering process including their 

experience of the ICE and lastly their experience of management. 

2. Stereotypical expectations 
One of the interview questions asks whether women civil engineers see themselves as 
'different' in that role from male colleagues and whether they feel that they are 

perceived as different by their male counterparts. A factor influencing responses to 

this question was the role that fathers and other family members had played in 

introducing some participants to the world of construction. Of the thirty-one 

participants, ten had fathers, uncles or grandfathers who were engineers and their 

influence and encouragement was commented upon in each case. This, I felt, was 

significant in that the women with this background seemed to feel that their choice of 

career was less non-traditional than some of the other women who had had little or no 

contact with engineering as part of their childhood or youth. Several of the women 

whose fathers were civil engineers spoke about how they had occasionally 

accompanied their fathers to work and how they had enjoyed this experience. Helen 

Zell, for example explained: "I used to go into the office with him when I was quite 
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little and I always enjoyed it Ihat was what probably put the initial idea in my head 

in thefirstplace ". Gillian Hayes, from Yorkshire and one of five children, had 

regular contact with the profession from an early age: "Dad always when he could 
took me to site visits, he took me round the office, allowed me to meet his peers, 

allowed me to meet with his managers and to discuss industry with them. So there 

were opportunities therefor me ". 

Marion King, who had been brought up in Scotland, felt that the influence of her 
father's role as an engineer had a strong but subtle impact. She explains "my dad's all 

engineer and I call remember when I was a child and sometimes when he was going 
into work in all evening to pick something up I would go with him to have a look at 
what was going on and things like that. I was alwaysjust aware of what he did". 
Barbara Bing Turner, speaking about her father's career as a civil engineer, 
commented that: "he had a great enthusiasmfor his subject which must have 

translated to me in some way. I am not sure whether that is all advantage or 
disadvantage but he was definitely a strong influence oil my choice of career". 

The influential role that fathers played in smoothing the way for several of the women 
to take up civil engineering cannot be overestimated. These women explained that 

they felt comfortable with their choice and that the support from their fathers gave 
them confidence as they began their university courses. This was in contrast to some 

of the other women where the whole discipline of engineering was an unknown 

quantity to them and their families. Their accounts show that the 'settling in', both at 

university and then at work, took longer. The influence of family in helping break 

through the stereotypical male subculture of the profession was shown to be very 

powerful not only in relation to initial career choice but also in terms of offering 

ongoing support for their progress. These findings, that an enthusiasm for engineering 

can be 'inherited', are consistent with those of Court and Moralee (1995) and an 

EPSRC (2002) report which found that knowledge of working in a male-dominated 

environment, derived from a close personal relationship with someone already 
involved within it, acted as the most positive influence on career choice. 

It came as no surprise that none of the women had mothers who were engineers but a 

study twenty years on from now might uncover the influence of the 4 engineering 

mother'. Although the influence of close male family members was strong, so too was 

the attitude of the women's mothers. With only three exceptions, the women spoke of 
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the encouragement they had received from their mothers when making their career 

choice. In fact, only three mentioned any negative role stereotyping by friends or 
family members of the choice they had made. In this respect, it was evident that the 

women generally had been made to feel positive and optimistic about their choice of 
career, at least by their close associates. The fact that civil engineering was still 
considered a non-traditional profession by most of the women was not construed by 

them as a problem. 

Those participants who had not benefited from an early introduction to the industry 
from male family members generally did not identify themselves as very different 
from their male peers, but there was a whole range of discussion about the ways in 

which they were treated differently. Wanda Jessop's very clear reaction was mirrored 
by more than half the women: "women engineers are seen as different, there is no 
doubt about it. Despite allprotestationsfrom men". Mainly as a reaction to this 
response to women in the profession, Wanda had decided to leave corporate life after 
twenty-two years and establish herself in her own small consultancy where she could 
practise her own brand of civil engineering that she described as being more 'human'. 

Linda Cook, who works for a large contractor suggested that the extent to which 
women are treated differently, especially on site, actually depends on the individual 

woman and the way she presents herself in terms of her personal appearance and 
behaviour. This tends to suggest an individual rather than a structural cause for this 
treatment, with the responsibility placed firmly with the female in question. Linda, 

although in the minority, was not alone in this view. Miriam McClean, who is an 
associate director with a consultant, saw this slightly differently and referred to the 

personalities of the different people involved, both male and female. She identified 

age as another factor in the process: "Ifind that the younger male engineers have 

absolutely no problem ifyou are male orfemale. It doesn't seem to matter to them. 
Yhe olderpeople sometimes have a problem workingfor a woman ". 

Her use of the phrase 'older people' seems to refer to both men and women although 

with so few 'older' women in the profession, in practice this implies that it is older 

men who have problems working for a female manager. The perception that women 

engineers are available in the office to perform additional secretarial tasks, such as 

taking telephone messages and doing photocopying, was commented on. Although the 

women did not feel that their professional standing was directly impaired as a result of 
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this, it was nonetheless irritating and was felt to be demeaning. Linda Cook's 

comment illustrates the point well: "I think that there is ahvays the oddperson that 

expects you maybe to go and do the typing because the secretary isn't there or 

something. There is still the oddperson, little pockets of old attitude ". 

Miranda Ellis, one of the younger women in the study, expanded on this theme: 

"Ifeel on the technical ability you are seen equally but I alsoftel that if there's sort 
of admin tasks to he done they will ask thefeniale meniher of staff to do it. Everybody 
has to do photocopying orfifing at some point but I have worked it? three different 
offices now and if there is a pile ofphotocopying to be done and there are male and 
jeniale engineers they will ask thefemale engineer to do it ". 

Susan Hamilton decided early on that she would have to adopt a strategy of not 

making the tea and being 'mum' and would only help with this if the tea making had 

been started by one of her male colleagues. Being one of the older women, Susan 

emphasised throughout our discussion that for the first ten to fifteen years of her 

career there simply were no female colleagues at all in technical functions. 

The issue of expectations and how one should 'be' at work was a theme of the 

responses. Karen Shaw's comments sum up many of the views: 

"My experience has been that there are two types offemale engineer really. One is 
the stereotype engineer who dresses like the lads, drinks like the lads, smokes like the 
lads sort of thing and the other one is the one that really skirts around, isnt very good 
at anything (these are two extremes) but manages you Icnow to get through and she is 
a token woman ifyou like in the company and then there is everything in between 
that ". 

These comments suggest that a woman's role as an engineer is often compromised by 

expectations of the socialised role of women as 'helper' and 'supporter'. Breaking out 

of this mould can present women with a conflict about how to behave to ensure that 

they are not discounted or made invisible within a strongly male-led subculture. 

Meena Patel was one of several to talk about her experience of dealing with clients 

and the stereotypical expectation that projects are managed by men: 

"Colleagues are brilliant. The problem I have seen is with clients. I spoke to this mail 
oil a traffic management scheme I think it was and I made some suggestions and he 
said I want to speak to wi engineer. I said well I am an engineer. And he said are You 
a qualified engineer ". 

For Meena, an Asian woman, understanding bad reactions to her at work could be 

explained on a number of levels: "I cati't tell whether they're reacting badly because I 

am Asian, because I am a woman, or theyjust dont like my personality ". 
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These types of comments were felt to be undermining but the women appeared 

philosophical about their impacts and their reaction tended to be resignation rather 

than anger. These expectations are rooted in the concept of 'women's work' that in a 
business setting could be characterised as administrative or support activities aimed at 

enabling others (mainly men) to get on with the important or serious work. This 

concept applies both in the private and public sphere and is encapsulated in Gilligan's 

phrase "wonian's place in a man's life cycle" (1987). These kinds of 'support' work 
are perceived as useful but 'powerless' and are removed from the decision-making 

arena. This explains on a theoretical level why women such as Susan Hamilton are 
determined not to collude, even in seemingly trivial ways, with patterns of behaviour 

that further constrain or stereotype women (Apter, 1993: 180). Susan was clear that 
individual attitudes and behaviour help maintain and reproduce social forms and 
although small individual actions are unlikely to have transforming affects at an 
organisational level, her approach was that you have to start somewhere and take an 
explicit stand. 

The different subcultures within construction are strongly influenced by workplace 
setting and I now move on to consider how women experience the particular 
subculture of the construction site that has developed its own procedures and social 
'rules' connected to the hierarchy of relations in the site workforce. 

3. Construction sites 
The discussion about workplace culture within civil engineering covered many issues 

including discrimination, harassment, equal opportunities, diversity and exclusionary 

practices more generally. Some of these issues were raised by me and some, 

particularly harassment, were brought up by the participants. When discussing 

obstacles to professional progress experience of working on a construction site 

appeared crucial. Almost without exception, site experience is an essential component 

of the chartering process and therefore it is difficult to avoid. For many women this is 

a difficult and demanding experience for a range of reasons including a very macho 

working scene, difficult physical working conditions, long hours often including 

weekend working and the emotional strain resulting from isolation as usually the only 

woman on the site. Often it has been the physical conditions of the building site that 

has been used as the excuse to exclude women from the construction professions 
(Greed, 1999: 14). Most of the respondents, however, found that the physical 
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environment was not nearly as harsh as the social environment. Not all found their site 

experience difficult but they were a small minority. Wendy Johnson, for example, 

spoke about how much she enjoyed her work on site carrying out soil investigations 

whilst being surrounded by Irish labourers whom she described as "genflemen most of 
the time". Being the only woman on site was a positive benefit in enabling her to fulfil 

her professional role because she felt that her 'difference' meant that she was 
acknowledged by male colleagues and her opinion was respected. Clare Sanderson's 

experience had been equally positive. I interviewed Clare in a portacabin in the 

middle of a muddy, waterlogged building site where she worked as a graduate 
engineer for a contractor. Her experience of site work had been short but very 
enjoyable and she felt that she had not encountered any real difficulties thus far. In 
fact, she sounded surprised at the respect in which she was held by her male 
engineering colleagues, some of whom were twice her age. 

Most of the women had enjoyed their periods on site, and this was a major part of 
why they had become civil engineers; they wanted to build structures and wanted to 
be part of the 'live' building process itself For most, though, this enthusiasm was not 
experienced without a price. The main problems seem to be associated with aspects of 
site subculture connected with representations of sexuality and the implications for 

women's safety. This took the form of obscene (and often sexist) language, 

pornographic material displayed in site offices, incidents of sexual harassment and 

resulted in an almost constant need for women to establish and reaffirm their 

authority. The sense that women just do not belong in construction was expressed 
through words, actions and even silence and some participants identified all these 
features as part of an undercurrent of hostility. Some said that they could not always 

quite put their finger on it: just an off the cuff remark or a sideways look or a 

colleague turning away or simply not being listened to. Visibility was frequently 

commented on: being noticed or being watched, either out of total amazement, or just 

plain curiosity, was experienced by some as a pressure. However, moving between the 

contradictions of being physically noticed and 'visible' on one level to being ignored 

and thus rendered 'invisible' on another level created further anxiety for women 

especially those acting in supervisory roles overseeing the 'building' process. 

Loyalty by trade is very strong in construction. Workers generally spend breaks with 

their own trade: carpenters with carpenters, ironworkers with ironworkers, painters 
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with painters. Women operating in supervisory positions on site as most of the women 
had done, as REs (Resident Engineers) or assistant REs, would not be expected to mix 
informally with these groups of tradesmen. (Male REs would not be expected to 

either. ) I use the gendered term because none of the women had found trades women 

working on a site. There was a clear gender boundary as far as the contracting staff 

was concerned. Many women spoke of their feelings of vulnerability and social 
isolation in these circumstances. Part of this vulnerability seemed to stem from the 

very nature of construction. A skilled construction worker must be able to climb 
scaffolding, use power tools, lift heavy objects and perform countless other tasks 

which are inherently dangerous. However, although strength does contribute strongly 
to the image of construction, in reality the increased use of prefabricated and modem 
composite materials such as plastic pipe, for example, as replacement for cast iron, 

and the use of mechanical lifting devices, has significantly reduced the importance of 
physical strength. This has generated recognition that construction is now a multi- 
disciplinary process that requires a whole range of both mental as well as physical 
skills. If the 'setting out', for instance, has been carried out incorrectly and structures 
or concrete have to be moved and work undone, the RE via the site foremen is reliant 
on the labouring staff to put this right. So a combination of engineering and manual 
skills can rectify the situation. The women thus saw their engineering role on site as 
principally one of giving instructions, checking measurements, carrying out the 

surveying and overseeing the installation of materials. This in itself was perceived as 

a gender issue with some women reporting that men just do not like taking orders 
from women. This hurdle had to be overcome before any progress at all could be 

made on the job and often establishing any kind of 'authority' took a long time and 

much personal effort. 

There was much detailed comment about experiences of site working and I have 

chosen to discuss these broadly within the two themes of sexuality and safety which 

90 emerged as key concerns. In some cases what they had to tell me was upsettin fr 

them, in others it was amusing and for some, with the benefit of hindsight they saw it 

as 'character building'; whether they felt that at the time is debatable. Being subjected 

to pornographic images was a common theme. Pauline Jenkinson commented: "I 

spent a year working oti site and occasionallyfor example I might have gone into the 
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contractor's office and they would have hadposters and things oil the wall and that 

would be embarrassing and I suppose offensive ". 

Karen Shaw, having had a very varied career, reflected on her early experiences on 

site and recalled an argument with a foreman who then never spoke to her again. "I 

was very young and that hurt me because he was a really nice guy but I had obviously 

stepped over the mark. Yhe sexual issues with the language and the behaviour in 

meetings has often been appalling and Ijust consider it pathetic". MiriamMcClean, 

now mainly office-based in her role as an associate director of a consultant, looked 
back on her site working days with some pleasure. She felt that this experience had 
been generally positive, but she referred to the issue of personal comments as a way 
of undermining one's position: "I believe it canjust take one comment really to have a 
major influence on a woman. It can have a major impact oil herfeefing about being at 
work so it doesn't take very much to be influential ". Miriam felt that language has 

powerful psychological effects. Seemingly trivial remarks confirm that men occupy 
positions within construction reproducing a masculine right and they underpin the 

psychology of the subculture which is strongly gendered. Technology has been 

characterised as a culture without people (Strathern, 1997: 494) and although 
technological changes have altered how structures are built (see Chapter Two) these 
technological processes operate within a set of social relations. My findings show that 
it is the informal and social interactions that are key to determining the effectiveness 
of the overall building process. 

Going on site as a young graduate was a daunting prospect for several of the women. 
Wilomena Franks recalled her reaction to her first stint: "I was quite shy and quite 
frightened of the men on site ". Meena Patel, as the youngest women in the study and 

the only Asian, expressed dread at the prospect of going on site as part of the 

chartering requirement: "you walk down the street andyou see a huilding site andyou 

see typical men. Ijustfear it, I really do " Despite her fear Meena was determined to 

undertake a period on site which she understood to be necessary to her professional 
development. 

Although Geena Amrouni really enjoyed her two years spent on site on a bridge 

replacement scheme she commented on some of the difficulties that she faced, both 

on site and similarly in the office. Incidents of improper remarks, sexual innuendo and 
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various belittling tactics were described. She was treated well overall but there were 

aspects of the work that troubled her: 

V used to worry very much about talking to steelfixers who were twice the size ofnie 
and felling them that this steel isn'tfixed right and they were quite intimidating. 7hey 
would use their height and their size and say what are you talking about and I would 
sa well actually I dont think that this is right. So that used to get a bit worrying 
Geena's remarks refer to a sense of intimidation experienced by many women and 
this, clearly from the accounts, has its beginnings in the issue of physical strength and 
the fact that men on average are bigger and stronger than women. This, coupled with 
the newness of the situation, not just for the women but also for their male co- 
workers, required much adaptation with this impacting more strongly on women. Not 

only had the men possibly not worked with a woman on a construction site before, 
some probably had little or no experience of working with women in any setting. 
Connected to this, Alvesson and Billing (1997) argue that in one-gendered workplaces 
some forms of femininity and masculinity are more intensified and strengthen social 
relations and a sense of group cultural identity. Their view is that this gives rise to 
group solidarity based on shared ideas and values. Where highly gendered attributes 
such as great physical strength (in the case of male construction workers) contribute to 
high self-esteem, the presence of women who can perform the job equally well may 
threaten this self-pride. Breaking into these collectives, then, can clearly be difficult 
for members of the 'other' gender. Barbara Bing Turner was aware of these problems 
and spoke about how difficult it was for both men and women to adapt to the slowly 
emerging mixed gender of construction sites. She found her first experience on site 
rather bewildering: 

"it was all etiormous constructioti site. I think there were aboutfour thousandpeople 
working oil it and actually oil the construction side of things apartfrom secretaries I 
was one ofoidy two womeii on the site and there was definitely not so much 
discrimitiation but harassment, which was difficult to learii to come to terms with. It 
didtO put me off because I think I had quite a broad view of collstructioll workers, of 
how they call be expected to cope with a woman dumped in their midst. I don't think 
for a sectimi of the itidustry that has beeii wholly male-domiiiatedfor years, for ever, I 
don't think that you call expect brickies and steelfixers who are lot used to a woman 
around to completely accommodate you ". 
The challenge to the single-sex culture of construction by the appearance of women, 

particularly in management roles has, as already noted, undoubtedly contributed to 

men's discomfort. This discomfort seemed to take many forms ranging from overt 
hostility to protectiveness. Without mentors or other female colleagues, women 
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engineers on site often had to be more assertive and develop strategies, through trial 

and error, to ensure their survival and their effectiveness on the job. For some women 
this took up much emotional energy. Susan Leyton referred to this aspect because 

although she had really enjoyed her periods working on site these had not been 

problem free: 

"there was trouble on some occasions andyou had always not to react to it, not let it 
get you down, not let it make you depressed and really worm into you. Ifyou rose 
above it and kept saying I am not going to lower myself to their level, you Mow be 
distant, you were OK but tfyou thought about it or were a sensitive person you 
couldn't cope with it". 

Gillian Hayes, now in a more office-based role with a government agency, described 

the emotional stress of working on site as: "very demanding on your personality. You 
have to be physically and mentally tough because it is rough and ready and although I 

could handle it I didn't really see that this is the sort of life I wattled I was always a 
novelty". She experienced one incident of sexual harassment which started to 
dominate her days at work: "there was a series of events which sort of built and it got 
to the stage that God he is here again and I tried to keep out of the cabin. I tried not 
to be in a situation where I was on my own when he was there ". Gillian discussed the 

situation with the site manager who was very supportive and agreed that she should 
try to resolve the situation in her own way which she preferred. She tackled the man 
in question and was treated in a very cold and dismissive way by him subsequently 
but Gillian much preferred this to his previous behaviour! 

For Pauline Jenkinson, now working in a senior management role for a utility 

company, the interface between the labouring and the engineering staff constituted the 

crucial feature of site work. 

"I think this thing about managing manual labour, that is the big olle. I meall whell I 
started as a graduate it was appalling. As an example the boss propositioned me and 
he was married and I said no thanks and then he would make silide comments all the 
time. I mean twenty-five years ago you didnt report thiligs like that, they went oil. By 
the time it became acceptable to say I will not put up with that sort of behaviour I was 
sufficiently senior that people didnt do it to me. 7he other thing that was all issue, it 
isfinny but I think it wasn'tfunny as well. 7here were lots ofgirlie calendars when I 
first started, again not so much now and someone gave mefor Christmas a Girl mall 
of the month calendar so I thought right you Iaiow I hadnt made a thilig of it but Ijust 
put my calendar up. Anyway the men were affronted and it kept being takell down and 
I kept putting it back up again and theyjust couldnt cope with this, they really 
couldn't, they reallyfound it offensive ". 
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Pauline was clear that the general culture on site made it open season on women and 
despite more (as she described it) 'pc ways of working' in other professions, civil 

engineering, particularly on the contracting side, is still a place where women are not 
made to feel welcome and secure. 

Connected to the 'intimidation' threat is the issue of safety which was raised by 

several women. The words of Wendy Legate summarise the problem: 

"I was never treated very hadly hut there were instances where I didn'tfeel safe oil 
site. I call remember that. Working late nights and heing in a site hut miles awayfron, 
anywhere oil a roadjoh whatever andyou suddenly realise thatyou are the only one 
left with a dodgy sectionforeman along the corridor who has all office plastered with 
pornographic material, those horrihle calendars andyoujust think 'oh! I want to get 
out ofhere. But men don't have that kind of thing to deal with do they? I suppose nly 
personal security was at risk. Nohody ever said to me anything outright that was discriminatory at all, hut I know that has happened to some women engineers that I 
know very well who have heen toldyou'll never get thatjoh hecause you are a womall 
oryou can't expect to progress anyfurther than you have got hecause you are a 
woman or when are you leaving to have hahies. I've never had anything directly that 
was that had and I suppose that when you are a young engineer oil site youjust tend 
tofit in andyou put a lot of effort into heing one of the team. You do get used to the 
general culture of a site which is seeing calendars oil walls ". 
Being pregnant and working on site was even more difficult because this just 

accentuated the 'difference' factor: 

"I remember going to the site and saying I've got my MICE and theforemall at the 
time said the only lettersyou should have afteryour name are MUM andI thought 
thankyou! I mean that is the sort ofcomment you get and they make ajoke of it and 
everybody laughs but he really meant it and a lot ofthefibes that women take on site 
are more like couched in ajoke but it is there all the time ". 
Continuing this theme, Paula Alexander spoke at some length about her difficulties on 
site, which ranged from light-hearted bantering to blatant physical approaches by a 
Clerk of Works that made her feel really frightened. The continual obscene abuse she 

received from two concrete gangers also made her feel threatened to the extent that 
"on night shift I wouldn't go to the loo on my own ". She felt that she had been 

unlucky and was only grateful that this experience had not put her off engineering. 
She pointed out that sometimes projects are very stretched and demanding which 

produces an intense working atmosphere; this coupled with twelve hour shifts 

combines to raise tension levels in a way that presents itself differently on a building 

site than it would in an office situation. Tempers fray and hostile exchanges occur; 
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already vulnerable women can be made to feel like participants in trench warfare, 
involving men who want women out, and women who are determined to stay. 

The more subtle effects of psychological damage were present in several accounts and 
included the matter of professional judgement. Making mistakes in construction, 
though sometimes costly, is an inevitable part of the design and build process. 
Mistakes are made at all levels, by labourers, crafts people and design engineers. 
Susan Leyton described the reaction to an error she had made in some 'setting out'; 
she felt that this had been responded to not as normal and individual, but as proof of 
the gender and racial stereotypes that had supported decades of exclusion. Being 

respected and accepted enough to make mistakes can sometimes make an enormous 
difference in lessening the stress load. Mary Jones, now employed by a specialist 
consultancy and with considerable site experience, told me about the reaction from a 
site foreman when as a site deputy resident engineer she had to condemn a piece of 
work: 

"theforeman was very surprised and I think in hindsight he came and asked me hecause he thought that I wouldjust pass it and that I wouldn't know any hetter. He 
certainly didn't come and ask me to certify any moreformation after that, not in 
person anyway ". 
On construction sites the behaviour of those in authority, such as the foreman 

representing the contractor, sets an example for the other workers to follow and 
openly disputing a decision can seriously undermine the credibility of any RE, but 

particularly a young female engineer who may feel very conspicuous. Such 
heightened visibility may create overwhelming pressure to perform successfully. 
Concluding the account of her site experience, Mary raised the practical but important 
issue of women's toilets. She explained that she had to share a toilet with the other 
assistant RE who was a man but this was infinitely preferable to having to share the 

other toilets with all the labouring staff. Some of the other women mentioned this 

problem too and not having access to clean, secure toilets was a genuine concern as 

part of the wider safety issue. 

The subculture of construction sites was experienced by most of the women in 

negative ways mainly because they were often the sole woman. The pressures this 

brought in terms of adapting to such an isolated role have been discussed earlier and 

are clearly complicated by the issue of power. Most of the 'physical' and labouring 

work on construction sites carries low status and is almost exclusively undertaken by 
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men. All the women who had worked on a construction site had done so in a 
supervisory and professional capacity. This seemed to highlight the tension between 

physical strength as one form of power and professional role as another with each 
possessing its own subculture. Women in positions of authority on construction sites 

contradict stereotypical expectations and add a further dimension to an already 
strongly hierarchical workplace culture. Even within an ostensibly cohesive single 
gendered workforce (as discussed above) a complex mix of subcultures associated 
with class, age, education, seniority and ethnicity operate to disrupt the apparent unity 
and so 'fully fitting in' is a complicated business for any 'newcomer'. 

4. Professional status: the role of the chartered engineer 
Another very different subculture operating within the profession concerns the 

recognition of professional expertise arising from achieving chartered status that is 

seen as the key to professional progress. 

The status of civil engineering is regularly debated, both in the profession and outside, 
by those who seek to make comparisons across the whole range of professional 

engineering disciplines. The NCE regularly prints comment on the subject from a 

wide range of contributors, some of who focus on recognition criteria such as pay, 

while others emphasise the essential contribution that civil engineers make in 

establishing the infrastructure of life as we know it. One recurring theme is the need 
to become chartered as a pre-requisite to being allowed to fully 'join the club'. This 

undoubtedly forms part of the elite subculture of the profession. 

The criteria for the chartering process laid down by the ICE under the auspices of the 
Engineering Council are intended to ensure that engineers have sufficient knowledge 

and expertise in design, construction and project management so that schemes are 
built according to best practice principles. In short, becoming a chartered civil 

engineer is akin to a licence to practise. 

The process of attaining chartered status has traditionally been via an accredited civil 

engineering degree followed by 'Training under Agreement'. This is a programme of 
structured training and continuing professional development supervised by an 
employer approved by the ICE for that purpose. The programme involves the 

completion of written assignments around set core objectives and the process 
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concludes with a one-hour interview known as the Corporate Professional Review 

(CPR). Usually all these stages would not be accomplished in less than four years. 

In a study carried out in the mid 1990's (Watts, 1995), 1 looked at how this process 
impacted on women applicants, interviewing an equal number of men and women. 
The results showed that women encountered greater difficulty in completing this 

process, mainly because of lack of opportunity to demonstrate their project 
management skills. Since the 1995 study there has been a greater emphasis in the 
industry on the need to update skills and review new training needs. This arises in part 
from claims from the academic community that the industry has declining standards 
and is not able to attract high calibre graduates to its ranks. The views expressed by 
the interviewees in the present study, ranged from those who had had a very positive 
experience of the process to those who were so disillusioned that they had abandoned 
it altogether, at least as far as the ICE was concerned. All felt that they had not been 
denied any training opportunities they sought, and spoke only of the frustration of 
having to source these events themselves. 

Of the thirty-one women engineers interviewed, twenty were chartered engineers and 
eleven were not. Of the eleven women not yet chartered, only three were not actively 
engaged in the process and for two of these there was actually an eligibility 
restriction, which would make that route inappropriate. These two (Tania Forrest and 
Christine Allen), however, felt that their careers were very much on track without this 

professional qualification and therefore they did not consider themselves 
disadvantaged or held back in terms of the type of work they were involved in. The 

other woman, Linda Cook, had a slightly different view. Her career progress had been 

solid and, despite not being chartered, she had achieved a high profile position within 
the industry in a leading policy role. However, looking to the future, she felt that if 

she were to get back into mainstream practice she would have to go down the 

chartering route as otherwise she might find herself excluded from working on the 

most interesting and challenging projects. Discussions with the ICE to establish a 
framework for the training process had not been fruitful and Linda had decided to 
investigate alternative ways of achieving this within other institutions that can award 

chartered engineer status. She characterised this very much as a secondary option but 

because of what she described as the ICE's 'very prescriptive' (see earlier) approach 
to these matters she was made to feel, as she put it, 'excluded from the club'. 
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Figures resulting from the spring 2001 Corporate Professional Reviews, published in 

the NCE (23/30 August 2001), confirm a rising trend in the pass rate, with almost 

eighty per cent of the 272 candidates successful. The overall pass rate has in fact been 

climbing steadily for five years, from sixty two per cent in 1996 to eighty per cent in 

2001 (NCE, 23/30 August 2001). No gender breakdown of these figures is available. 

Despite increased success levels, the process continues to be questioned, in terms of 
its consistency, fairness and transparency. Some of the concerns documented in the 
NCE article echo those of several women in this study. However, the article confirms 

that this professional qualification continues to be regarded as essential to career 

progression. As evidence of this, some of the successful candidates quoted had taken 

the review as many as three times. Similarly, one of the messages that came across 
very clearly from the women interviewed for this study was the awareness within the 
industry of the continuing kudos of being professionally qualified. 

Although the way that civil engineering is practised has changed significantly in the 
last twenty years (see Chapter Two), having the chartered label is perceived to be the 

real differentiating factor between those who have made it and those still yet to do so. 
The expectation that this professional qualification is in fact a requirement for 

recognition has a direct influence on the choice of employer (particularly whether 
they run an ICE approved training scheme), type of work undertaken, and 

opportunities to gain project management experience. The ICE, for the first time in its 

183-year history, has made public the relative performance of consultants and 

contractors in getting their graduates through the Chartered Professional Review. 

Figures reported in NCE (23/3 0 August 200 1) show that for the period from autumn 
1996 to spring 2001, Ove Arup achieved a pass rate of seventy nine per cent for more 

than one hundred candidates. This was significantly higher than the average success 

rate of sixty seven per cent overall. This makes Ove Arup the greatest producer of 

chartered engineers, although it is only the fourth largest employer. In contrast, 
Maunsell, the second largest employer in the industry, achieved a seventy two per 

cent pass rate for the same period but had only offered fifty candidates. Thus, 

consideration of which employer to choose, especially in the early part of their career, 

was discussed by the women. Access to an ICE approved training scheme was one of 

the key determinants of choice. All the participants voiced strong opinions about the 

chartering process and those who had completed it described a variety of experiences 
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(some very positive), but a majority feeling that they had come up against significant 

diff iculties which they saw as being at the heart of the "unspoken subcullural text of 

the profession" (Wanda Jessop). 

Apart from the three exceptions already noted, all agreed on the absolute need to 

become chartered. Comments ranged from "it wasjust something that you had to get 

as quickly. as possible " (Patricia Knight) to "it is very important. Once Youve got that 

status I thinkpeople take you as more of an engineer" (Meena Patel). Several women 
indicated that it really was the first key career objective and the comment of Naomi 

Gill was typical: "all I wanted to do was to try andget chartered andget that out of 

the way because then it is goitig to open up more doorsfor me ". 

For some women there had been a dilemma in choosing between studying for a 
further academic qualification and training under agreement to get chartered; a large 

majority was clear that becoming chartered was the priority, particularly as far as 

professional recognition was concerned. Susan Hamilton was very sure about her 

career path: 

"oh! I was quite clear that getting chartered was the absolute key to proving that I 
was afullyfledged engineer and as I mentioned whilst Birmingham invited me to 
cotisider afurther degree I wastO that interested and I really wanted to get oti with 
building things atid thoroughly eiYoyed it so getting chartered was absolutely key to 
me 
There were other reasons though to account for the decision of a majority of the 

women to concentrate on attaining a professional qualification and the issue of 'study 

fatigue' was raised several times. A postgraduate qualification was seen as being very 

much additional to their working life, part of a 'theoretical continuum'. This would 

place great demands on them, so that working full-time, often long and irregular 

hours, particularly on site and undertaking a part-time Masters degree was not really 

feasible. Financing this study from meagre salaries was also cited as a difficulty. The 

benefits of being sponsored on an accredited training scheme were highlighted so that 

those projects undertaken at work could form an intrinsic part of the preparation for 

assessment. However, although progressing through the chartenng process was seen 

very much as part of the every day work schedule, the associated writing of quarterly 

reports and essays was undertaken in their own time, in the evenings and at weekends 

and was not regarded as trivial. Clare Sanderson, under agreement with a contractor, 

commented: 
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if yes, I think becoming chartered is going to be of more value to me ill the long rull, 
particularly I see it as a more difficult goal to achieve than going hack to university 
or doing a part-time course, because you very much have to have the hands-oll 
experience and also you are more inj7uenced by oulsidejactors trying to become 
chartered. It is convincing your employer that they need to give you the experience to 
become chartered whereas with a PhD study or another MSc you call do it more 
independently offyour own hat and nobody else call stop youfrom doing that ifyou 
want to do that". 
Four women had chosen to take a PhD straight after graduating before entering 

professional practice and three of these had fully funded studentships. For these 

women, their choice had been framed by the sense that this was an opportunity too 

good to miss. As an undergraduate, Molly Peters from Northern Ireland considered 
the option of taking a PhD and in fact did so but was not eligible for a studentship as 
her first degree result was disappointing. Her family supported her study and Molly 
felt that her eventual success would not have been possible without their practical and 
financial help. All four women regarded their PhD as a step in their professional 
careers, and all had been keen to become chartered as well. Thus, a PhD was not 

regarded as a substitute for a professional qualification, but rather as the completion 

of academic study in preparation for a career. 

In Chapter Two I commented on the changing business patterns for many consulting 
engineers over the past twenty years, with a significant proportion of their work now 
being won overseas. Several of the women raised this issue within the context of how 

being chartered is almost an eligibility criterion for inclusion on many of these 

overseas jobs. Molly's comment summarises this well: 

"a lot ofcompanies eticourage it (becoming chartered) and it is important whenever 
you are dealitig with overseas cliems andpeople like that who really want to see that 
qualiflicatiott but there is sort of increasitig debate locally as to how much value it 
brings ". 

The length of time required to complete the chartering process was frequently raised. 

For some, it had been remarkably straightforward and as brief as possible, but for 

several others it had been much more protracted with some difficult hurdles to 

negotiate. The shortest time taken was three and a half years by Pauline Jenkinson 

(now in a senior management position with a utility company) who achieved this at 

the age of twenty-five. This is the minimum age designated by the ICE, but the 

average age of successful candidates is now over thirty. In contrast, this had taken 

Fiona Kent ten years to achieve. Her determination to continue with what she had 
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experienced as an unnecessarily drawn out process had been driven by her conviction 
that this would have to be completed before she started a family. She had come across 
the experience of other women who had had children whilst in the midst of the 

process and had subsequently found it difficult to gain the opportunities necessary to 

complete all the designated stages. She voiced her perception that having a family 

might cast her in a 'less serious' light at work. Molly Peters felt that there was quite a 
lot of dissatisfaction amongst members about the way that the ICE conducts itself 

particularly in relation to chartering procedures: 

"I think there is also afeeling that the length of time it takesfor a person to become 
qualified is quite long in comparison with other branches of engineering and bearing 
in mind that civil engineers are maybe at the bottom end of the salary scale, then 
people ask the question why is it that we have this examination procedure which 
seems to be more demanding than maybe other branches ofengineering ". 
Several women had failed their professional review the first time and in one case had 
to wait more than two years to sit it again. Getting to grips with changing 'rules' 

surrounding the process was also cited as a concern and generally there was a sense 
that the process was overly bureaucratic and often unnecessarily prolonged. Both 
Miriam McClean and Miranda Ellis referred to the need for reform of the process to 
give it some standardisation and to make it more straightforward and less vulnerable 
to the prejudices and foibles of individual reviewers. 

There was some evidence to suggest that completing the process successfully was 
rather a lottery. Gemma Sales, who had completed the process very quickly and 
without difficulty, explains: 

yes my experience of it (the review) was very positive and I have subsequently 
sponsored someone else through his civils. He wasfailedfor what I could see were no 
good reasons, so that has tarnished the image of the ICE asfar as I am concerned If 
they canfail someone like him then they dont Imow what they are doing. His 
references were so glowing that he should hardly have needed to gofor the interview. 
He was that good". 
Helen Coates, who failed her review the first time but got it the second time, two 

years later, commented that the review seemed rather arbitrary "the whole thing has a 
bit ofa random element in it. You know at the interview really sometimes You hit it off 

with people and sometimes you dont and there is definitely an element of that it, it 

because I didpass all the written parts ". 
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The definitive part that the Corporate Professional Review (CPR) plays in the process 

was strongly acknowledged. The variety of experiences of this review amongst the 

women was interesting, not least because for several, the key factor in the process as 

they perceived it, was in fact their gender. The sense that they were made to feel as 

'other' or 'different' in relation to the usual candidates (male) was keenly felt by 

some, and the less than satisfactory experience described by Miriam McClean was 

shared by others: 

"the reviews were held in hotels at that stage. I think there were problems with room 
bookings or something at the Institution, so there was a lot ofwaiting around andyou 
were sitting in basically a group ofmale candidates, which wasfine really. I sort of 
felt slightly isolatedfrom that point of view, but the comments that actually came 
when I went into my professional review such as 'isnt it nice to see a lady come to do 
her professional reviewis the sort of thing I really didnt want to be hearing. I was 
there to demonstrate myprofessional experience, not to sort of talk about what gender 
I was ". 

Although Miriam had passed her CPR at the first attempt, she went on to describe 

how angry these comments made her and how she felt unable to challenge the all- 

mate review panel, especially as there were no female reviewers available at the time. 

Helen Zell failed her professional interview on the first occasion and found it a very 
intimidating experience "they didn'tpay any attention to anything I said at the 

interview. 7hey had decided before I walked in what they were going to do. 7hey were 

shouting at me during the interview ". 

This sense of 'opposition' that some women faced at their review came across 

strongly and only one woman said that she had enjoyed the experience. There are now 

a small number of female reviewers on the ICE panel and one woman in this role was 

a participant in the research. Susan Leyton had been a reviewer for three years and 

had been approved for the task eighteen years after she became chartered. Her 

perspectives on the whole process, both from a candidate's and a reviewer's stance, 

focused on the need for the ICE to become more modem in its outlook and this view 

was held by a majority of the participants. If women are to be made to feel welcome 

in the profession then she claimed it is important that more of them are involved with 

these kinds of activities undertaken by the Institution. 

The overall sense from participants is that being a chartered engineer is essential but 

that navigating one's way through the various stages of the process can be difficult, 

especially for women. In addition, the amount of time it takes to complete the process 
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(for one woman in this study it took ten years) can act as a disincentive to starting it in 

the first place. The ICE, which oversees this process for civil engineers, was seen as 
having its own subculture which operated in less than helpful ways bound by tangled 
bureaucratic structures and rigid ways of working. The women's views about the ICE 

generally, and not just in relation to the chartering process, are discussed in more 
detail in the section that follows focusing on its practice and governance. 

5. The function of the ICE 

A common theme of the women's comments centred on their perception of the 

principal role of the ICE in underpinning and reinforcing the powerful elitist culture 

of the profession within construction (see Chapter Two for a summary of the ICE's 
industry role). Their view was that it operates a mysterious and secretive subculture of 
its own that is resistant to change. Comments were made about the benefits of 
membership, its lobbying role and the extent to which the public profile of the 

profession is raised by its actions and campaigns. Another strongly held view centred 

around the perception that the ICE is a reactive and not a proactive organisation and 

provides the profession with very little leadership on the issues of continuing concern 

such as low pay, long working hours and high stress levels. This comment of Patricia 

Knight was typical "I don't know ofanything that it (the ICE) does to promote the 

profession ". 

The ICE has a regional branch structure with local associations that are intended to 

make it more accessible to its membership across the whole country. Some of these 
branches have paid officers and run regular meetings to keep members informed of 
new initiatives and good practice in the industry and I was therefore rather surprised 
to hear much criticism of its perceived 'London centredness'. Mary Jones from 

Scotland explained: "I am not sure how effective their role is especially ifyou are 

remotefrom London. It seemed like all the interest and meetings were happening 

somewhere else ifyou like and almost always in Great George Street (ICE HQ in 

London) ". 

Patricia Knight from Chester said that she felt very remote from the ICE's programme 

of events in London. Gillian Hayes from York felt similarly, and concluded that the 

benefits of membership depended, to a large extent, on whether you lived in London 

or the South-East. The ICE is not unaware of this concern and in May 2000 opened an 

office in Cardiff managed by a well known senior member of the profession; this 
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mirrors changes to the ICE in Scotland and the opening of an office in Glasgow in 

March 2000. The aim of establishing these two offices is to get members involved in 

actively promoting the industry to the public and building up relationships with 

politicians in the Welsh Assembly and the Scottish Parliament to influence opinion 
formers and decision-makers. Presumably the other spin off will be improved and 

more accessible benefits for members. Fiona Kent from Oxfordshire was more 

positive in her view of the ICE: 

V think it's a good Institution which provides goodfacilities, good courses. you Jalow 
it has got a great library ifyou are prepared to go there and actually ifyou go to 
London. I think some of the outlying meetings are quite good but they don't really 
come out to meet the members, they expect you to go there and make use of their 
facilities". 
Over the past few years the collection has been broadened to include books and 
reference material covering not just mainstream technical issues but broader social 
and environmental texts. This seems to be a result of the greater interdisciplinary 

workings of civil engineering arising from the increasing demands placed on the 

profession by the environmental and 'social' lobby for it to become more involved in 

the social dimension of sustainable development. Accountability in terms of safety, 

aesthetics, cost and environmental impacts has thus increased enormously in recent 

years (NCE, 30 Nov 2000). 

The women's opinions about the role of the ICE were generally contextualised within 

an historical framework. This is hardly surprising given the Institution's long 

established constitution and traditional committee structure on which it bases its 

consultation with the membership. However, the array of remarks about it "confinuing 

to live in the pasf '(Helen Coates) in fact emerged as a dominant theme. This was 

significant, not just because the benefits offered were not considered relevant, but also 

because this backward-looking approach was perceived as a disincentive for most of 

the women to contribute to the activities of the ICE, with a view to moving it on and 

modernising its image. Other factors were practical ones such as not being able to find 

any more time in already over-stretched schedules. 

There were exceptions though, and six of the women had chosen to become more 

involved with the ICE so that they could try and affect some change. The degree of 

involvement varied, with two women participating in the decision-making of the 

Institution one of whom had already been a driving force in implementing policy 
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changes relating to equal opportunities issues. Two women explained that their 
decision to become actively involved arose from years of frustration with what they 
judged to be the ineffectual workings of the Institution. A common view expressed 

was that the ICE would become more dynamic if it could involve younger members in 

its decision-making process and also if more women were influential at the top (for 

instance more women becoming Council members). Susan Hamilton, Miriam 

McClean and Susan Leyton cited the need for a female president of the Institution. 

They felt that this would offer the best opportunity of reforming the ICE and this was 
thought by most of the women to be a more likely possibility in the next twenty years 

than having a female Director General (head of the ICE secretariat with considerable 

power). However, Karen Shaw explained that one of her medium term career goals 

was to assume the post of Director General and she was confident that she could 

achieve this within the next ten years. 

Although much of the comment about the ICE was couched in negative terms, there 

was also some optimism on the part of Miriam McClean and Wendy Legate that 

positive change was on the horizon, so that the activities carried out by and for 

members would hold more relevance to engineers' needs. 

6. Management 

Management, as both practice and social construction, constitutes the final subculture 

of this chapter. The literature on management as a distinct subculture, discussed in 

Chapter Three, suggests that managers are expected to be a particular kind of person 

with certain attitudes and behavioural styles. One of the interview questions, 

therefore, explored women's attitudes towards management and specifically focused 

on whether this was a role they wanted to take up. Allied to this was their view about 

whether progression into management inevitably meant being separated from science 

and engineering practice. The responses to these two questions provoked a 

considerable mix of views, but a common thread of agreement was that recognition in 

the industry was dependent on two factors: whether or not you were chartered and 

secondly the level of management responsibility achieved. 

Details of the participant profile have been outlined in the previous chapter and 
information about where women were positioned within the industry in terms of their 

management roles indicate that five women were in director/ associate director 

positions with a further eleven in junior/ middle/senior management posts. Only five 
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women had chosen not to pursue a management path. Management, therefore, appears 

to be a popular and necessary career route. 

The term 'management' has a wide interpretation within the profession (see Chapter 

Two and Langford et al and Evetts in Chapter Three) and can be understood to mean 

project management or team management, running a department or being in charge of 

a discipline. Civil engineering companies often have positions designated as 'chief 

engineer' or 'principal scientist/principal engineer' but those appointed to these posts 

may have little or no line management as part of their role, which is seen more as one 

of 'expert trouble shooter' or 'special expert', resolving difficult technical issues. 

Similarly, the role of project manager was shown to mean a variety of things, ranging 
from responsibility for one small aspect of a job to managing huge multidisciplinary 
jobs worth millions of pounds. This term, used widely in the business, is therefore not 

meaningful unless qualified by the detail of what the post actually entails in terms of 

technical skill, people management and budgetary control, One important finding was 

that the signifier of status and professional progression is the number of people for 

whom one has responsibility. So, being the company's chief engineer was a highly 

respected position but rather more an advisory role, and this was held in less regard 

than the post of division or board director, because it is within these roles that real 

power lies. Being in control of organisations provides the opportunity to change the 

policy and direction of the company and to implement one's ideas. The power to 

mobilise resources is integral to promoting change and this can directly determine the 

career development of employees within the organisation. Men continue to hold the 

power within the profession and several women expressed their sense of vulnerability 

within a culture that has as its norm the paradigm of male ways of working. These 

tways' were seen by Helen Coates as being hierarchical and all consuming. 

The accounts drew attention to the fact that civil engineering is a project-dominated 
industry. The 'hectic' and change ridden nature of the management function was 

described by several of the women. Those in management functions saw a typical 

manager's day characterised not as one of lengthy periods of reflection and analysis, 

but of an endless stream of incoming information, interruptions, changing priorities, 

small and large crises and relentless pressure to make decisions and move on. The 

picture painted seemed to be almost one of chaos where unpredictability was the 

expectation for each day. For the engineering manager, the pressure to be effective in 
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a situation where nothing will stay still long enough to think about it is very 
demanding. The women spoke of the need for resilience in the face of setbacks and 

the need to appreciate that complex and challenging objectives are seldom reached 

without first building an effective team. This skill of team building was identified as 
being the key attribute for a successful engineering manager. Susan Leyton put it like 

this: 

"team building is much harder than beginners in the art would imagine, and depends 
onplaying to everyone's strengths, beingprepared to share both success and blame, 
and establishing trust. Really good teams with a strong common purpose cannot be 
created instantly ". 

Part of being an effective manager is understanding the art of influence and taking the 

time and effort to win people round, this nearly always being more effective than 
issuing edicts. Barbara Bing Turner, an Oxford University graduate working in a 
specialist consultancy, made reference to this aspect. Her experience of dictatorial 

style management had left her feeling that the poor management practice in the 
industry undermines both individual careers and business performance overall. She 

said that she wanted to move into management because she was sure that she could do 

it very much better than most managers she had come across. 

The person within the company to whom one reports was commented on as being 

another key signifier of status. The closer a manager is to the top, the more power and 
influence he/she is seen to have. With many consultants merging to form large 

multidisciplinary organisations, civil engineering in the UK has increasingly assumed 
a hierarchy-driven, corporate culture. Within this framework management is being 

recognised as a separately identified skill and not just an enhancement of the 
traditional technical engineering role. The changes to the UK industry that have 

occurred over the past ten years have produced a more globalised way of working and 
the demands on senior managers have become more sophisticated. One issue 

discussed is how engineers learn to manage and how women acquire leadership roles 

within this still male-dominated culture. This issue is taken up by Coyle (1989) who 

questions whether more women at the top will improve the position of women in 

general. She concludes that if decision-making power at high levels of authority can 
facilitate positive change in business practices, then women need to form part of 

management if women's concerns are to have any hearing at all. 
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Choosing managentent as careerpath 

Although most women were clear that moving into management provided greater 

material reward they were not convinced that management, especially senior 

management, could provide career satisfaction on a day-to-day level. Several women 

questioned whether they really wanted to join the fray and Helen Coates explained her 

viewpoint thus: 

"the nuts and bolls of engineering combined with a competitive almost antagonistic 
culture of construction contracts make an industry I think that suits met) better than 
women in general, so I think that if women dont gofar in engineering it'sjust as 
likely to be their choice because they recognise it's not something that they want to be 
part of ". 

Because women have been actively recruited into science and engineering over the 

past two decades and the numbers entering are on the increase, Helen's view offers 
one explanation for the continued concentration of female engineers in positions of 
low prestige. The argument, simply stated, is that women are choosing not to pursue 

senior management roles and the status that comes with them. This view was not 
shared generally by other women, who identified the norms and expectations within 
the industry as being the main instruments for keeping women out of the top jobs. 

Some spoke of the fall-out from the business of women deciding to do other things. In 

the absence of retention, women will remain under-represented as senior managers 

and decision-makers. This meant that few of the women could think of any female 

role models at all within the profession and for the two or three who did, the notion of 
being 'exceptional' or 'rare' characterised the naming of these women. 

A more general point was how engineers who prefer to remain close to the technical 
function could increase their pay and status without having to climb the corporate 
ladder; this applies equally to men and women within the profession. As Mary Jones, 

remarked "so many engineers are lost to management roles ". Does professional 

progress inevitably involve a move into management? This issue is mirrored in other 

professions such as teaching and nursing (Carpenter, 1993). Kanter (1993: 301) found 

in her research into corporate organisational life in the USA that some companies 
have established formal career paths for professionals to enable them to concentrate 

on their specialism without moving into management. This has provided them with 

the opportunity for higher pay and higher status though Kanter notes that for 
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engineers and scientists these dual ladders carry a suspicion that they are second-best 

and are often perceived as a compromise. 

Only one woman spoke of 'management' as leadership in the strategic sense and I 

was struck generally by the limiting of this concept to projects, people and functions 

within a narrowly defined corporate identity. Discussion of who leads the business 

was missing and only five women referred to a possible role for the ICE in this 

context. In contrast, there was much discussion of hierarchy and departments and staff 
grades and titles, all pointing to a traditional 'pyramid' type reporting structure. 
'Flatter' management models were not touched upon. Three women, in particular, 
made it clear that they had no wish to progress into a senior management position and 
interestingly the reasons given by each were different. Patricia Knight felt that the 
financial rewards were not sufficient to compensate for the stress involved. Miranda 
Ellis wished to remain purely on the technical side and felt that a management role 
would separate her from 'doing ' the engineering. Tania Forrest spoke about 'life 

choices' and having observed that senior management inevitably meant full-time 

working, she was not prepared to compromise her dual role as mother and engineer by 
following this path. Indeed, several women were of the view that in such a male- 
dominated industry working full-time was an absolute necessity when it comes to 
demonstrating wholehearted commitment. Fiona Kent was convinced that it was her 

part- time working rather than her role of mother that ultimately ended her 

management position though it is clear that the two factors are directly connected. 

These different explanations for changed working patterns all focus on the individual 

circumstances and preferences of the women as the major determinants of career 
progression. The fact that these choices had been made against a background of 

cultural constraint, conditioned by structured social arrangements that in essence limit 

what women can do when combining caring and working, was only really 

acknowledged by Fiona Kent with her reference to the downward career slide of the 

part-time worker. Certainly my findings support the last point; the women in the study 
holding the most senior posts of director all worked full-time. Indeed, Penny James 

who described her role as one of leadership made the point that: "because I have a 
leadership role it meatis that I have to physically be here; you can't leadfron, 

somewhere else ". 
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Whether full-time working is a requirement for reaching the top is open to debate but 

the prevailing culture of the business has this as an expectation and the women's 

experience generally seemed to endorse this. Five women were working part-time as a 

response to the problems of combining work with child-care and family 

responsibilities. In all these cases this had been a considered change in their work 

regime and the shorter hours did not seem to have altered their perception of work as 

career rather than job. Despite this, none of the women working part-time was in a 
senior management position and only one had any line management responsibility at 
all. The position for three of these women had been different before having children; 
they had had middle management positions, but two had decided to change the scope 
of their role on returning to work part-time, and the third had had her management 
responsibility stripped from her on the basis that working part-time was incompatible 

with management. Whilst many employers, civil engineering consultants and 
contractors amongst them, allow or even encourage part-time work orjob-sharing for 
lower-grade employees, they often refuse to extend such schemes to management 
positions; this, despite much research demonstrating how committed many part-time 
workers are to their jobs. In this sense part-time work is a career killer and those 

professionals who choose this option, even for a designated period, are regarded as 
having taken a step backward. Thus, the need for many women to juggle the 

responsibilities associated with nurturing both a career and a family is just not 
acknowledged or, if it is, it is then considered as the woman's problem. 

This organisational resistance to embracing part-time managerial jobs runs counter to 

a number of organisational trends which point the way to flexible work patterns as the 

successful model for the future. An article in the NCE (12/19 April 200 1) 

acknowledged that the industry was still very slow to offer job-sharing to staff, 

particularly those in management positions. None of the women in the study was in a 

job-share, and despite the fact that this is now on the increase in many other sectors, 

only one (Helen Coates) mentioned this either as a possibility for herself, or as part of 

a more general strategy for retaining staff. It is very rare to find a man and a woman 

sharing a management position as civil engineers, but the article uncovered a good 

example of this within the public sector body 'Transport for London' where the post 

of Assistant Director of Congestion Charging is shared. Although it can be more 

challenging to share a post, some positive advantages were identified such as bringing 
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two 'brains' to the problem and each bringing some freshness to work because they 

were both not there all the time. Organisations may regard job-shares as difficult to 

manage and this could be one reason why the profession has been slow to encourage 
this more. The growing problem of skills shortages in construction looks set to 

continue and it may be this factor more than any other which acts as the driver for 

change. 

Research has shown that women managers are far more likely to be single and/or 
childless than their male colleagues (Wajcman, 1998), and my findings support this. 
Of the seven most highly placed women in the study, four were childless and one had 

adult children at university; the other two worked full-time, employing a full-time 

nanny to care for their young children. Combining work with child-rearing continues 
to be stressful for most women, and this is not helped by organisations that adopt a 
double standard. This means in practice that the married male manager with two 

children and the corresponding domestic support structure is regarded as an asset 

whilst the female manager with children is regarded as less committed, more 
distracted and a potential liability. The message for women seems to be that if you are 

serious about your career then having children can seriously affect your advancement. 
Several women commented on this difficulty, and both Miriam McClean and Penny 

James explained that they had indeed taken this into account and had deliberately 

deferred the issue of parenthood until very late and Penny reflected, with regret, that 

she had probably left it too late. The division between home and work is not included 

in explanations of men's relation to employment and their role as parents is made 
invisible within an uninterrupted continuum of occupational experiences (see Chapter 
Three). On the other hand, women's relation to paid work is defined by this division 

so that they may be denied opportunities to progress into management posts. 

00 Managentent styles 
The interview with Penny James, commercial director of a public sector research 

organisation, allowed me to explore the issue of leadership and management in more 

detail than with the other women. Penny has wide contact with contractors, 

consultants, researchers, academics and statutory agencies and says that her optimism 

about the emergence of more progressive ways of working in the industry is guarded. 
Collaborative approaches to management such as those more commonly seen in the 

housing sector, for example, do not form part of the management style within civil 
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engineering with this firmly rooted in the 'command and control' mode. Penny's 

opinion that the industry is managed by ambitious men working on the basis of self- 
interest first and the common good second is shared by several other participants. A 

common feature of this style of management is the aspect of exercising power 'over' 

others; an alternative model suggested by both Penny and Helen Coates would be to 

share power with others to create a more inclusive organisation. Penny did not foresee 

change coming quickly: "there is no way it is going to change within twenty years as 
the dinosaurs are still there; they are controlling everything ". Penny spoke of what 
she described as '! /eminised ways of working" which she felt requires more women to 

enter the industry and reach positions of influence. The concept of critical mass is 

relevant in relation to the proportion of women needed to affect change. She was, 
however, clear that to assume an openly feminist stance was not helpful: "to be 
thought of as afendifist iii the constructioti hidustry would meati that you wouldn 't be 

able to have any iV711elice probably ". 

This then raises the question of what kind of management model could replace the 
top-down hierarchy of power. Nearly all expressed the view that women tend to 

manage differently from men and characterised this style as being "Moreflexible" and 
"being willing to challenge ideas and ways of doing things". At the core of this 
'difference' is their perception that women tend to consult more and are better 

communicators, adopting different tactics dependent on individual situations, thus 

making them more pragmatic. Several of the interview transcripts included narrative 

about particular incidents or chains of events where poor communication had itself 

been the problem. Ideas about how to correct this were interwoven throughout many 

of the accounts and included the following suggestions: 

participatory structures based on consultation 

consensual and collective decision-making 

sharing knowledge 

collaborative and not adversarial ways of working 
implementation of and not just 'lip service' to equal opportunities 
transparent reward structures 
camoebic' management (development of management skills within small teams 
which grow naturally and then subdivide) 
promoting diversity 
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One feature not listed above is 'fairness'. This was raised by two participants in light 

of their experience of female managers whom they felt acted more even-handedly 
than male managers, resisting the temptation to show favour and demonstrating some 

attachment to meritocratic ideals. As a result, their decisions drew greater respect 

amongst those who reported to them but this did not necessarily gain them greater 

status in the eyes of their superiors, all of whom, it was noted, were men. The success 

of a few women and perceived differences in their personal style does not change the 

nature of managerial power in the workplace that continues to be predicated on a male 
hierarchical model. 

The view of most participants was that if civil engineering is to become more 
welcoming to women this will require those women who are already in the business to 
have more influence. This does not necessarily mean, however, that they will bring a 
distinctive female style of management to the role. My research shows that women 

who have achieved leading management success have done so by modifying their 
behaviour to fit male norms. That is, they work long hours, maintain a clear separation 
between home and work and present themselves as very career oriented. The stories 

of Karen Shaw, Susan Hamilton, Wilomena Franks and Wendy Legate illustrate the 

point. Several participants specifically cited this as one reason why they were deterred 

from taking a management path. There is thus a tension between the expectation of 

some participants that women will apply a more 'female' style of management within 

the profession and the reality of the experience of those women who have achieved 

promotion to senior posts on the basis of a male management model. Ironically, the 

continuing skills shortage and low pay may contribute to giving more women the 

opportunity to rise to senior industry positions, but the terms on which they can expect 

to succeed may have changed very little. 

Being able to mobilise resources and affect change in an organisation is a function of 

power and, despite women's educational achievements and widespread presence in all 

professions (many having been the sole preserve of men), women continue to be 

under-represented in powerful company positions relative to their representation in 

the workforce. The reasons the participants gave for this as far as civil engineering is 

concerned were connected to industry expectations and to the need for women to 

recognise opportunities and operate strategically to move into the boardroom. Susan 

Hamilton spoke about 'self belief' which she felt most women lacked in terms of 
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taking up leadership roles. A strong emphasis of Susan Hamilton's account is the 

sense that women are caught in a cycle of 'powerlessness' because they are still such 

a small minority within the industry. 

The experience the women had of being managed by both men and women had 

generally been positive and for some this had specifically contributed to their sense of 
being valued. In a number of cases the management had been instrumental in 

advancing their careers and opening up new opportunities to undertake interesting 

projects. With the exception of the women working in their own consultancies, all 
those interviewed were reporting to a male manager. The overall satisfaction with the 

quality of management experienced on a personal level did not preclude extensive 

comment about male management styles within the industry that, in general, were 
characterised negatively. Some contrasted these with what one woman named as the 
'feminine alternative'. This highlights the marked dichotomy between the very 

positive and supportive management experienced generally by participants on an 
individual level and the criticism of management on a wider structural level that many 

perceived as being focused on corporate interests at the expense of individual good. 

This gives rise to the question 'do women 'do' management differently? ' The 

accounts showed that the understanding of what this might mean is very variable but a 

clear expectation was expressed that women should manage differently, with the 

strong implication that 'different' equals 'better' although their view was that they 

may compromise their success by doing so. Looking at the responses on this issue 

more closely, one can identify some key areas for further discussion that include: 

differences in management style, feminine leadership and alternative models. 

Although the discourse of difference formed the underlying theme of the participants' 

views about how men and women manage, some cases of very aggressive female 

managers were reported. These women were described as being more male than the 

men. The assumption that women 'work' and 'manage' differently from men thus did 

not go unchallenged and illustrates the complexity of this issue. Attributes that are 

termed 'male' and 'female do not necessarily apply to men and women individually 

but form the basis of stereotyping that sustains a set of gendered polarities 
(Ashburner, 1994). 
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Wilomena Franks, in her role as a company director, had attended a course on 

negotiation skills, and outlined some of the feedback from that which involved 

characterising people's working style as one of either two types. 'Blue' people tend to 
be very pleasant to deal with, easy going and friendly, placing a much higher 

emphasis on relationships than on concluding a discussion or negotiation. 'Red' 

people are more direct, harder edged and much more focused on the content of what is 

being agreed, rather than on how they are conducting the dialogue. Wilomena's 

assumption was that more men than women would adopt 'red' ways of working. In 

contrast to this assumption, she placed her own style as clearly 'red' and concluded 
that her career success could in part, at least, be attributed to this. However, she spoke 
of her surprised reaction to the findings of research presented at the end of the course 
that stated that those who arc most successful at a senior level in business, of which 
the large majority is men, tend to be more 'blue' than 'red'. Her observation of 
management within the sector is that these types of characterisation are not fixed, so 
that people may change and adapt their style over time. Becoming a manager and 

gaining seniority involves stages of progression, each of which may require different 

styles. All the participants spoke of the constant need to prove their competence to 

earn recognition and acceptance by both their peer group and management. For those 

climbing the hierarchy ladder, the perception might be (as was the case with 
Wilomena) that it is necessary to reject a distinctive feminine mode in favour of a 

conventional clear-cut, uncompromising approach. Thus, it is only when you are 

nearing the top of the ladder that you can become more interactive and consensual and 
less individualistic. This strategy could be labelled 'playing them at their own game'. 
Wilomena described this process: 

"I learned that there is probably a sort of ideal route at the moment through the 
company where you are very 'red'andyou become progressively 'bluer' and then you 
are recognised as being somebody who handles relationships alid difficult issues very 
well without creating waves and without being too harsh ". 
I posed the question to Wilomena whether it is possible to have both sets of attributes 

or whether they are mutually exclusive. Her view was that everyone has both, it is just 

that the balance changes in response to particular circumstances or challenges. She 

was clear though that as a female civil engineer the effects of emphasising process 

rather than results may not be good for one's career: "I can certainly think of a couple 
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of women who are quite 'blue'andI think that they arefine as engineers but theyfilst 
don't sort of cut a very clear profile anywhere and I think they stiffer because of it ". 

The suggestion that women may have different attributes to men, and that this could 

work in their favour, received some attention from three women in the study. Wendy 

Johnson, for instance, explained that she was in no doubt that her gender had worked 
for her rather than against her: "in some places it (heing a woman) has actually beell 

a considerable advalitage. I think I got more out of the site staff that? a mail in the 

same position would have got ". 

This comment referred to the issue of being a good communicator, which is an 
essential management tool. Wendy was about to be appointed to the post of main 
board director at the time of our meeting and she put her personal success down to her 

good communication skills and 'being noticed' and also being prepared to listen. "I 

got remembered by a lot ofpeoplejust because I was the woman there. Infact, I might 
have been the only one on many occasions, the honorary man ". Wendy's individual 

success mirrors that of other participants who spoke of their understanding of why 
they had achieved what they had, derived from a different perspective entirely. Their 

view centred on having to demonstrate to their senior colleagues that skills more 

generally associated with women such as communication and networking (making 

connections with both people and information) have a business value as well as a 

social value. The fact that women are not represented in greater numbers in the higher 

ranks of the profession can, in part, be explained by the cost, both in terms of time and 

energy, of this process of tacit persuasion. 

A remark that I found both perceptive and amusing came from Susan Leyton. This 

was said almost jokingly, off the record, after the interview as she walked me back to 

the main entrance of her office building. She said: 

"you Ibiow how men can only do one thing at a time, well it amazes me how they 
manage to remain so powerful in this husiness when multi-fasking is really important 
now. Women are hound to be better at this because so mally of us jolow nothing else! 
Juggle work, children, study, the lot. Endlessly. It's almost like secolid I'alure. "ere 
would we he ifwe only had to concentrate on one thing? " 
This remark further illustrates that women participate in the labour force on very 
different terms from men and this applies across the board to include professional 

women and unskilled women. Some of the other women referred to ways of 
incorporating this feature of so many women's lives into a 4career plus' or a positive 
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differentiator. Victoria Joseph adopted this approach when she was being interviewed 

for a senior management post. Asked how she could demonstrate her management 

ability she responded: 

"well my children have always turned up at the right place at the right time with the 
right kit and so have L And he didn't know what I was meaning. You looked at him 
and he didnt know what I meant and I thought well you havejust never tried doing 
that ". 
She got the job. What is interesting about this account is that Victoria had encountered 
opposition to her chosen career from all quarters; from her family, her school and her 

peer group. As a result, she had expected to meet problems and her coping strategy 
could be summed up by her keeping in mind that she had nothing to lose and making 
the most of opportunities. Victoria had made the discourse of 'difference' a positive 
attribute and her advice to other women was to do similarly: 

"you have got to look at the different skills that women are coming in with which isn't 
rej7ected in a standard CV and Ifeel that there is a lot of opportunity there to have a 
more balanced viewpoint at the top of afirm. A broader range. Ifyou look at a group 
ofpeople you see a whole spectrum of interest, but I dofeel groups at the top ofany 
organisation ought to rej7ect the membership of that organisation whether that's the 
Institution, whether it is a company or whether it is a country ". 
(W) "at (Ioes success look like? 
Both Terri Apter (1993) and Carole Pateman (1988) have provided a comprehensive 
critique of the gender relations of employment, taking the interface between the 

private realm of the home and the public world of work as the theme of their analysis. 
Men generally enter the workplace unfettered by domestic responsibilities whilst 
women are assumed to give a higher priority to these responsibilities over the 
demands of their career. The underlying assumption prevails that men will have wives 
or partners to support them at home and reproduce the family whilst professional 

women, no matter what support structures or arrangements are in place at home, are 

perceived to be compromised by the dual identity of worker and carer. This 

particularly applies to women seeking senior management positions, because their 

availability to fulfil all the demands of the position of director or chief executive is 

silently, if not overtly, questioned. There is much in the literature on the subject of the 
'career wife' and the benefits that accrue to their husbands from having a dependent 

and available partner to enhance their corporate standing (Folbre, 1994; Williams, 

2000). This it seems is the 'ideal' partnership based on the housewife/breadwinner 

marriage model. The participants' accounts indicate that civil engineering remains 
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very traditional, with this kind of family arrangement at its centre (particularly 

amongst managers) and several women identified this 'norm' as another way of 

excluding women. Pauline Jenkinson commented on her experience of the ex- patriot 

civil engineering community whilst working as a project director in South East Asia. 

She was unaccompanied and found that she was isolated socially because activities 

were family based and it was assumed that the wives of the other engineers would 

socialise and form friendships which would underpin their time there. The reality was 
that there was no place in the picture for a single senior level female engineer. Pauline 

comments: 

"one of the big issuesfor women working overseas is that it is a lot more difficult to 
finda man who would beprepared to accompanyyou than it would befor a man to 
find a woman. I think that's an issue and there is absolutely no appreciation of it by 
men whatsoever. Men have this big advantage that women don't have called a wife 
and I have to admit with this newjob I am seriously considering advertisingfor a 
housekeeper ". 

The dominant reality from the corporate perspective suggests that a successful 

manager comes with a package of attributes such as stability, unconstrained 

availability and a fully supportive partner. It is not difficult to see how the married 

man, with a family and his dependent wife who concentrates on 'nurturing', so easily 
fits the bill. There is no doubt that this forms part of the standard or ideal manager 

type within corporate culture where firms gain the benefit of the unpaid labour of 

managers' wives. Women striving for this type of success have to compete against 

this 'ideal' or 'norm' and many referred to this issue and how equal opportunities did 

not form part of mainstream practice in the industry. One participant described how 

she had been asked what she regarded as inappropriate questions at an interview for a 

senior management post. These revolved around issues of her future family intentions 

and around existing caring responsibilities. She was convinced that a male candidate 

would not have been asked the same questions. Men and women do not start from an 

equal position. 

One of the key themes which emerged from the interviews with the seven most 

successful, or most highly placed women (five in director posts and two in their own 

consultancy practices) was the strength of their commitment to their careers. All 

described their profession as integral to their identity and claimed that work had 

always taken priority in their lives. There were shades of difference in degree between 

those who had children and those who did not, but they all spoke about the vision they 
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had for themselves, which to a greater part was centred on the investment that each 
had made to their career. The centrality of work to their lives did not negate the 

importance of other roles within family and wider social networks, but these had to be 

managed to fit in with work responsibilities. Perhaps with the exception of Victoria 

Joseph who spoke about career stages and the need to be flexible to take account of 

change and transition in one's personal life, I was struck by the male pattern of 

progression that these women portrayed, i. e. fast track, full-time, as uninterrupted as 

possible and totally committed. 

Despite the advances that women have made in the world of work, many women are 

actively questioning the values of the corporate world and voting with their feet, 

leaving large organisations in favour of a less certain but more rewarding self- 

employed lifestyle. Indeed, three women in the study had chosen this route. In one 

case (Victoria Joseph) this was to ensure a more flexible work pattern that would 

accommodate raising a family, but in the other two cases (Susan Hamilton and Wanda 

Jessop) it was a move rejecting the competitive nature of corporate culture. In this 

instance, the requirement, as a single woman, for financial security was very much 

less important than the need to create a more balanced life where work was not 

everything. Victoria's view was that even where women succeed in engineering, they 

cannot transform the culture within which it operates. Although the approach to career 

that emphasises work to the exclusion of everything else is now being questioned, 

ideologically it seems that these values continue to be powerful and provide the 

6 norm9 or the benchmark for success. Women, therefore, understandably feel that they 

have to prove themselves within this framework and on these terms. By and large, 

then, this is what success still looks like. 

7. Conclusion 

The issues discussed in this chapter characterise the profession as slow to change its 

cultural base despite pressures to adapt business practices in response to technological 

advances and the demands of globalisation. In particular, the culture and image of the 

ICE were characterised as forces acting in a counter direction to change and 

modernisation and were seen as actually retarding the process of change through 

maintenance of what participants termed as rigid and old-fashioned practices. This 

kind of change suggests a macro perspective that most women found difficult to 

engage with, particularly in relation to specific reforms. Their perspective was more 
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keenly focused on the micro level, on their own situation within their particular 

company. This was to be expected and arose, in part, from the nature of the interview 

schedule which directed participants to reflect on individual experience. Most of the 

participants appeared to be resigned to the underlying adversarial nature of the 
industry and their energies, generally, were directed at negotiating this type of culture 

within their specific organisations rather than actively trying to change it on a wider 
level. 

Despite the personal perspective of individual accounts, working long hours emerged 

as a common theme and this seems to be established as a deep-rooted subculture 

within the industry. Some women, though, are choosing to reject this as the dominant 

model and strategies for creating work/life balance are discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTERSEVEN 

WORK/LIFE BALANCE 

1. Introduction 

The concept of work/life balance covers a range of issues including time spent at work, 

volume of work, organisational expectations, workplace culture, job satisfaction and life 

outside work that may involve caring responsibilities, hobbies, sports interests and 

public office/voluntary roles. Two themes have emerged from the research that appear 

particularly significant: the first concentrates on the amount of time spent at work in 

relation to the long hours culture within civil engineering and how responses to this can 
impact on career progression and, the second considers ways of managing the boundary 
between work and family. 

This chapter considers the psychological and physical consequences ofjuggling work 

and other commitments but also discusses whether there are any positive consequences 

associated with this. Coping with multiple roles presents individuals with competing 
demands on their time and energy and the interviewees considered these conflicts both 

in terms of daily traumas and occurrences (for example, the sick child who cannot 

attend school) and also as a longer term strategic issue in relation to quality of life. 

Some women discussed the concept more as lifestyle choice and saw this not only as a 

woman's issue but also as a human issue questioning traditional definitions of 'career' 

and 'success'. Overall it is important to note that work/life balance was discussed 

mainly in terms of the extent to which work interferes with family and leisure rather 

than the extent to which family interferes with work. This reflects the emphasis of most 

research in this area (Thompson & Beauvais, 2000). 

For many women the critical problem of work/life balance centred on the issue of 

working long hours and for some this involved stints overseas. The perceived 

requirement to be completely flexible and available to stay late in the office, travel to 

meetings around the country and abroad, often at short notice, was experienced by some 

as very stressful This is therefore the focus of the first part of the chapter. The second 

section is concerned with work/family conflict and discusses strategies for resolving this 

and looks particularly at the experience of part-time working. The last two sections of 

this chapter concentrate on the particular types of pressures identified by the participants 
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and on approaches they adopted to deal with these. The way that boundaries between 

work and non-work roles are negotiated and maintained form part of this discussion. 

2. Long hours culture 
Despite technological advance within construction, the sector is still underpinned by a 

work pattern characterised by long and unsociable hours; this applies equally to UK and 

overseas projects (Langford et al, 1995). The problems associated with the long hours 

culture within the profession that produces a climate of 'presenteeism' has been 
discussed in the previous chapter and this factor appears to particularly affect the ability 
to find a satisfactory balance between work, leisure and family time. 

There is wide reference to this issue in the literature (see Chapter Three) and the topic 

receives much attention in the media in a variety of connections. Workers in the UK 

work longer hours than those in any other EU country, with the average male working a 
forty-seven-hour week (Guardian, 16 January 2001). The letters page of the NCE 

regularly includes contributions on this issue from both men and women questioning 

whether it really is necessary for civil engineers to work sixty and seventy hour weeks 
as the norm. A majority of the women in the study working full-time indicated that they 

worked far longer than their contracted hours and often found that they had to take work 
home just, as one woman put it, to "keep up". Wilomena Franks, in her position as a 
director, said that she generally worked a fifty hour week and Miriam McClean, also a 

company director, spoke similarly. Wendy Johnson, chief engineer of a large consultant, 

said that one outcome of her recent separation from her husband was that she could 

return to concentrating on work. Although she disapproved of long hours she felt that 

the change in her personal circumstances allowed her to work late if necessary and not 
feel guilty about it. She said she almost felt a sense of relief that the conflict between 

her career and home life had now been removed though a reduction in stress had been 

replaced by an increased loneliness. The degree to which her marriage had suffered as a 

result of her focus on her career was unclear, but the fact that their roles had become 

very different, with her husband taking early retirement and her working full-time in a 

senior position, was one reason she offered to explain the change in her personal 

circumstances. This suggested that in Wendy's case it had in fact been family 

circumstances that had interfered with work and this was the only such example in the 

research. She confided that she had just been informed of her forthcoming appointment 

as a director and she was looking forward to her new role. When I asked her whether 
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she thought that her promotion was due in any way to the greater efforts she had been 

making in her job since her separation, she responded by saying that her instinct was 

that the two were not unconnected. She could once again be seen as a single-minded 

career woman without distractions. 

All the women in the study were open about the long hours culture within the profession 

and the expectation of senior managers that they would stay as long as it took to finish 

the job. Some spoke of their experience of working sixty to seventy hours a week on a 
regular basis. One participant, Meena Patel, described how she had worked through the 

night to get a bid ready for the courier at nine the next morning and, having met this 
deadline, she donned her coat to go home (exhausted) but was halted in her tracks by 
her boss asking "where doyou thinkyou are going? " Whilst this incident may not be 

typical, it demonstrates how 'winning work', and the strains this can place on 
employees, is a constant focus for managers with repercussions for staff at all levels. 

All the women commented that there was an unspoken understanding within the 
industry that civil engineering was not nine to five work. Problems on jobs, delays in 

schedules, weather difficulties, a greater number of overseas clients and better 

developed consultation processes, all combined to require flexibility of the modem civil 

engineer. The way that the word 'flexibility' was used implied, in the main, an 

availability and willingness to stay at work as long as necessary and those who could 

not conform to this expectation were regarded in a lesser light. Susan Leyton, who 

works as a principal chartered engineer for a mainstream consultant, commented "you 

are expected to beflexible, if thejob needs to be done to meet a deadline people will 

stay on anddo it"'. Susan, though, regarded this very much as a quid pro quo 

arrangement, and was keen to point out that 'accruing' hours meant that on some days 

she could leave early to do 'family' things, so some flexibility in working hours was in 

fact advantageous provided the 'pay back' was claimed. She was the only woman to 

explicitly mention 'taking back' hours for herself as a way of trying to improve 

work/life balance. 

The issue of the long hours culture was as relevant for single women without family 

commitments as this interfered with other aspects of life. These women spoke about a 

range of interests and leisure pursuits that they enjoyed but making a commitment to 

any of these on a regular basis was regarded as problematic by the majority. Three 

participants had moved from their family homes in Scotland to the South-East and in 
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each case they remarked how difficult it was to plan visits 'home' because of regular 

weekend working. There was general comment about the expectation that weekend 

working had become part of the culture of construction. Naomi Gill explained that this 

was regarded as necessary to "getjobs through" and that because of this expectation, 

the management was reluctant to make additional payments to professional staff who 

worked at weekends. 

The discussions on this topic highlighted a number of interesting features and two 

particularly stand out: firstly, poor project management of jobs often leading to crisis 

situations which could not wait until the next day for action and secondly, the need to be 

t seen' to be at work at least as long as the boss. The culture of 'presenteeism' in the 
industry was regarded as widespread and affected women more disproportionately 
because of the primacy of other roles in their lives. As Helen Coates put it "being there 

andbeingseeii to be there iseverythitig". Helen did not have a family or any other 

caring responsibilities, but the emphasis of her comments on this aspect of civil 

engineering revolved around caring for herself to ensure that she had enough energy to 

enjoy her leisure time: 

"there is definitely a culture of long working hours and I can remember saying to one of 
our directors that it was my ambition to have ajob-share and his reaction to that was 
that we obviously haven't inspiredyou with engineering. I said that's not really the 
point. You laiow we are supposed to live in an age where it is ? lot necessaryfor 
everybody to work all the time any more. Isnt it better that more people should be 
working a reasonable amount of time and eiyoying themselves outside work as well, 
rather than havingpeople who are working sixty hour weeks? Since I have been with - 
it has been noticeable thatpeople work longer hours oil a regular basis". 

This was particularly problematic for Meena Patel, who spoke of her forthcoming 

marriage and expressed some concern about how her career might be affected by her 

new status. She felt that there were cultural constraints that would make site working, 

for instance, more difficult for her. The family she was marrying into would not find her 

working on a construction site an acceptable role for a married Asian woman. Also, 

working in the office late in the evening alongside mainly male colleagues would be 

questioned. Meena was the youngest woman in the study and already had quite a 

responsible position that she found enjoyable and demanding. 

V dofind that I stay long hours. I have been here until eleven in the evening. I've been 
here until one in the morning doing lenders because they have got to be it, by the next 
morning, no ifs, no buts. You are presumed, you are not asked. It is presumed that you 
will stay. Everyone here is male, those who stay behind, and when they get home their 
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dinner is already in the oven; they dont have to think ofanything else. Whereas I had to 
think, oh my God how am I going to get home? Is it safefor me to get home? I've got to 
go home and cook still. I don't think that men have that sort ofresponsibility. Everyone 
just assumes that you are going to stay andfinish what you have started". 
I was struck by the enthusiasm Meena had for her work. "I absolutely love working" she 

told me, but the prospect of having a family was already starting to worry her because 

she felt that civil engineering and children just do not mix. "How will I work and care? 

she wondered. Part of her concern related to her belief that part-time working is not 
really an option and the long hours as the norm militate against this as a practical 
possibility. A dearth of women who have successfully combined mothering and 
working was commented on: "every woman engineer that I 14iow ofdoesn't have 

children yet ". 

Management quality within the profession was commented upon by several participants, 

particularly within the context of effective working practices which themselves impact 

strongly on how jobs are carried out and how long they take to complete. It was stressed 
that if contracts were managed better, then last minute panics and long evenings could 
be avoided. Barbara Bing Turner saw this as a critical aspect of her experience: 

"I think that within the civil engineering industry, management is not something that is 
done particularly well and I have come to many scenarios where I suppose I haven't 
been managedproperly in that the management distanced themselves, I am sure due to 
work overload So often projects go wrong as a result of that or aren't kept on track as 
a result of that ". 

Linda Cook, working in a high profile leadership role within the profession, expanded 

on this theme: 

"I think a lot of the hours we have to put in are because we firefight'. If we took more 
time in planning and thinking through the process in working together as a team we 
would cut out a lot of the duplication. There is an awful lot of wasted effort that we put 
in because we are covering our backs and this is not actually adding value to the 
product at the end of the day ". 

This is due, in part, to a blame culture that still operates in the profession; the freedom 

to make mistakes does not generally exist as part of the ethos of the industry. Some 

differences in parts of the profession were identified, and Molly Peters moved from a 
leading engineering consultant into academia, mainly because of her low quality of life, 

which she saw as being caused by the constant demands of long hours in the office. 

"I was working extremely long hours and had been doing sofor quite a long time and 
came to realise that with -, orfor that matter any other engineering consultant, the 
competitive nature of the industry is such that there would be no choice but to put in 
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those long hours. So I dont put that down to any one employer, it isjust the nature of 
the industry, because I knowfrom talking to people in otherfirms that theyfeel the same 
way. Ipersonally wanted to cut back to what I considered to be a more reasonable 
working week. I moved to m currentposition not because I had any big desire to work y 
in academic life at all but because Ifelt that it would offer a change, an improvement 

Molly indicated that although the rigours of academic life are not dissimilar to working 
for a consultant, she felt that she had more flexibility and that her work/life balance had 

improved as a result. The issue of working long hours on a regular basis is connected to 

quantity and quality of output and several women made this connection. Wendy 
Johnson's view was clear: "People do work long hours. Aere are particular people 
who work very long hours and there are others that don't. I must admit I an? not one of 
the ones that work very long hours. My output drops if I work very long hours ". 

She and others spoke about the stigma attached to working sensible hours and identified 
herself as someone who could act as a role model for working in a focused and efficient 

way within the contracted hours. "I think it has got to be accepted thatyou are not 

shirking ifyou go home at the right time, provided that you are actually producing work 

and the quality is OK". Wendy had been prepared to risk being thought of as a less 

valued member of staff. "I decided that enough was enough, there was more to life 

Her approach to balancing home and work responsibilities had not seemed to impede 

her progress though she did feel that she was entering a more work-dominated phase of 
her life as retirement approached. 

Looking at civil engineering as a whole including both the contracting and the 

consulting communities, there is no doubt that working long hours, particularly on site, 
is strongly connected to the issue of pay. Most professional civil engineers, especially at 
the middle and senior levels, would not expect to receive extra pay for working longer 

than their contracted hours. This of course is much the same in other professions such as 

teaching, medicine and the law. However, there is an expectation amongst the 

contracting staff that overtime will be available on a regular basis and that this will be 

paid often at time and a half and is regarded almost as an entitlement. Even with the 

new European working time directive that stipulates a maximum forty-eight-hour week, 

there is still pressure on management from site staff to ignore this legislation and 

continue with the old pattern of long days and regular weekend working. The concept of 

'flexibility' in the workplace has thus assumed a dual meaning: as part of male culture 

this is interpreted as working longer hours or 'overtime' but in female culture this is 
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seen as working part-time. Trying to change this culture is obviously going to be 

difficult, because site staff want the extra money paid at overtime rates, but some 

contractors are starting to implement changed policies. 

Wendy Legate, a director of a large contractor, spoke at length about the business of 

trying to bring about a fundamental shift in attitude towards this issue. She was clear 

that unless there is a demonstrated commitment from the top to work sensible hours, 

there would never be any change further down the industry. 

"7here will always be, I am convinced of it because I have spoken to them, workaholics. 
Men who will work daft hours and they will get to work early, they wont leave the 
office until nine at night and what we are trying to get over to those people is that that is 
an example they are setting. So if the regional directors are working those hours that is 
the example they are settingfor their senior management and everybody else who works 
in the office, because if they know that the senior guy is there until nine o'clock well 
they think, oh better do that. So it is an ongoing target of ours to reduce hours 

Wendy was convinced about the underlying reason for this attitude: 

"I have my own little theory that it is all a male macho thing andyou lalow who is in the 
office last. Andfrom where I comefrom, somebody who works all those hours produces 
in my eyes the same as somebody who is working nine untilfive. I dont see any 
difference in the output". 
Clearly though, this view is not widely held across the industry which maintains the 

culture of long working hours as part of its mythology (Langford et al, 1995: 194). 

Occupational and professional identity constitute a vital aspect of 'self for most men 

and the degree to which they progress at work contributes to their sense of self worth. 

Working longer and harder, it seems, is an intrinsic part of career development and for 

men, marriage and parenthood in no way contradict these career expectations. Thus, 

stereotypes continue to be powerful with men defined by their work whilst women are 

expected to look to other roles to complete their sense of 'self'. For women who seek to 

pursue careers, particularly in male-dominated professions, there may be no 

complementarity between work, career and family but rather a sense of heightened 

conflict between these different aspects of life. Many of the participants made this point 

specifically in relation to their attempts to maintain credibility in their professional role 

whilst at the same time trying to ensure time and energy for their family life. 

The culture of achievement within the profession was seen by some interviewees to be 

confused with the long hours syndrome. Wilomena Franks commented that: "I don't 

think there is a culture of long working hours but there is a culture ofpeople pushing 
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themselves very hard to achieve what they want to achieve or what they think is 

expected of them as a product andpeople will work very long hours to get there ". 

On this topic, Wilomena told me that just a year before she had been working about 
seventy hours a week for quite a long stretch. This had had a detrimental impact on her 

family life and it was unlikely that she would allow the same situation to occur again. 
Her normal working pattern, as a company director, had settled down to roughly fifty 
hours a week. This in fact seemed to be about what constituted the average for most of 
the women, but there was an acknowledgement by them all that this could increase with 
peaks occurring on particular projects. Thus, although there was criticism of 'male 

ways of working'as one woman described it, with long hours being a principal feature, 

virtually all the women working full-time were in fact adopting the same model. This 
seemed to be an essential requirement for being accepted and feeling comfortable with 
colleagues. The only exceptions were those working part-time and even then, as 
Patricia Knight commented, it felt necessary to take work home. It seems from the data 
that it is virtually impossible to avoid this practice. 

3 Overseas working 
Chapter Two described how civil engineering has increasingly become a global 
business, with many of the larger UK consultants having opened offices throughout the 

world in an attempt to secure the best possible share of large scale infrastructure 

projects, particularly in Asia. The emphasis on the UK market has continued to decline, 

resulting in many engineers having to work abroad for varying periods of time. This 

change has opened up possibilities for some and posed problems for others. Even where 

work does not require medium or long-term relocation, there is increasingly a 

requirement to travel and this can be very disruptive for engineers and their families and 

can impact negatively on work/life balance. Underpinning this change in the industry is 

the associated assumption by employers that their technical staff will have an 

unrestricted availability to travel, often at very short notice. Being available to move 
from one site to another, from one area of the country to another and from one country 

to another is regarded as a valuable attribute for success. This is a problem for many 

women and had posed difficulties for several participants. 

Fiona Kent and Tania Forrest, both with young children, described how extensive 

detailed domestic planning was absolutely essential before any overseas trip and that the 
key to this was adequate warning which, they both agreed, was not always possible or 
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sufficient. Both women spoke about the stress they experienced as a result of having to 

put what Tania Forrest described as the "home management" in place before travelling 

abroad and how, as a result, they had taken a conscious decision to "not get involved ill 

overseas projects" wherever possible. Fiona Kent commented on the issue of the 

uncertain duration of overseas trips. She explained that this was related to a number of 
factors including local weather conditions, project progress and problems with contracts 

and equipment. 

Even for women with no caring commitments who would like the opportunity of 

working on overseas projects, their gender may stand in the way of their perceived 

suitability for this work and several participants described how this had indeed 

characterised their experience. Evetts (1996) found that expectations of employers with 
regard to the willingness of engineers and scientists to relocate were clearly gender 
differentiated. Helen Zell commented that she was sure that she had been "overlooked", 

as she put it, for a number of overseas assignments despite having sufficient project 

experience and the relevant expertise. She felt that only her gender could account for 

this. 

The problems for women engineers working in Asia and Africa were discussed by 

several interviewees, who felt that the cultural barriers to their presence were sometimes 
overwhelming. Particular difficulties were identified in relation to some Muslim 

countries, with Pakistan singled out for special comment. The increasing 
fundamentalism of some Muslim countries emerged as an important issue for the future, 

as far as women being able to work alongside male colleagues, was concerned. Some 

countries were described as being 'closed' to western professional women and this was 
therefore potentially a limiting factor for women's careers, especially for those wishing 
to concentrate in the water and irrigation field. There was a degree of resignation to the 

situation expressed by a majority of the interviewees though it was clear that for some 
being denied the opportunity of working on some of the largest and most interesting 

infrastructure projects was a disappointment. There was one dissenting view from 

Wendy Johnson. She claimed that women working on overseas engineering projects 

were still unusual and as a result she felt that their views were listened to. In this context 

she considered her gender an advantage. This minority opinion in fact supports the 

anecdotal evidence offered by Takahashi (2000) who found that women executives 

working abroad possess a competitive edge over men because of their visibility. 
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For a few participants the issue of travelling away from home regularly, both within the 

UK and abroad, had assumed a central focus in their efforts to achieve work/life 
balance. It had caused Tania Forrest, for example, to reconsider her career plans. This 

had resulted in her move to a more office-based role. This type of choice was regarded 
by some as a necessary compromise to accommodate family responsibilities but not as a 
demotion, whilst others saw this change very much as a career halt. What is clear is that 
for women working overseas, particularly in developing countries, there are structural 
and personal problems that can directly affect their progress and their performance in 

the job. These factors are complex and interact on a number of levels to affect 
recruitment, promotion and job satisfaction. Integral to these factors is the assumption 
that it is women who give care to families and dependants in the private sphere of the 
home and it is this role that limits their opportunity and performance in the public 
sphere. 

Connected to the culture of long working hours and frequent trips away from home was 
concern over how to balance work, caring, personal development and leisure in a 
pattern that would bring quality of life. Issues linked to running a home and maintaining 
family life were also commented upon with some women finding that even with well 
organised domestic help their work continued when they got home for as Oakley (1997: 
43) points out 'when domestic roles and tasks are gendered, women do most of the 

work'. So for many participants, especially (though not exclusively) those with young 

children, the critical question was how to achieve a balance between a fulfilled career 

and a range of personal roles as friends, partners, wives, mothers and daughters. 

4. Work/family conflict 
Many interviewees were balancing career and family roles at an age when male 

colleagues were devoting more and more time to work and taking advantage of 

interesting and challenging work opportunities unconstrained by their role as parents. In 

fact, when men become fathers there is evidence that they spend longer at work either to 

make up for some loss of income from the mother or to escape to the relative 'calm' of 

the workplace (Figes, 1994: 93). The culture of working long hours discussed above is 

therefore relatively unaffected by the advent of fatherhood. Some women were 

themselves also following this model of success which leads to even more time at work 

but others had reviewed their work pattern and had made changes to reflect lifestyle 

preferences as well as parenting responsibilities. For those participants balancing the 
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role of engineer and mother, the issue of work/life balance assumed the primary focus 

of work/family conflict (Thompson & Beauvais, 2000) and this section discusses 

parenthood and part-time working as particular features of this paradigm. 

The degree to which other roles that women may have (being a mother for example) are 
visible in the workplace, and the impact this may have on their credibility, was the 
subject of extensive comment. Many suggested that there was reasonably equal 
treatment between men and women until women became pregnant, so that motherhood 
was seen as a key differential in a way that fatherhood was not. The notion that 
motherhood is often associated with a change in working arrangements, notably a shift 
to part-time working, was commented upon, because the organisational structure of 
most civil engineering consultants is such that those seeking a managerial career are 
locked into traditional, inflexible working practices. Working part-time or taking 
extended leave to care for dependants is not a viable option if a woman (or man) seeks 
to move up the company hierarchy. This finding is reflected in research carried out by 
Cockburn (1991: 96) into the employment practices of a government department. The 
essence of some of the accounts from Cockburn's study was that motherhood, 
particularly working motherhood, is punished in the workplace and the impacts are felt 
by all women because just the 'threat' of motherhood is enough to cast women in a less 
serious light when it comes to their careers. This contradicts the views of participants in 
my research who felt that generally they had had similar opportunities as male peers to 
progress up until the time they became pregnant. At that point, they said that they had 
become aware of changed attitudes towards them by their managers and other senior 
colleagues. Fiona Kent and Susan Leyton both recounted specific events that had 
occurred not long after they had informed their employers of their pregnancies. These 

occurrences suggested they were being marginalised or as Fiona put it "gradually 

removed' from the decision-making arena. A report entitled "Birth Rights" published by 

the National Association of Citizens Advice Bureaux (2001) found that thousands of 
women are still sacked illegally because they are pregnant and many are also threatened 

with dismissal. This confirms the findings of the Equal Opportunities Commission 
(2001) whose research into pay and promotion found that "the biggestfactor which 

adversely affects womeWs promotion prospects, or at least the prospectsfor women of 

child-bearing age, is thefear they willfallpregnant ". 
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The assumption still prevails that all women have a natural proclivity towards 

motherhood and caring. Whilst pregnancy and motherhood are still feted by society, 

they are viewed negatively by the majority of employers, in terms of financial cost and 

organisational disruption. This may be understandable given the practical arrangements 

and accommodations that employers and employees have to make in order to provide 

the necessary 'cover' for women on maternity leave or longer term career breaks. 

However, the issue is much broader and is linked to the different values we place on the 

respective jobs that men and women do. The perception that childcare is 'women's 

work' and a private and individual responsibility, rather than a social concern, lies at the 
heart of the issue. An essential component of the assumption is that even in a two-parent 
family, it will be the mothers who have the principal caring role and that their careers 
will be of lesser importance than those of their male partners. Whether this effect is 

more pronounced in a mainly privatised and male-dominated profession is uncertain, 
though, when Melinda Jackson explained that she was plucking up courage to inform 

her employer that she was four months pregnant, and would be the first woman in the 

company to seek maternity leave, I reflected that this would not be the case for a 
teacher, a nurse or a social worker, these professions being mainly located in the public 

sector. 

The issue of 'visibility' was raised in a number of guises, but particularly in relation to 

part-time working. Tania Forrest, who works part-time, alluded to this: I suppose 

women are seen differently if they are part-time because you know it's realised that they 
have other roles to pW'. The visibility issue can be seen as part of the culture of 
'presenteeism' that favours the majority who are full-time workers. Cohn (2000: 168) 

refers to visibility as one of the twenty-six things to remember about discrimination; 

"workers who stand out rise quickly if they are successful all the time, but their 

conspicuousness insures dramatic punishmentforfailure". Where this leaves those who 

work part-time and have to deliver similar outcomes in a competitive, results-driven 

environment is unclear though several women in the study were sure that the stress of 

this option would be overwhelming and they had deliberately chosen, as they saw it, not 

to compromise their position by working part-time. Overall, part-time working was seen 

as a more significant factor in the image and success stakes than either personal 

appearance or dress code. Connected to the issue of networking, it is more difficult for 

part-time workers to advance their careers via the 'who you know' model, because they 
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are not there all the time to be certain of who they need to know. Because more women 
than men work part-time their careers are therefore adversely affected to a greater extent 
than those of male colleagues. 

There were variations in the participants' experiences as part-time workers. Of the 

thirty-one women engineers interviewed only six were working part-time; in five cases 
they had chosen to do this to combine the labour of caring for young children with their 

professional work. In the case of the remaining part-timer Susan Hamilton, working less 

than full-time was a conscious choice to have a different work life balance: she has no 
caring responsibilities. Patricia Knight's experience of working part-time since the birth 

of her children had been that her status had not been compromised by motherhood and 
the consequent reduction in her working hours. She was very clear about this and spoke 
with enthusiasm about the projects she was working on and the flexibility afforded her 
by her employer. However, although her organisational status had not been impaired by 
her change to part-time working she did feel that she was assigned "less exciting work" 
and regarded these projects as less challenging. She felt that she benefited from having 
heichildren when she was already well established with the company and had risen to a 
senior management position though she had decided not to seek further promotion and 
had placed her career 'on hold'. She also felt that women could not be discussed as a 
type within the profession but were seen as individuals and perception of performance 
was not overly influenced by gender. In contrast, Fiona Kent had experienced work post 
motherhood as a struggle, resulting in her leaving her employer. She felt that she had 

suffered direct discrimination because, although it had been agreed that she could work 
part-time and retain her management responsibilities, in practice because of the way the 

company organised meetings and line management functions, it gradually became 

impossible for Fiona to do her job on the agreed three days a week. The picture she 

painted was one of an undercurrent of conflict with her employer: 

"I think there were some real practical difficulties. If I had been prepared to say employ 
a nanny and leave the house at hap'past seven andget back at seven andfor the nanny 
to get the children up so basically I wouldjust see the children at weekends then 
probably it would have worked IfI had been prepared to go away to meetings like I 
used to and get back at nine o'clock. But I think I wasfairly honest and said I am not 
prepared to do that. I need quite a bit ofnofice ifyou want me to go to meetings so that 
I can get coverfor the children. Yheyjust werentflexible to do that So the message 
that they gotfrom me was that Rona is not prepared to do those things whereas the 
message I was trying to get across was I need some more notice and I can't drop 
everything necessarily and go to a meeting tomorrow in Scotland". 
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Fiona's disillusion with her employer, following the change in her working pattern, 

stemmed not just from her individual treatment but from broader implications. 

"I think Ifeel particularly let down because I was told when I initially wanted to go 
part-time that that wasfine and that the company really wanted it to work because they 
wanted to be able to prove to wometi younger than me that you could have children and 
have a career". 
Fiona appeared to be still traumati'sed by the discrimination she had encountered and 

when we met, she explained that she had decided to do some self-employed consultancy 
and return to part-time postgraduate study, which would allow her to create a better 
balance between her home and professional life. This pattern is not uncommon, but for 

those women whose incomes are essential to the family budget, this can be a precarious 
path to tread, not least because some women, on becoming mothers, experience a loss of 
confidence in their professional abilities. 

Gemma Sales returned to work twenty-nine weeks after the birth of her son, working 
two days per week in a new role that had been created for her. Although different from 

the project managing she had been doing previously, she was enjoying the challenge of 
her new position which carried high status and considerable responsibility. She did hint 

at compromise, in that her current post was not as exciting or demanding as that which 
she had held prior to her maternity leave, but she was very clear that this was a price 
worth paying for the opportunity to have time with her son. In this respect she regarded 
her present work as an investment for the future, when she saw herself eventually 
resuming full-time work. Gernma's experience of combining part-time working with 
motherhood, like Patricia Knight's, had been positive and their accounts were imbued 

with the sense that they had been in control of their situation and had been able to 

negotiate packages that suited them. This clearly stemmed from their being valued by 

their employers, so that they could demonstrate their individual worth. Fiona Kent, 

although in a similar position, found that her employer's attitude was the key factor, 

with a large gap between intention and stated policy and practice. The experience of 
Tania Forrest of working motherhood was remarkably similar to Patricia's and 
Gemma's and she, of the five, seemed the most satisfied with the outcome she had 

established for herself Of all the organisations represented in the research, it was Tania 

and Patricia's that seemed to offer the most enlightened and forward looking approach 

to recruiting and retaining staff. 
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Paula Alexander was employed by the same company as Tania and Patricia and spoke 

equally highly of their good practice in terms of extended maternity provision and the 

availability of flexible working arrangements to accommodate her preference for three 
days a week. She felt that there were strains associated with part-time working, both for 

her and her colleagues, but that overall these were manageable. Paula spoke of the 
'inconvenience' factor to the company of her working reduced hours and, interestingly, 

she was the only woman to mention this. She seemed to feel that, although she had good 
skills to offer, it was the company who was doing her a favour by agreeing to her 

changed work arrangements and she valued this highly and wanted in return to be as 
flexible and responsive as possible within the constraints of her child-care provision. 
The message seems to be that employers who value their staff can expect to retain them, 
together with all the investment they have made in their development. This message 
obviously does not apply just to civil engineering companies but in an industry that is 
increasingly troubled by skills shortages, but is still slow to change and embrace 
diversity, women may be less likely to be regarded as tokens or 'liabilities' in the future. 

Deciding to work part-time (for whatever reason) carries a risk of putting one's career in 
jeopardy (Cohn, 2000). However, the experience of these women seems to suggest that 
there may be some significance in timing when starting a family. Delaying motherhood 
until a secure professional foothold is established, and one has proved one's value, may 
well be a predictor of the likely bargaining power one has to return to work following 

maternity leave on terms that suit. This may also affect longer term career opportunities; 
none of the women working part-time to enable them to care for their children had 

changed their employer since becoming mothers and none of them indicated their 
intention to do so. Gemma Sales was clear that her compromise in working part-time 
currently was an investment towards an enhanced position with the company in the 
future. 

When Gillian Hayes became a mother she was sure that for her, part-time working 

could not be a long-term option. This decision was not based on financial necessity, but 

rather on the need to remain a full-time professional so that her status would not be 

compromised by a change to her working hours which might signify a lesser 

commitment to her career. She explains: "I don't believe that I would have the same 

standing or respect ifI wasn't workingfit/1-time. 7hat is my own perception". A key 

influence, though, was the nature of the business itself with its well-established long 
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hours culture and the customer expectations associated with this. Gillian describes this 
from her own point of view: 

"the nature of the industry is not even barely nine tofive; it is longer than that at times. 
You need to be able to respond and be there to pick tip the phone. I lbiow myself when I 
am dealing with public bodies outside (Gillian works in the public sector) when the 
person I am dealing with only works on a 7hursday or doesn't work on a 7hursday and 
it gets to 7hursday and I need to speak to them it doesn't help. Ifind it difficult and I do 
find mysel(not outwardly but inwardly criticising if only they were there that day. IfI 
amfinding that others will too and I don It want to have that stigma ". 
The use of the word 'stigma' implies a negative branding, being made to feel 'different' 

or of less value. Wilomena Franks, as the mother of three small children, was always 

clear that she would be returning to work full-time, and her choice, she felt, was limited 
by the fact that there was no-one on the technical side working part-time in her 

company. At the time I interviewed Wilomena, she said that some women were starting 
to come back part-time after maternity leave but a few years previously, when she was 
in that position, she did not feet that she had that option. She discussed what she saw as 
a small but significant culture change in the workplace in relation to work/life balance, 

citing as a principal influence the fact that many male engineers have wives who are 
working in professional roles, which increases the awareness of the pressures connected 
with caring, not just for young children but for elderly relatives as well. Several other 
women commented on this, implying that change will be experience driven. 
Wilomena's comments summarises this well: "I think that the culture has changednot 
because ofpeople accepting that this is something that they have got to take on board 

here but because it is affecting them personally in their own lives so that they are more 
willing to listen ". 

Although Wilomena Frank's comments centred on the impact of parenting on 

professional roles, the emphasis of the other women was on how motherhood, in 

particular, is socially constructed. None of the mothers in the study had chosen to take a 

career break, believing that it would be virtually impossible to re-integrate and re-learn 

skills and the resulting lack of confidence would seriously undermine their performance 

on their return. The Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) is 

currently sponsoring a scheme specifically to support female researchers within science 

and engineering in their return to work after a career break (EPSRC, 2002). The support 

is in the form of a fellowship intended to help scientists and engineers retrain and 

update their skills within the context of a particular project following a career break due 
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to family commitments. Whether such 're-entry' schemes could be extended to the 

commercial sector is so 
, 
mething that the industry might consider, especially in light of 

the continuing skills shortage. 

Finally on the subject of motherhood, there were a few comments about how this 

additional role was an image asset in the workplace, even a male-dominated workplace. 

Paula Alexander explains: "heing a mother has actually given me a little hit ofa 

standing in a way with the yowiger individua&'. Wilomena Franks felt that her role as 

mother enabled her to interact on a different level with some of her work colleagues, 

men and women, making for more common ground. She implied that there were times 

when she felt she had more in common with 'fathers' of young children in her 

organisation than she did with childless female colleagues. Karen Shaw also spoke 
about the positive difference it made to her at work when she became a mother: "a lot 

more of my colleagues who do have youngfamilies hecame more sort of open ahout 
theirprohlems at home ". Generally, Karen was of the view that it is the way that 
individual women manage the interface between motherhood and work that is so 

crucial, though she felt that this always operates against a background of organisational 

resistance to working professional mothers. She and her husband had devised an 

unusual but effective strategy for the early months of parenthood that included some 
home working for them both, combined with regular days in the office. For Karen, 

newly appointed in a high profile position within a public sector agency, it was very 
important that she managed her image at work so that clients, in particular, were not 

made aware of her new role and short term temporary working pattern. She felt that this 

was so important because she was sure that it is the issue of childbirth that is the crunch 

as far as women's professional progress is concerned. It seems that "until men call have 

hahies the personal dilemmas and career paths of men and women will he vely 

different"(Fagenson-Eland & Baugh, 2000: 145). 

Wendy Johnson and Susan Hamilton were the only interviewees to raise the issue of 

caring for elderly parents and other relatives. Wendy, the oldest woman in the study, 

commented that she could see that the cycle of care would be a continuous one with 

women (particularly those in the professions) choosing to have children later and 

finding that as their families were becoming independent, care for them would be 

replaced by caring for old and frail relatives. Wendy was childless, but spoke about the 

strain of caring for her father over a long period, and recounted the conflict that she 
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experienced between her roles as carer and engineer and the lack of overall control of 
her life brought about by the constant balancing of these roles. 

5. Sources and consequences of pressure 
The main sources of pressure in addition to those already mentioned were having too 

much work to do, lack of clear guidance from managers concerning prioritising tasks, 
lack of organisational recognition of work/life balance issues, unexpected family or 
home 'crises' and the expectation by management that staff can take on additional tasks 
and responsibilities without acknowledgement of the additional time needed to complete 
these. This last pressure was experienced by Wanda Jessop as not being 'allowed' to say 
gnov; so added to the 'presenteeism' culture is the 'yes' culture. Her view was that those 
who tried to say 'no' were regarded as less loyal and certainly as less committed as this 
contradicted expected behaviour. Helen Coates and Susan Leyton's experiences 
supported this view and reinforced how easy it could be to become labelled as 
uncooperative. Feelings of overload, stress and conflict were described by a majority of 
women as features of their working lives. For some this impacted directly on the 
involvement they had in non-work activities. Two women had considered becoming 

school governors, another said she would like to run a Brownie pack and others spoke 
of their interest in voluntary work and charity fund-raising activities but in all cases they 
felt unable to devote the time to these pursuits because of work demands and 
specifically the unpredictable nature of construction projects which seemed to have the 
habit of running into trouble 'almost overnight'. 

The consequences of regularly working long hours were feeling emotionally and 
psychologically drained after work and feeling unable to relax and commit to social 

arrangements such as having dinner with friends, a visit to the theatre or even to making 
holiday plans. Wanda Jessop said that her social life had all but disappeared after years 

of what she called working "inhumane hourý". On a more general behavioural level the 

women described the stress of working long hours as resulting variously in irritability, 

inability to 'lighten up' and respond to friends and family and a feeling of numbness 

which required a conscious effort to overcome in order to have ordinary social 

interaction. Pauline Jenkinson referred to this as being mentally and emotionally 'locked 

in' by work. 

The issue of 'feeling guilty' was experienced on a number of levels and seemed 

particularly significant for women with young families working full-time. The major 
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consequence of working long hours was exhaustion and guilt that they were not taking 

part in their children's lives as much as they or their children would like. Susan Leyton 

referred to guilt from a different perspective. She explained that there had been periods 

when she had been so absorbed by her children's lives and activities that she had not 

worked as hard as she could in her job and this had made her feel very guilty. Karen 

Shaw and Geena Amrouni spoke of the guilt they felt at having to leave work at a set 
time in order to pick up the children from the child-minder whilst colleagues were still 
"slavitig awcV'. This meant that sometimes they would need to ask a colleague to take 

an urgent phone-call or deal with a problem that could not wait until the next day. This 
had the effect of making them feel that, despite their efforts to 'Just get on with thejob 
andpriorifise andpick what really matters " they were seen by colleagues as poor time- 
managers and not as efficient as they should be. The pressure to be no less efficient as 
workers because they were mothers seemed to add great stress to these two women. 

Managing to juggle successful careers and family life seemed to be connected to an 
ability to move across roles and change into the appropriate mind-set. For example, 
Linda Cook, Melinda Jackson and Geena Amrouni expressed their concerns about role 
switching and how at various times they had felt unable to adequately fulfil either role 
of mother or engineer. Some of this stress seemed to be rooted in problems that arose 
suddenly and unexpectedly such as children becoming ill or having accidents. Other 

problems were associated with bad planning and lack of information that for example 
resulted in Linda Cook being unable to see her son in the school nativity play because 

she was only informed about this the day before. Her experience of her son's school had 
been that teachers assume that mothers are not working or, if they are, can alter work 
commitments at short notice. She felt that society is still hostile to working mothers and 
that in general there is an absence of recognition of their specific needs. Even though, as 

professionals, these women have some autonomy over their work patterns, the control 

of one's work life is often mediated by organisational constraints and the expectations 

of colleagues and this affects the control of one's non-work life. 

Another feature of the accounts was the conflict that underpins the construction process 

and is reproduced in the office setting; this made Helen Coates and Susan Hamilton feel 

that they were engaged on a daily basis in a kind of warfare. This had profound effects 

on how they approached each day as they expected to face conflict situations and 

antagonism from male colleagues. Helen, for instance, talked about "havitigyour 
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armour ready" and Susan saw much of her working day in similar terms "having to 

watch your back as otherwise you'd have a dagger in it'. This language of battle 

imagery conveyed what the women saw as the need to be on the defensive all the time 

and to be prepared for an attack. Wanda Jessop echoed these views and described senior 

management within the consulting firm where she had been employed for many years as 
"always being oil the offensive makingyoufeel under attack". These women were 
keenly aware of how undermining and demoralising it was to work within this 

atmosphere though Susan Hamilton felt that most women in the business were oblivious 
of the war being waged around them. She explained V think it is important that women 
understand what is going oil and too many of them simply have no idea". Pauline 
Jenkinson felt similarly; she characterised relations at work with male colleagues as a 
"kind of attrition" and found that consequently quite a lot of her time was taken up with 
trying to step out of what she saw as a "cycle ofaggression ". Her approach was to be 

assertive and not let it get on top of her but this brought its own difficulties and seemed 
to add to the problem. She commented that "ifyou are afairly assertive woman then 
that tends to be seen more easily as aggressive andyou know what in a mail would be 

considered normal behaviour in a woman might be seen as aggressive ". 

These four women found this type of aggressive and offensive behaviour 

psychologically draining and the effects spilled over into their non-work time so that 
they had to mentally re-adjust to what Helen described as 'normal life'. Susan, in 

particular, felt that she had to adopt a completely different mindset once she had left 

work in order for her to engage in social interests. 

Several participants described the profession as a 'club' and Linda Cook and Helen 
Coates said that it felt like an "elite male club ". This appeared to increase levels of 

stress with women feeling that they were not fully accepted, and this required them to 

devote energy to justifying their actions and decisions. Helen Coates, in particular, saw 

civil engineering increasingly as a social process as well as applied scientific process 

and she said that this added to women's problems in the industry. She gave an example 

of a submission she had had to make at a public hearing about a flood protection scheme 

and of how she felt undermined by having to re-state the technical case and provide 

evidence of her professional authority in a way that the male engineers making similar 

submissions were not. Related to this participants felt that on a general level their skills 

were not fully recognised by male colleagues. This was experienced as very stressful 
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and took up much emotional energy and affected the amount of time they felt they 

needed to be at work. 

Not all the interviewees experienced these kinds of pressures and some seemed able to 

compartmentalise their work and family and social life so that their work/life balance 

was reasonably good. One factor was the amount of responsibility these women had so 
that those in the more senior positions spoke of the relentless pressure they experienced 
from problems on jobs, problems with staff and the difficulties of negotiating 
organisational processes. Wilomena Franks, a main board director with a leading 

consultant, was the only woman at this level who spoke with confidence about being 

able to distance herself from excessive pressure. 

6. Balancing strategies and factors 
The women's accounts of their professional experience were characterised by 

expressions of how much they enjoyed their work. The enthusiasm for the industry and 
the pleasure derived from building structures was a clear theme of their stories. This 

enjoyment which several characterised as excitement and challenge, seemed to offer a 
counter balance to the difficulties they faced in terms of the culture of the industry and 
many found that this compensated for the long hours and other negative aspects. There 

was one exception, Helen Coates. Though Helen had certainly started in the profession 
with a sense of social purpose she had found the work to be gradually less satisfying as 

a result of what she saw as the strongly adversarial ways of working. 

The accounts revealed a range of individual balancing strategies to improve poor 
work/life balance. Wilomena Franks, for example, recognised that creating balance does 

not involve devoting equal amounts of time and energy to work, family and personal 
life. Her view was that there are periods when work is prominent and has to be the 

priority but at others the family becomes the focus. She explained that work had to take 

precedence, for example, when there is an important deadline, but sometimes family has 

to take precedence in the case of attending her child's sports day or school concert. She 

had managed to see the issue as one of cycle and change and that the important factor 

was to recognise that work/life balance was a dynamic process. This perspective was 

shared by Wendy Legate and Geena Amrouni who both talked about creating limits or 
boundaries between work and non-work time. These demarcations appeared to be 

principally psychological, implying that for them good work/life balance is achieved by 

mentally shutting off from work when not working. This meant not taking work home 
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on a regular basis and not discussing work issues with their partners. They both found 

this difficult. 

For two participants (Paula Alexander and Karen Shaw) strategies to improve work/life 
balance revolved around the needs of their children. Both Paula and Karen were 

concerned to ensure that whenever they were not working they were "completely with 
their childreii " giving them maximum time and attention. The effect of this was that 

neither woman had any time for herself, as they tried to compensate for the many hours 

spent away from the children. They talked about the activities they did with the children 
and this was described by both women as 'quality time' which seemed to take up every 
spare moment and every ounce of spare energy leaving them completely drained and 
almost without a sense of individual 'self'. I concluded that although this 'quality time' 
spent with the children allowed them to appease their guilt and partially, at least, resolve 
work/family conflict it did little to enhance their overall wellbeing or improve work/life 
balance. 

Working part-time, as one way of resisting the dominant long hours culture, has been 
discussed earlier and this is also one strategy chosen by some participants to tackle 
work/life balance. It was shown, however, not to be a popular strategy, neither was the 
option of formal flexible working which was seen as being difficult to operate in a 
project dominated business. Despite this, some spoke about other kinds of flexible 

working which included being able to work occasionally at home. This particular 
strategy had been adopted by several interviewees to improve work/life balance, though 
this brought mixed blessings. The more highly placed women were able to work at 
home but none did this regularly. They saw the benefits in relation to being able to 

concentrate more, fewer interruptions and no journey time to and from work which was 

seen as 'dead' time. Two participants who commuted into central London from Reading 

had bought first-class rail season tickets specifically to ensure that they could get a seat 

on the train in order to convert this 'dead' travel time into productive 'work' time. 
Being able to focus on a specific problem or report away from the office environment 
increased job satisfaction and was regarded as a positive strategy if used circumspectly. 
There were disadvantages, however, relating to line management and being 'seen' not to 

be in the office and their productivity being questioned by colleagues. The problem of 

not 'being there' to network with colleagues was also cited as a negative feature of this 

arrangement. 
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The pressure caused by not being accepted as a 'full member of the club', described 

earlier, was dealt with in a number of ways; some women chose to ignore it and others 

said that as it applied to most women in the profession they preferred not to take it 

personally. One coping strategy identified by several participants is described by 

Carolyn Britton referring to female researchers operating within a structure where the 
dominant cultural model is that of the isolated male intellectual. Britton's research 
shows how women assume the position of honorary male adopting male success criteria 
(Britton, 1999: 70). For women I interviewed the challenge of gaining acceptance and 
respect from male peers was part of their daily work routine and for some certainly 
involved adopting the same 'presenteeism' culture as male colleagues. Apart from those 
who had established part-time working, it appeared difficult for women to take the risk 
of breaking out of the long hours mould especially as they felt that their professional 
credibility was under threat and staying late and coming in early formed the path of 
least resistance. 

An important resource for coping with the stress of balancing multiple roles is support 
from others. Participants spoke of a range of support mechanisms covering emotional 
and instrumental or practical support. Only one woman, Karen Shaw, cited the 

emotional support from a husband or partner as important in balancing work/family 
demands. Most participants were in dual-career families and this created tensions in 

terms of sharing parenting and caring roles and also household duties. On the last point, 
although very little mention was made of how household tasks are allocated (I did not 
specifically ask about this), it should be noted that other research shows that women in 
dual-career partnerships spend more time on housework than their male partners and 
this impacts negatively on work/life balance (Stratton, 2003). 

For participants with young children the support from family and friends as well as paid 

carers for their children was particularly important in improving their quality of life. 

Victoria Joseph described with affection the support she had received over many years 
from her chi I d-mind er whose devoted care of her two children had 'freed her p U 

mentally and emotionally' to meet the expectations of her professional role without 

experiencing the stress of feeling she was an 'absent' mother. This enabled her to 

concentrate at work, making her more effective and efficient and thus able to focus on 
home and family life when away from work. Her view was that the key to good 

work/home balance was maintaining separateness between the two. Other strategies for 
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improving work/life balance included the employment of cleaners, gardeners and 'odd 

job men' to aid the smooth running of the home. These privatised solutions involving 

low-paid workers were seen as a necessity rather than a luxury particularly in releasing 

women to have some quality leisure time. 

7. Conclusion 

Work/life balance was a concern for most of the interviewees but particularly for those 

with young children. For some, the unlikely prospect that they could ever work 
ccivilised' hours as a civil engineer, had made them choose between their career and 
having children. Others, though, had managed to combine very successful careers with 
having a family and the theme of their stories is that of a relentless 'juggling act'. The 

visibility of motherhood within the workplace emerged as a key issue as most of the 

participants who are mothers felt that they had to 'play down' this role. This is 

consistent with the findings of Pascall (1986), Cockburn (199 1) and Hattery (200 1) 

discussed in Chapter Three. This had a profound impact on their approach to work with 
them striving to make their professional role highly visible to counteract marginalisation 
by male colleagues. The effect on those working both full and part-time was that they 

worked longer than their contracted hours and most took work home on a regular basis 

with consequent negative effects on their family time. 

Work/life balance has been shown to operate on a number of levels affecting women in 

different personal circumstances. The only participant (Helen Coates) who was 
intending to leave the profession had made this decision because of the continuing poor 

work/life balance she was experiencing. Helen, who is single with no children, has 

found that her quality of life has diminished because of the expectation within the 

profession that work is dominant. She told me that she had made this decision mainly 
because of the atmosphere of conflict present in what she described as "civil 

engineering behaviour", and because of the continuous long hours she was expected to 

work. This second factor she said was critical as it affected the rest of her life and left 

her feeling drained and with no energy to enjoy leisure activities. Her view is that there 

is little sign of change to working practices and she sees no evidence of a culture shift 

towards making the profession more family or person friendly (as she put it). She felt 

that women within the profession feel pressurised to conform to the mainstream culture 

of 'presenteeism' and that challenging this on a personal level has no wider impact and 

only serves to undermine individual career prospects. The sense that women in the 
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industry are colluding with the dominant ethos of the industry that is based on a clear 
separation between work and home and on the necessity to prioritise work commitments 
is developed in Chapter Nine as part of the research conclusions. 

Although most participants felt that changing the work practices of the profession would 
benefit all those within it, particularly improving work/life balance, there was 
disagreement about exactly what change was needed and about how this could be 

achieved. The next chapter will consider the wider issue of change within the profession 
looking at possible agents or catalysts for changing the cultural context of construction 
focusing on diversity, equal opportunities and structured support mechanisms. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

AGENTS FOR CHANGE 

1. Introduction 
This chapter discusses the issue of change within the profession and broadly considers 
this in terms of 'agents for change' that will encourage more women to enter the 
industry improving women's professional experience within it. The term 'agents for 

change' encompasses a range of policies and initiatives that can act as catalysts for 
both generic and gendered change (Greed, 2000) with the focus of this discussion 
being mainly on the latter. 

The chapter has a dual perspective focusing on initiatives directed at quantitative 
improvements in the participation of women and on measures that will bring about 

qualitative enhancements to their working experience and to the profession as a 

whole. These two types of change do not operate separately and both can be internally 

and externally induced. As noted in Chapters Two and Three, concern about women's 

representation and status within the industry has been increasingly evident in the 

profession's own journals and this has formed part of the wider concern about the 

decreasing numbers of both men and women taking up the profession with a more 

recent emphasis on staff retention. The problem of retaining women is discussed in 

relation to a number of support strategies that have been shown to enhance the 

experience of women in the workplace. Mentoring and networking were identified as 

important in helping women fit into the dominant male culture and several 

interviewees are involved in these kinds of activities both within employer 

organisations and the ICE. 

The concept of 'critical mass' discussed in Chapter Three is helpful in signalling that 

qualitative change to the culture and practices within the industry may derive from 

quantitative improvements to the numbers of women entering and remaining within 

the profession. This characterised the view of a majority of women in this study with 

several interviewees specifically referring to a lack of female role models. A recurring 

view was that if only more women entered the profession and stayed within it then 

women's views (to the extent that these might be different from men's views) would 
be heard. The participants implied that more women in the profession would lead to 

less conflict and more family-friendly work patterns. This last issue has been 
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discussed in the previous chapter in relation to a range of strategies for achieving 

work/life balance. More formalised attempts, though, have been made to modernise 
the profession and the introduction of equal opportunities policies across the industry 

was cited by some as significant. 

Before discussing in depth the interviewees' perceptions of change within the 

profession some general comment about the relevance of this issue to their daily 

working lives will give a framework for the particular views that follow. The 

categorisation of possible change catalysts by Greed (see Chapter Three) as either 
'bottom up' or 'top down' was used in analysing the interviewees' opinions about the 

nature and extent of change that they felt could realistically be expected in the 
foreseeable future. Comment about the effectiveness of high profile 'top down' 
initiatives such as the Construction Best Practice Programme or the Latham Report 
(discussed in Chapters Two and Three) in delivering change, were limited to those 

who had had some direct involvement in these. These highly publicised reviews 

appeared not to have had any impact on the career experience of nearly all the 

participants, who did not, in the main, associate the work of these groups with any 

noticeable improvements to industry practices. Furthermore, none of the interviewees 

mentioned the activities of any of the 'bottom up' groups operating outside of the 

mainstream such as those of the Women's Design Service. The women's general 

attitude, therefore, towards progressive change to the profession could best be 

described as reticent and pessimistic and was more concerned with small 
improvements within the companies for whom they worked and with those changes 
that would affect their individual circumstances. Very few showed any enthusiasm for 

personally becoming engaged with activities that might change wider attitudes and 

practices within the industry. One reason for this was the long hours that most of them 

already worked but more significant appeared to be their acceptance of the culture of 

the profession that they perceived as being highly resistant to change. A majority was 

unhappy with the culture but resigned to it but some did not feel that changing work 

practices was a significant priority. 

There were exceptions and Susan Hamilton, Karen Shaw and Wendy Legate were all 
determined campaigners for a more inclusive profession to meet the needs of the 

changing marketplace. These women are convinced that it is the business case for 

change that will bring results rather than the moral case which, they felt, had no 
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persuasive impact on industry leaders in general. Although most participants were 

resigned to the culture of the profession they also recognised that modemising 

practices would be positive. 

The chapter considers these aspects of change from the participants' perspective and 
is broken down into four sections starting with influences on career choice 
considering both structural and personal factors. The second section explores the issue 

of equal opportunities within construction, focusing on equal pay and career 
progression. The third and fourth sections discuss a number of formal and informal 

support strategies, particularly mentoring and the use of networking. 

The issue of 'critical mass' referred to above concerns the size of a minority necessary 
to affect cultural or attitudinal change amongst the wider group. Whether larger 

numbers of women will in fact produce change is unclear though most of the 
interviewees felt that it would. The reasons why women join the profession are 
therefore relevant and so the chapter begins by considering the elements contributing 
to their choice focusing on educational and structural issues. 

2. Influences on career choice 
The short biographies of the interviewees outlined in Chapter Five have been included 

to demonstrate the different perspectives and personal circumstances of the 
interviewees and to provide some background information about their professional 

career development. Their reasons for entering the profession were diverse and were 

shown to be an educational as well as a social issue and, in some cases, a family 

matter. The encouragement from male family members, especially fathers, to some 

participants to join the profession was a powerful influence. However, it is not 

appropriate to identify this as an agent for change within the terms of the analytical 
framework. Discussion of this aspect has therefore been included in chapter six as 

several accounts revealed that a major impact of the 'engineering father' was an early 
introduction to the subculture of the profession. As these particular women progressed 

the continuing advice and support from fathers and other male family members 

appeared to help women negotiate the cultural aspects of the industry and enable them 

to fit more comfortably within the male-dominated environment of construction. 
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This section thus begins with discussion of educational impacts on the career choice 

of participants looking particularly at the different experience of interviewees from 

single sex and co-educational schools. 

(i)&Iucational impacts 
Research conducted by EPSRC into how to encourage more women into science, 

engineering and technology (SET) and how best to support those women who take up 
research careers in this area, has found that the seeds of female under-representation 
in the sector are sown early in life and, at one level, seems to start at school (EPSRC, 
2002). Further research shows that girls' academic achievement is higher in all-girl 
schools than for girls in mixed schools, and that more girls take science subjects at A 
level in single sex schools than do girls in mixed schools (Benn & Chitty, 1996). 

Of the thirty-one engineers contributing to the study, nineteen attended single sex 
schools and twelve attended mixed schools. Although there were some differences 

between the two groups in their comments about the way their subject choices were 

received by teachers and parents, in general, these were not seen as exceptional or 

unusual. A more significant difference between the groups lay in the proportions 
taking maths, further maths and physics. In the all-girl schools, the balance between 

these subjects and the arts, humanities and languages was remembered as being fairly 

even. The women who had attended mixed schools, however, all reported that there 

were significantly greater proportions of boys than girls taking maths and science and 

technology subjects. Miranda Ellis who had attended a mixed school in Scotland 

explained: 

"my rector at school, wheii I took technical drawingfor highers called me into his 
office and sort of said 'do you really watit to do this? 'He was quite surprised that I 
hadpicked that and said that I should think very carefully about it which is something 
that I don't think he would have done ifa boy had choseii that subject ". 

Melinda Jackson, who had attended a well known mixed public school, commented 

that she was one of only two girls in a class of twenty-five taking maths and physics 
'A' levels. Her choice had been met with some consternation by her mother who 
it couldn't understand why I had decided to go down that route ". For some women 

these kinds of reactions to their subject choices led to feelings of being 'different' or 

outside the mainstream and were experienced negatively. In other cases this feeling of 
'difference' brought much determination to pursue an engineering career which was 

perceived as being varied, offering them opportunities for travel to "exciti'79 
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destinations building dams and doing water relatedprojects in the Middle East and 
the Far East ". 

The decisions about which subjects they would study in the sixth form was, in most 

cases, informed by considerations of future career options and university courses with 
their related entry requirements and for some this process of career choice had started 
in their early teens. Langford et al (1995) argue that education acts as the gatekeeper 
to the construction culture and that further and higher education both actively and 
passively promote the masculine culture of the sector. My findings support this. 
Although the women who had attended all-girl schools indicated that taking science 
subjects at A level was regarded by their teachers as just as 'normal' a choice as 
taking arts or humanities subjects, several women explained that a different reaction 
occurred when they were considering which course to take at university. Some 

reported that with science A levels the choice of medicine, for instance, was seen as a 
more &natural' one than civil engineering. 

Some had to overcome problems in order to study their chosen combination of 
subjects with timetable constraints cited in some cases as a particular difficulty. It is 

not only the constraints of the curriculum, though, that restrict choice; as far as non- 
traditional subject choices go, the main barriers to girls (and boys) choices in these 

areas appear to be cultural. Rees (1992) contends that whilst school education is 

experienced differently across class, race and gender, it is primarily gender which 

characterises option choice. The experience of a number of the women bears this out 

with their having to justify what were seen by some teachers and parents as obscure 

choices, leading to possible difficulties in gaining entry to degree courses and 

eventual employment. As Victoria Joseph commented "wheii I said I was going to do 

civil engiheerhig there was total uproar. I mean the school wouldn't help me with my 

UCCAform, nothing". When I asked her what was the stated reason behind this 

opposition she explained that the view of both the school and her parents was that she 

had been given a fine education and was just going to throw it away. Similarly, 

Barbara Bing Turner explained that when she was in the process of choosing her 'A' 

level subjects, with a view to becoming an engineer, her father was very sceptical: 
"he tried to put me off very hard wid heforced me to work at the local garage 10 try 

and show me exactly what real etigineering was about and how awfill it was to be a 

girl hi a mati's world". 
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This theme of the importance of challenging stereotypes was taken up by Paula 

Alexander who saw this as an education issue. She acts as a 'visiting engineer' to 

some local secondary schools and participates in their engineering clubs that are run 
as voluntary after school activities. She has found that in the local mixed 
comprehensive around twenty pupils attend and they are all boys. She also visits a 
local girls school and finds that the club is strongly supported by a small core group 
who regularly outperform the boys in the regional engineering competitions. Her view 
is that industry needs to be more proactive in forming partnerships with schools as a 
way of influencing young people to consider civil engineering as a worthwhile career. 
She feels that young women engineers can do much to infiltrate the male subculture 
of the profession by demonstrating their enthusiasm for their work. 
Careers guidance is offered to young people at various stages of their secondary 
education and has been made an integral feature of the post sixteen compulsory 
sector. In its new characterisation as 'Connexions' the careers guidance service is 

made available to students in a variety of ways and is intended to operate in 

conjunction with the school curriculum. The women's views of the 'old style' careers 

service focused on the lack of encouragement received from school careers advisers 

with more than half of the women commenting on how ineffectual these had been. 

Careers advisers were described variously as being "indifferent", "ill informed" and 
"unhelpful". These findings differ from those of Langford et al (1995: 178) who 

reported from their research that careers advisers and teachers were both influential in 

the career choice made by participants in their research. In this study their impact on 

the whole was negative and one woman commented that her careers adviser had 

strongly directed her away from choosing civil engineering on the basis that she 

would never get ajob. In the main, and particularly for those women who did not 

have close family members who were engineers, the process of finding out about the 

profession seemed very much to be a 'self help' exercise. The reaction to available 

careers publications was mixed, with about half reporting that these had offered a 

positive influence, and the other half commenting that these had not provided enough 

detail, or had reinforced the male engineering stereotype. 

(H) Structureti encouragement 
Science and engineering has been the subject of a range of initiatives aimed at making 

quantitative improvements to the representation of women and in particular to 
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position careers within this sector as just as open to young women as they already 

clearly are to young men. These initiatives (discussed in Chapters Two and Three) 
have been given a high profile by industry leaders and constitute a formalised 

strategic or 'top down' approach to encouraging more women into science, 
technology and engineering professions. The Women's Engineering Society, for 

example, through its web site and network of local groups offers advice, information 

and support to women engineers. The WISE (Women into Science and Engineering) 

campaign, aimed at changing the attitudes of young people, parents, teachers and the 

general public about the suitability of engineering as a career for women, has taken a 

variety of forms. Projects have ranged from visits to local secondary schools by 
female engineers, to a travelling WISE bus with publicity information and small-scale 
exhibits, all designed to make young girls aware of 'alternative' careers in these 
fields. In some areas of the country, residential weekends and summer schools are 
organised, where there is an opportunity for girls to see first hand what engineering 
has to offer. Although activities arranged as part of the WISE programme have been 

creative their impacts do not seem to have permeated the school ethos which, as 
demonstrated by this research, continues to reinforce career stereotypes. Nevertheless, 

I felt that it was important to explore the influence of these programmes as effective 

agents for change and specifically to discover what, if any, impact these had had on 
the women taking part. Six women could trace their decision to take up engineering to 

one or more of these activities. 

Marion King had attended two separate residential Into Science Technology and 
Engineering (INSITE) courses, which she said put her career choice beyond doubt. 

Miriam McClean stated similarly that her participation in another INSITE course 

cleared up any doubts that she had. Wanda Jessop cited the visit of two female 

engineers to her school as the turning point in her decision-making process which 

originally had led her to consider architecture. Linda Cook had a clear memory of her 

visit with three school friends to a large construction site, after which she was sure of 

the career path she wanted to follow. In all these cases the enjoyment of maths and 

science subjects at school had laid the foundation for considering an engineering 

career, but this was strongly allied to the concept of wanting to apply the science and 

particularly a fascination with structures and the wish to 'build' them. For both Molly 

Peters and Clare Sanderson, a mixed experience of informative careers talks at school 
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by female engineers and participation on an INSITE course proved to be very 
influential in their decision to read civil engineering at university. 

From this small-scale study, it is difficult to assess the value of these schemes, 

particularly whether these initiatives confirm career choice rather than offer fresh 

options. For a fifth of the women, however, these initiatives clearly had had a strong 
impact on influencing career paths although the extent to which they have 

transformed broader societal attitudes towards women taking up technical occupations 
is not clear. Nevertheless, the WISE programme continues with financial support from 

professional engineering bodies and some employers and there is a regular 
distribution of bulletins and newsletters to schools, trying to keep the profile of 
women in the engineering professions on the 'agenda'. One aspect of this kind of 
approach is the need to recognise that educating girls about these engineering career 
options must begin sooner rather than later. Two of the women commented that the 

activities in this area had begun for them well before they were required to choose 
their GCSE options and both the women attributed their positive impact to the early 
timing. 

III sItive Images of engineering 
One of the influences affecting career choice was a sense of wanting to contribute in a 

creative way to the built environment that was often part of having a sense of 

vocation. This finding is consistent with Langford's research which showed that 

! /emalesfound the industry more attractive when it was linked with socially useful 

aspects of life such as the repair of oldpeople's accommodation and the building of 

schools" (Langford et al, 1995: 179). When I asked Susan Hamilton, now a prominent 

member of the profession and a well-known campaigner for equal opportunities, what 

had influenced her choice of career, she responded by saying: 

J( Hjust camefrom inside me. nen I was about eleven the MI was newly opened and 
myfather took us to the hit near Watford and we drove ip afew miles of it and Ijust 
thought that this was the best thing I had ever seen and I wanted to kitow how to 
design and build motorways and bridges and Ujust gave me a sort ofamhition. I 
wanted to do somethingpractical and that experience ofgoijIg oil the motorway 
stayed with me and it became a toss upfor me between architecture alld civil 
engineering, something tangihIe ". 
Wendy Legate whose father was a medical practitioner put her choice down to the 

wonder she experienced, observing how a bridge was being constructed close to 
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where she lived. In her current role as director of a large contractor, her enthusiasm 
for the building process seems not to have waned: 

"I used to go down there with my parents as a very young little girl and would be 
sitting on some concrelefoundations next to it and I wasfascinated by the bridge and 
how it was built, who was building it andyou Imow what materials they were using 
and it became a bit ofyou Imow I want to build bridges ..... and I could see itfrom our 
school hockey pitch so that is really what got me interested and then Ifowid out more 
about civil engineering itself..... so I stuck to my I want to build bridges ". 
Associated with a sense of vocation was the aspect of civil engineering that is 'social 

conscience'. For Helen Coates this aspect provided a clear motivation for her career 
direction, in as much as she felt that she possessed any career direction in the 

conventional understanding of the phrase. "One of the reasonsfor doing engineering 
was that I wanted to do something that was useful to people and that was one of the 
reasons why I went into water engineering because of drinking water ". 

The two women in the study from ethnic minority groups identified the main 
influence in their choice of career as being 'cultural'. Geena Amrouni spoke of how 

she arrived at her choice: "I suppose where I comefrom ifyou are good at science 

you either study medicine or you study engineering. I didntfancy being surrounded 
by sickpeople all the time so I studied engineering..... it was the natural thingfor me 
to do anyway ". 

Although she characterised her decision as positive, her options appeared to be 

significantly narrowed by this cultural expectation, so that she was more or less forced 

to go down the engineering road as the lesser of two evils. Meena Patel made a 

positive choice to do civil engineering in clear opposition to going down the expected 

professional route for an Asian woman of taking business studies. She explained: 

'Weneveryou talk to Asianpeople girls are always expected to go into business and 
finance andIfelt oh my God I am going to end up doing the same thing. But then I 
thought to nlysep', no IM not going to standfor it, IM going to do what I wall, to do 
and not what I am told to do ". 

Neither of the women expressed regret at their decision, though Meena had certainly 

experienced some opposition from her family and the family of her fiance who were 

concerned about her position as a soon-to-be-married woman, working on 

construction sites in a strongly male-dominated environment. The cultural impacts 

seemed to operate in very different ways: in one case the choice was positive but 
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confined, and in the other case it was a positive move in reaction to a perceived 

alternative negative role stereotype. 

Being able to use the pure science and maths disciplines in an applied way was a 

strong influence on choice of career for several women, who spoke about how 

important this aspect had been for them in determining their career path. Wilomena 

Franks enjoyed maths but was drawn more towards a profession that would allow her 

to use her skill in a practical way. She explained it thus: "I was attracted by being 

able to do things that were sort of mathematically difficult that you had hands on 
experiwice with at the eiid of the day". Linda Cook spoke similarly: "civil engineering 
was the one (career) that appealed, that had theflexibility of working in an office, 
workipg oii site, variety.... it had a practical base ". 

Wanda Jessop also had a clear recollection of how important it was to her to be able to 
apply her mathematical skills and see an end product. She described it thus: 

" Iput it down to thefact thatfour women engineers came to speak to us when we 
were aboutfourteen at school. Infact they were electrical and mechanical engineers 
and one of them particularly said that she had always eiyoyed making things and I 
had always spet it my ho lidays yo u la iow do it ig som e craft or o th er. Ai id th eiiI didt i 't 
ever change my mind and I read about Brunel and itfitst seemed like the right thing 
and I was good at maths and so it was like a good combination ". 

Many other comments were made in the same vein. Susan Leyton explained: "I 

always wanted to do somethingpractical ... and at the time Ifelt that Civils gave more 

opportunitiesfor women". Gillian Hayes summarised the basis of her choice by 

s ay i ng: "I think I eiýqyed hydraulics and the fluid side. I eiyoyed the hydrau lics 

actually because I could mentallypicture theorems and the like ". Naomi Gill really 

enjoyed maths but could not quite see where this would lead in an applied sense "I 

was wanting to do a maths degree but didnt like the pure so I chose engineering ". 

Christine Allen's reasoning was very straightforward: "actually civil engineering is 

quite apractically based subject which is why I wanted to do it ". Miranda Ellis felt 

similarly: "I was sort of interested in physics, maths and technical interests. I think 

that I was interested in engineeringjust generally ". 

Although Helen Coates cited a number of factors that had led her to be an engineer, 

central to her considerations were the issues of both performing a function that was 

socially useful and doing something that was practical. Much of her fourteen-year 

career has been spent in the field of water engineering, with the opportunity to work 
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on a number of irrigation projects in the third world. For her being a scientist in a 
laboratory did not appeal: "I wanted to do ajob which was helpful to peqJ)Ie and had 

sort ofpractical implications. You lazow ifyou are going to do something with science 
and not work in a lab, engineering seemed to be one of the options ". 

The interview schedule addressed the occupations and social backgrounds of the 

women's parents and this revealed that virtually all the women were from middle 
class families. This was not unexpected, as civil engineering, like other professions, is 

grounded in a strong middle class culture. Nevertheless, not all the women fitted this 

expectation. Victoria Joseph came from a traditional working class home, where work 
was very much characterised as a job, as opposed to a career with all its connotations 
of advancement, achievement and satisfaction. Her career choice met with the 
strongest recorded opposition in the study and her insistence that she would pursue 
her choice was regarded very much as her 'breaking out'. Linda Cook, from a blue- 

collar background, commented that her choice met with some surprise from her 

family, but no resistance. She put this down to "ignorance about what civil 

enghieering was ". 

Educational and career choice is thus a complex process that is subject to a 
multiplicity of variables operating at different levels beginning in early childhood, 
Part of what is meant by the term 'socialisation process' is the way that these 

variables interact to affect and influence an individual's values and aspirations, 

resulting in an innate understanding of what might be possible, set against what is 

appropriate or acceptable within social boundaries. For example, women whose 
fathers or grandfathers were engineers spoke of their career choice in terms of it being 

more 4 natural' or 'expected' than those who did not have engineering 'in the family'. 

The mothers of these women seemed to have liberal gender role attitudes that enabled 

them to positively support the choice their daughters had made. Significantly, none of 

the participants felt that they had just 'ended up' in civil engineering. For each their 

choice of career was the result of either a long established preference, or a well- 

considered 'on balance' option as an alternative, for instance, to architecture which 
for three women had been their original choice of profession. This theme of how some 

men end up in the industry in contrast to a proactive choice made by women is 

summarised well by Wendy Johnson: 
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"meii sort offall into engineering because it is a traditional thing to do and very often 
it is the meti who havetit quite got the scientific abilities to be doing the pure 
scietices. If a woman wants to get into engineering though she is doing it because she 
wants to because it istit a traditional direction to go in and therefore is much more 
motivated to be doing it ". 

These findings are confirmed by an earlier study (Watts, 1995) which found that a 

majority of men interviewed had just 'stumbled into' the profession, some even with 
little conception of what it would involve, whilst the women were clear that they 

really wanted to become engineers, having considered a variety of options. 

In summarising this section the most influential agents for change in determining or 
confirming career choice seemed to be formal 'top down' initiatives such as WISE. 
Although this was important for individuals within the group, its work has not made 
significant inroads into the culture of schools, particularly, it seems in the co- 
educational context where girls are more often directed towards pursuing arts and 
humanities subjects. 

3. Equal opportunities 
The discussion so far has centred on agents for change connected with increasing the 

numbers of women coming into the profession. Although, the formal exclusion of 

suitably qualified individuals from occupations on the basis of gender has (in 

principle) been eliminated there are a number of factors arising from the profession's 

own structures and culture that militate against an open and anti-di scri minatory 

workplace. The issue of equal opportunities is discussed in the following sections and 

considers in particular whether as a policy this can have any impact on institutional 

barriers to women entering and remaining within the profession. 

Equal opportunities has been characterised by Greed (1999) as a mainstream 'insider' 

initiative linking central and marginal agents for change within the profession. The 

focus of equal opportunities policies to date within the industry has been on 

eliminating discrimination in recruitment and selection procedures and is currently 
directed at increasing diversity. 

On 12 June 2000 the ICE launched its Equal Opportunities Forum named ICEFLOE - 
Fair, Level, Open, Equal - that is intended to give a focus to the need to develop 

human potential in civil engineering. This event was well attended by the press and 

many well-known figures in the profession. Four of the women contributing to this 

study were instrumental in establishing the Forum, that not only encompasses gender, 
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but embraces diversity more generally - disability, age, sexuality, race and ethnicity 
and can be categorised as a 'top down' agent for change. The existence of the Forum 

represents a significant step forward for women because it is part of the growing 
recognition in the industry that to sustain a successful company in an increasingly 

competitive business climate employers need staff with appropriate skills and 
experience. Furthermore there is now wider discussion of the employee mix of the 

profession especially in relation to ethnic diversity. These two factors point the 
industry towards an approach to recruitment and promotion that can be summarised as 
'appointing the best person for the job'. A phrase appearing on the front of a recent 
ICE membership leaflet is "civil engineering has no boundaries" suggesting that the 

profession, in terms of its formal organisational structure, is attempting to cast itself in 

a new, progressive light. 

The creation of ICEFLOE followed a Government-backed project launched in 

February 2000 called 'Change the face of Construction'. The aim of the project is to 

widen the pool of talent available to employers right across the construction industry 

through a new 'practical approach' campaign targeted at women, those with 
disabilities and black and ethnic minorities. Research, carried out as part of that 

project, shows that women still account for only three per cent of industry employees 
(NCE, 3 February 2000: 7). These figures refer to the construction industry overall and 
include all grades of technical and unskilled staff. The campaign hopes to boost these 

figures to twenty five per cent. The research also estimates that whilst ninety seven 

per cent of construction companies have equal opportunities policies, only thirty five 

per cent have plans to implement them. My research has thrown up similar findings. 

Sandi Rhys-Jones, one of the campaign organisers, explains the basis of the project: 
"companies which activelyfollow equal opportunities can bellefilfrom greater 

diversity of Imowledge, skills and attributes. Also, by inchiding Minorities, they are 

provided with a larger talent poolfrom which they can recniii the best staff 

available" (NCE, 3 February 2000: 7). 

The discussion that follows is based on the participants' different perceptions of equal 

opportunities and their engagement with it both at an individual and structural level. 

0) Understanding of equal opportunities 
Each interviewee was asked if her company had an equal opportunities policy in 

place. Of the thirty-one women, three had their own consultancies operating mainly 
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on a sole trader basis, so for them the question was not wholly applicable. In one of 
these cases though, where a small number of people are employed, the position was 

quite clear "our very outspoken, very statedpolicy is children conlefirsr'. This tenet 
formed the basis of the equal opportunities policy adopted by this small company and 
its director, Victoria Joseph, explained that it worked well because all staff were 
equally committed to ensuring that flexible working did not compromise the viability 
of the business. Of the remaining twenty-eight, sixteen were sure that their employers 
had a policy in place, though there was a lot of fuzziness about what the policy 
actually was and how it was implemented or monitored. Two women stated that their 
employer did not have a formal policy and ten were unsure whether a policy was in 

place. Of this last group, two were in director positions. This response breakdown 
illustrates the varying awareness levels about this issue. The overriding impression 

was that generally this was not really a priority for them, either as individuals or as a 
group within the profession. There were some exceptions, notably Susan Hamilton, 
Miriam McClean, Wendy Legate and Karen Shaw, all of whom have been proactive 
in making these issues more visible across the industry. 

It was not possible to explore in depth what participants understood by the phrase 
&equal opportunities' in its formal use. During the course of the interviews, however, 

equal opportunity issues kept cropping up such as access to promotion, being paid at 
the same level as male colleagues of similar status, being able to work without 
harassment, being treated in a particular way because of one's gender and having to 

constantly demonstrate competence to establish credibility. 

Key contributions on this topic came from Susan Hamilton and Wendy Legate who 
are both involved in equal opportunities work within the profession. Wendy 

summarised her understanding of equal opportunities in terms of not locking people 
into stereotypes and not making assumptions about them. Both women explained 

what they saw as the strong business case for equal opportunities in the construction 
industry that already faces a growing skills shortage. Their view was that this shortage 

would worsen, unless the industry tackles its poor equal opportunities record and 

attracts more of the best Young people to its ranks. Susan Hamilton explains: 

7just think that overall I've tended tofeelyears ago that well women had equal 
t Id rights to things, now I tend to promote the business case because Iry dofeel that 

companies are missing out by not using diversity in the workforce whether they are 
you kiow black and ethnic minorities, whether it's the disabled, whether it is women 
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whoever they are missing out on a diversity of ideas and creativity as well as 
communication skills and everything else. But I think also there is a terrible 
ignorance of thefact that bad assumptions are being made, discrimination is 
happening and a great complacency. Most engineers that you speak to think that they 
arejolly decent men and they would never discriminate or do anything to hurt 
anybody's progress. Infact, the attitude ofmuch of top management is offensive and 
the only way to counter this and improve the situation is to raise awareness of equal 
opportunities issues and really training in this area needs to be provided to much of 
the senior management in the industry. This is particularly needed in view of the 
evidence which shows in the company appraisal systems that the performance of the 
women engineers may infact be better in general than the men's. It seems that those 
responsiblefor staffreviews and training are lacking in equal opportunity awareness. 
Yhe case that I am puttingforward is that it is equal opportunities that should drive 
the businessforward to enhance the bottom line andprofit margins ". 
Wendy Legate described some of the recent culture changes within the company with 
whom she is a director. These were initiated because of bad customer care messages 
being received; the company had been characterised by clients as aggressive, claims 

conscious and adversarial in its approach to contracts. During a three-year change 

programme the company set about transforming attitudes to both employees and 

clients; it introduced an extensive equal opportunities initiative that began by giving 

priority to the promotion of women. Wendy explained: 

"the company became much more people oriented and within a year they realised that 
women within the company had not been given the opportunities that the should have y 
been given, that women were actually treated quite badly within the company and that 
there werent a lot of women working on the technical side of the company at all. So 
they decided to promote that and they started with a women's development 
programme to build coiýWence and se#esteem within women employees, so that they 
felt that they could actually achieve more, rather than always being told, you lalow, 
you arejust a woman. And out of that came an appreciation that having more women 
in the company created a diversity which actually led to better business ". 
The real issue then seemed to be that those at the top of the profession need 

persuading that more women in the business improves the bottom line. However, 

there are contradictions as there are resource, and per se, cost implications of 
implementing policies designed to affect transformative rather than just cosmetic 

change. 

This issue is taken up by Brenda Cole, Human Resource (HR) manager with a large 

consultant based in the Thames Valley. Prompted by an article published in The NCE, 

I went to see Brenda to discuss the measures her company was implementing as a 

culture change initiative to eradicate prejudice within a newly formed larger 

organisation. My discussions with Brenda focused on the role of HR departments in 
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championing the equal opportunities cause. Her approach to 'converting' the board of 
directors to agreeing to what she described as a 'full equality policy' was to promote 

the business case in terms of reducing staff turnover. The key tool of this policy had 

been the introduction of efforts to achieve Investors in People QIP) status. Brenda 

regarded the award of this status as a benchmark for the company in terms of 'good 

practice' and in a competitive employment market she felt that this could be a positive 
differentiator. She explained that over the previous year staff turnover had been 

reduced significantly. At the start of the period it had been running at twenty eight per 

cent but by the end of the year it was down to seventeen per cent. She said that 
because this outcome was measurable she used it as a clear justification for the 

company's commitment to the programme. The cost savings brought about by the 

reduced need for recruitment activity proved highly persuasive in promoting the 
business case. Also influential was the possibility of the HR unit being able to offer 
training and advice to other companies in the area (not competitors) about the process, 

so that this would become a new income generating activity for the company. A 
further business benefit would be that this activity would heavily subsidise the in- 

house company training budget, 

0- Equal opportunities on construction sites 0 Eq 
Wendy Legate was the only participant to speak positively about the prospects for 

changing the culture and long established behavioural patterns of the construction site 
as a way of valuing employees who work on these sites. In her role as director of a 
large contractor she has been able to introduce a code of behaviour for site working 
that prohibits the display of pornographic material. This is part of a culture change 
that her company has tried to initiate which she broadly described as 'integrity at 

work'. The feedback from female employees clearly indicated that they were no 
longer prepared to put up with this harassment. Wendy explained that consultation 

with staff about how to improve their experience of work was crucial to legitimising 

changed practice. 

Recent improvements in site working were commented upon by other participants, 

were seen as stemming mainly from more women choosing to work in construction, 

either at the professional or the craft level. Wendy Johnson's comment summarises 

the views of several participants that whilst women have not achieved a presence that 

equates to anything like 'critical mass' there are more women on construction sites 
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and their expectation was that this would gradually improve working conditions for 

everyone. 

"Originally I was really the only woman apartfrom the site secretary who would be 
on a site but now I see more women, clients have more women, the RE staff have 
women employed by them, suppliers and sub contractors have women and that creates 
a better environment. So I think it is getting better but notfast enough though ". 

This study suggests that the general working environment on construction sites is 

improving, resulting mainly from greater attention to health and safety issues by 

employers, and from the wider debate taking place about more progressive working 

practices generally-' The move to shorter working hours and reduced weekend 

working (unless vital) is an example. The fact that more women are now working on 

site has itself brought about changes to some of the social culture that operates on site 
and the adversarial relationship that so often exists between contractors and 
consultants is declining. Despite this, the gender issue in construction will not go 
away and the view of most participants was that whilst there have been small 
improvements to working arrangements on site, women are not generally made to feel 

welcome. This is still very much male territory, 

Valuing difference was also discussed in relation to the growing emphasis being 

placed on 'softer' skills relating to the management of both people and projects. 
Construction is steeped in adversarial working practices arising from mistrust between 

consultants, contractors and clients; the idea that contractors will short-cut areas of 

work to build their margin on the job, that designers will specify materials of adequate 
but low quality to cut the bidding price and so on. As Penny James (a director with a 

public sector research and information agency) put it: 

"co-operation is anathema to the construction industry. I meal? when Ijoined - it was 
very confrontational, It was standardpractice to take each other to court at the end of 
the contract almost. That still goes on but it is now considered oldfashioned and it is 
definitely changing". 
With this in mind, a change towards more co-operative ways of working was seen to 

be both necessary and very much down to some of the senior women coming through 

as agents for change. Operating in this litigious and hostile environment has had huge 

costs both in financial and human terms and the consensus of the interviewees seemed 

to be that it just does not make sense to run jobs on the back of a blame culture. There 

1 The report of the Construction Task Force "Rc-thinking Construction" published by DTI, II April 
200 1. Foreword by Sir John Egan. 
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was talk of partnership and consultation to generate a more joined tip construction 
industry'as Penny put it. Women were identified as having a significant role to play 
in promoting more co-operative styles of working. One point that was made is that the 
industry has little to lose by adopting this kind of work practice, because margins on 
jobs are tighter than ever before, so these need to be assured and not lost and frittered 

away in down time on disputes and contractual wrangles. This forms part of the 
business case for striving for equal opportunities ways of working. 

Although several women spoke about the positive contribution they felt that women 
can bring to construction, there was little mention of how this contribution is 

perceived by men in the industry. One comment, which brought some insight, came 
from Susan Hamilton, arising from her twenty-five years in the profession: 

"I think that there are lots of complexities about men not understanding women's 
capability, not valuing what they have to offer because it may be different, without 
realising that it may actually be equally valuable, perhaps even more valuable in 
some ways 
(M) Equalpay 
Virtually all the women in the study felt that they had received equal treatment in their 

professional life in terms of training and professional development opportunities. 
Indeed, in relation to continuing professional development events, all considered that 
they had been generously treated and certainly as well and, in one or two cases, better, 

than their male colleagues. The issue of pay, though, which is key to sex 
discrimination, was less clear. The uncertainty expressed about this issue by the 
interviewees is set against the background of recently released figures which show 
that the gross hourly earnings of women in professional occupations are ten per cent 
less than those of their male counterparts (EOQ 2003). As discussed in chapter two, 

within civil engineering there is evidence to show that the gender pay gap for mid- 

career professionals is considerably greater with men earning thirty five per cent more 

than their female colleagues (NCE, 6 June 2002). There is a similar situation within 
higher education where pay differentials between men and women exist at every level, 

from lecturer and researcher right through to professor and vice-chancellor (Guardian, 

4 February 2003). The stated position of all the companies represented in this study is 

that individual salary levels are treated as confidential. That being said, it does not 
follow that there is no sharing of this knowledge amongst colleagues informally or 

that confidentiality is always maintained in practice within an organisation. If 
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confidentiality masks gender pay inequality, then companies who are serious about 

equal opportunities can carry out a formal pay audit that examines the detail of the 

pay structure according to any declared grading or 'banding'. This policy of 'secrecy' 

about individual salaries was not questioned and the participants seemed to have 

accepted it as normal practice in the profession. However, there was unease about 

whether 'confidentiality' was really an excuse to pay men more than women. Susan 

Leyton, a very experienced engineer working for a mainstream consultant, explained 
that she was considering invoking her company's equal opportunities policy to 

challenge a clear disparity in pay between herself and another member of staff 
working at the same level. Miriam McClean, associate director with a mainstream 
consultant, also spoke about the same problem, which she saw as definitely gender 
based: "it is a very difficult issue to deal with. It is a matter ofproving that you are 
doing the same job and have the same responsibility as all equivalent male. I would 
say that we are definitely behind our male contemporaries ". 

Susan Hamilton spoke about the "shabby' treatment she had received whilst acting on 
an interim basis as joint managing director of a major consultant. The board refused to 

pay her any more money for this extra responsibility and Susan was sure that they 
would not have treated a man similarly. She left the company because, as she put it: 

"I will not be treated like that. I made it clear to the management that I expected to be 
paid more with this promotion and I dont latow whether it was a battle of wills or a 
test of how malleable I would be but it was refused and that was the last straw in my 
view ". 
Brenda Cole, the HR manager, said that in common with many consultants her 

organisation operated a grading structure for all employees. She explained that this in 

some instances had become rather anomalous due to the long service of considerable 

numbers of employees, resulting in a blurring of salary bands both within and beyond 

grades. But, as Brenda explained: 

"what it comes down to and this is the crux of the matter is that everyone has to 
negotiate their own salary package when theyjoin the company and I think it depends 
howforcefulyou are as a woman because I didnt negotiate a very goodPackage 
because I was returningfrom maternity leave. I didn'tfeel that I was worth as much 
because I had been out of the workplace and I wasn't sure that allyone would give me 
ajob because I had been outfor two years. " 
She was clear about why she felt underpaid: 
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"so you could say, yes, Ifeel underpaid but it's not because they have underpaid me 
it's because it is the deal I negotiated when Ijoined and it is difficult then to make 
leaps and boundsfrom what is then a lower beginning or startingpoint. Having said 
that when I raised it as an issue it was dealt with. It did leach me a vital lesson and 
You have got to negotiate thatpackage right at the beginning ". 
This perception explaining how pay differentials can originate is a significant finding 

of the research. The same issue was touched upon by Victoria Joseph who offered a 
different explanation. She claimed that in general when you apply for a job there are 
two pay scales operating, the published version and what she described as the 
'invisible' version. She said that she had evidence that women fare less well in civil 
engineering in a competitive job market: 

"because of the Equal Pay Act the currem generatioti ofgraduates has a completely 
different view, they expect things to befair but I think it is very much more difficultfor 
girls to argue their case thati it isfor boys. Girls have got to be taught to go out alld 
compete ". 

Explanations of gendered pay differentials discussed in Chapter Three include human 

capital theory and comparable worth theory. The first argues that women are paid less 

than men because they invest less in their careers and experience intermittent labour 
force participation. The second highlights the belief that employers systematically 

underestimate the value of women's labour. Looking at the qualification and 

employment record of the participants, it is difficult to invoke human capital theory as 

an explanation for their inferior pay position. Jacobsen (2003) adds another 

perspective that suggests that different forms of human capital may lead to different 

earnings rates specifically because the attributes that comprise human capital attract 
different social value. For example, women who have excellent human capital in 

terms of education and training may also have interrupted work histories that may 

reduce their value to employers. I think that Jacobsen's merged and adapted version 

of both theories may thus be more appropriate in explaining the gender pay gap. 

Cockburn (1991: 105-137) considers this in relation to the position of women within 
different types of organisational structures and concludes that although gender is a 

pivotal factor, sex-equality struggles are mediated by class and race, though these last 

two factors were less significant for my study. Powell (2003) argues that earnings 
differences between men and women are the result of discrimination which she 

characterises as a demand-side explanation. The question of why women put up with 
this discrimination remains. Women have less access than men to positions of 
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authority and my findings show that it is this factor, more than any other, that 

continues to marginalise women. Even those women who do make it to the top have 

their authority questioned, as two women directors in the study made clear. Cohn 

summarises the problem thus: "often womeii or minorities, upon achieving high 

organisatiotial rank, find that enenfies attribute their rise to race or gender rather 
than to talent" (Cohn, 2000: 136). 

Many women will undervalue themselves in terms of the salaries they can command, 
though the precise reasons for this will vary. Rewards from working are varied but 

evidence from my data indicates that job satisfaction, intellectual stimulation and 

challenging projects are all expected to form part of the remuneration package for 

women in a way that is not expected for men. One explanation of the higher salaries 
paid to men is the primary consideration given by them to negotiating the best 

possible salary, not just at the point ofjoining an organisation but also as they 

progress through the ranks. This is consistent with the general assertion of Langford et 

al (1995: 180) that men are more likely to be concerned with quantitative and women 

with qualitative aspects of life. 

With only three dissenting voices, the overall belief was that they were receiving 
equal treatment with male colleagues in the industry in terms of pay parity. How 

accurate this perception is, in light of the practice of keeping individual salaries 
confidential and the industry pay findings reported by the NCE, is open to debate. 
This perception of equality of treatment does not seem to be borne out by the presence 
of women in the boardroom. While companies are allowed within the law to maintain 
a confidentiality policy about comparative salary levels, it is difficult then to see how 

equal pay legislation can be effective. 

iv Promotion and advancement 
Closely linked to the pay issue is the matter of promotion and advancement, not just 

with a current employer but also moving from one company to another, and here 

again there was a general agreement that in the main women are treated fairly. There 

were one or two oblique references to uncertainty about why a particular appointment 
had been made within a group, or why opportunities for progression were slow, but 

participants did not see these incidents as important and did not view them as 
discrimination or exclusion, at least not on an individual level. More significant, 

though, was the personal career history of one woman, Wanda Jessop, a prominent 
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civil engineer who had worked on a number of high profile projects. Her professional 

progress had been blighted by what she characterised as "invisible prejudice ". She felt 

that equal opportunities policies within the organisation she had just left and, where 

she had spent the greater part of her career, were weak operating only on a token 
basis. 

She spoke with much knowledge about the business, especially the creative side of the 
industry, and how civil engineers contribute to the aesthetic nature of the built 

environment. Her critique of civil engineering was unusual but fascinating because 

she was the only woman in the study who, in terms of how she saw her role, made the 
link between civil engineering and architecture. Wanda spoke with deep disillusion 

about civil engineering, which she described as being "intrinsically aggressive " and 
deeply "polificar'. Her interpretation of equal opportunities seemed to be directed 
towards treating individuals fairly and this is illustrated by her comments that follow: 

I always wanted to be treated equally with other people. IfI saw someone who was 
made an associate andI wasn't then I wouldsay to myselfwas thatfair? I was made 
an associate director, well it was calledproject director at that stage, the moment I 
came backfrom LA because I had been aprincipal there so that was obvious. Again 
they never actually made me a director and I know that that was unfair. I am different 
and I think thatpeople promote people who are a bit like themselves. When you look 
at it they haventpromoted as many structural engineers, they have only promoted 
one to director level and she is a manager as opposed to a designer. She is not quite 
so threatening andyou know in some ways I think she ends up as the person who is 
doing the donkey work as opposed to the creative work. And also I hate to say it but 
the women who have been promoted in the mainstream they are all blonde, thin, 
really it is pretty noticeable ". 
Wanda felt that image, both corporate image and the image of the individual were the 
key: 

"I think a lot of it is image because the men dont admit it, they don't admit it at all 
and they can point to the fact that the company takes in a very high percelitage of 
women and they give very good matenifty and all of that so you can'tfault them on 
any of that but it is a male environment andparticularly at the top. There are no 
women on the main board". 
This seemed to get to the heart of the problem; if companies have 'paper' policies 

which are seen to be in place, there is evidence that in practice this is regarded by 

employers, and some employees, as good enough. Several women said that this was 

the position within their own organisations. This situation reflects Cockburn's (1991) 

analogy of the 'short agenda' for equal opportunities implementation that takes a 

minimalist position in relation to minimising discrimination in recruitment procedures 
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aimed at basic or token statutory compliance (see Chapter Three), Such policies are 

not conceived as instruments of radical cultural change and can be explained as a 
basic or satisfactory compliance strategy. If women are prevented from moving into 

positions of power within organisations because those at the top are intent on 

reinforcing the male hierarchy, then paying lip service to equal opportunities is in fact 

all it is. For Wanda this was exactly the issue: 

"well it is a classic glass ceiling. I think it is. When you are younger in thatfirm you 
in a way dontfeel that. I alwaysfelt very grateful that I had thisjob in a way andyou 
Imow I was given lots of opportunities but as you begin to progress you notice the 
difference. Civil engineering is very aggressive and Ifound that I can't deal with 
aggression, I really cant. It reduces me to tears in a second. The problem I had over 
ajob in Germany arose because one director was getting his own back at the director 
oftly group. I definitely paid a price. You Ibiow I nearly went under. And having been 
through that and dealt with horrible aggression over it Ifound out it is like you 10low 
all allergy or something, it has been triggered now and ifanyone is angry to nle Ijust 
have to walk away now. I mean I didnt sleepfor years, I wasjust broken ". 
Wanda explained that she was not the only employee from her firm to be traumatised 
by intolerable stress. She said that this was much more extreme during the recession 
in the late 80's and early 90's and several of her colleagues were deeply affected by 

what she described as 'conflict ridden and competitive work styles'. For Wanda, the 

company's equal opportunities policy, of which it was very proud, had failed her. The 

policy, she claimed, was not endorsed by the hierarchy and did not provide employees 

with a clear avenue for addressing concerns about promotion and 'grading'. Valuing 

difference had not formed part of her experience of the profession. She pointed out, 
though, that through her contact with others in the business, she knew of other women 
having similar experiences and she quoted one well-known woman in the industry as 
saying that women are just voting with their feet. Wanda's view was that more and 

more women will do this until flexible and co-operative work practices are the norm, 

and more women are visible at the top. My findings generally do not support this 

claim that women are considering leaving the profession though some seem to be 

continuing their careers amid a sense of growing disenchantment with working 

practices. 

(y) Summary 
None of the participants mentioned the formal recognition or benchmarking of 
diversity or equality issues within their organisations. Initiatives like IIP, for example, 
did not figure in the accounts at all and my research seems to suggest that awareness 
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about these types of issues within the sector is generally not high. For those 

companies with an equal opportunities policy in place, the responsibility for this fell 

to the human resource (HR) function and this emerged as part of the problem. There 

was almost universal disenchantment expressed about HR departments: in all cases 
their performance was described as weak, ineffectual and at best indifferent, in terms 

of supporting and developing staff. 

I referred earlier to the 'network' way of recruiting staff which reflects the principle 
that it is who you know that counts. If open and transparent procedures are set in place 
to hire employees but these are circumvented by senior staff for expedience, it is 

difficult to challenge this within an equal opportunities framework which has only 
limited use and does not have the commitment from those at the top. Some 

participants suggested that maybe those who are excluded from the network should 
abandon the equal opportunities struggle and try to tap into these networks of 

connections to ensure that they are not left behind all together. This is based on the 'if 

you cannot beat them, join them' principle. It seems that networks reinforce existing 

self-interest, so that those in powerful positions keep the best jobs for themselves and 
those like them. This is a cynical and understandable reaction from the women, some 

of whom were 'tired' of seeing fragile equal opportunities policies openly flouted and 

circumvented by those in powerful positions. Challenging bad practice in these areas 
did not come across as viable for most women, and the alternative position of having 

better policies, effectively implemented and monitored seemed a long way off. 

The last two sections of this chapter now go on to consider other support strategies 
that exist to provide practical encouragement for both men and women in the 

workplace. Recognition that formal equality policies are of limited value makes these 

more informal measures a common feature of the contemporary workplace across a 

wide spectrum of industrial and professional activity (Williams, 2000: 213). 

4. Role models and mentoring 
The interviews discussed the degree to which role models can act as agents for change 

and also the nature and extent of support structures that exist to retain women 

entrants. Consideration of these issues produced some of the more unexpected 
f indings. 
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Six women were over forty-five and for three of these in particular (Susan Hamilton, 

Victoria Joseph and Wendy Johnson), I was struck by the loneliness of their early 

careers. They responded with some surprise to the question of female role models 

acting as a support in their early careers. They explained that simply none existed, and 
that any encouragement or sponsorship of their progress was provided by male 

colleagues on an ad hoc basis. In this respect, they spoke to me of their experiences as 

pioneers in a man's world, which they saw as full of opportunity and new challenges, 
particularly with regard to establishing the professional credibility of women, who 
had for so long been denied full membership of the club. Both Susan and Victoria 
described their personal progress in the profession, and how gradually they sought 
ways of gaining more influence. The route identified by them both was via the formal 

organisational structures of the industry such as the ICE and the Construction Industry 
Training Board (CITB). They regarded their 'equalities' work as agents for change 
but there was not complete agreement in their accounts about the type of change 
needed or the best way to approach it. On closer examination, these differences seem 
to be of style rather than substance. One area of common agreement was the need to 

work within the structures of the profession, offering constructive criticism. Standing 

on the outside and 'heckling' from the margins was felt to be futile and these women 
seemed to reject a 'bottom up' approach to achieving change. 1j 
A recurring theme, particularly from the older women, was the informal nature of the 

encouragement they received from male colleagues, especially in the early part of 
their careers, when the Human Resource Function (or Personnel Department as it was 
then called) was principally a recruitment department. These comments from Susan 
Hamilton were not untypical: 

"in one of the companies quite early oil in my career there was a mail it, the training 
department and he tended to spot the up and coming brightest and wOuldills, get YOU 
along to his office and interview you and talk about things and make little sliggestiOlls 
about what you might do. Ybujelt that you were a bit special and there was this kind 
ofsupport. That is the closest I got to mentoring then ". 
Wendy Johnson confirmed that when she started out more than thirty years ago there 

were no support structures in place at all and it was only many years later that she 

recalled having an informal access arrangement with a colleague whom she described 

as a &personal partner', someone with whom she could share concerns about work. 

Victoria, though, had not received any special encouragement but seemed not to 
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expect it or even feel the need for it. As a result, she had forged for herself a very 
independent working mode and she was clear that she had benefited strongly from 

this: "I meati it has ahvays helped me having this experience of being thefirst one to 
do things". She reflected how much easier it is now for women entering the profession 
than it had been for her nearly thirty years earlier. 

A majority of interviewees spoke, in general, of the special help and encouragement 
they had received from a colleague, usually a senior member of the profession and 
likened this to the role of informal mentor or supporter. With only two exceptions this 

support was provided by male colleagues and in all cases it was recognised as having 

made a significant difference to their careers. The types of support described varied, 
but a 'coaching' model was one type of support, whereby women were given 
opportunities via their mentor to learn through practice. One woman regarded one of 
her senior colleagues almost as a personal professional advisor. Several women 

suggested that the support of these men was rather akin to them 'breaking ranks' both 

with other men and with a culture of exclusion. There is no reference in the accounts 

as to whether the men saw their actions in this light, though a significant factor must 
be that individual support offered in this way could only be effective if those 

providing it are themselves connected to mainstream power channels. Their role, thus, 

acts as a bridge linking those on the margins to the central sphere of influence. 

Sharing knowledge and the 'tricks of the trade' accumulated often over many years, 

was seen as an important contribution towards building both the confidence and 

competence of the women as a preparation for success. Mentoring relationships, 

particularly between a man and a woman, can be emotionally complicated but none of 
the women seemed to have experienced this difficulty. The type of benefit derived 

from mentoring varied, from reducing the sense of isolation to direct promotion 

opportunities. Karen Shaw, who has a very senior post in a high profile public sector 

agency, described this as "he really looked after me". This type of sentiment was 

echoed by several other women in different ways. This raises the question of how an 
individual route of 'favouritism' fits with equal opportunities though none of the 

women made this connection. Some accounts have a resonance of paternalism about 

them. Helen Zell, for example, explained that a key supporter in her early career 
treated her as an "honorary daughter". None of the participants characterised the 

special help they had received as paternalistic and did not seek to justify it. 
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Nine women were employed by companies that have a formal mentoring system in 

place. Such arrangements can be seen as 'top down' agents for change and, in relation 
to these cases, were endorsed by senior management. These structured support 

systems had only been up and running a short while, so it was difficult to evaluate 
their success. This is not surprising, as mentoring has only started to be formally 

incorporated into Human Resource systems fairly recently. The HR manager, Brenda 
Cole, suggested that mentoring can be a major factor contributing towards improved 

retention rates. In particular, she felt that having a "buddy" as soon as you joined the 
company was significant and this measure had been introduced within the broader 
"coaching" or "mentoring" framework. Her view was that for this support to be 

effective clear information has to be supplied to "buddies" in the form of a "buddy 
pack" so that roles and expectations are understood. In Brenda's company buddies 

stay in place for three months and then after this period the new employee transfers on 
to a mentoring scheme and although not compulsory, every staff member is 

encouraged to have a mentor. Guidelines for mentors are supplied in the form of small 
laminated 'check list' cards, obviating the need for lots of paper and this apparently is 

a key feature of their user friendliness. 

Two women whose companies had not introduced this kind of support structure spoke 
about how vital they felt it was, especially for women. They regarded it as a way of 
establishing confidence and building networks outside the day-to-day routine beyond 
line management. This is consistent with the findings of other researchers (see 

Chapter Three and Druker and White (1996) and Evetts (1996). Interestingly, when 
asked whether there should be a support framework especially for women, the general 
view was that this would not be helpful, because it might establish a type of 
'separation politics' within the workplace and so become another way of signifying 
'difference' with consequent negative impacts for women. 

Five participants have the position of company main board or associate director and 

one who is a director working for a contractor, Wendy Legate, described how one of 

the first initiatives she implemented in her new post was the creation of a mentoring 

system across the company. She identified this as a way of retaining staff and giving 

practical meaning to the ethos of personal career development for all employees. This 

is an example of how being in a position of power can really effect change. Another 

director, Miriam McClean, spoke about the difficulty she was having in getting other 
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directors to listen to the case for introducing such a scheme. She associated part of the 

problem with entrenched attitudes amongst some of her older senior colleagues, all 

men, citing the fact they could not see the benefits, only the costs. One suggestion 

made by another director, Wilomena Franks, working for what is generally considered 
to be one of the most 'modem' and innovative consultants, was the introduction of a 

counselling scheme for working parents and she emphasised the word 'parents'. She 

said such a scheme should be explicitly aimed at both mothers and fathers and would 
be a way of demonstrating that caring should be gender neutral. There was a subtle 
inference here that such schemes may appear more acceptable if they are not 
promoted as being exclusively aimed at women. Ideally, she felt that this could be 

extended to offer support to those who care for elderly relatives. I did not feel able to 
ask her why she had not herself taken steps to introduce this system. Her technical 
role did not seem to include these issues within its remit. 

Interestingly, only one woman talked about being a mentor: Helen Zell was acting as 
a mentor to a woman who had specifically requested a female mentor. Helen said that 
the real issue was access, and she said that she had been able to help in a variety of 
ways, ranging from giving advice on office procedures to checking calculations and 
also advising on how to behave at meetings, all very relevant concerns. Susan 

Hamilton, now well established in her own practice, spoke at length about how she 
had given detailed consideration to just these sorts of issues as she set out on her 

career almost a generation earlier. 

The general remarks about the usefulness of formal mentoring systems raised the 
issue of which company function would be expected to take responsibility for 

establishing such a system. In most corporate structures, one would expect that this 

would fall under the auspices of the Human Resource (HR) department, at least 

initially. However, as discussed in relation to equal opportunities in the previous 

section, this could be where some of the problem lies. All the women who referred to 

their HR group within their firms did so in very negative terms and the low status of 

human resource functions emerged as a distinct theme in the discussion on company 

structures. Comments included their being 'useless' and 'invisible' with 'no role 

The strength of these comments raised the question of what it is about civil 

engineering that seems to undervalue this area of expertise. The HR unit is regarded 

as a necessary but often under-resourced overhead (non fee earning) activity. 
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Operating with this perception makes it difficult for HR managers to be proactive and 

pilot new initiatives, especially where significant costs are involved. Against this 
background the approach of Brenda Cole in this area thus seems very innovative and 

unusual. The success of the work of her unit appeared to be linked to its high status 

within the senior hierarchy. Specifically, the fact that Brenda was reporting directly to 

the group chief executive seemed to signal that HR issues were a top priority for the 

company. 

Discussion of role models for women in the profession was closely linked to the 
theme of mentoring and support structures in general. There was a clear dearth of role 
models in the industry, particularly female examples. Two participants were 
themselves identified by several of the other younger women as being powerful and 
influential role models. The influence of their work in the area of equal opportunities 
characterised them, individually, as agents for change; words like 'inspirational' and 
'fantastic' were used in this context. Describing the impact generated by one of these 

role models, Karen Shaw explains: "she has the strongest beliefI have met ill anyone 
in as much that she believes that what she is doing is right with actually pushing 
equal opporitatitiesforward and trying to make a difference ". 

One feature of the career histories of these influential women was the way that they 
had joined the institutional and cultural networks of the profession to secure their own 
personal position but also as a way to lobby for change. 

To summarise, the women's experience of mentoring included a mix of individual or 
informal arrangements and formally implemented collective schemes. The benefits of 
each were commented on widely though it was noticeable that the older women 

concentrated their remarks almost exclusively on informal supportive relationships 
they had formed to provide them with what they described as advice, feedback and 
friendship. In some cases the women saw themselves almost as prot6ges. It was 

noticeable, too, that these informal mentoring relationships had not been actively 

sought by the women but rather they appeared to have been 'singled out' for special 

encouragement by a senior colleague. Mentoring relationships that develop between 

individuals of different power levels can present some degree of risk in terms of 

potential harassment or exploitation (Fagenson-Eland & Baugh, 2000) though none of 

the women had experienced these negative aspects. The impact of this individual help 

cannot be overstated and seemed to underpin the self-confidence of the women in 
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their professional ability; it also seemed to encourage independence and greater self- 
belief 

The younger women showed more interest in formal mentoring schemes and several 

spoke of these as a company-wide arrangement and associated this more with career 

assistance than with emotional support. Some referred to having a female mentor and 
how valuable this had been in embedding them in their career by giving them specific 

guidance about company politics from what Paula Alexander described as the 'female 

perspective". The degree to which these female mentors were in positions of power 

within their organisations and so able to confer legitimacy on other women was not 

commented upon. 

The reported value of having a female mentor is consistent with findings outlined in 

an EPSRC publication which showed that women scientists and engineers with female 

mentors all recounted increases in their motivation, ambition, determination and 

assertiveness (EPSRC, 2002). The EPSRC report also showed that the women had 

taken more initiatives to further their careers than they would have done without the 

support of their female mentor. There are advantages derived from being a mentor and 

some of the women involved in the projects discussed in the EPSRC report, such as 
that run at the Bolton Institute, found that they could develop their own careers by 

sharing ideas with other mentors. This potential benefit was not commented upon by 

any of the women in my study. One advantage of a female mentor relates to the 

modelling of successful strategies for coping with gender-based barriers to 

advancement and work/family conflict. Meena Patel voiced her concern at not having 

come across any women who could provide this kind of support. This refers to the 

notion of mentor as role model and only one woman, Wanda Jessop, referred to her 

male mentor as a role model. 

None of the women mentioned the use of mentoring teams as an alternative to one-to- 

one relationships even though these are now a more common feature of corporate 

business (Fagenson-Eland & Baugh, 2000). The value of team mentoring can lie in a 

broader based support framework that is less susceptible to individual tensions. 

Mentoring teams act as a type of networked support arrangement; other forms of 

networks are now discussed in the next section focusing on both professional and 

social networks that impact on career success. 
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5. Networking 

Networks in the workplace operate as a set of connections to foster the interests of 

those within them. They act as enablers to progress. They also act as a barrier to the 

success and advancement of those who find themselves excluded from them. Men and 

women need the help of others to succeed at work and this help is found in a set of 

relationships or interactions established over time. These job-related contacts can be 

augmented by other contacts established outside work, but which can also impact 

favourably on career progression. Networks create opportunities for career 
enhancement and can take a variety of forms including advice, information, 

friendship, referrals, support and general guidance. To have within one's network 
those with power and influence is obviously desirable, but the crucial issue about a 
networked economy is who is included and who is left out and what determines who 
should be in which camp. My findings suggest that civil engineering has a strongly 
networked culture, so that employers recruit staff through these networks, taking on 
people who come with a seat of approval from trusted sources. This happens in other 
professions and is understandable, particularly as Us and application forms do not 
tell the whole story about what an individual has to offer. In civil engineering, the 

skills required of the professional have broadened to include both technical and 
$softer' social skills such as presentation and interactive ways of working. The 

personal qualities of an individual can be difficult to assess in a formal interview 

setting; so bypassing the practice of forms and interviews and simply hiring staff 
through a networked recommendation can seem attractive to employers. Looked at in 

business terms, this approach to recruitment reduces the risks inherent in an open 

selection process and can cut administrative costs but this clearly has implications for 

equal opportunities, particularly in perpetuating the existing mate-dominated 
hierarchies. 

The gender composition of the network will vary according to one's job and the level 

attained and will be affected by one's own gender. Men develop networks that include 

mainly men, whereas women have a better mix of both men and women (Ibarra, 

1992). Expectations around how these networks operate are also a function of gender. 

After-work drinking can turn out to be an exclusive activity as women who have 

caring responsibilities may not be able to make this a priority. Breakfast meetings and 

long lunches fall into the same category. Regular sporting activity provides another 
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opportunity for sharing information. Women's and men's career paths differ because 

women tend to make more adjustments to accommodate family life. The amount of 
time women spend on reproducing the family reduces the amount of time available to 
invest in developing and maintaining work-related networks. The other side of the 
'network coin' though is the need for working mothers to establish other kinds of 

social networks outside work, usually with other women and family members, to 

ensure a mutual support framework (see Chapter Seven). It is these other networks 
that they seemed to value so highly and describe with much pleasure and enthusiasm. 
Most of the women in the study socialised very little with work colleagues and those 

with dependent children socialised the least of all, with lack of time being the critical 
factor. Wilomena Franks put it thus: 

"I think that my social interaction is pretty limited compared to some. 7here are 
people who are always drinking with theirfriends and they do that quite a lot. I have 
never really done that very much, partly I am not a big drinker and also I have got 
things to get home to ". 

Women without caring responsibilities expressed more interest in work based social 
activity but seemed to restrict this to 'the occasional meal out' or the 'Christmas do' 

or a gathering at the pub on the 'odd Friday night'. The impression strongly conveyed 
in the accounts is that having a laugh and a chat with colleagues once in a while at the 

pub is pleasant but not a priority. This emphasis was similar for most of the women, 
irrespective of their personal position. Rather pointedly, five of the women said that 

apart from attending the company Christmas function, they had never socialised with 

colleagues because they just did not want to spend their time in that way. 

The pub is very much a part of the social ritual of construction and many of the 
interviewees commented on how, although never formally excluded from this activity, 
they tended not to go very often. Reasons ranged from having better things to do to 

feeling slightly vulnerable, being possibly the only woman in the group. Thus by 

default, the outing to the pub is preserved as a protective male ritual and the news and 
information exchanged there may not be passed on to those not present. This is how 

networks privilege those within them and disadvantage those outside them. Only a 
few participants seemed to be aware of how important these networks could be in 

affecting professional progress, and several had deliberately chosen not to take part, 

rejecting what one woman described as the 'boozey culture' of the job. 
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Helen Coates had consciously chosen to distance herself from this form of activity. 
Her reasons centred on her perception of the outing to the pub with one's colleagues 

as constituting a form of work. She felt that she had had enough of work in the office 

and was keen not to extend this yet further to encroach on what she saw as her 'real, 

other life outside work'. These sentiments formed part of the accounts of the five 

directors who featured in the study and one in particular explained why she 
deliberately chose to withdraw from any socialising with colleagues, apart from 
formal company occasions: 

"It's a deliberate move on my part to be honest. Ifeel that it is important not to 
compromise myself andIfeel that ifI was in a pub on a Eriday night drinking and 
talking I would be pressedfor information which may be confidential and I dont 
really want to be under that sort ofpressure ". 
This raises the issue of the boundary between work and non-work time. For several 
participants, taking part in social activities with work colleagues, clearly constituted a 
form of work and contributed negatively to work/life balance with this type of 
networking perceived as personally unproductive. 

Wendy Johnson found socialising in general rather difficult and felt that it was even 
more of a strain with work colleagues; this did not seem to have hindered her 

professional progress. Indeed, I was struck by the extent to which the most senior 
women in the study had chosen, in the main, to keep their working and social lives 

separate. This does not mean that they had no other forms of networking but it is clear 
that strong social links with colleagues had not formed a basis of their success. 
Whether they would have achieved their senior positions sooner if they had had such 
links is impossible to judge. A much stronger impact on their success had been the 
informal support and encouragement they had received at different stages of their 

career which has been discussed earlier. This theme of a more personal network was 
in evidence in many of the accounts and maybe this is indicative of female ways of 
interacting. 

The importance of networking as a career development tool was recognised by the 

interviewees, but it seemed that only the more senior of them felt that they had 

benefited from this. Some women seemed to be part of several networks connected, 

for example, to projects they were involved with or to activities undertaken as part of 

trying to become chartered. Being part of a network was regarded primarily as a 

'comfort' (Helen Zell) or support structure but was also seen as a way of affecting 
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change within the industry. Again it was the more experienced participants who 

commented on this feature of networking and Pauline Jenkinson was sure that women 

would need to "steep themselves hi these tielit, orks" if they were to have any chance of 

making changes to the way that business is conducted. 

A contrasting picture was conveyed by the younger women who were generally more 

uncertain about how to access these networks or begin to create them for themselves. 
The intrinsic nature of networks held different meanings for participants with the 

more senior women identifying these as both power (instrumental) and social 
networks. For women who may have interrupted career paths, establishing and 
maintaining work-based networks can be difficult. Geena Amrouni, for instance, 
having taken only six weeks maternity leave for the birth of her first child, explained 
that she felt that she could not be away from work for longer, because her position 
would suffer and she would become an outsider. (She holds the post of Group Head 

within a public sector research organisation. ) Others spoke about how important it 

was to keep in touch with what was going on at work and of how having a network of 

contacts was instrumental in this process. Geena's network of contacts included 

members of the senior management team as well as the receptionist and the post room 
assistant. The key ingredient of the network seemed to be open accessibility that 

enabled members to share informally news and views about what was going on within 
the organisation. 

Penny James, who works as a director within the same organisation as Geena 

Amrouni, commented on the existence of 'the grapevine' at her place of work, which 

she saw as the most likely route for information and misinformation to travel round. 
Her view was that finding some time to chat to colleagues with whom you may not 

work directly was useful. Keeping up or even ahead of the grapevine was a way of 

avoiding unpleasant surprises. In response to the question as to whether this sort of 
information exchange was actually gossiping, Penny thought it probably was and 

added "meii like gossip as much as womeit, theyfiist call it networkilig". 

An article in the Guardian (18 June 200 1) reporting the findings of an American study 

which found that men gossip more than women concluded that men and women 

gossip for different reasons. 'Wonien gossip printarily to bond with one another, while 

meii do it to bolster their owti self-esteem. ' The very word 'gossip' carries negative 

connotations particularly as it usually has a third party as its subject but, as the article 
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points out, it is the perception of its usefulness that is important. Men and women 

gossip with each other too, even if their objectives are different. Penny was of the 

view that it was male/female gossip within her organisation that sometimes filled the 
information gap arising from the more formal communication structures which she 

saw as being largely inadequate. 

6. Conclusion 

The issues discussed in this chapter point to the significance of cultural factors in 

affecting the potential for change within the profession, specifically the sense that 
change imposed from 'outside' would not work and only negotiated or consensual 
change would be likely to succeed. This is why a few of the participants have chosen 
to become involved with various activities undertaken by the ICE, believing that 
influencing policy and practice is only feasible as an 'insider'. The issue of exactly 
what type of change could be achieved was addressed in limited terms with 
participants concentrating on more tangible or substantive concerns such as flexible 

working, safety issues on construction sites and a reduction in sexual harassment. 
Changing the deeper behavioural aspects of the profession in relation to its adversarial 
nature and the entrenched 'niale chibiness', both features of its subculture, was felt to 
be more difficult and certainly was regarded as a longer term project dependent 

mainly on more women entering and staying in the industry. 

The sense that civil engineering operates in its own separate sphere according to its 

specific cultural precepts was a powerful theme of the women's narratives. Thus, the 

overwhelming view was that transformative change can only be generated by 'insider 

activity' mainly involving 'top down' initiatives (Greed, 2000). A small minority felt 

that the wider influences of mainstream concerns about equality issues would impact 

positively on the profession but would need to focus on the full range of diversity, not 
just gender. Attaching a feminist banner to the equalities cause was perceived as being 

counter-productive, perhaps because the participants did not themselves identify in 

this way. Supporting further equality work was not considered either relevant or 
important for a majority of the interviewees. 

Despite the general indifference expressed towards strategies for improving the 

profession (such as equal opportunities for example), some participants have 

themselves become involved in activities aimed at changing the profession and 

specifically at improving the position of women in the industry. Their efforts have 
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variously contributed to the formal 'equalities' work of the ICE and other 'top down' 

change programmes, such as 'Change the Face of Construction'. Susan Leyton, for 

example, particularly concerned about the experience of women candidates taking the 

ICE's corporate professional review, has now offered her services as a reviewer to the 

Institution specifically to improve the qualitative experience of the review for women. 
Some of the senior women have acted as role models for younger women in the 

profession and others have been instrumental in establishing mentoring schemes and 

support networks for both men and women, but several with a core aim of promoting 
women's career advancement. 

The accounts also reveal that although the women generally acknowledged the need 
for the profession to change and modernise this did not extend to them necessarily 
empathising with or supporting other women or directly associating themselves with 
initiatives aimed at creating change. All the women felt that civil engineering 
functions within an aggressive and personally competitive environment and that there 
is little transparency in recruitment and selection processes. Furthermore, they felt that 

women come off worst in this adversarial and opaque culture. The view of a majority 

was that unless they ensure that they are part of the right cliques, they really stand no 

chance at all. A small minority, however, felt that they had to reject this 'winning' 

culture all together, not because they could not win but because they could not start 

the race on equal terms with male colleagues. For these women the options seem 

clear; leave the profession all together or take the business risk of setting up in 

independent practice. 

Chapters Five to Eight have documented the main findings of the research analysing 

the data according to the three themes of subculture, work/life balance and agents for 

change. The analysis has concentrated on why women enter the profession, how they 

progress within it and a range of cultural factors affecting their success. The presence 

of a powerful, but often hidden, subculture that focuses on a culture of 'presenteeism, 

which is underpinned by conflictual styles of working, is experienced by women as a 

barrier to their progress. These factors impact negatively on work/life balance. An 

underlying theme, therefore, of the findings is the relationship between work and 

family, not only how women negotiate the balance between the two but crucially the 

expectation of society that it will be women who 'care' for the young, the elderly and 

the vulnerable. Discussion of possible measures to change the profession, or as one 
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participant explained to 'civilise' it, has revealed that women may not be eager to 

contribute their energies to this cause. Much uncertainty exists about what type of 

change to pursue and which measures are likely to be effective. The next chapter 
draws these threads together as a conclusion to the thesis. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. Introduction 

The research explored women's experience of working as civil engineers in order to 

understand the extent of change and continuity in working practices within the 

profession and how this impacts on the participation, retention and progress of women. 
The prospect of generally improving the way the industry operates and its associated 

working environment was another focus of the research. Given the falling numbers of 

men and women entering construction professions, the working environment appears to 
be problematic in attracting a high quality work force (Langford et al, 1995). 

The theoretical framework discussed in Chapter Three focused on private and public 
patriarchal structures to explain women's subordinate position in the labour market 
(Walby, 1990). These patriarchal structures were considered in relation to the three 

themes of subcultures, work/life balance and possible agents for change. The research 
findings suggest that these structures remain in place but are dynamic and therefore there 
has been both continuity and change in respect of women's place within civil 

engineering. In particular, the relationship between work and home makes women's role 
different from men's in relation to the subcultures of the industry and to work/life 
balance. I 

A feature of the work experience of women in male-dominated professions is that they 

continue to be marginalised by organisational cultures that are underpinned by the 

paradigm of male success models. The inference is that if women are to 'fit in', then 

they must adapt to the demands of corporate culture, which generally mean long hours 

and a sense that work comes first. This suggests that women in the profession implicitly 

believe that by obeying the rules set in place by a male hierarchy they can have the 

rewards that men have. An alternative approach is that women stop adapting and 

competing with men on these terms but rather become active participants in 

transforming the culture. My research shows that this alternative is a long way off in 

relation to the UK civil engineering profession because, although women are 

participating in greater numbers, and have gained more recognition, they are still under- 

represented at the top and the middle ranks and, thus, do not have the power to affect 

transformative change. However, the position is more complex and contradictory. 
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Changing the culture of the profession did not seem to be a priority for a majority of 

participants who appeared to be 'locked in' to 'male' ways of working that placed 

corporate interests as a high priority. They appeared to have very little choice but to 

conform by adopting these male work patterns even though some were clearly pioneers 
in establishing women in professional roles. The conclusions that follow are set against 
this background and are discussed in relation to the key themes identified earlier: 
subcultures, work/life balance and agents for change. 

2. Subcultures 

The concept of subcultures within the workplace includes behaviours, attitudes and 

practices that are expressed at an individual and organisational level. These involve 

meanings and assumptions that are taken for granted, seen as natural and are difficult to 

question (Alvesson and Billing, 1997). The literature refers to professional subcultures 
which place emphasis on exclusionary mechanisms as a way of protecting elite 

specialisms (Abbott, 1988). Within construction a range of subcultures exist. These vary 

according to professional discipline, hierarchy and setting but all are mate-dominated 

and marginalise women (Greed, 1994; Eisenberg, 1998). Civil engineering as a 

construction profession has created an image of being at the elite end of the building 

process and functions in an atmosphere of conflict, antagonism and blame. 

The conclusions that follow show the continuing strength of each subculture and 
demonstrate their effects on women's day-to-day work experience and career progress. 
This section focuses on problems of women's isolation and visibility in the context of 

the construction site, the office and the ICE. The different subcultures have a profound 
impact on women's careers and the ways in which women experience discrimination are 
highlighted. Specifically the aspects of visibility, career progression and the role and 
image of the ICE form the three topics of this section 

(i) risibility 
With one exception, all the participants spoke of how much they valued their careers and 

professional identity, but their accounts of their day-to-day experience of actually 'doing 

the job' presented a picture of frustration and hard won recognition. Most felt that male 

colleagues experienced similar frustrations, but that they were not subject to the same 

personal pressures as women. One particular pressure was the need to work to a closely 

defined time schedule to ensure that caring responsibilities were fulfilled. This made 
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some participants feel highly scrutinised and vulnerable particularly when faced with 

unrealistic workloads. 

The experience of most participants was that the long held assumption that civil 

engineers are men continues. Several referred specifically to the unwillingness of male 

colleagues to recognise that women have a diverse range of skills to offer the industry 

and one woman put this down to fear that their hegemonic position would eventually be 

eroded. This fear seems to operate within the subculture of the ICE as well as the 

construction site. This is illustrated by the action taken by the ICE, described by Miriam 

McClean that placed women in vice-president positions but decided to make these tnon- 

succeeding' posts. Miriam said that however this was justified by the ICE, it 

nevertheless 'felt' like discrimination. Greed (2000) comments that one male 
construction manager confided to her that he felt threatened by women entering the 
industry. My research supports this with several participants explaining adverse 

reactions from male colleagues to their presence on site as men fearing that eventually 
"women would take over". 

Closely linked to this sense of isolation was the visibility issue. As Whittock (2000: 177) 

points out, 'tokens capture a larger awareness share'; this leads often to intense scrutiny 
by the dominant group, so that those who are being observed in their minority role 
experience overwhelming pressure to perform successfully. Nearly all the interviewees 

commented on the stress this caused. Working on construction sites can still be a 
harrowing and threatening experience for women. Increasing numbers of women in 

professional construction roles has not made them feel welcome on site and health and 
safety problems continue. 

Because the stereotype of engineering as a male activity continues, women who are 

visible because of other roles they have are made to feel different. For some with caring 

responsibilities their perceived lack of commitment to their careers caused them to be 

singled out by male colleagues. This was contradictory, however, as they were also 

criticised for 'leaving' their children when they worked long hours to cope with the 

demands of their role. This supports research on women in other professions and Evetts 

(1993) notes that this type of commitment can be viewed as deviant and unnatural in 

women professionals in a range of occupations. This illustrates that whilst women have 

been admitted into the profession in increasing numbers, this should not obscure the 

continuing significance of patriarchal relations in the workplace which ensures that once 
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there, they remain subordinated. Walby (1997: 163) discusses this within the context of 
the 'backlash' to feminism which she sees as taking different forms so that areas where 

women have made progress, such as employment, for example, still continue to operate 

on gendered lines that privilege men and disadvantage women. Thus Walby argues that 

understanding the extent and nature of women's progress in society is complex "because 

the notion offorward and backwardfor women is insufficiently theorised" (Walby, 

1997: 164). It was generally the older and more experienced participants who were aware 
of the contradictory position of women in the profession which meant that although 
there is a stronger visible presence of women in professional roles it does not follow that 
they can access organisational power. This confirms that although there are changes in 

the participation of women with more in technical roles, power within the profession 
continues to be held by men. 

(Y) Career progression 
In evaluating any career choice, the potential for advancement is always an important 

factor. Many of the interviewees reflected on the optimism with which they had entered 
the profession and, with only a few exceptions, how this had turned to cynicism as they 
discovered that the career ladder that men could move along fairly naturally did not 
function as readily for a woman. Those in leadership positions spoke of the stress of 
heavy scrutiny and of being compared with senior male colleagues. This resonates 

strongly with Cockburn's account of women working in retail: "what appears to be 

happening here is that men are warning off women, warning them not to compete with 

menfor promotion and authority" (Cockburn, 1991: 69). 

Participants believed that senior male colleagues often tried to undermine them and 

seemed to be threatened by them. The experience of Wanda Jessop and Susan Hamilton 

recounted earlier illustrates how this hierarchical tension operates and demonstrates that 

men are concerned about losing out in the promotional stakes to achievement-oriented 

women. Several comments were made concerning "progressive YOUnger melljoining the 

industry" who were seen as holding more enlightened views about modernising the 

profession. Dainty et al (2000) caution against this optimism by warning that these 

younger men are likely to be indoctrinated by senior male colleagues and encouraged to 

adopt mainstream attitudes that maintain the status quo and making them part of the 

establishment. I share this view and Susan Hamilton commented that, in her experience, 
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young men in the profession are soon overtaken by the dominant culture that perpetuates 

existing male hierarchies. 

Becoming chartered is a vital professional goal and increasingly an individual's progress 
in the industry can be seriously limited without this accreditation. For many, their 

experience of the 'chartering' process was far from straightforward. The research points 
to the need to ensure that professional review panels include some female members. For 

several interviewees, the all-male panel was experienced as an obstacle, casting doubt on 
the 'fairness' of this final part of the process. This highlighted the essentially subjective 
nature of the interview that some felt left it vulnerable to discrimination and arbitrary 
outcomes. They felt that the procedure cannot be wholly trusted and what matters is that 
the process is seen to be fair by candidates. 

Becoming professionally qualified was seen by the women as a matter of acquiring the 
stated criteria and necessary experience. However, the reality of this process seemed to 
them also to be about self-presentation and this, more than some of the technical criteria, 
appeared to influence the outcome. 

Another perceived requirement for long-term career success was the move into 

management. Many felt ambivalent about this. A prime concern was the degree to which 
a management role would draw them away from grappling with engineering problems 
and draw them more towards a strategic role, dealing with 'people' issues and budgetary 

management. The view of all the interviewees was that this is an inevitable process in 

civil engineering, so that organisational success usually means becoming separated from 

the scientific discipline. Some particularly enjoyed the challenge of doing calculations 
and technical problem solving, so the prospect of organising others to do this and 

adopting a much more strategic role did not hold universal appeal. Dainty et al (2000) 

found similarly in their study with women's preference to stay close to their technical 

work and chosen professional role as a crucial factor in influencing the career path of 

some women in construction. These women derived greater satisfaction from these 

technical roles and saw this as an opportunity to demonstrate their competence to male 

colleagues. 

The possible negative effects on work/life balance resulting from the pressures of 

management were instrumental in some participants choosing not to take this path. This 

factor is discussed more fully below. 
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(iii) The image of the Institution of Civil Engineers 
Discussions about the chartering process produced much comment about the role and 
image of the Institution of Civil Engineers and its impact on the culture of the 

profession. This professional body was not highly regarded by interviewees; specifically 
it is seen as outdated, remote and highly bureaucratic. Its failure to modernise and 

promote diversity is seen as a way of continuing its inherent 'maleness'. One 

interviewee described it as being 'just an old boys'network, a sentiment echoed by 

several others. Despite the overriding criticisms of the ICE, some participants had 

chosen to be involved with the Institution contributing time to the work of its 

committees and council. They regarded their contribution as a way of making the 
Institution and its instruments of governance more accessible to the membership and 
also as a way of influencing its powerful subculture and future direction. Becoming an 
'insider' was seen as vital to having any influence on progressive change. 

The most important challenge facing the ICE is how to make its activities and the 
benefits of membership relevant to young engineers. Much of its active support is 
derived from older engineers who have not in the main questioned its ethos or practice. 
Another criticism of its function, shared generally by participants, centred on its failure 

to raise the profile of civil engineering with the general public. The continuing low 

status of the profession could, in part, be attributed to its dearth of campaigning for 

recognition of the industry's achievements. The opportunity to highlight the success of 
high profile projects (in engineering terms) like the Channel Tunnel and the Dartford 

River Crossing had been lost. This led several interviewees to comment that an 
Institution that does not proactively promote and celebrate the work of its members 
cannot expect to rely on their continued support 

I V) Summary 
The findings suggest that there has been very little change to the different subcultures 

operating within the profession that continues to be adversarial, conflict ridden and 

underpinned by a culture of working long hours. Women are more visible in engineering 

roles but remain isolated within a culture that is centred round competitiveness, conflict 

and the male pub gathering. Women seem resigned to adversarial work practices that are 

present in all areas. These are deemed more 'acceptable' in some subcultures, such as 

the construction site, even though they are experienced as particularly raw in that setting. 

These practices are mediated in the office environment and, as Susan Leyton explained, 

are expressed in more subtle and sophisticated ways within the subculture of the ICE, 
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often "couched in smiles with gritted teeth". Generally participants were not optimistic 
that these antagonistic work practices will substantially improve. 

3. Work/life balance 
The literature on this topic has discussed the way that boundaries between home, leisure 

and work are established and maintained and why this issue has been of particular 

concern to women. Despite legislative and workplace policies aimed at making it easier 
for people (particularly women) to combine paid work with the rest of life, their impact 
has been limited (Hogarth et al, 2000). Walter (1999) and Williams (2000) argue that 

workplaces are designed around men's life patterns and take no account of workers' 
roles as caregivers. On a theoretical level this has crystallised the issue as one of 
work/family conflict for many women (Thompson & Beauvais, 2000) as well as one of 
identity in relation to the perceived need to 'deny' motherhood in the context of paid 
work (Brannen & Moss, 1991). At an individual level, however, attachment to paid work 
has become central to identity with perceptions of self worth closely linked to roles of 
both producer and consumer (Lewis et al, 2003). Oakley (1997) suggests that the 

concept of work/life balance is itself mediated by what in reality is a work continuum for 

most women across public and private 'spaces', with women undertaking the majority of 
domestic work. 

Professional subcultures discussed in the previous section emphasise prioritising work 
and demonstrating a strong commitment to one's professional role. Within civil 

engineering this applies to the issue of availability and the long hours culture. This has 

negative impacts in a variety of ways and some women feel a psychological onslaught 
from the sense that they have to be seen to be working and any unplanned time off has to 
be accounted for. For women in management roles the boundary between work and non- 

work time appears to be dominated by the intractability of organisational work practices 
(Crompton & Harris, 1999). Women are colluding with male work patterns that mean 
long work hours and poor work/life balance. The conclusions that follow discuss 

work/life balance in terms of what were seen as the main problems and some possible 

strategies to improve the balance. The issues of management, flexible work 

arrangements and overseas working emerged as key areas of concern. 

(i) To manage or not to manage? 
Although moving into management was identified by a majority of participants as a key 

career goal, some identified management as unattractive and not sufficiently rewarded. 
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Some had already embarked on a management career with five participants in 'director' 

posts and a further eleven in other management roles. Specifically, moving into senior 

management roles was seen by some as incompatible with work/life balance. Even for 

those who were keen to develop their management potential, there was a sense that this 

was a choice forced upon them as the only way to gain recognition and earn more 

money. 

The fact that success almost inevitably seems to equal management certainly created 
problems for several women; without promotion to managing others, recognition would 
suffer and one would not be valued as someone who placed their career as a priority. 
There was a sense that within this paradigm, women would be particularly vulnerable 
and destined to remain at the bottom end of the pay and status scales. Working what was 
described by Wendy Johnson as "sensible hourý" in a management function was felt to 
be viewed negatively by employers and challenged the subculture of presenteeism which 
continues to dominate. 

The reason why so few women reach senior levels in the profession (for example, there 
is still not a single UK engineering consulting firm headed by a female chief executive) 
is due not just to structural discrimination, but also to the reality that women themselves 
are choosing not to take the management path leading to entry to the boardroom. Some 

of the participants with young families who had achieved great success early in their 
careers spoke of their frustration with the system that allowed them so little flexibility in 

relation to their changed family circumstances and yet still expected so much from them. 
Negotiating the tightrope between work and home continues to be a central issue for 

most professional women, especially those with caring responsibilities. There was an 
overwhelming sense that civil engineering just does not lend itself to variable work 
patterns. As Davidson and Cooper (1992: 132) argue, the conflict faced by many women 
between the dual roles of corporate manager and family manager can seriously affect 
their performance in both spheres. Some of the most highly qualified women, and some 

possibly with the most potential, had decided to take a lateral rather than a hierarchical 

perspective on their careers, choosing to focus on interesting and varied work, rather 
than on assuming powerful organisational roles. 

(H) Flexible working 
Strategies to improve work/life balance, such as part-time or flexible working, were 

regarded with ambivalence. Policies specifically aimed at women were felt by all 
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participants to be counter-productive because, although they might benefit individual 

women, they would serve to position women, as a category, as less committed to their 

careers. There was a perception that for flexible working to be less stigmatised these 
kinds of arrangements should be seen to be offered to both men and women. Making this 

gender neutral is what confers its legitimacy within organisations. There was strong 
feeling that stereotyping women as having different requirements from male colleagues 
was unhelpful. Although the rationale for the reasoning can be explained by participants 
not holding feminist views, it does not acknowledge the different social and material 
position of women. With only one exception, all the participants who were working part- 
time were doing so to accommodate caring for their children. Thus, for example, 
denying that women would like to take maternity leave and may need employers to be 
supportive of childcare arrangements does not advance women's cause nor does it reflect 
the reality of most women's choices in respect of their role as carers of dependants. 
Furthermore, as Greed (2000) argues, women fitting in to the industry on its terms does 

not seem to have resulted in them being made to feel welcome or in them reaching top 
positions in significant numbers. Women, therefore, may have little to lose in pressing 
employers for working arrangements that accommodate their particular requirements in 

achieving work/life balance though this was not generally acknowledged by participants 
as a useful approach to improving their position within the profession. 

(iii) Overseas working 
For some participants their suitability for working on overseas projects was connected to 
the subculture of the profession whilst for others this issue was dominated by work/life 
balance considerations. The reality is that these issues are inter-related. 

Changes to the business cycle for most consultants reflects the pattern of increased 
levels of overseas working. In light of this, employers obviously need to ensure that a 

proportion of their engineers is available to work abroad. it is not clear whether, in the 

recruitment process, an assumption that women may not be so flexible, or that they 

prioritise positive work/life balance, actually influences the decision about whom is 

appointed. Some participants, however, were convinced that the issue of mobility had 

limited their advancement and may have blocked their promotion into specific jobs, 

because in the eyes of their employer the relationship between their job and their home 

life was viewed negatively. This supports the work of Walby (1990), Cockburn (1991) 

and Rees (1992), who have all theorised women's relationship to paid and unpaid work 
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with, specifically, women's domestic role in the private sphere limiting their role in the 

public sphere. 

fly) Summary 
At the structural level work/life balance appears to be dominated by the subcultures 

within the profession. The strategies used by participants to improve the negative 
impacts of the subculture operate at a personal and individual level and involve a range 
of strategies such as changing career direction, for example. Strategies are constrained 
by personal circumstances, the specific organisational context and by the wider 
subculture. It is important to recognise that work/life balance is a process, which has to 
be negotiated; it is not static. Solutions are therefore not fixed but adapt to reflect 
changed circumstances. Linda Cook, for example, deciding to travel by train to work 
instead of driving, in response to a mounting workload, was a way of transforming travel 
time into work time as a tactic to improve work/life balance. For many participants the 
overwhelming impact of the professional subcultures was psychological with the strain 
of negotiating boundaries between what was characterised as the relentless treadmill of 
the industry and non-work time, as pre-eminent. 

4. Agents for change 
Agents for change comprise top-down industry initiatives, mainstream equalities 
measures, bottom-up grassroots activities and formal and informal support mechanisms. 
Some agents function as collective action in the form of policies and formal initiatives 

whilst others operate as individual responses to the male-dominated culture of 
construction. The conceptual framework developed by Greed (1998,1999, and 2000) 
has informed the analysis of what change can be expected. The possibility that women, 
as a critical mass, might be an agent for change appears unlikely given the continuing 

small proportional representation of women in the profession (see figures in Chapter 

Two). A further factor is that, as discussed in Chapter Eight, women do not form a 

cohesive unified interest group with a range of professional and personal differences that 

divides them. This study shows that women's interests are individual rather than 

collective. 

The prospect of bottom-up change being generated by the activities of groups operating 

outside the mainstream of construction seems remote. Their work received no comment 

from participants, not even from those engaged in equalities action. The overwhelming 

view was that progressive change on a structural level is only likely to result from top- 
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down insider and mainstream initiatives. This is in contrast to the variety of support and 

encouragement that, on an individual level, can make a difference to career opportunities 

and professional development. The summary conclusions that follow reflect this dual 

approach to change. 

(i) Equal opportunities policies 
As discussed in chapter three, equal opportunities can be categorised as a top-down 

change agent originating outside the mainstream of construction. It is a complex 
concept. Its theoretical base is allied most closely to management theory (Bagilhole, 
1997: 37) and its implementation is characterised both as 'equality of treatment' (policies 

and practices) and 'equality of outcome' (outcomes and results). An underlying theme of 
participants' understanding of the issue was the notion of 'fairness', particularly 
individuals being treated fairly and, in this respect, their focus was more on outcomes. 
As far as the implementation of 'fairness' on a collective level is concerned most had no 
idea or interest in how this could be achieved, or the role they could have within the 

process. 

Equal opportunities as an issue has a low profile in the industry and the introduction of 
formal equal opportunities policies has been accorded a low priority by employers. This 
is illustrated by the fact that two participants who hold director positions were unsure 
whether their organisations had established an equal opportunities policy. Their response 
was couched in terms of the importance of treating individuals fairly. The emphasis was, 
therefore, on individual solutions rather than collective strategic measures. 

Uncertainty about whether or not their organisations had an equal opportunities policy in 

place was in fact voiced by a majority of interviewees. The impression given was that 

such a policy was not valued, and cynicism was expressed about whether such 

statements can be effectively implemented or monitored. Generally, no clear connection 

was made between the lack of an equal opportunities framework in the profession and 

the 'poorer' position of women and specifically their under-representation at senior 
levels. This seemed to be the case equally amongst both the consulting and contracting 

arms of the business. Barbara Bushell, project manager with the organisation 'Women 

and Manual Trades' commenting on the role of women within construction in general, 

cites the issue of equal opportunities as being at the heart of the matter: 

"women have been ready and trainedfor workfor the last twentyfive years hut the old- 
boy netivork still rules. 7he industry seems to he less regulated than others in terms of 
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equal opportunities; I never saw an equal opportunities document in any of the 
companies I ever worked in " ('Weekend' Guardian magazine, 30 June 200 1). 
The establishment in June 2000 of an Equal Opportunities Forum (ICEFLOE) by the 
ICE goes some way towards recognising this and signifies some progressive change. 
Taking Cockburn's (1991: 216) framework of the 'short' and 'long' agenda for the 
implementation of equal opportunities measures discussed in Chapter Three, the 

understanding of what is a minimum position is characterised as the former whilst the 
latter involves more radical and material change. The 'short agenda' is characterised by 
the introduction of measures to minimise bias in recruitment and promotion and, can be 

viewed as an attempt to ameliorate informal discriminatory practices. In contrast, the 
'long' agenda' is concerned with organisational transformation and goes well beyond the 
minimalist approach of compliance with anti-discrimination legislation. None of the 
participants was employed by companies who had adopted anything more than a 
minimalist equal opportunities policy. 

Because the aim of the 'long agenda' is to challenge the culture of organisations, there 
are real costs associated with tackling this and in an industry where profit margins have 
been eroded in recent years, this can so easily be invoked as a reason not to act. 
However, cost is not the only issue. Most interviewees expressed indifference to the 
ideology and practice of equal opportunities because they felt either it was not relevant 
to themselves or to the industry and because they judged it to be ineffective. Women 

generally within the industry, therefore, may not be the drivers for change and even if 

their representation should achieve a level of critical mass, continuing indifference to 
equalities issues may mean that their greater presence may not be change inducing. The 
few with a deep interest in the issue (like Susan Hamilton for example) felt that the 

majority of men they had come across in the profession were committed to holding equal 
opportunities to the 'shortest possible agenda' (Cockburn, 1991: 216). 

Chapter Two described the privatised nature of the profession that continues with very 
little unionisation. The emphasis on maximising profit and reducing costs of private 

sector firms may account for the reluctance of engineering companies to adopt equalities 

policies that are seen to increase costs, especially in the short term. Michielsens et al 
(2001) found that the implementation of equal opportunities within construction that 
included specific encouragement measures to increase the female workforce was more 
likely to occur within the public sector. It is not difficult, therefore, to see how within a 
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climate of disinterest, equal opportunities fails to get on the agenda for action and seems 

of little relevance. This goes some way to explaining why outdated ways of working, 

such as recruitment systems based on "'he's a good chap, I laiew hisfalher'principle" 

(Greed, 2000: 188) continue and inequality is only very gradually being uncovered and 

acknowledged. 

My research suggests that employers may regard the issue of diversity within civil 
engineering more as a problem than as an opportunity. Although the focus of this study 
is gender, a comment was made by one of the participants about a Muslim male 

colleague who had met with considerable difficulty when requesting a workplace prayer 
facility. The continuing under-representation of women in civil engineering is part of the 

wider diversity issue. The challenge of addressing the need for a diverse workforce is 
being taken up by the ICE which, as a result of research undertaken by ICEFLOE, will 
be carrying out annual diversity monitoring of its membership. 

Two participants who are engaged in promoting equal opportunities policies within 
construction commented that, in light of the skills shortage, companies' future success 
may, depend on a more open and inclusive approach to staff recruitment. One of the 

organisations featured in the research has implemented an innovative approach to staff 
selection and retention within an equal opportunities framework and has steadily 
increased its turnover, profit levels and sphere of activity. The view of one of the 
directors was that the two were not unconnected. Adopting open and transparent 

recruitment policies is at the heart of this approach. However, this level of equal 
opportunities implementation represents the 'short agenda' to change aimed at 
eradicating (which in practice means minimising) discriminatory recruitment practices. 
For many employers in the sector this may turn out to be the extent of their 'equality' 

initiatives and may be regarded as sufficient to meet statutory compliance. My research 

suggests that a more radical approach to equal opportunities that involves, for example, 
'top down' change to staff selection and promotion at all levels appears unlikely with the 
business case for greater adoption of equal opportunities policies being increasingly 

contested. 

(U) Support nehPorks 
Having an ally or sponsor in high places can make a significant difference to career 

progression and therefore acts as an agent for change on a personal level. Because 

women still form such a small minority, this kind of help is particularly important in 
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helping to 'smooth the way' towards promotion and recognition. However, this support 
is often highly selective and discriminatory, particularly as participants had been 

'chosen' or singled out by their patron for special encouragement. This raises concerns 
in relation to equal opportunities and suggests that those who are not 'chosen' are left 

out in the 'wilderness' to find their own way. In relation to this issue of patronage one 

participant used her version of Pateman's (1988) 'sexual contract' to explain why some 

women make it to the top and others do not. She characterised this as the hidden terms of 
engagement between employer and employed. Both this view and my findings support 
the work of Cockburn (1991: 61) who sees male sex-right as an intrinsic feature of 
capitalism that remains essentially patriarchal. 

Women civil engineers receive and benefit from support in their work from a number of 
sources. I was surprised by the diverse nature and extent of these sources, particularly 
the degree to which career choice had been influenced by the role model of male family 

members who were engineers. This highlighted the importance of individual and family 

factors in encouraging women into and within the profession and is consistent with 
findings of Court and Moralee (1995) that particularly pointed to the role of mothers in 
influencing their daughters' choice of a non-traditional career. 

Many participants had received particular support and encouragement from individual 

male colleagues who, in most cases, had acted rather like a career sponsor. The men 
offering the support were in senior positions and thus were able to make a difference 

when it came to opening up opportunities for the women to work on different projects or 
take positions of responsibility. This supports the findings of Davidson and Cooper 
(1992), that confirm that the support of a 'patron boss' can be instrumental in advancing 
career prospects. Individual women being helped in this way can allow them to be 

accommodated within the male subculture and explains why, once they have adopted the 

values of the dominant culture, they are unlikely to challenge it. Langford et al (1995) 

endorse this view. They argue that because women have had to take advantage of male 

support and emulate male approaches to work to survive in the hostile environment of 

construction, they are unlikely to espouse female values that may ignite change to 
improve working practices 

A further effect of this personal, instrumental support for individual women is that noted 
by Greed (2000). She argues that women, as a category, are unlikely to be a force for 

change as they are prevented from forming a critical mass precisely because their 
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experiences, advantages and disadvantages often serve more to divide than unite their 
interests. My research supports this with the issue of parenthood as a good example. 
Wilomena Franks commented that as a mother of three small children she found herself 

making alliances with male colleagues who were fathers and this distanced her from 

childless females within the organisation. 

Whether pursuing an organisational career (attempting to climb a career ladder within 
one organisation) or an occupational career (moving from employer to employer), 
networking has been shown to be an important factor affecting progression (Cohn, 2000, 
Fagenson-Eland & Baugh, 2000). Women are usually perceived as being good at 
networking, particularly in social relations rather than the more instrumental and 
tangible benefits associated with male networks (Ibarra, 1992). This skill is socially 
constructed and is bom of necessity, so that women make connections that enable them 
to juggle careers and family life. However, in contrast, the research suggests women 
may either not know how to network effectively for success at work or may be 

constrained from doing this and a majority of participants did not recognise this as in 

any way important. Three of the older women who had been pioneers in the profession 
were the exception. Their view was that the younger women did not realise that the 
battle for recognition was still being fought and was in fact far from won. They stressed 
the need for women to establish a solid base of contacts across the industry and not to 
feel shy about using these for one's personal advantage. 

This is a major determinant of women's inferior place within the profession as it 

currently operates. Susan Hamilton argued this most strongly, commenting that civil 
engineering feels like a club. The credentials for entry have broadened in recent years, 
but the way that business is transacted and developed, often via a network of Personal 

contacts and informal alliances, continues to make it a closed system, based mainly on 
'who you know'. This is an exclusion mechanism keeping out new comers operated 

through maintaining a lengthy chartering process and establishing a route to promotion 

which is based more on time served than on individual merit. 

Most participants did not appear to network across the industry and found workplace 

politics generally difficult to negotiate. Those who were working part-time seemed the 

most detached from the networking process, with time always pressing. There was 

general awareness of male networks which participants recognised as often functioning 

in settings such as the gym or the pub. These were referred to with some disdain and a 
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majority found themselves outside of these circles. Brass (1985) and Burke et al. (1995) 

found that managerial and professional women are less integrated into important 

organisational 'male' networks and I have found similarly. Of course it could be argued 

that networking is in contradiction to formal equal opportunities policies but none of the 

participants made this link. A suggestion that women form their own support groups was 

met with considerable resistance by participants as it was felt that this could reinforce 

the 'separation politics' of the workplace which would increase the isolation of women, 

not reduce it. There is, however, evidence from the study that women are increasingly 

making use of networked support arrangements to strengthen their careers, particularly 
in the form of mentoring. 

Mentoring and 'buddying', aimed at increasing staff retention, have recently been 
formally introduced by a number of consultants as part of the induction programme for 

new staff. High staff turnover has been a significant problem in the profession, 

especially as the 'battle' to win an ever-decreasing number of civil engineering 

graduates continues. Putting in place effective support structures that operate as soon as 

an individual joins a company has been identified as a useful way of addressing staff 

problems before they become critical. These structured support systems can be shown to 
have both personal and business benefits and significantly improve staff retention. 

(N) Summary 
Equal opportunities policies appear to be sporadically adopted within the profession and 

were not highly regarded by participants. These policies certainly seem to have made 
little difference in securing women's entry into high-status 'male' jobs within the 
industry in significant numbers. Women's progress is further restricted by the visibility 

problems facing any minority trying to break into the ranks of a job or occupation held 

by a majority (Cohn, 2000). This has influenced participants who felt that whilst women 

might benefit on a personal level from forming 'women only' groups to share experience 

and offer mutual support, such separate and specific activities would only serve to 

undermine their collective place within the industry. Participants have different 

orientations and priorities resulting in the use of a range of support strategies for career 

enhancement. These operate on a personal and individual level in response to changes 

both in jobs and stages in the life-cycle and cannot be seen as agents for change in the 

wider context. 
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5. Conclusion 

The research has focused on enablers and barriers to change and has considered a range 

of bottom-up and top-down initiatives, all with varying degrees of influence. At the 

outset I had anticipated that women themselves within the profession would be powerful 

agents for change. However, the most striking conclusion of all is that, apart from a few 

determined individual women, women, as a group, show very little interest in actively 

challenging the structures of male privilege within the profession or transforming its 

culture. The reasons for this seem to be connected to the fact that, although there is a 

clustering of women at the bottom of the employment hierarchy within the profession, a 
few women have managed to push their way into prominent senior posts and this 

somehow, superficially at least, seems to have neutralised the gender issue for a majority 
of participants. Many of the interviewees seemed overburdened with immediate 

obligations to their employers and their families with very little time left for anything 
else. 

Some of the most senior women in the profession are represented in the research and 
their accounts varied in terms of the degree of difficulty they had experienced in getting 
to the top. Most of the other women expressed an intention to move into some form of 
management, though not necessarily at the most senior level, and a few had set for 
themselves very high goals. One reason given for this preference was that, although 
individual experience of line-management had been positive, the perception of the 

general quality of management within the profession, especially project management, is 

poor with many of the opinion that they could do an awful lot better. 

All participants discussed their achievement and aspirations against a background of 
difficulty or constraint and most believed that they had encountered some type of 
discrimination or prejudice in their career. Derived from their personal experience, an 

almost universal view was that most men experience difficulties in working with women 

as their peers and particularly as their leaders. (The exception was the contribution of 
individual male mentors who had clearly made a positive difference to the career 

experience of several participants). Cockburn (1991) and Walby (1990) have theorised 

this as the transfer of private patriarchy to public patriarchy and my research supports 

that of Greed (1999,2000) and Fielden et al (2000) which shows that men expect to be 

at the top of the hierarchy in construction. A clear message from this research is that 

women are still not welcome at the top in construction. 
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It was suggested by Wilomena Franks that the combined roles of mother and high-flying 

career woman were particularly threatening to some male colleagues whilst being a 

source of admiration for others. Cockburn (1991: 92), in her analysis of women's 
increased participation in paid labour, found little admiration on the part of men for 

women7s role in the workplace with the issue of working mothers being of particular 

concern to managers. Langford et al (1995) found that the attitude of women in 

construction towards career development was contradictory with on the one hand, a clear 
resistance to feminist ideas whilst on the other expressing concerns about career 
opportunities and the negative attitude of male colleagues to career breaks for women. 
The few women in my study who made any reference to feminism all agreed that the 
women's movement has both helped and hindered women. This dichotomy could stem 
from the influence of the backlash to feminist ideas which promotes feminism as the 
enemy of women (Faludi, 1991). 

Greed (2000) paints a negative picture suggesting that the situation within construction 
is particularly bad with both disability and pregnancy often equated with incapacity and 
seen as reasons for leaving the industry. This research leads me to a similar view. 
Motherhood within the profession is seen as a problem and, for those women in senior 
management positions, the 'mothering' element within their lives has to be managed 
seamlessly. The main concern was that any special privileges accorded to mothers would 
give men the opportunity to claim that women were not fully contributing at work and so 
undermine their career prospects. To combat this several participants commented that it 

should be the 'parenting' role that should be the subject of discussion, with an equal 
emphasis on mothering and fathering. Cockburn's (1991: 104) view is that "mothers' 

privileges are highly contradicloryfor women" exactly because they are gender specific 
and, although they can be effective in easing the interface between home and work, if 

they are not extended to men and taken up by them, women will continue to be "defined 

in domesticiV' (Cockburn, 1991: 76). According to the women I interviewed this applies 

equally to women at all levels within the profession and very few women are able to 

escape being labelled in this way, whatever their personal circumstances. 

The prospect of struggling to the top of the profession seemed an unattractive option for 

several participants. They had judged that the price to be paid for success was too high. 

Consequently they had opted out of the highly competitive management race, choosing 
instead to maintain a rewarding career but one not subject to the stress of continuous 
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long hours and working away from home on a regular basis. The anxieties about 

reaching the top did not revolve solely around the issue of competitiveness; the concerns 

were much broader. One participant described how able and motivated colleagues had 

changed as they trod on others in their dash for success. They expressed their dislike of 
the people their colleagues had become as senior managers, using terms such as 
"ruthless' and 'uncompromising' to describe their changed persona. They felt that civil 

engineering thrives on conflict and competition and that these characteristics continue to 

underpin the profession. For some working in this environment was experienced as 
unbearable. Helen Coates' story of disillusion and decision to leave the profession, for 

example, was very powerful. Others told me of women they knew who had left the 
industry for similar reasons. It was not possible for me, as part of this research, to chart 
the numbers of women leaving the industry, but in a climate of worsening skills shortage 
this must be a cause for concern. 

The individual biographies of the women described earlier do not give a complete 
picture of their professional and personal lives and my final remarks refer to what 
emerged as a key concern, work/life balance. Most of the women said very little about 
their leisure interests and only one of the women with dependent children mentioned 
aspects of her life aside from work and family. I was left wondering how, with so many 
claims for their attention, these women felt about themselves. As I listened to their 
stories about ways in which they were managing their multiple roles I got a strong sense 
of the high value they placed on maintaining their professional identity. Despite this 

several mentioned that they were investing in their careers now as a way of nurturing the 
future and being able to look forward to working less intensively and two women hoped 

to be able to retire early. Whilst several interviewees spoke with optimism about their 

personal futures, none seemed very positive about the prospects of industry change. My 

own view is that change is only likely to occur with the stronger implementation of 
(equality' legislation and a much more coherent lead from the ICE in relation to 

operating standards and codes of good practice. On one level with the establishment of 
ICEFLOE this process has begun, but in an industry that has shown itself resistant to 

change of any kind, expecting radical reform of its culture and practice in the short term 
is unrealistic. 
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APPENDIXI 

Participant Profile - Age, Family Circumstances and Professional 
Position 

Patricia Knight 
Age: 38. Married with two young, children works part-time as a charteredproject 
managerfor a mainstream consultant. 
Mary Jones 
Age: 28. Married with no children, worksfill-timefor a specialist consultancy as a 
graduate engineer. Is working towards attaining chartered status. 
Helen Zell 
Age: 3 7. Single with no children, worksfill-time as a chartered Principal Professional 
Engineerfor a mainstream consultant. 
Susan Leyton 
Age: 47. Married with two school age children worksfull-time as a chartered Principal 
Engineerfor a mainstream consultant. 
Penny James 
Age: 39. Married with no children, worksfull-time as Commercial Directorfor a 
Government research agency. She became a chartered engineer in 1991. 
Gillian Hayes 
Age: 3Z Married with three young children, worksfull-timefor a Government statutory 
agency as a project engineer. Helen is not a chartered engineer. 
Fiona Kent 
Age: 34. Married with two young children, works part-time as a chartered senior 
environmental engineerfor a specialist consultancy. 
Melinda Jackson 
Age: 35. Married with one school age child, worksfull-time as a chartered Principal 
Engineerfor a mainstream consultant. 
Naomi Gill 
Age: 26 Single with no children, worksfull-time as an engineerfor a mainstream 
consultant. Naomi is not chartered. 
Gemma Sales 
Age: 33. Married with one young child, works part-time as a chartered Principal Civil 
Engineerfor a mainstream consultant. 
ChristineAllen 
Age: 33. With partner and no children, worksfull-time as all incorporated engineer at a 
mainstream consultant. 
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Helen Coates 

Age: 36 Single with no children, worksfidl-time as a chartered Senior Civil Engineer 
for a mainstream consultant. 
Meena Patel 

Age: 23. Single with no children worksfidl-time as a graduate engineer with a 
mainstream consultant. Is working towards chartered status. 
Miranda Ellis 

Age: 25. With partner and with no children, worksfidl-time as a Transportation 
Engineerfor a mainstream consultant. Miranda is not chartered 
Barbara Bing Turner 

Age: 29. Single and with no children, worksJull-time as a project managerfor a 
specialist consultancy. Chartered status expected within three months of the interview. 
Marion King 
Age: 26 With partner but without children, worksfidl-time as a project engineer with a 
specialist consultancy. Is under a training agreement with the ICE. 
Wanda Jessop 
Age: 46 Single and with no children, has set tip her own independent design 
consultancy. She worksfull-time in developing this business and has been a chartered 
engineerforfifleen years. 
Linda Cook 
Age: 39. Married with -one young son, worksfull-time ill a high profile position within 
the industry. Her employer is a large contractor. She is not a chartered engineer. 
Molly Peters 

Age: 38. Single and without children works as aftill-time academic. She has been a 
chartered engineerfor nine years. 
Miriam McClean 
Age: 37. With a partner and without children, worksfull-time as ail Associate Director 
for a mainstream consultant. Miriam is a chartered engineer. 
Karen Shaw 
Age: 40. Married and with one young child, she worksfidl-lime as Senior Project 
Managerfor a public sector agency and has been a chartered engineerfor thirteen 
years. 
Tania Forrest 
Age: 39. Married and with two school age children, works part-time as a project 
managerfor a mainstream consultant. She is not a chartered engineer. 
Wendy Johnson 
Age: 56 Separated and with no children, worksJull-lime as Chief Engineer (chartered) 
for a main stream consultant. 
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Wilomena Franks 

Age: 3 7. Married with three small children, worksfill-time as a director ofa 
mainstream consultant and has been a chartered engineerfor thirteen years. 
Clare Sanderson 

Age: 26 With partner and without children, worksfill-time as a graduate engineerfor 
a contractor. Is under a training agreement with the ICE. 
Geena Amrouni 
Age: 36 Married with two young children, worksfill-time as Group Head (Chartered) 
for apublic sector research organisation. 
rictoria Joseph 
Age: 51. Married with two adult children, worksfull-lime in her own consultancy 
practice and has been a chartered engineerfor twenty-six years. 
Wently Legate 
Age: 35. Married with two small children, worksfull-time as a Director of a contractor 
and has been a chartered engineerfor six years. 
Pauline Jenkinson 
Age: 45. Single and with no children, worksfull-time in a senior management rolefor a 
utility company. She is a chartered engineer. 
Paula Alexander 
Age: 30. Married and with one young child, works part-time as an Assistant Project 
Managerfor a mainstream consultant. Is working towards her professional reviewfor 
chartered status. 
Susan Hamilton 
Age: 49. Divorced with no children, works part-time it) her own practice. She has heell 
a chartered engineerfor twenty-four years. 
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A PPENDIX II 

A Research Study 

The Career Experiences of Women Civil Engineers in the UK 

The aim of this PhD research project is to explore women's experience within the civil 
engineering profession in the UK in order to understand the main issues affecting their 
progress. Although part of the project involves a quantitative study of employment 
trends within the industry, the research will be mainly a qualitative study with 
individual in-depth interviewing as the main tool of the investigation. 
A number of the consulting firms including Binnie Black and Veatch and the Babtie 
Group have offered their support for the project. In addition both Birmingham and 
Glasgow University Civil Engineering Departments have asked to be consulted about 
the findings and have expressed a wish to be involved with the process. 
The changing nature of the business for the major consulting firms with a greater 
proportion of their work being done overseas may influence recruitment patterns. 
Engineers now need more often than in the past to be diverse in their expertise and 
flexible and mobile in the application of their skills. 
It is hoped that the interviews will highlight the following issues: 

Workplace environment and culture 
Women working in a male-dominated profession 
Equal opportunities policies and practice 
Support networks 
Future business trends and their impacts on women 

The status of civil engineering in general and the calibre of civil engineering graduates 
in particular is currently being hotly debated. The perceived need to raise standards of 
practice points to the need for the profession to attract more high-flyers to its ranks. 
How these developments will affect women coming into the profession and those 
women already established in their careers is uncertain but they may provide the basis 
for considerable change and opportunity. It is hoped that the findings of this study will 
inform the development of the profession. 

Jacqueline Watts 
PhD student, Middlesex University 
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APPENDIXIII 

RESEARCH STUDY 
PARTICIPANT DETAILS 

7hefollowing backgroundfactual information about yourself is sought to contextualise 

responses. 

NAME. - 

AGE: 

ORGANISATION: JOB TITLE: 

MAIN AREAS OF RESPONSIBILITY: 

TIME WITH CURRENT EMPLOYER: 

DETAILS OF PREVIOUS EMPLOYMENT: (with approx dates) 

QUALIFICATIONS & DATES: 

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING UNDERTAKEN WITH DATES: 
(including training not completed) 

FAMILY CIRCUMSTANCES: 
Single/Married[With Partner/Divorced 

HUSBAND/PARTNER'S OCCUPATION: 

DO YOU HAVE CHILDREN: YES/NO 

NUMBER & AGES OF CHILDREN: 

OTHER CARING RESPONSIBILITIES: 

CAREER BREAK DETAILS: e. g. maternity leave 
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APPENDIXIV 

Researching the Career Experience of Women 
Civil Engineers in Britain 

DISCUSSION ISSUES/INTERVIEW PROMPTS 

1) CAREER CHOICE/EDUCATION 

Which subjects did you choose at school 

What was your experience of taking civil engineering at university 

Why did you choose civil engineering as a career; what were the key influences 

Was there any encouragement or opposition to this choice of a non-traditional career 
from family or friends 

Do you see this as a non-traditional choice 

Do you have a preference for public or private sector working and why 

2) CAREER EXPECTATIONS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

Themes and patterns around achievement and attainment generally. What has helped 
and what has hindered you in your progress but specifically: 

Where are you now in the profession and how does this link with your original goals 

Do you have any particular organisational ambition in terms of a management role 

What training and CPD opportunities have you had - do you value becoming chartered 

How do you see the role of the ICE 

How has the profession changed in the time that you have been in it 

(glass ceiling and 'men onlysuccess templates - consider & bear in mind but do not 
raise) 
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3) STATUS, IMAGE, STEREOTYPING AND ROLE MODELS 

In your experience how are female engineers seen by male colleagues and also by 
female colleagues employed in non-technical or 'support' capacities 

Do you have female colleagues amongst the technical staff at senior levels within your 
company; have they influenced your career and do you see them as a role model 

Is there an informal/formal mentoring scheme amongst women in your workplace 

Is there a formal appraisal scheme in place within your company; if so how is this 
administered and does this form an interactive part of career development for staff 

Do you consider that there are particular segments of the business where women 
predominate 

Do you have social interaction with your colleagues at work/lunchtimes/after work 

Do you feel that your work is valued 

4) WORKPLACE CULTURE 

Does your company have an equal opportunities policy; are women treated equally in 
terms of pay, opportunity and training 

Have you experienced any obstacles to your professional progress (including direct 
discrimination but also informal exclusionary practices such as unwanted sexual 
attention in the form of offensive jokes, familiar behaviour, sexual teasing. If so have 
you ever reported this behaviour) 

Do you think that this kind of behaviour within the profession is significant and has this 
had any impact on your career 

How do you perceive power relationships on site and in the office 

Are you made to feel different in any way within the wider male-dominated culture of 
civil engineering 
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5) BUSINESS EXPECTATIONS 

Have you experienced any restrictions on where you can work, particularly in respect of 
overseas projects 

Do you enter into contract negotiation 

6)GENERAL 

How do you think working practices and expectations could be changed to improve the 
profession generally 

What in particular would improve your experience at work 

Prior to the interview do you feel that you were given enough information about the 
study. 

What do you think of the questions included in this study. 

How did you feel about being interviewed. 

Are there any issues of concern that have not been raised; is there anything that you 
would like to ask me. 
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